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MULTI MODE RECEPTION

SQUELCH CONTROL

AM WFM - NFM - SSB - CW

AVE FACILITY

ed use

Fully adjustable and switchable squelch control

1200 MEMORY CHANNELS
CHANNEL SCOPE SPECTRUM ANALYSER
that allows monitoring of 40 channels at a glance

CHANNEL SCOPE PEAK SEARCH
During searches you can tune in the strongest signal
displayed on the channel scope

ADVANCED SCANNING FEATURES
that allow selection of these types of scanning:

Programmed Scan

VFO search

(up to 10 groups)
Programmed Memory Scan
Any Memory Scan
Mode Scan

Dual VFO search
Band encursion scan
Priority scan

Any channel ship scan

STYLISH CABINET WITH LARGE SPEAKER
For clear sound quality

A SUPER SENSITIVE RECEIVER

DUAL VFOs
FACILITIES FOR CLONING ANOTHER SET

BUILT IN 24 HOUR CLOCK
DISPLAY - CONTRAST - CONTROL

LOW BATTERY ALARM
SWITCHABLE ATTENUATOR
SELECTABLE CONTROL BEEP TONE
KEYPAD LOCK CONTROL

(not found on many scanners!)

includes

USER FRIENDLY FEATURES
Help messages - Personalised Channel names - Memory

cloning - Auto memory write scan - Beginner/Expert
Mode - Memory Tune Mode

LARGE CLEAR ILLUMINATED DISPLAY
with switchable backlight for easier use at night

TIMER FUNCTIONS
With auto ON/OFF facility

SPECIFICATIONS

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Frequency
Memories

100kHz - 2000MHz

Scan Speed

25 ch/sec

Scan Steps

Selectable (50Hz - 500kHz)
in 20 fixed steps
Triple Superheterodyne

1200

EBP-33N

Small size 650mAH NiCad...L39.95

EBP-34N

Long life 1200mAH NiCad...L49.95

Receiver

ESC -29

Standard Soft Case

EBC-6

Mobile Mounting Bracket

£12.95

EME-6

Earphone

£10.95

Dimensions 57(H) x 150(W) x 25.5(D)
Weight
320g
(with EBP-37N Battery pack)

£7.95
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ICOM'S NEW COMPUTER

RADIO SYSTEM
lookHz_ 1300MHz

- '44

LOTS- ALL MODE RECEPTION HORE1

MAINS DROP IN CHARGER
For easy and convenient use

NICAD BATTERY PACK
4.8V DC 700mAH NiCad battery pack

BELT CLIP
CARRYING STRAP
FLEXIBLE LOW PROFILE ANTENNA

vrrFrrrFrr
MAIM -

FREQUENCY:

far further details contact

66 - 88MHz 300 - 470MHz
I108 - I 70MHz 806 - 1000MHz

in our TRADE DEPARTMENT

ODES: AM/NFM

Phew' Intl (0044) 1705 698113

STEPS: 5, 6.25, 10, 12.5, 25kHz

I

MEMORIES: 200

BAND MEMORIES: 10

An exciting new han

(user re -programmable)

packed with features - but

PRIORITY CHANNELS: 10

at a price you can aff

SCANISEARCH SPEED: 30 per sec

The receiver has

POWER: Requires 4 x AA batteries

"breathtaking

SUPPLIED WITH: Antenna, Earpiece,
arrying Strap and built-in Desk Stand

IJIK F

Intl (0044) 1705 690626
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this set is destined to be
a number one seller
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YUPITERU

YUPITERU

AOR AR8000

MVT 9000 EU

MVT 7100 EU

STILL the Nol seller!

Retail h Mail Order

01105 G02145

ICOM
IC -R10

6..AJO

.1
PRICE

01105 S9OG26

MATCN
promise

189 London Road North End

nortcrontith KIP (IfIF
E-MAIL info@nevada.co.uH

kSilget10

3100023,g

httplimuu mon co.uk

With a range exceeding 2000MHz, a real
time bandscope, twin VFO receiver, and

Yupiteru's own EMC version of this
popular radio.

Yupiteru's flagship model in 1997!
EU version is especially designated by

530kHz-1650MHz
AM/FM/WFM/SSB/CW

Yupiteru for the UK and Europe.

1000 Memories
C/w NiCads & cha

All mode
FM, WFM, SSB, CW, AM

500kHz-1900MHz
Computer control

a host of other features, this will be

Ink

£299.00

£269.00

Data clone
1000 Memories
C/w NiCads & charger

All mode - FM, WFM, SSB, CW, AM RX
Newly designed 'BUSY CATCH SCAN'

(0.5MHz -1300MHz)
1000 memory channels
VSC (Voice Scan Control)
Full computer access capability

Auto mode and tuning step
er supply

DRAKE SW2

YAESU FRG -100

A cracking new receiver aimed at the
Broadcast and Shortwave listener. JRC
build some of the World's finest

A new low cost receiver from this
famous American manufacturer with

receivers and this is no exception.
Designed to give clarity and interference

dynamic range. A ruggedly built radio
that is easily transported with optional
carrying handle or vehicle mounted for
mobile use.

free reception.

AM synchronous detector
Low noise PLL chip
Wide dynamic range
Sensitive receiver

This receiver provides solid coverage

from 50kHz to 30MHz with all mode
reception of AM, SSB and CW. 50 fully

exceptional sensitivity, selectivity and

100kHz - 30MHz AM/SSB
100 memories
Easy tuning

Clock/Timer functions

Selectable Sideband
499.00
Synchronous detection
Dual antenna inputs
Long wire short wave antenna

Supplied c/w AC mains adaptor

I 2V DC operation

Noise blanker
RS232 computer 1/F

100 memories

qr14

DRAKE R8B

--/V0V/

tunable memory channels store

MA, FM,

frequency, mode and filter selections. The

Freq range:

FRG -I00 has twin 12 hour and 24 hour

Wide/narrow noise blanker

programmable clocks with on timer and

RE pre -amplifier for enhancing weak

sleep timer. The

signals 1000 memories
RF attenuator Tone control
Adjustable RF gain Notch filter

z

FM option'

AGC

available

Two 24 hour clock timers
RS 232 interface

add £39
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Built for Speed
R11
Test Receiver...

The new

...If there's RF, you'll catch it!
The NEW R11 is a Nearfield FM Test Receiver capable of sweeping 30MHz - 2GHz in less than one
second. The R11 can lock onto a 5 watt UHF signal as far away as 500 feet and demodulate the signal through its built-in speaker. A unique feature of the Rll is its ability to determine what band the
frequency is transmitting in and display it on its LED indicator. When speed is an issue, reach for the

RI1 Test Receiver, You won't find a faster nearfield FM test receiver anywhere.

FEATURES
Frequency Range: Analog FM, 30MHz - 2GHz
*Locks onto 5 watt UHF signals as far away as 500 feet
Easy to use keypad functions: Frequency Hold, Frequency Skip, Frequency

TEST RECEIVER
lei
30

AQ

88 108 144 174 420470

-

LOCK

IC LOCKOUTS
AUTO HOLD
30MHz -

test Recep:'

Lockout, and the Shift key feature for Audio Mute, Enable/Disable Lockouts,
and Lockout Clear
Squelch and Volume control knobs
LED frequency range indication display
Built-in speaker for instant frequency demodulation and
headphone jack for earphone audio
Interface with the Scout for Reaction Tune
TA100S Telescoping whip antenna included
Reaction Tune
Built-in NiCad batteries (4 hour discharge) and
with Scout
using optional
power supply included
CB-RT

Oft 1.11111041,11"1111 ImAr°1119~1111111.
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INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS FOR A MODERN PLANET
CD

5821 NE 14th Avenue Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33334

CD

HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS

z
CD

SKIP
CLEAR
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S

0
cr.

132 High Street Edgeware Middlesex .1-IA8 TEL
Telephone: 01819515781 Fax: 01819515782

NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS

0

189 London Road North End Portsmouth P02 9AE
Telephone: 01705 662145 Fax: 01705 690626

Check Out Our Web Site:
www.optoelectronics.com

WATERS & STANTON ELECTRONICS
22 Main Road Hockley 'Essex SS5 4QS
Telephone: 01702 206835 Fax: 01702 205843

MADE IN U.S.A.
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Copyright in all drawings, photographs and articles
published in Short Wave Magazine is fully protected and
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Wave Magazine to ensure that the advice and data given
to our readers is reliable. We cannot, however, guarantee it
and we cannot accept legal responsibility for it. Prices are
those current as we go to press. Short Wave Magazine,
USPS No. 006996, is published monthly for £25 (UK) per
year by PW Publishing Ltd., Arrowsmith Court, Station
Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Second Class
Postage paid at South Hackensack. Postmaster: Send USA
address changes to Royal Mail International, c/o
Yellowstone International, 2375 Pratt Boulevard, Elk Grove
Village, IL 60007-5937.

DISCLAIMER. Short Wave Magazine wishes in no way
to either condone, or encourage, listeners to monitor
frequencies and services which are prohibited by law.
We respectfully refer you all to both the Wireless
Telegraphy Act 1949, and the Interception of
Communications Act 1985. Some of the products
offered for sale in advertisements in this magazine
may have been obtained from abroad or from
unauthorised sources. Short Wave Magazine advises
readers contemplating mail order to enquire whether
the products are suitable for use in the UK and have
full after -sales back-up available.The Publishers of
Short Wave Magazine wish to point out that it is the
responsibility of readers to ascertain the legality or
otherwise of items offered for sale by advertisers in
this magazine.
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ommunique
Anniversary Celebrations

Club Cal!sign Selected
The International Short Wave League's Club Callsign GX4BJC/P for 1998 has been
selected. The year 1998 sees operators from Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales
included, which means that GN4BJC/P, GS4BJC/P and GC4BJC/P will be in
operation.
As in previous years, a Special QSL card will be issued upon receipt of an incoming
card and an s.a.s.e. would be appreciated from anyone wishing to receive a QSL card

direct. Reports and QSLs should be sent to: ISWL Club CalIsign Manager GODBX,

The Chester & District Radio Society will
celebrate its 50th anniversary on June 13th
1998. The whole year will witness various
events to mark this landmark in the Society's
history.
Firstly, an award will be made to applicants

who work or hear Chester & District Radio

Month

Call

Name

Location

January
February
March

G3NYY

Walt
Arthur

Tewkesbury

Society members stations, five callsigns qualify
for the award. A small charge will be made for
the award certificate and postage.
March 21st 1998 will see the Society's
50th Anniversary Dinner and the RSGB

Didcot

President Ian Kyle GI8AYZ/MIOAYZ will be

Tony

Wantage

Terry

Norfolk

David
Roy
John
Mike
John

Lincolnshire

the Guest of Honour. Ian Kyle will address the
congregation during the course of the evening.
Tickets for the dinner will be available at a
cost of £20 each and the venue is the Jarvis

'Kenwood', London Road, Louth, Lincolnshire LN I I 8QH, England.

April
May
June
July

August
September

October
November
December

GOKOC
GOLCB
GOLGF
GODBX
G14CBG
GMOPKW
G4IUF
G4EUI
GOIYZ

GW3CNW
MOBAX

Belfast (GN4BJC/P)
Isle of Lewis (GS4BJC/P)
Harrogate

Chris

Birmingham
Derby

Frank
Brian

Christchurch

North Wales (GC4BJC/P)

Abbotts Well Hotel, Christleton,
Chester. Further information regarding the
award and the 50th Anniversary Dinner are
available from Roger Howells G8GWX
(Society Chairman), 52 Upton Park, Upton,
Chester CH2 I DG, Tel: (01244) 374252.

BBC Radio Derby

Lowe's New Catalogue

Students Rule The Waves

A new transmitter for BBC Radio Derby at
Drum Hill, located six miles north of Derby

Lowe Electronics have recently published
their first catalogue. The 78 -page colour A4 -

The 1997 Radio Student Radio Awards took
place back on the 1st November at Brookes
University, Oxford. The aim of the event is to
celebrate the successes of student radio over
the past 12 months and to highlight some of

has now entered service. The Drum Hill
transmitter for BBC Radio Derby gives
improved reception to 200 000 people across
Derbyshire and East Staffordshire.
BBC Radio Derby listeners in the Derby
area should tune to 104.5MHz f.m. This new
service supersedes the Sutton Coldfield
service and the Derby studio transmitter on
94.2MHz.
BBC Radio Derby is also available on
95.3MHz from Stanton Moor and I 16kHz
(medium wave) from Burnaston Lane. Some
listeners may need to re -position their
portable receivers and adjust their antennas
from this new service.
Listeners requiring advice on receiving
BBC Radio Derby should contact their local
I

size Lowe Electronics Catalogue contains

products for use in the amateur radio,
communications, GPS navigation and scanning
fields. Also included are many accessory items,
together with components, connectors,
antennas and other products from
the Lowe's varied

the hot new talent, which is currently
dominating the airwaves in university towns
across the UK.

University Radio Falmer from

range.

University of Sussex stormed ahead of the

To obtain
your copy of
this

competition and was voted Best Student
Radio Station of '97 at the Awards. The

comprehensive
catalogue, just

Deputy Controller of Radio I, in a glittering
ceremony in front of over 300 guests.
For the first time in the history of Radio I,
the controls will be handed over to this year's
winner. They will be given the unique
opportunity to broadcast a one hour special
programme using their own presenters, choice
of music and programme style on the Radio
airwaves in the new year.
Andy Parfitt said "University Radio Falmer
put in all round good performance. The skill
and creativity displayed in their speech
programming and the diversity in music output
proves the growing vitality of student radio in
the UK".
University Radio Falmer were not the only
winners, the city of Nottingham was
celebrating when its two universties swept the
board in five out of seven of the remaining
categories. Kick FM at Nottingham Trent
University proudly took awards for Best
Factual Programme, Best Radio Presenter
(speech) and the Innovation Award, whilst
their rival neighbours Nottingham University

Information, Villiers House, The
Broadway, Ealing, London W5 2PA, Tel:

send four first
class stamps
direct to Lowe
Electronics Ltd.,
Chesterfield
Road, Matlock,
Derbyshire DE4

(0345) 010313.

SLE.

radio dealer or BBC Engineering

I

winner was announced by Andy Parfitt,

I

Waters & Stanton PLC
On the 1st October 1997, it was announced that, after nearly 25 years of successful and
continuous trading as a Partnership, Waters & Stanton Electronics had now become an
incorporated body training as Waters & Stanton PLC. This change will ensure greater
flexibility for the new company for future expansion and diversification.
The Partners continue as Directors with the additional appointment of Mr M.
Francis as Sales Director. After their accreditation with ISO 9002 earlier in the year,
Waters & Stanton PLC see this as a way of improving service to their many customers.

SWM December 1997
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Radio received Best Entertainment Feature
and Best Male Presenter.
Student Radio in the UK is a rapidly
growing medium and it is an essential breading
ground for a new generation of talented radio
presenters and technicians. The recognition of
this talent at the awards could only take place

with the continued support of Radio I, the
NUS and the Student Radio Association.
So, if you're studying at University, why not
get involved with your student radio station or
even get one started and who knows, next
year your station could be one of the entries
in the Radio I Student Radio Awards!
For more information, contact: Radio

Waters & Stanton Catalogue
Available directly from Waters & Stanton PLC is their
latest publication, believed to be the largest and most
comprehensive Amateur Radio catalogue in Europe.
Contained within its new all -colour pages are sections
giving detailed information including technical specifications
on antennas, kits, audio, amplifiers, accessories and much
more.
So, how can you grab a catalogue? Well, copies of the
Waters & Stanton Radio Communications Catalogue are
available for £2.95 plus 41 postage UK (readers in

mainland Europe add £2.75 P&P, outside Europe add £5
P&P). To order your copy contact Waters & Stanton at 22
Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS, Tel: (01702)

One Awards, do NUS Press Office, 461
Holloway Road, London N7 6LJ.

Tandy's BIGGEST Ever Catalogue
Tandy, who claim to be Britain's largest high
street electrical retailer, has launched its
biggest and best ever catalogue, with 500
pages packed with thousands of products.
Tandy's latest catalogue features many great
Christmas gifts, including radio controlled
boats and planes, night vision binoculars, a
huge range of mobile 'phones and accessories

Radio I Student Radio Awards 1997. Best Student
Radio Station - University Radio Fulmer.

Radio & TV News
With the ITC offering RSL (Restricted Service
Licences) for two year periods, Oxford may be
one of the first towns to open its own TV
station. 'The Oxford Channel' has submitted a
licence application promising up to six local
hours daily with news, sports and programmes
for ethnic minorities. Edinburgh may also apply
for a licence as they closed down their 'Channel
35' service the day before it was due on -air.
'Channel 12', the Isle of Wight TV channel may
also to apply for a terrestrial licence to expand
coverage from the planned cable network. Lots
of potential u.h.f. DX here!
Bad times in Germany as several of the
local/regional TV channels are under financial
stress. The Berlin PULS-TV went bust, but the
Thomas Kirch group bailed them out (with a
cool $27 million) though the less fortunate FABTV Berlin channel still struggles after losing
millions. TV Munchen has been rescued by
Robert Kirch though no viewing or financial
figures are known. Other stations in Munich,
Nuremberg and Hamburg also are still struggling
financially.

South Africa has opened up private
terrestrial TV with seven applications for the
first TV network. Most are well known
international media groups. The new network
will offer news, sports, entertainment and local
offerings. Decisions will be announced Spring
1998, though no on -air date has been
announced.

and replacement remote controls for virtually
any TV or VCR.
By featuring everything from telescopes
and electronic chess games to the wacky
world of metal detectors, the catalogue caters
for the whole family. To entertain youngsters,
parents will find this catalogue features Star
Wars and Barbie walkie-talkie sets, as well as

Following channel allocation problems, the
Greek government have now reduced the
number of regional and national TV network
channels previously announced. There will now
be six national networks and four local TV
licences, a reduction of one in each grouping.
This will upset the established eight networks
that each had hopes to select one of the
channels on offer. ET -I will change to an
entertainment channel and ET -2 will carry news
and information.
An American group CME has taken over the
Budapest terrestrial TV3 station giving access to
a 90% national viewing potential via a country.
wide cable network. CME took over the reins
October 26th.
From the BDXC news of Dutch TV channels
- the ROF Irnsum transmitter is now 150kW ch.
E28, omnidirectional; TV Drenthe now has its
transmitting antenna some 200m up the Smilde
mast; TV Flevoland opened up October;
check out ch.E36 for TV Noord from
Hoogezand with 100kW e.r.p. now on -air.
A note from J.M. Winsor in Bromley, Kent host of the Website for the French based 'Club
Europeen DX Radio TV' covering satellite and
TVDX reception. There's a club bulletin in
French published bi-monthly. The website URL

dozens of powerful remote control cars
starting at just £9.99 for the Breeze Runner
rising to £399.99 for the Mercedes DMT. The
catalogue also continues to feature the wide
range of specialist electronic components for
which the company is renowned.
Andrew Fryatt, Managing Director at
Tandy, said, "We have invested time and
energy in developing this extensive catalogue
which goes beyond the range of products
usually available on the high street. It is now
the most comprehensive consumer electrical
catalogue available with something for
everyone. This is backed up by the
knowledgeable and friendly service of our staff
in store, and from our telesales teams.
A new feature of the catalogue is Tandy

'Unlimited'. This offers customers a mail order
facility to products featured exclusively in the
new catalogue. By doing this we have
supplemented the range of products available
in our 340 high street stores, now enabling
our customers access to increasingly unusual
and state-of-the-art technology".
Using the new catalogue, customers can
simply order any item from the Tandy
'Unlimited' range by post, FAX or 'phone, or
simply by going into their nearest store. The
product is then despatched in 48 hours with
just a nominal postage and packing charge.
Customers can also benefit from the
'Repair Shop At Tandy', which will repair a
wide range of electrical items, whether or not
they come from Tandy! So, I'm sure you're all
thinking 'I'd better get one of these
catalogues', well, you've only got to go to your
nearest Tandy store, part with a £ I coin and
it's yours! By the way, the catalogue also
contains £25 worth of redeemable vouchers!

I

is http://www.ndirect.co.uldsorwinicedrt.htm and Mr. Winsor can be
contacted via E-mail at sorwin@ndirect.co.uk
Finally we would appreciate any reports of
the 1997 mid -November Leonids meteor
shower a couple of weeks ago.

Send your news to Zoe Crabb at the Ed orial Offices
SWM December 1997
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Communique'
Shortwave Listening Course

The Christchurch Radio Club have advised
that they will be running a series of Special
Shortwave Listening Evenings starting in
January 1998. The evening meetings will be
held at the Siemens Plessey (Christchurch)
Radio Club, Grange Road, Christchurch at
8pm on the third Thursday of each month.
The first s.w.l. evening will be held on
Thursday 15th January, entitled 'An
Introduction to Shortwave Listening, The
Hobby' and this will be followed each month
by meetings covering various aspects of the
hobby including Monitoring the tropical
bands, Medium wave DXing, Use of your PC
for data reception, The International Short
Wave League, Monitoring the air and marine
bands, etc. Guest speakers will also be on
hand to present an interesting evening and
answer questions on the hobby.
A programme and invitation to the course

reading sets of phonetic letters and/or
numbers and c.w. signals. Their origin is in
dispute and their purpose is unclear, but there
are still many dozens of them on the air, each
run by different organisations. Some of these
should have shut down with the ending of the
Cold War, yet they still transmit like
clockwork.
Now, with the completion of The Conet
Project, 25 years of Numbers Station activity is
available to the public on a quadruple CD set
containing 150 recordings. The 80 -page
booklet, which accompanies the CD set,
contains detailed logs, essays and a definitive
look -up table of all known Numbers Stations,
including Morse Numbers Stations.
An invaluable and fascinating resource for
all listeners, The Conet Project was collated
from the personal archives of people from all
over the world and its publishers, Irdial-Discs,
claim that it is the definitive reference work on
the mysterious field of Numbers Stations,
containing very rare recordings from as early
as 1971 as well as up to date examples of
currently operating ones.
For those
listeners who
are seriously
interested in
Numbers
Stations, there
is The
European

Numbers
Information
Gathering

is available from The Shortwave Shop,

Radio Communications Centre,
Christchurch Tel: (01202) 490099, who are
the course sponsors.
Some of The Shortwave Shop team went
on a recent DXpedition to France. The picture

shows Carla 2E I CCB, Larry MOAUY and
Bob G6UN (in the middle) relaxing under the
midday sun following a morning of mobile
DXing with the trusty Icom 706 (centre table)
and Hustler mobile antennas. The DXpedition
was specifically to test the theory that 'the use
of Heineken enables signals to reach parts

others do not reach'. No further comment!

and

Monitoring
Association, ENIGMA and
this group has also contributed to The
Conet Project.

The Conet Project quadruple CD set

Klingenfuss's

Guide to Utility
Stations, World
Radio & TV
Handbook or
Passport to
Worldband Radio.
Short Wave

International
Frequency

Handbook is

available from the

SWM Book Store
price E 12.95, plus
£1.00 P&P.

Please use the

Order Form on page 99.

White Papers
The well-known and respected RDI White
Papers, which are produced by the
International Broadcasting Corporation in
the USA and give an in-depth report on
the many popular receivers, are now
available from the SWM Book Store.
Each report costs £6 and will be of
tremendous value in helping you make
that vital decision before spending your
hard-earned cash. The list of available

112 Brook Drive, London 5E11 4TQ. Tel:

PW-01

0171-587 5349.
Further details can be obtained from

Irdial-Discs, PO Box 424, London SW3
5DY. E-mail: irdial@irdialsys.win-uk.net

The Conet Project

Short Wave International
Frequency Handbook

make and claims to "expose for the first time
the frightening, intriguing and insane world of
short wave espionage stations known as
Numbers Stations".
Numbers Stations, as regular readers of
SWM will know, are found all over the short
wave spectrum. They emit unusual
transmissions of both synthesised voices

List,

White Papers is as below:

Web:

The Conet Project has taken three years to

Confidential
Frequency

(Catalogue No. 59ird tcpl) costs £27.50 plus
£1.50 P&P in the UK from THESE Records,

(Photo by Martin 2E I FTI aged 10 who tested
the same theory on Lemonade!).

Are you interested in Numbers Stations? If you
are, or even if you are wondering what on
earth this news item is about, then the pack
that we received in the office recently will be
of interest.

also covers all types of s.w. activities including
broadcast stations, so it is ideal for the listener
who wants to know just the basic information
of what he, or she, can hear. It doesn't,
however, purport to replace the more
expensive and comprehensive, specialist
frequency guides such as Ferrell's

http://www.ibmpcug.co.uld-irdialiconet.htm

AOR AR3030
PW-02 Drake R8A
PW-03 Drake SW8
PW-04 Icom R7 I AIDIE
PW-05 Icom R9000
PW-06 JRC NRD-535
PW-07 Kenwood R-5000
PW-08 Lowe HF- 150
PW-09 Sony ICF-20 I 0/ICF-200 I D
PW-10 Yaesu FRG- I 00
PW-11
How to interpret receiver
specifications and lab tests
Popular outdoor antennas

One of the most popular short wave
frequency guides has just returned to the

PW-I2

SWM Book Store shelves. Bill Laver's Short
Wave International Frequency Handbook is now
in its Third Edition, having just been updated.

Please note that P&P is included for
any quantity!

Covering the short wave spectrum from
400kHz to 30MHz, this A4 format, perfect bound 176 -page book starts off with some
readable chapters giving useful information on
suitable receivers, accessories and hints and
advice on listening to short wave stations,
including h.f. airband and marine services. It

Order from the Book Store now by
contacting Shelagh or Michael on
(01202) 659930 or FAX your order on
(01202) 659950 or alternatively E-mail
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at: bookstore@pwpub.demon.co.uk

NEWS
seetti

Emergency RAYNET Connectors

wales

Seeing By Wireless

Let's Get It Together
Available now from the SWM Book Store is Seeing By
Wireless Second Edition by Ray Herbert. Now
published by PW Publishing Ltd., this book has been
fully revised and updated by the author.
Seeing By Wireless tells the story of John Baird and
Baird television. From the early demonstrations, which
became historical events to International Operations, this
book gives a fascinating insight, complete with quality
photographs.
\

Will your radio equipment plug into anyone's
power supply without using any tools?
Probably the answer is "no", or possibly "I do
not know".

Terry F. Owen G4PSH, RSGB,
RAYNET, CIV Protection suggests that we all
get it together and have a National 12V d.c.
connector for all emergency voluntary radio
organisations in the UK. He also suggests that
all these srvices use PL -259 antenna plugs. This
way, in an emergency, you can get on the air in
minutes.
The cost of the suggested connector is
around £7.10, but if you do not want to spend
your money, please have a connector block
handy so that a pair of wires can be connected
using a screwdriver. Those who decide to
purchase the connectors will have a spare
female connector that can be fitted with
flexible leads, just in case you go to a location,
station or vehicle that does not have a
National Connector. Also, Terry suggests
having a connecting block so that you have a
I 2V d.c. spare, if required. An in -line fuse
should be inserted between the socket and the

Available now for just f4.95 plus f I P&P UK, E2
P&P overseas. Order yours by using the Order Form
on page 99 or call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202)
659930. Order now to avoid any disappointment.

Errata

Free Junk Give-away

We've put down poison, set snares and laid
traps but they managed to sneak in again! This
time those damn gremlins have 'got at' the
PCB artwork for the CW Filter published in
the September and October issue. Here you'll
find the updated component layout with the

Lowe Electronics Open Day on Saturday,
September 13 attracted a record crowd of
customers, with some people travelling over
five hours to get there. it was blessed with
mostly sunny weather, except folr a short
period of downpour when the marquee

changed areas highlighted.

housing Yaesu, Icom, AOR, Fairhaven and PW
Publishing was almost flooded!

One attraction that really got people's

12V d.c. supply.

The connectors, shown here actual size,
can be obtained from your RAYNET
Controller, RAYNET Supplies or some radio

<

interest was the Free Junk Give-away. Two
years ago, Lowe Electronics bought a very
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shops.
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Terry F. Owen G4PSH, RSGB, RAYNET,

CIV Protection
Sutton
Norfolk
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TrackAir for Airband
REM

A new pocket sized digital Airband receiver
has just been introduced by TrackAir
Communications. TrackAir claim that the radio
fills the gap between analogue tuned and
expensive handheld scanners. Certainly this
tiny new a.m./f.m. portable is competitively
price at £46.94.
The set which measures some 120 x 63 x
29mm (h x w x d) weighs I 25g including the
two AAA cells that form its only power supply.
The antenna is a telescopic rod which extends
to approx. 310mm. Frequency coverage is 88140MHz in 50kHz steps f.m. and 108-140MHz
in I 2.5kHz steps a.m. The pocket receiver has
a total of 20 memories organised like a car
radio, i.e. five per band.
The set has two 'a.m'
and two `f.m' bands each
providing the full
coverage. The TrackAir
receiver is supplied with
stereo 'in -ear' earpieces,
which, when used to
listen to appropriate
broadcasts provide
stereo sound as an
alternative to the mono
internal loudspeaker.
This new airband

1
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1
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Lowe Electronics Ltd., Chesterfield
Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 SLE. Tel:
(01629) 580800, http://wwwlowe.co.uk
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large quantity of ex Home Office radio
equipment, which has been mellowing in
storage for some time. They decided to throw
open the door of the store shed, and let
customers help themselves to as much as they
could carry, totally free!
Not surprisingly, this attracted great
interest, and the shed was emptied by midday.
Apparently there is lots more where that came
from, so there will be another opening of the
Junk Cave very soon! Watch their adverts.
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Happy customers carry their free goodies from the
store shed at the Lowe Electronics Open Day.

Hoka Sales
We incorrectly stated the telephone number
for Hoka Sales UK, in last month's
`Communiqué'. The Correct number to
contact Neil and Christine is (01323)
487919. Both the postal and electronic
addresses were correct and are as follows:

receiver is available

directly from TrackAir
Communications, 3
Eileen Avenue,
Leicester LE4 ODR.
Tel: 0116-254 6963 or
0116-299 3017.

Hoka Sales UK, PO Box 2630,
Eastbourne, East Sussex BN20 9RU.
E-mail: hokasales@pavilion.co.uk
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Editoria
Well, the final Leicester Amateur Radio
Show to be held at Granby Halls has been
and gone. A rather sad occasion in many
ways, but I have my suspicions that most of
us involved in the hobby will be only too
pleased to see the back of the old venue. I
can tell you, from personal experience, that
the venue chosen for future 'Leicester
Shows' is a vast improvement over Granby
Halls.

Donington has everything that Granby
Halls didn't! More space, free parking right
outside the hall without the need to risk life
and limb crossing the 'race track', plenty of

clean loos and reasonable catering facilities. It's
also much easier to get to than Granby Halls and
has other interesting attractions - a large
museum of historic racing cars and a 'working'
race circuit. For those interested in aircraft, the

East Midlands International Airport is next door
- the exhibition hall is under the flight path - and
I understand that during the weekend of the '98
LARS there will be a major international
motorcycling event at the Donington Circuit. So,
SWM and PW look forward to seeing you there
on 25 and 26 September 1998 - make a note in
your diaries, now!
Whilst on the subject of rallies and changes

Dear Sir
I have been involved in the electronics industry for
the last twenty years, and have seen many changes in
the range of radio equipment produced. I used to
work for Marconi Instruments.
With more and more emphasis on digital
technology, this has made receivers more
sophisticated, but at the same time, has made them
less friendly when they go wrong. The idea seems to
be that given to us by the far east (Japan) that if it
breaks, throw it out.
With back up from all the new products with
their tweeks and add-ons there is a lot of pressure
to buy a new unit almost every year, so why is it that
so many people prefer the older types of equipment?
Perhaps it is because you don't need a degree in
electronics to switch them on.
I must say that I enjoy reading your publication
and have found a lot to interest me amongst the
various articles written. The technical items are well
put together as well as being useful in their content.
To sum up, well done to all who work so hard
to make this a good all round read. I do agree with
the readers who have requested your Art
Department to reduce the background colouration,
after all, this is a technical publication, not some
work of fiction.
Yours, a loyal reader.

Ian Johnson

St Albans
Herts

Dear Sir

Letters
Is there something you want to get off your chest? Do you have a
problem fellow readers can solve? If so then drop a line to the Editor.

IF YOUR LETTER IS PUBLISHED YOU WILL RECEIVE
A ES VOUCHER TO SPEND ON ANY SWM SERVICE.

advertisers are misleading the customers. I must
thank SMC for their helpful and professional attitude
which tipped the balance when I was deciding who
to buy from.
Mr William Tait's letter stating that he sees no
need in upgrading his 486 PC to the latest model; A
486DX2/66 with sufficient memory will quite happily

run Windows 95. With the current price of memory
(£20 for 8Mb) there seems very little excuse for not
having 32Mb in a machine. Of course, you only have
to look around at any amateur radio rally to be
astounded at the price some people are trying to
charge for old kit.
Storage space is also not an issue any more. A
6Gb hard disk can be had for £200! Suffering from
e.m.i.? Buy a good CE approved case and build the
machine correctly. Avoid those 'bargain' £25 cases at
shows with dodgy power supplies and unshrouded
switch contacts.

Why on earth are people still writing DOS

I feel I must write to comment on a couple of things

programs? Products such as Delphi or Visual Basic are

in the October issue. Firstly, while John Wilson may
be an exceptionally good engineer, he is quite
obviously not the person to review a product such as
the ICOMIC-PCRI000. The fact that he could not
diagnose a 'Com Port' problem or find the Help Files
shows, perhaps, a limited understanding of
computers.
Also the review was incomplete; How was the
software tested?, were other programs also running?,
are ICOM going to update the software regularly?,
will third party programmers be able to write new
front ends? A lot of questions remain unanswered.
It must be realised that there are a lot of very
computer literate s.w.l.s out there who have been
desperately waiting for a radio such as this one,
myself included. I have tried to purchase one of these
receivers and despite half of the advertisers in the
magazine stating "in stock now", I have had to place
a back order with SMC and hope that one turns up
in the next month. I understand that there has been
a lot of interest in this particular product but

very simple to learn with the aid of a book and some
exceptional results can be produced with them. Start
waking up to the fact that unless the path of progress
is followed, things die a death very quickly in the
current market place. Amateur radio is an ideal
platform to benefit from computers and the sooner
people realise this, the better. Manufacturers please
note; build the computer interface into the radios
from the start and stop charging outrageous sums
for 'add-on' interfaces Incidentally, I am a mature final
year computing degree student, and I am also an avid
s.w.l. and working as a Technical Analyst for a major
company.

of dates and venues, I managed to get the
details of the recent North Wales Rally at
Llandudno all mixed up - so, if you were
hoping to visit our stand and perhaps buy a
book or talk to me about the magazines, my
sincere apologies. I have made a mental

note to try harder next year!
If you are a rally organiser you can help
me, and you, by ensuring that you send Zoe
full details of your rally so that she can get
the details into the Rallies diary - just
because we have booked a stand doesn't
mean that details will automatically get into
the magazine!
Dick Ganderton G8VFH

readers buying this equipment will not be computer
experts and to them a 'Com Port' problem would be a
major catastrophy. John was highlighting a problem that
Isom (UK) themselves were unable to solve immediately
over the telephone.
The IC-PCR1000 has proved to be more popular
than even Icom (UK) expected and demand is,
apparently, outstripping supply, causing a temporary
drought By the time you read this the supply problems
should be resolved. However, I'm sure that Ailsa, Phil and
Norman at SMC will be delighted to read your comments
on their service.
You know where to get 6Gb hard drives for £200? Wow! Let us all into the secret, please! Ed.

Dear Sir
Recently I succumbed to the wonders of cable
television. For an additional £5 an additional f.m.
radio connection was made at the same time. This
gave me access to 17 f.m. channels, all perfectly
aligned and interference free.
The real gem amongst them is undoubtedly

'World Radio Network' with its HQ in London. This
offers the English service of around 25 global radio
stations throughout a 24 -hour period, all of which
are also interference and fade free. For example,
such stations as Radio Australia and Channel Africa,
that have always fallen victims to propagation
problems, are received with same strength and
quality of signal as BBC 4.
From WRN's current publicity, their
transmissions are also available from Astra satellite at
19.2°E, where, if you have a satellite receiver, you will
find them via VH- I TV channel on a frequency of
1 I.538GHz and selecting the audio subcarrier at
7.38MHz. You can then connect the satellite
receiver's audio output to your hi-fi receiver and
benefit from the latter's better quality speakers.
So, does anyone need a high -gain 12 -element
f.m. antenna? But, maybe I'll hang onto my nice, new
s.w. receiver for the time being!

Philip C. Mitchell
Newbury
Berkshire
Philip, you wouldn't really want to get rid of your recently
won AOR AR7030, would you? Ed.

Keep up the good work.

Tony Ward
Address supplied

Dear Sir

SWM is a radio magazine, not a computing magazine
and the ICOM IC-PCR 1 000 is, after all, a radio. John's
brief was to review the set as a receiver that needs a
computer, not as an accessory for a computer! A lot of

I was particularly pleased that SWM published
Gordon Bennett's article entitled 'Magnetic(?) Loops
For Receivers, May '97. It is the sort of article that is
useful for all of us who have an interest in confirming
and developing our conceptual abilities.
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Mr Bennett very carefully showed that the
action of electromagnetic (radio) waves can be
demonstrated from either an alternating electric
wave viewpoint or an alternating magnetic wave
viewpoint. Electromagnetic radiation, but its own
historically descriptive name, is both concepts
together and not one or the other alone.
Radio signals are easily transduced via a
conducting wire, whether the wire is formed as a
loop or in open lengths, but to say that a loop
tranduces only the magnetic component and a wire
only the electric components is, as explained, quite
incorrect.
Mr Bennett clarified that a loop can be viewed
as a transducer of either wave component because
each can be shown as inducing the other, i.e. the so
called `Magnetic(?)' loop will transduce what we
view as being the electric wave component.
I was, however, subsequently concerned to read
Mr (kin's SWM July '97 letter suggesting that Mr
Bennett was 'nit picking' and should in fact have
covered quite different topics. Mr lkin appears to
have wrongly interpreted the content of this article
and posed irrelevant questions to which he should
already know answers.
Mr Bennett was writing about 'far field'
electromagnetic radiation, hence his use of the word
`receiver' in the title, and not about 'far field'
electric and magnetic components, which are more
for e.m.c. spectrum analyser observation than radio
reception.
I cannot find anywhere in the article Mr Ikin's
quotation 'that a loop is so dependent on the
electric field', and, of course, a loop will work within
an electrostatic screen because these can be made
to pass electromagnetic radiation whilst shielding
against static electric fields.
Unfortunately, Mr lkin has stated that a loop
has immunity to electric field absorption by
surrounding buildings. In reality, radio waves,
whether viewed from an selective or magnetic
concept, are affected by neighbourhood buildings
(i.e. reflected, refracted, absorbed) before, or after,
loop transduction.
This is why home DXers often find it necessary
to tilt the axis of their receiving loop antennas to
null groundwave signals, while the same antenna can
be used vertically in open fields.
In a similar vein, Mr lkin has suggested that a
loop antenna has reduced susceptibility to local
electric field interference. Yes, a two terminal loop
antenna is quieter than a (random) wire monopole
in an electric noise field, but then so also is a two
terminal 'electric(?)' wire dipole centred on the
same location.
Indoor wire dipoles however are
electromagnetically short antennas at I.w., m.w. and
s.w. frequencies when compared to a resonant loop.
As Mr Bennett stated, the loop has been referred to
as a Magnetic Doublet and it is the doublet that
confers improved static field immunity, whether it is
a loop or a dipole.
Mr kin expressed an interest in reading about
other aspects of loop antenna performance. Many of
these topics have been covered in past SWM and
PW issues, and many reference manuals are available
from the magazine Book Store.
Some more specialist receiving loop antenna
information can also be obtained from the Medium
Wave Circle Club Reprints Manager, including some
articles by arrangement with the American National
Radio Club. Write to MWC Reprints - David
Atkins, 86 Dareham Road, New Gostessey, Norfolk
NR5 OSY.

I trust that this letter is helpful and a
respectfully positive contribution to the letters
pages!

Graham Maynard
Newtownabbey
N. Ireland

Dear Sir
Personally, I agree with the point raised in your
Editorial in respect of Radio Rallies (SWM
November) that there is too much computer and
not enough radio content. However, talking to a
trader at Telford who was offering a fairly wide range
of reasonably priced components, he informed me
that he would be lucky to clear his expenses as not
many of those in attendance seemed to be interested
in the nuts and bolts of radio. As for attendances, the
queues waiting to enter at Norbreck and Telford and
the car parking at Elvaston and Drayton Manor seem
to grow each year, even allowing for those seeking
more exciting quests at the latter.
No, what is finally likely to turn me away and is
perhaps to be expected is the current age of sleaze is
the amount of overpricing/ripoffs. The former is, of
course, left to the good sense of the buyer while the
latter may vary between the 50p or so paid for a
pack of PP3s dated 1066 when we do not really
expect much, to the misinformation and fraud
practised in some sales for much larger amounts. In
my 70+ years and visits to many rallies, I thought that
I had seen most, that is until this year when I lost out
on two transactions.
It is March at a large indoor rally where the sea
air tends to make you feel a bit light-headed. A
smartly dressed, sincere gentleman assures me that
the oscilloscope in which I am expressing an interest
was bought new my him, that it is in good working
order and meets by specifications of 20MHz
bandwidth, dual channel and XY operation.
I hand over £200 cash and receive a scrap of
paper complete with name, amount paid and 'phone
number. On testing it back home, I found that the
channel 2 trace disappears off the c.r.t. screen
shortly after switching on and of course the XY and
other facilities disappear with it.
I 'phoned almost daily for eight weeks but only
engaged an Answerphone and eventually obtained
the address of the trader from the number. One of
my letters was answered reiterating that he was the
sole owner and there had been no trouble with it,
but in the meantime I had uncased the scope and
found that some badly soldered work had been
carried out on the channel 2 amplifier. After several
months, I am still waiting for a reply to my further
letters.
It is now September and after passing under
one of the iron bridges the first shock is that there is
now a parking fee in the previously free carpark. I
meet a friendly trader who considers my choice of a
new Weller soldering station reduced from a high
morning price to a late afternoon one of £59.95 to
be an excellent choice. The units were removed
from display and packed, out of sight, in new boxes.
Arriving home I found an old corroded soldering
iron and a p.s.u. in a similar condition, the stand was
brand new but rather expensive - unfortunately no
receipt or note of traders name.
Any further expeditions will probably consist of
visiting the scrap boxes in the flea market and no
doubt there are others who consider that they have
been conned by the 'good working order' tag. In a
situation where we often have to pay cash and
receipts appear to be worthless better protection is
needed, possibly by registration and a guarantee
from each trader to the exhibition manager. This
should not be a problem for the honest ones.

N. L. Smith
Stoke-on-Trent

SWM Services
Subscriptions
Subscriptions are available at £30 per
annum to UK addresses, £35 in Europe
and £38 (Airsaver), £45 (Airmail)
overseas. Subscription copies are
despatched by accelerated Surface Post
outside Europe. Airmail rates f r overseas
subscriptions can be quoted or request.
Joint subscriptions to both Shor Wave
Magazine and Practical Wireless are
available at £50 (UK) £59 (Eur pe) and

£63 (rest of world), £74 (airm il).

Components for SWM Pr jects
In general all components used in
constructing SWM projects ar available
from a variety of component s ppliers.
Where special, or difficult to obtain,
components are specified, a supplier will
be quoted in the article.
The printed circuit boards for SWM
projects are available from the SWM PCB
Service, Badger Boards, 87 Blackberry
Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield B74 4JF.
Tel: (0956) 374918 (Mon.-Fri.9am-5.30pm).
PHOTOCOPIES AND BACK ISSUES
We have a selection of back issues,
covering the past three years of SWM. If
you are looking for an article o review, or
whatever that you missed first ime
around, we can help. If we don t have the
whole issue we can always supply a
photocopy of the article. Back Issues are
£2.85 each, photocopies are also £2.85
per article, plus £1.00 for subsequent
parts of serial articles.
Binders, each taking one vol J me are
available for £6.50 plus £1 P&F for one
binder, £2 P&P for two or more, UK or
overseas, Please state the year and volume
number for which the binder required.
Prices include VAT where appropriate.
Orders for back numbers, b nders and
items from our Book Service should be
sent to: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST,
Post Sales Department, Arrovvmith
Court, Station Approach, Broadstone
Dorset BH 18 8PW, with details of your
credit card or a cheque or postal order
payable to PW Publishing Ltd. heques
with overseas orders must be raven on a
London Clearing Bank and in erling.
Credit card orders (Access, Mastercard,
Eurocard or Visa) are also wel ome by
telephone to Broadstone (012 2) 659930.
An answering machine will acc pt your
order out of office hours and uring busy
periods in the office. You canalso FAX an
order, giving full details to Bro stone
(01202) 659950.

Technical Help
We regret that due to Editorial time

The Latin phrase Caveat Emptor springs to mind here.
I must admit, though, that I have sometimes wished that
I had opened the box to check exactly what was inside or
insisted on testing the piece of gear before buying. That
said, you can very often pick up a real bargain at a rally
if you know something about what you are buying.
And waiting until the end of the rally often pays dividends.
Ed
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scales, replies to technical queifies cannot
be given over the telephone. I you

require help with problems rel ting to
topics covered by SWM, pleas write to
the Editorial Offices, we will d our best
to help and -reply by mail.

RALLIES AND BANDSCAN

dscan

Baricfscan Australia

PO Box 3307,
Manuka,

ACT 26Q3, Australia.

This time I again have a mixed collection of
news including items on digital radio and
television, Radio Australia, spectrum auctions,
remote area broadcasting, SOLAS service
changes and Australia's four wheel driving
network.

Digital Radio
The Minister for Communications and the
Arts Senator Alston has announced his
support for the introduction of digital radio
broadcasting (DRB) into Australia. This
support follows a report from the Digital
Radio Advisory Committee which was
established to provide a forum for interested
parties to discuss the technical and policy
implications of DRB.
The report recommended among other
things that DRB in Australia should use the
European Eureka 147 system operating in the
existing L -Band frequency allocation of 1452 to
I 492MHz. It suggested that the service should
start in the year 2000, that existing
broadcasters should have automatic right of
access to DRB and that there should be no set
date for the phasing out of analogue services.
As readers will no doubt be aware, the
Eureka 147 system allows the multiplexing of
several audio channels and allows simultaneous
data transmission in a total bandwidth of
I.5MHz of spectrum space. Australian

broadcasters are looking forward to options
ranging from the provision of five CD quality
programmes to as many as 30 voice channels.
The Minister believes that initially receiver

prices will be around $A1000 (about £445) but
will rapidly fall with market penetration to the
current price of a.m. and f.m. radios. DRB
trials are currently under way in Canberra
using I.4876GHz in the L -Band.
Included in the tests are tests of the
practicalities of a single frequency network
where two radio signals are broadcast on the
same frequency without causing interference.
The test equipment includes source encoders
allowing the compression of audio analogue or
digital signals, a multiplexer to enable different
programmes to be combined into one digital
stream and other equipment that modulates
the digital signals onto a set of carrier
frequencies.

Rallies
November 30: The Portland Amateur Radio Club are
holding their 3rd Annual Rally at the Burton Cliff Hotel,
Burton Bradstock, Near Bridport, Dorset. Doors open at
1 lam. Attractions include well known amateur radio traders

Digital TV Trials

bring in RA consistently since.

The National Transmission Agency (NTA) will
begin digital television trials from Canberra's
Black Mountain tower early in 1998. The trails
will be conducted on both v.h.f. and u.h.f.
frequencies using special receivers designed to
measure the strength of the digital signal in
various locations in the service area. The
effects of ghosting and various signal levels on
digital transmissions will be studied.

his voice to the chorus of those unhappy at the
closure of the Darwin RA transmitter.
Nonetheless using a Lowe HF-I50 with an
a.t.u. and long wire he has managed to bring in
11.695MHz at around 2200UTC. He says that
his receiver's narrow i.f. filter proved beneficial
and that he found it useful to switch to u.s.b.
to reduce interference from a nearby station.

Radio Australia Reception
I have had a number of letters and E -mails

from readers reporting Radio Australia (RA)
reception now that the Darwin transmitter has
closed and services truncated. Gerald Guest
from Dudley, West Midlands, says it is a pity
that the RA Darwin transmission site has
closed. He tells me that he has tried most
bands and to date only been successful in
hearing 11.660MHz 1500-1700UTC and
11.695MHz from 213OUTC until 2200 when
stronger Asian and European stations
swamped the RA signal.

David Gascoyne from Staplehurst, Kent,
using a Grundig YB400 portable with a 930m
telescopic whip has also been successful on
11.660 and 11.695MHz and in addition has
brought in RA on 17.750MHz. David has
received 11.660MHz from 1500UTC,
11.695MHz from 2200UTC and 17.750MHz
from 0650. He notes that the RA
transmissions are sometimes at variance with
the RA published program. He has also tried
RA with other equipment on 6.080, 9.435,
15.415 and 21.725MHz without success.

Alfred Hopwood who lives in Alsace in
France also misses the powerful Darwin RA
transmissions which he says he heard every
night and many afternoons. He operates a
Lowe HF-250 Europa fed with a Datong
AD370 active antenna.
Until mid -September Alfred managed to
bring in the Shepparton transmitter operating
on I .695MHz at around 2130-2200UTC and
found that the 11.880MHz signal beamed to
the Pacific was acceptable at around
210OUTC. However, after that time the path
from Australia deteriorated and apart from
occasional successes he has not managed to
I

There will be a variety of special interest groups with stands
and displays and Morse test sessions will be available
throughout the day. Once again, the famous Jackie & Sandra
Cafe will be open for business throughout the day, serving hot
and cold snacks, tea, coffee and soft drinks. Doors open at
10.30 for Bring & Buy registration and the cafe is also open
from this time. Adults - E3, Senior Citizens - E2 and children
under 14 - free of charge with an adult. John Dundas
GMOOPS on 0141-638 7670 or Packet @

GB7SAN/GB7SDX or E-mail:

j.m.dundas@btinternet.com

Organisation, 29 Court Barton, Weston, Portland,

December 14: The Leeds & District Xmas Radio &
Computer Rally is to be held at the Pudsey Civic Centre
(Dawsons Corner). All the usual traders will be there, there
will also be a talk -in, a licensed bar and disabled facilities, etc.

the Maryhill Community Halls, Maryhill Road, Glasgow.

The proposed auction of spectrum in the
800MHz and I.8GHz bands is to be deferred
until the first half of 1998. Minister Alston
believes that this delay will give the
government time to put in place a regulatory
environment to encourage the entry of
efficient new operators.
The government is keen to encourage
inter -carrier roaming between digital mobile
communications services. This facility would
allow a customer of one mobile 'phone carrier
to receive service through the base station of a
rival mobile carrier if that customer's carrier
did not have a base station in the area. This
facility would significantly extend the coverage
available to a typical customer.

4x4 Network
The Australian National 4WD Radio Network
was established in 1993 for users of HR radios
in Australia's outback. The network operates
with callsign VKS737 on the five frequencies
3.995, 5.455, 8.022, 11.612 and I 4.977MHz
from Adelaide and Woomera in South
Australia, Alice Springs, in the Northern

Territory, Gosford north of Sydney in New
South Wales and Perth in Western Australia.
Each base has a regular listening schedule
on voice and selcall and is able to provide
weather and road traffic reports on request.
On the web the network can be found at

http://www.sofcom.com.au/4WD/4WD.h
tml and its newsletter at

http://people.enternet.com.au/-pcaNks7
37.html

0626 (Rally Manager) or from Malcolm Robertson on 0113225 3379 (Club Secretary).

*December 14: The Verularn Amateur Radio Club will hold
its annual rally at the Watford Leisure Centre, Horseshoe Lane,
Garston, Watford, Hertfordshire, from 1000 to 1600. The
Leisure Centre is located off the A405 near junction 6 of the
MI and junction 2IA of the M25. Attractions will include trade
stands, Bring & Buy, grand raffle, cafe, licensed bar and free car
parking. Morse tests will be available. For further details call

(01923) 262180 or for trade information call (01923)
265572.

to be held at the Flower Hall, Great Yorkshire Showground,

December 7: The SDX Cluster Support Group & Scottish
DX Convention are holding their 3rd SDX Glasgow Rally at

Spectrum Auction Deferred

December 7: The 40th Northern Mobile Rally (Harrogate) is

and dealers, crafts and hobby stalls, computer suppliers,
local radio clubs, RAYNET display, raffle, Bring & Buy and an
excellent choice of food with a bar open all day. Talk -in on
S22 and SU22. Further information from: The Rally

Dorset DT5 2FIJ or telephone on (01305) 823373.

Martyn Gardiner from Portsmouth adds

Harrogate, North Yorkshire. Gerald Brady GOUFI, Rally
Manager on (01765) 640229.

Further information from John Mortimer on (01943)
874650 (Bookings Manager), Gordon Ryder on 0113-255

SWM December 1997
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January 18: The Oldham ARC Mobile Rally is to be held at
the Queen Elizabeth Hall, Civic Centre, West Street, Oldham,
Lancashire. Doors open at 1100 (1030 for disabled visitors).
The event features all the usual traders plus a Bring & Buy stall.
Morse tests are available on demand and there is a talk -in on
S22 via GB4ORC, commencing at 0730. Mobile Contact prize
up to 1400. There will be refreshments and free parking
available. (01706) 846143 or 0161-652 4164.
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REAL Communications Access

The explosive growth of the Internet in recent years has brought a
wealth of information to PC users the world over. However, long before

the Internet even existed, the airwaves have been filled with
communications of all kinds - broadcast radio and television, Ham,
special services and aviation to name just a few. The IC-PCR1000 is a
versatile, new radio interface that lets you listen to this exciting world
from your computer.
An exciting new radio receiving idea!
For today's listener who doesn't want to miss a thing!

Not a knob in sight, use your keypad and mouse instead.
3 Interface screens to choose from
1. Display screen showing all you need, as on a real receiver.
2. Component screen for tuning and mode choice etc.
3. Radio screen shows presets for stations and frequencies etc.
External connection for your PC or laptop.

Real-time bandscope function for easy location
of the busiest frequencies.
All -mode Rx - 100kHz-1300MHz.

GPS NAVIGATION

AIRBAND & SCANNERS
,ommunications

SECURITY

Amateur Raf,

GPS NavigaL-,,
Short Wave Listenin

WEATHER MONITORING

Airband & Scanners
Security
Weather Monitoring

Over the last 20 years we have built a solid
reputation with our customers for providing
exciting and innovative products, backed up by
the finest service and support expertise
available anywhere in the UK. We have
specialised in the sale of everything for the
airband radio enthusiast, ranging from simple
VHF only receivers to mutiband scanners
covering all civil, military and HF
communications channels.We manufacture
some of the best short wave receivers in the
world, and also supply radio decoding
software, ham radio equipment, weather
monitoring station equipment and much, much
more.We have just produced our first ever 80
page full colour mail order catalogue, and you
now have the chance to receive this
ABSOLUTELY FREE.With no obligation to

purchase at all, we are confident that you will
find one of the most comprehensive product
offerings in this area of technology available
anywhere in the world.We are also confident
that you will find something there to interest
I w'

you. Just send four first class stamps to cover
the postage to Lowe Electronics, and we will
send our bumper colour catalogue by return.
We will also throw in a free copy of our famous
Airband Guide.

Chesterfield Road
Matlock
Derbyshire DE4 5LE
Telephone 01629 580800
Fax 01629 580020
Email: info@lowe.co.uk
URL: http://www.lowe.co.uk

GRASSROOTS
Radio Australia
Radio Australia (RA) transmitter sites may
now be only two but for listeners in Europe
the main possibilities are with the six I 00kVV
Shepparton transmitters. The Brandon site in
Queensland sports only three 10kW
transmitters feeding antennas facing
approximately north.
At the time of deadline for this column
the RA English schedule from Shepparton was
5,870MHz 1200-1800; 5.995MHz 1300-2130;
6.080MHz 0830-2200; 7.240MHz 1800-2000
and 2100-2200; 9.4 I 5MHz 1200-2130;
9.435MHz 1430-2200; 9.580MHz 0800-1300;
9.710MHz 0800-0900; 1 1.660MHz 1330-1700;
11.696MHz 2130-2300; 11.880MHz 06000830, 0900-1100 and 1700-2130; 13.605MHz
0000-0800; I 3.755MHz 2130-0200;
15.240MHz 0200-0800; 15.415MHz 0100-0400
and 0600-0900; 15.510MHz 2200-0900;
17.750MHz 0000-0400 and 0600-0900; and
I 7.795MHz 2100-0600. All times are UTC.

Remote Area Broadcasting Minister Alston
has affirmed the government's commitment to
the provision of remote area broadcasting
services. He has stated that the government is
committed to minimising the disruptive effects
on remote area viewers of digital conversion
and to limiting the costs. He also made it clear
that the government was working towards
rebroadcasting arrangements with carriers to
ensure that all services will be available in any
area with a single set of reception equipment.
The Minister indicated that funds may be made
available through the government's $A250
million (£111 million) Networking the Nation
fund.

Grassroots
AVON

AGM, 18th - Christmas party. Don G3JNJ on 0181-292

Bristol International RC: Tuesdays, 2000. The Little
Thatch Country Club, 684 Wells Road, Whitchurch,

3678.

Bristol. All visitors are welcome. The club has been
formed so that all radio enthusiasts, whether they be
Licensed Amateurs, s.w.l.s or CBers can get together and
have a good natter and do things that you do in radio
clubs. PO Box 28, Bristol BS99 I GL.

KENT

RSGB City of Bristol Group: last Tuesdays, 7pm. New
Friends Hall, Purdown, Bell Hill, Stapleton, Bristol BSI6
I BG. December 16 - Christmas social. Robin Thompson
G3TKF on (01225) 420442.

(£900,000) om this effort. It is reported that
there will b a sole operator in Perth at any
one time on a 12 -hour shift monitoring around
30 million square kilometres for distress calls
on up to 12 h.f. radio frequencies.
The existing stations at Darwin and
Townsville will be closed leaving Perth and
Brisbane as the only two operating SOLAS
stations to cover in total 47 million square
kilometres of ocean.

710023.

LINCOLNSHIRE
Grimsby ARS: Thursday nights, fortnightly, at the
Cromwell Social Club, Cromwell Road. Informal meetings
are held on the Thursdays in-between. Non members are
welcome at any meetings, but may not attend more than
three meetings in any year. December 4 - CW Night, fun
night with c.w. practice for beginners and experts alike,
18th - Christmas Party, party night for members, XYLs and

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Aylesbury Vale RS: Wednesday evenings, 2000.
Hardwick Village Hall, (Hardwick is situated off the A4I3
between Aylesbury and Buckingham). December 3 - G6NB
construction contest. Gerry Somers G7VFV on (01296)

harmonics. G. J. Smith G4EBK, Hon. Sec. 6 Fenby Close,
Great Grimsby, N. E. Lincs DN37 9QJ.

NORFOLK

432234.

CHESHIRE
Mid -Cheshire ARS: Meetings held every Wednesday,
2000, at Cotebrook Village Hall, North of Tarporley,
Cheshire. November 26 - Discussion on future events members suggestions welcome, December I - Committee
meeting, 3rd - HF on the air G3ZTT plus construction
night, 10th - Discussion, Midcars Annual Dinner, 17th Cheese and wine party at Club HQ. Ted Bannister GORBA
on (01606) 592207.

Norfolk ARC: Wednesdays, 1930. Formal and informal
meetings at The Norman Centre, Bignold Road, Off
Drayton Road between 'Asda' and Three Mile Cross
Roundabout, Norwich. December 3 - NARC Fox hunt
forum - part I, 10th - Night on the air, construction QRP
and Morse practice, 17th - Christmas dinner. Mike G4E0L.
(01603) 789792.

West Norfolk Airband Monitoring Group: Regular
informal meetings on Thursdays, 1930. Dave on (01485)
578183 for details.

NORTH YORKSHIRE
Hambleton ARS: All meetings held at Allertonshire
School, Northallerton, 1930 to 2130. December 4 Computers and modems, 18th - Social event. More details
from John GOVXH on (01845) 537547.

Exmouth ARC: Alternate Wednesdays at the Scout Hut,
Marlpool Hill, Exmouth. December 3 - Weather Satellites,

WARWICKSHIRE

17th - Xmas Party. D. Fox GONRR on (01395) 271880.

Stratford-upon-Avon & DRS: 2nd & 4th Mondays,

Torbay ARS: Fridays, 1930. ECC Social Club, Highweek,
Newton Abbot. December 19 - Christmas party and quiz.
Peter G4UTO. (01803) 864528.

EAST SUSSEX
Hastings Electronics & RC: 3rd Wednesdays, 1930.
West Hill Community Centre, Croft Road, Hastings. The
club runs courses for the RAE and Novices and is
approved as an Examination Centre for City & Guilds
exams. December 19 - Xmas Social at the Hurst Court
Conference Centre on the Ridge in Hastings. Doug
Mepham G4ERA, 8 The Close, Fairlight, E. Sussex TN35
4AQ or 'phone on (01424) 812350.

EDINBURGH
Lothians RS: 2nd & 4th Wednesdays, 1930. Orwell
Lodge Hotel, Polworth Terrace, Edinburgh. December 10 IOTA DX by T Wylie GM4FDM. Tommy Main GM4DCL,
QTHR on 0131-663 8501 day and evening.

GREATER LONDON
Southgate RC: 2nd & 4th Thursdays. Winchmore Hill
Cricket Club, The Paulin Ground, Firs Lane, Winchmore
Hill, London N21 3ER. December II - AGM. Dave Michael

And Finally

Medway AR & TS: Fridays, 1930. Tunbury Hall, Catkin
Close, Tunbury Avenue, Walderslade, Chatham, Kent.
December 19 - Christmas party. G3VUN, 40 Linwood
Avenue, Strood, Rochester, Kent ME2 3TR. (01634)

Folkhouse Assoc., Bridge Farm House, East Dundry Rd,
Whitchurch. December 3 - Club annual darts match, 10th
- Christmas social, 17th - Sample the 'leftovers'. For more
information ring (01275) 834282 on a Wednesday evening.

Football Clubroom. December 15 - Xmas party. Den
Williams GOUMT on (01237) 471802 for more
information.

In Australia the Safety Of Life at Sea (SOLAS)
service is maintained by the national
telecommunications carrier Telstra. Telstra is
contracted to maintain a 24 -hour listening
watch on all designated international distress
and safety frequencies for any distress and
emergency calls by Morse or voice
transmissions.
There have been reports here however
that the gov rnment has slashed $A2 million

Social Club, Kechill Gardens, Hayes. December 16 - Mince
pie evening. A. Messenger GOTLK. 0181-777 0420

South Bristol ARC: Wednesdays, 1930. Whitchurch

DEVON
Appledore & DARC: 3rd Mondays, 1930. Appledore

SOLAS

Bromley & DARS: 3rd Tuesdays, 1930. The Victory

GOASA on 0181-482 6795, FAX: 0181-807 5366.

7.30pm. Home Guard Club, Main Street, Tiddington,
Stratford-upon-Avon. December 8 - Talk by Andrew
Talbot G4JNT, Chairman of the RSGB Microwave
Committee, 22nd - Night on the air. The Society are again
organising a course of instruction for the Radio Amateur
Examination of the City & Guilds of London Institute and
further details can be obtained by writing to the Chairman
of the Society, Mr J. Harris G8HJS, enclosing a stamped
addressed envelope. The address to write to is: 57
Evesham Road, Stratford-upon-Avon, Warks CV3 I 2PB.

WEST MIDLANDS
South Birmingham RS: West Heath Community
Association, Hamstead House, Fairfax Road, West Heath,
Birmingham. December 12 - Christmas party, members,
families and invited guests - starts 8pm. invited. Don
Keeling on 0121-458 1603.

WILTSHIRE
Salisbury ARC: 2nd and 4th Tuesdays, 2000 The Scout
Hut, Sc. Marks Avenue, Salisbury, Wiltshire. Prospective
members and visitors are welcome. A club Net held daily
at 1830 local time and additionally 2030 Fridays S.I6 (V32)
145.000. RAE tuition available. December 16 - Chairman's
Pint - Christmas party and social evening at QTH of
G7VVBW. Jamie G7WAA on (01772) 334935 (business
hours).

I welcome any news and comments. In
particular I am interested in any s.w.l.
information on Australian stations heard by
SWM readers so I can chase up more details
and interesting snippets from this end.
My address has changed and is now PO

Waldrons, Waddon, Croydon, Surrey. December I Electronic Warfare by Derek Atter G3GRO, 15th - Natter
night. Berni G8TB on 0181-660 7517.

Trowbridge & DARC: I st & 3rd Wednesdays, 2000. The
Southwick Village Hall, Southwick, Trowbridge. December
3 - Christmas party and presentation night, 17th - Natter

HAMPSHIRE

night (last meeting of 19971). Ian GOGR1 on (01225)
864698.

Box 3307, Manuka, ACT 2603, Australia.

Southampton ARC: Mondays, 1900. This club is now

Surrey Radio Contact Club: Terra Nova, The

For personal replies please send two IRCs.
Those with an Internet connection can still get

up -and -running after some years of inactivity. New
members welcome. Harold McIntyre on (01703) 737715.

me at greg@pcug.org.au.

HEREFORD & WORCESTER
Malvern Hills RAC: 2nd Tuesdays. Red Lion, St. Annes
Rd. December 9 - AGM. Dave Hobro G4IDF on (01905)
351568 evenings and weekends.

Club Secretaries: Send all details of your
club's up-and-coming events to: Lorna
Mower, Short Wave Magazine, Arrowsmith
Court, Station Approach, Broadstone,
Dorset BH 18 8PW.

HERTFORDSHIRE
Hoddesdon RC: Alternate Thursdays, 2000.
Conservative Club, Rye Road, Hoddesdon. December 4 -

em
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Please tell us your County and keep the
details as brief as possible.

TECHNICAL FEATURE

e
f you are enthusiastic about building
radio receiver projects then you
undoubtedly know about the
Signetics NE602 chip. This wellbehaved little chip can form the entire frontend (mixer/local oscillator) of a
superheterodyne receiver. It can also be used
in direct conversion receiver projects. In
amateur radio QRP (low -power) circles the
NE602 has become the chip of choice. It was
originally designed for use in portable
cordless telephones, but has found a much
wider range of applications.
The Signetics NE602 is a monolithic
integrated circuit containing a double
balanced mixer (DBM), an oscillator, and an
internal voltage regulator in a single eight -pin
mini -DIP package (Fig. 1). The pin -outs for
the device are shown in Table 1.
Table I

Pin Number

Function

1

Input no. 1 (IN1)

Differential inputs
Input no. 2 (IN2)
Ground
Output no. 1 (OUT1)
Differential outputs
Output no. 2 (OUT2)
Oscillator base
Oscillator emitter
V+ DC power

2

3
4

5
6
7

8

The use of a double -balanced modulator
(DBM) has certain advantages in a frequency
translator element such as the NE602 device.
In any non-linear mixer, the output products
are of the form:

1tIT
In the single -ended mixer circuit, which
was standard in all radios until relatively
recently, the RF and LO frequencies appeared
in the output (m = 1 and n = 1). This
undesirable state of affairs resulted in less
performance of the following stages, or the
need to filter out those components rather
vigorously. The DBM circuit, on the other
hand, suppresses the RF and LO products, so
only the higher -order products appear in the
output. The significant output signals for out
purposes are the sum (RF+LO) and difference
(RF-LO) products. Either of these frequencies
can be used as the intermediate frequency
(i.f.) in a superheterodyne receiver.
Figure 2 shows a simplified version of the
NE602 internal DBM circuit. It consists of two
sets of cross -connected differential amplifiers
(Tr1/Tr2/Tr3 and Tr4/Tr5/Tr6). These transistors

are differentially driven through In1/In2, and
produce differential outputs through
Out1/Out2. This circuit is sometimes called a
Wilson transconductance cell, or simply
tranconductance cell by those who forgot
about poor ol' Wilson.
The DBM section of the NE602 operates to
500MHz, while the internal oscillator section
works to 200MHz. Thus, the primary uses of
the NE602 are in h.f. and v.h.f. receivers,
frequency converters and frequency
translators. The device can also be used as a
signal generator in many popular inductor capacitor (LC) variable frequency oscillator
(v.f.o.), piezoelectric crystal (XTAL) or swept
frequency configurations. In this article we
will explore the various circuit configurations
for the d.c. power supply, the O. input, the
local oscillator and the output circuits.
The NE602 operates over a temperature
range of 0 to +70°C. A companion device, the
SA602, operates over the extended
temperature range of -40 to +85°C. The most

R

e

e

e

common form of the of the device is probably
the NE602N, which is an eight -pin mini -DIP
package. Eight -lead 'SO' style surface mount
('D -suffix') packages are also available. In this
article, the NE602N and related types are
featured, although the circuits also work with
the other packages and configurations (pin outs might differ). The improved NE602AN
and NE602AD versions are also available, and
are preferred over the older NE602N (of
which, some distributor stocks appear to still
remain).
Because the NE602 contains both a mixer
and a local oscillator, it can operate as a radio
receiver 'front-end' circuit (at least the

frequency converter portion of the front-end).
Because the NE602 device has very good
sensitivity (<0.2pV) an r.f. amplifier is rarely
needed. However, this sensitivity is achieved
at some cost of dynamic range. As a result,
good r.f. input filtering is highly
recommended. An improved NE612 is said to
be available and it supposedly solves the
dynamic range problem. However, I have not
found a source that sells it in DIY or hobbiest
quantities (i.e. one or two each), so was
unable to evaluate it. The NE602AN and
NE602AD are considerably better in this
respect than the original NE602N devices.
The NE602 features good noise and
reasonable third order intermodulation
performance. The noise figure is typically 5dB
at a frequency of 45MHz. The NE602 has a
third order intercept point in the order of 15dBm referenced to a matched input,
although it is recommended that a maximum

Fo = mRF ± nLO
Where:
F is the output frequencies
RF is the incoming r.f. signal frequency
LO is the local oscillator frequency
m, n are integers or zero (0, 1, 2, 3...)

1559345

I

}Differential
outputs

ISS9344

In 1

1

In 2

2

Gnd

Out

E

VREG

v,
Osc Emitter

DBM

Osc

61 Osc Base

Out 2

Fig. 1: Internal sections of the NE602.

Fig. 2: Wilson
transconductance cell double
balanced mixer.

The ubiquitous mixer block describ
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connections. The power supply range is +4.5
to +8 V d.c., with a current drain ranging from
2.4 to 2.8mA. The applied d.c. voltage
between pins 3 and 8 must absolutely not
exceed 9V, and less is recommended.
The +V power supply terminal (pin 8)
should be bypassed to ground with a
capacitor with a value of 0.01 to 0.1pF. This
capacitor should be mounted as close to the
body of the NE602 as is practical; short leads
are required in radio frequency (r.f.) circuits.
Figure 3a shows the recommended
power supply configuration for situations
where the supply voltage is +4.5 to +8V. For
best results, the supply voltage should be
voltage regulated. Otherwise, the local
oscillator frequency may not be stable, which
leads to drift problems. A series resistor (10018012) is placed between the +V power supply
and the +V terminal on the NE602. If the d.c.
power supply voltage is raised to +9V, then
increase the value of the series resistance an
order of magnitude to 1-151(52. Even so, this is
not the preferred situation. When a 9V source
is used, then you might want to consider one
of the power supply circuits that use a voltage
regulator (Figs. 3b or 3c).
If the d.c. power supply voltage is either
unstable, or is above +9V, then it is highly
recommended that a means of voltage
regulation be provided. In Fig. 3b a Zener
diode is used to regulate the NE602 +V
voltage to 6.8V, even though the supply
voltage ranges from +9 to +18 volts (a
situation found in automotive applications).
The values of the resistors depend on the
values of the d.c. voltage and the Zener
potential. For best results, use a 5 to 6.8V
Zener diode.
An alternative voltage regulator circuit is
shown in Fig. 3c. This circuit uses a three terminal IC voltage regulator to provide +V
voltage to the NE602. Because the NE602 is a
very low current drain device, the lower
power versions of the regulators (e.g. 78Lxx)
can be used. The low -power versions also
permit the NE602 to have its own regulated

h
signal level of -25dBm (about 3.16mW) be
observed. This signal level corresponds to
about 12.6mV of RF into a 5051 load, or 68mV
into the 1.51d2 input impedance of the NE602.

Frequency Conversion
Heterodyning occurs when two signals are
mixed together in a nonlinear circuit. If the
mixer circuit is linear, then no products are
formed, and only the algebraic sum of the
two input frequencies are seen in the output.
But in nonlinear mixers, the two produce the
products described by the equation above. In
radio receivers, one of the frequencies is the
incoming radio signal being received (RF),
while the other is the local oscillator (LO)
frequency.
The local oscillator (I.o.) consists of a v.h.f.
n.p.n. transistor with the base connected to
pin 6 of the NE602, and the emitter is
connected to pin 7 (see either Figs. 1 or 2);
the collector of the oscillator transistor is not
available on an external pin. There is also an
internal buffer amplifier which connects the
oscillator transistor to the DBM circuit.
Any of the standard oscillator circuit
configurations can be used with the internal
oscillator, provided that access to the
collector terminal is not required. Thus,
Colpitts, Clapp, Hartley, Butler and other
oscillator circuits can be used with the NE602
device, while the usual configurations of the
Pierce and Miller oscillator circuits are not.

DC Power Supply Connections
on the NE602
The +V power supply terminal of the NE602 is
pin 8, and the ground connection is pin 3;
both must be used for the d.c. power

+4.5V to
+8V d.c.

C2

+V

IC2

power supply, even though the rest of the
radio receiver uses a common d.c. power
supply. Input voltages of +9V to more than
+28V d.c., depending on the regulator device
selected, can be used for this purpose. The
version of Fig. 3d uses a 78L09 to provide
+9V to the NE602, although the 78L05 and
78L06 can also be used to good effect.

NE602 Input Circuits
The r.f. input port of the NE602 uses pins 1
and 2 to form a balanced input. As is often
the case in differential amplifier r.f. mixers,
the r.f. input signals are applied to the base
terminals of the two current sources (Tr5 and
Tr6 in the Wilson cell shown in Fig. 2). The
input impedance of the NE602 is about 1.5k0
shunted by 3pF at lower frequencies,
although in the v.h.f. region the impedance
drops to about 1k.Q. The normal standard
impedance of r.f. circuits is 500, so
impedance matching is needed when the
NE602 is used with other circuits or devices.
Several different r.f. input configurations
are shown in Fig. 4. Even though the NE602
uses a differential input, single -ended
(unbalanced) and differential (balanced) input
circuits can be used with the NE602. The
single -ended configuration is achieved by
using one input pin for the signal, and
decoupling the unused pin to ground through
a capacitor (10nF-0.1pF).
In Fig. 4a we see the simplest single ended input circuit. A capacitor coupled,
untuned, unbalanced input scheme is shown
here. The signal is applied to pin 1 (although
pin 2 could have been used alternatively)
through a capacitor, C1, that has a low
impedance at the operating frequency. The
signal level should be less than -25dBm, or
about 68mV rms (180mV peak -to -peak).
Whichever input is used, the alternate input is
unused and should be bypassed to ground
through a low value capacitor (0.001-0.1pF
depending on frequency).
A wideband transformer coupled r.f. input

C2

o +9V to
+28V do

78xx or
LM 340xx

+9V to
+28V d.c.

0

fsae text
Cl

C3

pt

see text

C3
1µ

ICI
NE602

OV

Isssom

(a)

15593,

(c)

(b)

Fig. 3: The d.c. power supply connections for the NE602.
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circuit is shown in Fig. 4b. In this
configuration, a wideband r.f. transformer is
connected such that the secondary is applied
across pins 1 and 2 of the NE602, with the
primary of the transformer connected to the
signal source or antenna. The turns ratio of
the transformer can be used to transform the
source impedance to 1.51(Q (the NE602 input
impedance). Either conventional or toroid
core transformers can be used for T1. As in
the previous circuit, one input is bypassed to
ground through a low reactance capacitor.
Tuned RE input circuits are shown in Figs.
4c, 4d, 4e and 5. Each of these circuits
performs two functions: al it selects the
desired r.f. frequency while rejecting others,
and b) it matches the 1.51(5) input impedance
of the NE602 to the source or antenna system
impedance (e.g. 50Q). The circuit shown in
Fig. 4c uses an inductor (L1) and capacitor
(C1) tuned to the input frequency, as do the
other circuits, but the impedance matching
function is done by tapping the inductor; a
d.c. blocking capacitor is used between the
antenna connection and the coil. A third
capacitor, C3, is used to bypass one of the
inputs (pin 2) to ground.
Another version of the circuit is shown in
Fig. 4d. It is similar in concept to the previous
circuit, but uses a tapped capacitor voltage
divider (C2/C3) for the impedance matching
function. Resonance with the inductor is
established by the combination of C1, the
main tuning capacitor, in parallel with the
series combination of C2 and C3:
ctur,e =

+C2C3
C2+C3

...

[1]

The previous two circuits are designed for
use when the source or antenna system
impedance is less than the 1.51(Q input
impedance of the NE602. The circuit of Fig.
4e can be used in all three situations: input
impedance lower than, higher than or equal
to the NE602 input impedance, depending on
the ratio of the number of turns in the primary
winding (L2) to number of turns in the
secondary winding (L1). The situation shown
schematically in Fig. 4e is for the case where
the source impedance is less than the input
impedance of the NE602.
The secondary of the r.f. transformer (L1)
resonates with a capacitance made up of C1
(main tuning), C2 (trimmer tuning or
bandspread), and a fixed capacitor C3.
An advantage of this circuit is that the
frame of the main tuning capacitor is
grounded. This feature is an advantage
because most tuning capacitors are
designed for grounded frame operation,
so construction is easier. In addition,
most of the variable frequency oscillator
circuits used with the NE602 also use a
grounded frame capacitor. The input
circuit of Fig. 4e can therefore use a
single dual section capacitor for single
knob tuning of both r.f. input and local
oscillator.
Figure 5 shows a tuned input circuit
that relies, at least in part, on a voltage
SWM December 1997
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variable capacitance ('Varactor') diode for the
tuning function. The total tuning capacitance
that resonates transformer secondary L2 is
the parallel combination of C1 (trimmer), C2
(a fixed capacitor), and the junction
capacitance of Varactor diode Dl. The value
of capacitor C3 is normally set to be large
compared with the diode capacitance so that
it will have little effect on the total capacitance
of the series combination C3/Cm. In other
cases, however, the capacitance of C3 is set
close to the capacitance of the diode so it
becomes part of the resonant circuit
capacitance.
A Varactor diode is tuned by varying the
reverse bias voltage applied to the diode.
Tuning voltage Vt is set by a resistor voltage
divider consisting of R1, R2 and R3. The main
tuning potentiometer (R1) can be a single turn model, but for best resolution of the
tuning control use a ten or fifteen turn
potentiometer. The fine tuning potentiometer
can be a panel mounted model for use as a
bandspread control, or a trimmer model for
use as a fine adjustment of the tuning circuit
(a function also shared by trimmer C1).
The voltage used for the tuning circuit (VA)
must be well regulated, or the tuning will shift
with variations of the voltage. Some
designers use a separate three -terminal IC
regulator for VA, but that is not strictly
necessary. A more common situation is to
use a single low -power 9V three -terminal IC
voltage regulator for both the NE602 and the
tuning network. However, it will only work
when the diode needs no more than +9V d.c.
for correct tuning of the desired frequency
range. Unfortunately, many Varactor diodes
require a voltage range of about +1 to +37V to
cover the entire range of available
capacitance.

NE602 Output Circuits
The NE602 output circuit consists of the
cross -coupled collectors of the two halves of
the Gilbert transconductance cell (Fig. 2), and
are available on pins 4 and 5. In general, it
doesn't matter which of these pins is used for
the output; in single -ended output
configurations only one terminal is used, and
the alternate output terminal is ignored. Each
output terminal is connected internally to the
NE602 to +V through separate 1.51d2 resistors.
Figure 6a shows the wideband, high
impedance (1.5kQ) output configuration.
Either pin 4 or 5 (or both) can be used. A
capacitor is use to provide d.c. blocking. This
capacitor should have a low reactance at the
frequency of operation, so values between
1nE and 0.1pF are generally selected.
Transformer output coupling is shown in
Fig. 6b. In this circuit, the primary of a
transformer is connected between pins 4 and 5
of the NE602. For frequency converter or
translator applications, the transformer could
be a broadband r.f. transformer wound on
either a conventional slug -tuned former or a
toroid. For direct conversion autodyne
receivers the transformer would be an audio
transformer. The standard 1:1 transformers
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tapped for a low impedance, and the tap is
connected to the NE602 output terminal
through a d.c. blocking capacitor. These
transformers are easily available in either
455kHz or 10.7MHz versions, and may also be
made relatively easily.
Still another single -ended tuned output
circuit is shown in Fig. 6f. In this circuit, one
of the outputs is grounded for r.f. frequencies
through a capacitor. Tuning is a function of
the inductance of L1 and the combined series
capacitance of C1, C2 and C3. By tapping the
capacitance of the resonant circuit, at the
junction of C2 -C3, it is possible to match a
lower impedance (e.g. 50Q) to the 1.5k4
output impedance of the NE602.
The single -ended output network of Fig.
6g uses a low-pass filter as the frequency
selective element. This type of circuit can be
used for applications such as a heterodyne
signal generator in which the local oscillator
frequency of the NE602 is heterodyned with
the signal from another source applied to the
r.f. input pins of the IC. The difference
frequency is selected at the output when the
low-pass filter is designed such that its cut-off
frequency is between the sum and difference
frequencies. Keep in mind that L -C filters are
sensitive to input and output impedances.

used for audio coupling can be used. These
transformers are sometimes marked as to
impedance ratio rather than turns ratio (e.g.
600516004, or 1.51Q:1.51a.
Frequency converters and translators are
the same thing, except that the 'converter'
terminology generally refers to a stage in a
superhet receiver, while 'translator' is more
generic. For these circuits, the broadband
transformer will work, but it is probably better
to use a tuned r.f./i.f. transformer for the
output of the NE602. The resonant circuit will
reject all but the desired frequency product;
e.g. the sum or difference 'i.f.' frequency.

Figure 6c shows a common form of
resonant output circuit for the NE602. The
tuned primary of the transformer is
connected across pins 4 and 5 of the NE602,
while a secondary winding (which could be
tuned or untuned) is used to couple signal to
the following stages.
A single -ended r.f. tuned transformer
output network for the NE602 is shown in
Fig. 6d. In this coupling scheme, the output
terminal of the IC is coupled to the +V d.c.
power supply rail through a tuned
transformer. Perhaps a better solution to the
single -ended problem is the circuit of Fig. 6e.
In this circuit, the transformer primary is

1669363

I
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NE602
6

(a)

(c)

(b)

The filter should either be designed for a
1.51(4 input impedance and 50Qoutput
impedance, or a transformer be provided at
either the input or output end of the filter.
In Fig. 6h an i.f. filter is used to select the
desired output frequency. These filters are
available in a variety of different frequencies
and configurations, including the Collins
mechanical filters that were once used
extensively in high-grade communications
receivers (260, 455 and 500kHz centre
frequencies). Current high-grade
communications receivers typically used
crystal i.f. filters centered on 8.83, 9, 10.7MHz
or 455kHz (with bandwidths of 100Hz to
30kHz). Even broadcast radio receivers can be
found using i.f. filters. Such filters are made
of piezoceramic material, and are usually
centered on either 260 or 262.5kHz (a.m. car
radios), 455 or 460kHz (other a.m. radios) or
10.7MHz (f.m. radios). The lower frequency
versions are typically made with 4, 6 or 12kHz
bandwidths, while the 10.7MHz versions have
bandwidths of 150 to 300kHz (200kHz being
most common).
In the circuit Fig. 6h it is assumed that the
low-cost ceramic a.m. or f.m. filters are used
(for other types, compatible resistances or
capacitances are needed to make the filter
work properly). The input
side of the filter (FL1) in
Fig. 6h is connected to the
Fig. 7: Oscillator
NE602 through a 4704
circuit
resistor and an optional
configurations.
d.c. blocking capacitor (C1).
The output of the filter is
terminated in a 3.91d2
resistor. The difference i.f.
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frequency resulting from
the conversion process
appears at this point.
One of the delights of
the NE602 chip is that it
contains an internal
oscillator circuit that is
already coupled to the
internal double balanced
mixer. The base and
emitter connections to the
oscillator transistor inside
the NE602 are available
through pins 6 and 7,

Continued on page 45
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Just Published
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MFJ-784B DSP filter
MFJ tunable DSP filter
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Ham Radio Today Review of WS -1000 says "Lovely
little set - very sensitive receiver."

Very Limited Stocks!
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Ni-cad pack
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AC charger
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and 30MHz. This standard work by Bill Laver is the
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thousands of stations on the shortwave bands. Includes
Aircraft, Maritime, Military, Emergency networks, Press,
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times and modes.
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Watson

Super Scan
Whips

The sure way to get frequencies
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features and performance.
Beware of copies that only "look
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Watson to give you the kind of
performance and quality that is
synonomous with the name. The
most popular scanning antennas
in the UK. - Fact!
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* Complete FM Receiver
* Spectrum scan in 1 second!
Reads out exact frequency
* Records "hits" and multiples
* Shows tones and deviation
* Computer interface option
* Ni-cads & AC charger

* 25MHz to 1900MHz
* Fully flexible with BNC fittings
* Out -perform all others

FC-128 Counter

Tele-Gainer
41cm long rigid telescopic whip with knuckle joint
£14.95
Regular -gainer 21cm flexible whip that
is ideal as replacement whip
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Super -Gainer
40cm flexible model for
the ultimate in gain
£19.95

1MHz - 2.8GHz
This new model has a wide
frequency range and is powered by internal ni-cads.
External BNC socket with
aerial makes it very sensitive. Supplied with AC charger, it is very well built. Don't
be fooled by the price!
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Micro Counter
New from Optoelectronics is the
Techtoyz counter that is "pager" size
and can clip on to your belt. Claimed
to be the smallest in the world, it covers 10MHz to 1.2GHz. Runs for 10
hours from 1 x AA cell.
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30Mhz - 2GHz in less than a second and locks onto any FM signal
providing good speaker output and
instant deviation reading. Includes
ni-cads and charger.

WATsON QS -400
Wf

WMM-1 Modem

Lowest Price Ever!
Money Back Warranty

The best
value in data
decoders!

W65
£9.95

* Mounts handy or GPS on dash grill
* The safe way to go mobile
* Quick release feature.
* Doesn't use nasty adhesive!

Packet, AMTOR, CW * Needs PC 286 or better

* SSTV, Fax, RTTY
* NAVTEX, SYNOP
* Transmit and receive

Radio's Biggest Catalogue.

* Includes software
* No external power required
* Connects to RS -232

3.95 inc post.

Radio Receiver Trainer

An

Invaluable Learning and Design Tool for all Experimenters
The Radio Receiver Trainer contains nine receiver
building blocks and a comprehensive training manual.
Simply connect the building blocks to
build AM, SW, Superhet and Direct Conversion
receivers. Decode SSB, CW and FM!. Use proven
building blocks to develop and test your own designs.
Pricing:

Complete
Kit

£129.00
£89.00

(Kit excludes case & headphones)

P&P is £5 (UK), £8 (EC), £12 (World)
Add 17.5% Vat to Total Price
Building Blocks:

The manual contains complete schematics and theory of operation of all
the building blocks. Use this trainer to receive frequencies from 500kHz
to 110MHz!
A set of proven alternate building block designs are included in the
manual to get you started with your own designs. There is no need to get
your complete receiver design working all at once. Build and test each
block one at a time.

RF Input Tuner
RF Oscillator
Mixer
IF Filter
IF Amplifier
AM Detector
Beat Frequency Oscillator
Audio Filter
Audio Amplifier

Mail Order To: Pyramid Electronics LTD.
204 Ferndale Road, Brixton, London SW9 8AG
Phone (0171) 738 4044 Fax (0171) 274 7997

(Out of office hours ordering by answering machine)

New u lications from the RSGB
Handbook
The VHF/UHF
Edited by Dick Biddulph, G8DPS

The RSGB Yearbook
1998 Edition

Edited by Brett Rider, G4FLQ
This new edition of the ever -popular RSGB

bands gives the reader the background to

Directory has been
Call Book and Information
the inclusion of even

further enhanced with

essential topics as antennas, EMC, propagation, re-

together with construc-

amateur radio than

ceivers and transmitters,
of equipment. As most
tional details for many items
the
amateurs today use commercial transceivers,
and add-ons which are
VHF/UHF
emphasis is on accessories
Specialized modes such as
HANDBOOK
relatively simple to build.
-..._4 also
covered, making this
data and television are
complete
guides around.
This new edition is the successor
handbook one of the most
to the RSGB VHF/UHF Manual.
operator.
you're
a
VHF/UHF
radio
Don't be without it if
plus El.25 P&P

more information on
ever before!
This year you will find a trade listing,

giving details of all the regular advertisers in
complete UK callsign
RadCom, as well as the
listing. Over 100 pages of associated amateur radio information - an essential guide
to keep close to hand in your shack.

Price:

£13.95 plus f1.25 P&P

Price:

By Colin Redwood, G6MXL

The second book in the RSGB 'Pocket
Guide' series, this book
has been written
to help the newly -licensed
radio amateur move
on to the next stage
- setting up his or her very own radio shack.
So many new licensees
have asked the
question "What do I do
now?" that we decided
to publish this guide to help all new
amateurs through those
early uncertain days.

The first RSGB callsign
listing on CD-ROM
companion product to the 1998 Yearbook! is available as a

System requirements:
486 or higher
processor and a CD-ROM drive
VGA or high resolution
screen

supported by Microsoft

Price: f5.85

I 0 - I 5MB spare hard
disk space

Windows 95 or later with 8MB of RAM
(I6MB recommended)
NT Workstation

mended)

version 3.51 or later with 16MB of RAM or Windows
(24MB recom-

Price: i 13.95 plus £1.25 P&P

Radio Society of Great Britain
Lambda House, Cranborne Road, Potters Bar, Herts EN6 3JE
S

plus El.25 P&P

To order any of the above books,
or for a complete list of RSGB publications, contact the
RSGB Sales Office on tel: 01707 660888; fax: 01707 64S105;
or E-mail: sales@rsgb.org.uk

,amiromm,

1

i 1 8 .80

Your First Amateur Station

RSGB Ca//Seeker '98 CD-ROM
Complete 1998 UK callsign listing

Windows

1

radio
This guide to the theory and practice of amateur
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FEATURE

A Day In The Life Of A
Radio Inspector
J. Edward
Brown

brings us
more tales
of Kilocycle

Ken and
Young Golly

investigating
more
interference
problems.

ather Damien, a small brown Polynesian, in
jeans, Hawaiian beach shirt, leather sandals,
took Kilocyclen Ken the Senior Radio Inspector
and Young Golly the trainee into his old brick church,
acres of empty pews, old-fashioned pulpit, the smell of
incense, padlocks on the St Vincent de Paul poor boxes, a
winking intrusion alarm. They conferred over the church
p.a. system, a Sansui karaoke amplifier.
"Lots of knobs but no screen for the words," Young

F

Golly said.

"I do have the rest of it, the laser discs and the screen,
but the bishop wouldn't approve and I know the words,"
Father Damien said. "This was a gift to the church. I
installed it myself. We get taxis on it, and trucks. It can be
disconcerting when in full flight on a sermon I've worked
on all week."
"Speakers?" Kilocycle Ken said.
"Various brands, a Celestion, a Yamaha, some hi-

fi without names."
"All impedance matched?" Kilocycle Ken
asked.
"Perhaps not. There are microphones
on the pulpit and on the altar steps and we
also use lapel microphones." Father
Damien blew into a microphone. Kilocycle
Ken expected to hear him start to sing,
maybe like Don Ho, that Hawaiian
entertainer, The Cross-eyed Mayor of
Kaunaltaltai or more appropriately in this
setting The Hawaiian Wedding Song.
It looked like a nightmare. "I don't think we can fix
your problem," Kilocycle Ken said carefully. `Audio
rectification happens in high r.f. fields, well documented.
Ferrite rings at inputs and outputs could fix it, internal
shielding, earthing, bypassing, complicated. It was so
much easier in the old days, a 0.1µE capacitor to ground
cured almost anything."

interference in that?" Kilocycle Ken asked.
"No."
"For the customer's use?" Young Golly asked.
Father Damien said, "The penitents. I still hear the
voice of humans, and God, without amplification. Actually,
I'm more concerned with my short wave listening
problem."
"Ah," Young Golly said. "Now we are getting down to
the nitty-gritty."
"It's on intermittently, day and night, but I didn't
want to complain about it, I know how busy you
government men must be."

Field Strengths
Kilocycle Ken said, "We can't protect short wave bands,
the field strengths are so low. But let's have a listen. If
there's interference between 2 and 30MHz then it's
probably on TV, maybe on the broadcast band."
"It is," Father Damien said. "It's a raspy
sound, like a chain saw, peaks on 3MHz and
various other frequencies. And it's on the
broadcast band, and there's a wiggly band
across all TV channels."
Young Golly said, "We don't get many
broadcast complaints now, no broadcast
licence fee so people don't feel they have to
complain to get their money's worth. That
doesn't apply to television."
In through the large presbytery living room with
rows of old leather chairs, an old Golden Knight TV in a
blonde oak cabinet.
"This room is n t often used these days," Father
Damien said. "There s only me and the curate, used to be
a dozen priests here, but the motorways took away the
houses, so the peopl left, and all this became an
industrial area. Use to have a housekeeper, no more."
Through the kit hen. "We don't cook and eat regular
meals, meat and two vegetables no more, we get a pizza
down the street or h and chips, or use the microwave
oven in the crypt un erneath the church, got a modern
kitchen there for the groups that meet."

The
DXing

Priest

...Acres of empty pews...

Printed
Pamphlet
Kilocycle Ken

gave him a

printed pamphlet
headed Audio
Devices -

Interception of
Radio Signals.
"We call these the
Pontius Pilate
Pamphlet."
"Never a

more appropriate
description,"
Young Golly said.
"Any other

problems? I see
you've got a deaf
aid in the
confessional. Do
you get
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Spare Room
They went upstairs. 'So many spare rooms, the harvest is
great but the labourers are few. Got a separate room for
my listening."
"The gear paid for out of the collection plate?" Young
Golly muttered.
"No, my old mother left me a few dollars when she
passed on, bless her soul." Father Damien made the sign
of the cross.
"Shut up," Kilocycle Ken mouthed at Young Golly.
"I suppose you are a constant listener to the HCJB
and those other missionary stations," Young Golly said
brightly.

"Constant, no," Father Damien said. "They have a
point of view, it might not be the true one, but they are
worth listening to."
"You should listen to it," Kilocycle Ken growled at

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A RADIO INSPECTOR
Young Golly. "Do you some good."
"I listen to the Vatican direct,
get the news before anybody
else."
"What about?" Young
Golly asked. "New

"Or listen to nose flutes
from Radio Tonga."
"I listen to stations
in the Cook Islands,
Samoa, and I can often
tell my Pacific Islands
people what's

pronouncements by God?"
"Ignore him," Kilocycle
Ken said. "He's got the
mentality of a 12 year old altar

happening in their
home islands. But short
wave listening is a
challenge in that search
for the rare, the elusive
stations with erratic
schedules, rare South
American stations, small
independent Asian and
European countries that have
broken away from a larger country,
whispers in the ether, one strains to
hear the callsign, to know that one has
bagged another new station."

boy."

Father Grinned.

Altar Boy

"I used to be a altar boy,"
Kilocycle Ken said. "I sampled the
altar wine, when the priest wasn't
looking."
...Used to be an Altar boy...
"All altar boys do that," Father
Damien said.
On the walls, no religious pictures, no crucifix, only
"How many have you heard?" Kilocycle
s.w.l. cards.
Ken asked.
"Aerials are a problem, but I've got a long wire from
"Thousands, tens of thousands."
the cross at the front of the church."
"How many angels can dance on the head of a pin?"
"Isn't that irreligious?" Young Golly asked.
Young Golly asked, idly.
"I don't think so."
"And then to actually get them to acknowledge with a
"Invitation for lightning to strike?" Young Golly said.
card that one did indeed hear the station, though of course
"What does the Bishop say?"
one knew that one did, but a hard copy card is proof
"He's never spotted it, I can hardly see it. I've tried all
positive."
types of aerials, whips, those electronic aerials, but
"Different to prayers, one never knows whether there
nothing beats a long length of wire and a couple of oldis ever an answer," Young Golly said. "Who was that
fashioned egg insulators. I've had that wire since I was in
apostle who didn't believe? Doubting Thomas."
the seminary, a few kinks in it now, bought the insulators
"One knows in one's heart," Father Damien said
at Woolworths, fourpence each."
softly.
He pointed out old cards, "ZJV Suva, now that was my
"So there," Kilocycle Ken said.
first verification. I can still remember the programme was
"It's a wonderful world, all that's needed is a simple
music for dancing from the Grand Pacific Hotel in Suva."
receiver, although it must be admitted a complicated
"I was a good dancer in my young days," Kilocycle
receiver makes it easier, but I like my old National with its
Ken said.
plug-in coils, its 0-500 dial and calibration charts."
Father Damien said, "I used to listen to the Americans
"You do have a digital frequency meter hooked up to
on the broadcast band, KFBK Sacremento was strong in
it," Kilocycle Ken said.
the later afternoons when it was dark across the Pacific.
Father Damien held up a hand. "There it goes. It
Short wave listening takes one out of this world."
comes on for a couple of minutes, then off again for
"I thought God did that," Young Golly said.
several minutes, or it might just stop for hours."
"He's being difficult today," Kilocycle Ken said.

Different Receivers
"I've had all types of receivers, a big English Murphy with
push-button band -changing, a Dutch Philips with a
motorised band -change switch, now this old National, still
drags in the rare ones." He swung the dial. "Nothing
untoward. A far from ideal location. I've endured
interference for years, I hear thermostats, electric motors,
car ignition and other interference one can't do anything
about, like the Russian Woodpecker over the horizon
radar."
He had a computer. No interference from that. A light
dimmer for the desk lamp. Nothing from that.
Father Damien said, "Next door to the church is a
monumental mason making grave stones, always been
there, and I've watched them polishing with electric tools
and engraving, but the noise doesn't coincide with their
use. There's an all night cafe, lots of taxi drivers use it, a
clothing factory, a garage, but most of them are closed at
night."
Young Golly said, "DXing is boring, fading stations,
not entertaining."
"Maybe it's therapy," Father Damien said.
"And for your penance, listen for three hours to Radio
Moscow," Young Golly said.
"That might be a penance," Father Damien said.

Source Found
Into the car, Sprague on, tune to the broadcast band, the
QRM very loud, a quick drive down the street, past the
cafe, a panel beaters, died out, back again, loudest outside
the church. They found the source in the basement, with a
refrigerator, a tea urn and an old Toshiba microwave oven
with simulated wood grain peeling plastics covering. And a
Tongan woman taking a pie out.
Kilocycle Ken said, "It'll be the oven's power supply,
not the magnetron, a simple half wave rectifier system and
no suppression for the diode noise or switching transients,
no r.f. filtering in the power leads. Can't happen now, all
new ones must comply with the interference laws."
Father Damien said, "I'll get a friendly electrician to
look at it. The oven is used often, by afternoon groups
doing craft work, and one thing the Pacific Islanders like is
frozen pizzas and meat pies. Sandwiches and tea are old
hat, now it's zap a pizza with electrons. I should have
thought of it."
Outside, Young Golly asked, "Will he ever get his
amplifier problem fixed?"
"Probably not, but the microwave oven will
be fixed."
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ovzfor Test
Optoelectronics Presents

TM

Introducing the all new Techtoyz Micro DTMF Decoder. The Micrb DTMF Decoder, housed in a
pagerstyie case, is ideal for portable, hands free operation. With its built-in microphone, DTMF tones
are automatically decoded from the signal source of tape recorders, receivers, two-way radios, etc... Tones
are displayed on the Micro Decoder's 12 digit LCD display and automatically stored in the 2000 character nonvolatile memory for review. The Micro Decoder has a built-in audio input allowing for easy connection to any receiver's
Patent No. 5,471,408

speaker output. The all new Micro DTMF Decoder from Optoelectronics; The Best in Test.

FEATURES
Pager Style Case with belt clip
12 Character LCD display
Internal microphone for radio speaker or tape recorder
Line audio input jack for direct connection
.2000 character Non -Volatile memory

.200 hour operation from single AA alkaline battery
Auto blank insert function after 2 second delay
Left and Right Scroll in recall data mode
Auto low battery shutdown and data save

a

glaD

Optoelectronics pioneered the market of high quality and performance in a small size with our revolutionary Handi-counter® ne of
portable, handheld frequency counters. We are again ready to pioneer the market by proudly introducing the latest in technology Ibr frequency counters, the Techtoyz Micro -Counter. The new Techtoyz Micro -Counter. The smallest frequency counter in the world, abused
in a pager style case, yet still featuring the quality and performance you would expect from an Optoelectronics product.

Pager Style Case with belt clip
12 Character LCD display
10MHz - 1.2GHz range
Auto hold
10 -12 Hr. operation from AA Alkaline battery

Sensitivity: <5mV @ 150MHz
.3 selectable gate times for increased resolution
TMC 100 antenna ( optional )

0%11191111110%1Imil rmir"flarlIOVIIIk

Ida.'

VI III V161116.11.1%. II MVO 1111111%ftP
INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS FOR A MODERN PLANET
5821 NE 14th Avenue Ft Lauderdale, FL 33334 \\

HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS
132 High Street Edgeware Middlesex HA8 TEL
Telephone: 0181.951.5781 Fax: 0181.951.5782

w.optoelectronics.com

NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS
189 London Road North End Portsmouth P02 9AE
Telephone: 01705 662145 Fax: 01705 690626

WATERS & STANTON ELECTRONICS
22 Main Road Hockley Essex SS5 4QS
Telephone: (01702) 206835 Fax: (01702) 205843

Coming
Soon
Micro RF
Detector

Great Value ATUs!

-improve your reception!

If you want to get the best results from your antenna, it needs to be impedance matched to the receiver. If there is a mismatch, then not all of the
signal energywill be transferred to the receiver, and signals will be weaker than they could be. An ATU (antenna tuning unit) should be used to correct
the antenna mismatch and so improve reception. A well designed receiving ATU will also reduce signal levels away from the desired frequency, and
so help reduce noise and interference too. Both these benefits are proved by the Howes CTU8 and CTU9 tuners. Fully guaranteed and backed by our
expert technical advice service, these ATUs are an excellent way to improve your reception.

HOWES CTU9
HOWES ASU8

Receiving ATU

HOWES CTU8

500kHz to 30MHz

Receiving ATU

"T' Match

DC to 30MHz

500kHz to 30MHz

4:1 Balun

Three 80239 inputs

Antenna Selector / Attenuator

"T' Match

Bypass switch

S0239 output

S0239 sockets

S0239 sockets

12 month warranty

Terminal Posts

0/5/10/15/20/25dB Attenuator
12 month warranty

12 month warranty

£49.50

£49.90

£69.90

Please add ,e4.00 P&P to your Wei. Debreg normally within 7 days. 7besr are jacloyy built items, please see separate advert Jor

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
7M,
IT 01327 260178

Iht -a

C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS

www.howes-comms.demon.co.uk

The Chinese Embassy London, hom the ath floor of BBC Broadcasting House

The Conet Project: Recordings of Shortwave Numbers Stations
A Quadruple CD set of 150 recordings, covering 25 years of Numbers Station activity, with an 80 page perfect bound booklet containing detailed logs, essays, and a definitive
lookup table of all known Numbers Stations, including Morse Numbers Stations. An invaluable and fascinating resource for all listeners, this is the definitive reference work on the
mysterious field of Numbers Stations, containing very rare recordings from as early as 1971 and up to date examples of currently operating stations. This is a limited edition release.

Catalogue Number: 59ird tcpl

irdial@irdialsys.win-uk.net
Irdial-Discs Facsimile: 44+171+351+4858
Available now.
http://www.ibmpcug.co.ukrirdial/conet.htm I Irdial-Discs Address: Po Box 424, London SW3 5DY
USA Distribution: Dutch East India Trading, 45 w.34th st. Room 1001, New York, NY, 10001, USA I Telephone: 1+212+675+0922 I arthur@dutch-east.com
Mail Order: THESE Records,112 Brook Drive, London SE11 4TQ UK Telephone: 44+171+587+5349 Facsimile: 44+171+582+5278
The Quadruple CD costs: £27.50: VISA MASTERCARD and ACCESS accepted. EUROPEAN AIR MAIL + £2.00 postage & packing.UK & Surface mail ANYWHERE+ £1.50
postage & packing. USA AIR MAIL + £3.00 postage & packing. ZONE 2 AIR MAIL (JAPAN AUSTRALIA etc.) + £3.75 postage & packing.
I
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REVIEW

Optoelectronics
o, you've got a
scanner, but you
don't know which
frequencies are in use in
your local area. Maybe you
have thought about
getting a frequency
counter so that you can
find the active
frequencies, and then
you can tune your
scanner to the best ones.
How about a single device which
allows the best of both worlds, almost
certainly costs less than the two items added
together, and instantly lets you hear the signals
without the need to program a scanner? Sounds too
good to be true? Not any more. The Optoelectronics
R11 FM Test Receiver is a magic black box which can
demodulate an f.m. signal and display the general
band that the frequency is transmitting. within.

S

Description
The Optoelectronics R11 FM Test Receiver comes in
a colourful oblong box, slightly smaller than a typical
scanner - about the size of a box of king-size
cigarettes. All the controls are on the front panel and
top panel, leaving the rear, side and bottom panels
empty. The top panel contains the BNC antenna
socket, the separate Squelch and Volume controls,
and various sockets for power/battery charge and
other connections. The 'Audio Out' socket is marked
Phones and is of the 2.5mm type; I found this an
odd choice, as almost every external speaker device
that I have ever seen uses a 3.5mm plug. There is
also another 2.5mm socket on the top panel, marked
CI -5, to allow an Optoelectronics Scout to be
connected to the R11. To prevent mistakes when
connecting accessories, I would have expected to see
these sockets being different sizes. The Squelch and

Graham
Tanner has
been looking
at a new
device that
instantly lets
you hear the
signals

Volume controls are a
curious conical shape with
a yellow insert. Having
played with these controls for
about a week, I came to the
conclusion that I would have
preferred the more usual type of
knob. One odd omission is that
the Volume control gives no
indication of high volume and low
volume, and I found out the hard way on
several occasions!
The front panel contains all the main operating
controls, and is a wild mix of push -buttons and
flashing l.e.d.s. I am not going to even attempt to
describe the layout, but the photographs
Receiver.
accompanying this review will illustrate
where everything can be found. The ten
Frequency Range l.e.d.s across the top are
used to indicate the approximate
frequency in use. Just beneath each 1.e.d.
is a number to indicate the lower
frequency of the range covered; these are
30, 88, 108, 144, 174, 420, 470, 806,
920 and 1300+, representing 3088MHz, 88-108MHz, 108-144MHz and
so on.
After switching on, the red
l.e.d.s across the top of the
front panel dance backwards
and forwards, searching for
signals to demodulate. As
TEST RECE VER
soon as a signal appears, the
demodulated audio comes
from the small speaker on the
front panel, and the relevant
OCK
l.e.d. illuminates to indicate
OCK
the general frequency in use.
Once the signal stops, the unit
starts scanning again, almost
instantly. So that you can

without the
need to
program a
scanner - the
Optoelectronics
R11 FM Test

R1 1 FM

Test Receiver
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R 1 1 FM TEST RECEIVER

J

.0

88

011
108

follow conversations, there is a Hold button which
locks the controls and stops the R11 from re -starting
scanning once the signal disappears. A single press
of the Skip button starts the 1211 scanning again after
being on Hold.
There are five push -buttons on the front panel of
the R11, and three of these have secondary functions
which are activated by pressing the Shift key first.
There is a small red l.e.d. next to the Shift key to
indicate that it has been pressed, and that the
secondary functions are available. Nowadays, there
are a large number of data signals, usually with very
strong signals. These are signals such as Pager
transmitters and automatic data transmitters.
Naturally, the R11 finds all these, and plays the
audio through the speaker. As these are fixed
frequencies, it is possible to force the R11 to ignore
these signals. By pressing the Lock -out button
when one of these frequencies is
detected, the frequency is stored
internally and skipped during
subsequent scanning. It only
takes a few minutes to find
all your local data
transmitters, and to lock
them out. The R11 can
hold up to 1000 locked -out
frequencies. To turn the
R11 off, you need to press
144 174 420
and hold the Shift button
470

liffle2 LOCK
110.2 LOCK OUT

MAUTO HOLD

006
920

1300'

30,1Hz - 2C,Hz Test Heceni

HOLD

This is a curious situation,
and not the most natural
thing to do. Without
reading the manual, you
would never guess that this
was the procedure.

Accessories
As with almost all
Optoelectronics products,
there is a wide range of
accessories available for the
R11. All but one of these
cost extra, and only the
TAiOOS telescopic whip

antenna comes as part of the package
with the R11. The antenna socket on top of the
R11 is a standard BNC socket, and all but three of
the accessories are designed for this. There are three
filters of various designs so that you can block out
unwanted frequency ranges, and a range of antennas.
The N100 is an f.m. broadcast notch filter, and
blocks out signals from radio stations between
88MHz and 108MHz. During one of my test trips I
was quite near to a local -radio transmitter and this
caused the R11 to stop several times, so this item
would be useful for you if you intend to use the R11
in similar conditions. The BLP70 is a low-pass filter
tuned for 70MHz, and it severely attenuates signals
above this frequency, allowing you to concentrate
your scanning to the Low -band v.h.f. portion of the
spectrum. Optoelectronics claim that the Rlls pickSWM December 1997
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up distances can be
doubled when
using the BLP70
and the RD27
antenna. The final
filter is the BHP800
which is an
800MHz high-pass
filter which blocks
out all frequencies
below 800MHz.
There is a range of
six antennas for
the R11, but
in reality
you can
attach

almost
any antenna
to its BNC
connector. There
are five rubber -duck
antennas covering
various ranges (DB32
mini antenna, RD27 26150MHz, RD150 144-165MHz,
RD440 440-480MHz and finally
the RD800 500-1000MHz) and a
single metal telescopic antenna
(TA100S). To keep your R11 safe from knocks and
is the padded CC30 carry -case.

In Use
I was handed the R11 at the Leicester Amateur Radio
Show at the start of the review period. This was a
deliberate move, as it would allow me to start using
the unit in a busy v.h.f. and u.h.f. environment. I was
already prepared with my light -weight headphones,
until I discovered a minor problem - the Audio Out
socket is of the 2.5mm type, and my headphones
were the 3.5mm type. However, a quick look around
the stands and I was able to purchase an adapter
plug, and was ready to play. Basically, there is not
much to control on the R11, just switch it on and let
it do its thing. A quick press of the bright red ON
button, and the red l.e.d.s start dancing back and
forth scanning the airwaves waiting for a signal to
appear. As soon as somebody transmits, the R11
homes -in on the signal, display the frequency band
in use, and demodulates the signal so that the audio
comes out of the speaker (or Audio Out socket). At
Leicester, I was expecting to have to walk around the
two halls looking for signals, but the R11 almost
immediately locked -on to both the v.h.f. and u.h.f.
talk -in stations. I was surprised how quiet the audio
was from the small internal speaker, and I was
certainly glad that I had brought by headphones.
The next test was a few days later, when I use the
R11 on the way to work in my car. I drive past
several paging transmitters, a waterboard data
transmitter, an f.m. broadcast -band site, and also
through some major road -works where I know that
they use hand-held radios to communicate from one

R1

1

end of the site to the
other. I used a
simple external
magnetic -mount
antenna for this
test, and I was
very surprised to
find a few more
signals than I had
expected. As I
approached the
roadworks, the
R11 came alive
with signals from

both the hand-helds
and the base station, with
both signals lighting the 144
1.e.d. indicating signals in the 144174MHz range. Near the end of my
journey, I pass close to two sets of paging
transmitters. I managed to successfully lock -out a
number of frequencies by simply pressing a single
button each time the R11 stopped. This one journey
convinced me of the usefulness of the R11, and
easily demonstrated its capabilities.
A third test saw me driving around Heathrow
Airport. This is an extremely busy r.f. environment,
and the R11 coped very well with multiple signals,
and signals of varying strengths. There are also a
number of a.m. signals here, including aircraft
transmissions, and this gave me an idea for a final
miles away is the Greenford ATC
transmitter, which transmits air traffic controls
signals in a.m. at high power. I took the R11 to
within half a mile of the site, and found that the
strong signals caused the R11 to detect the signals
and try to demodulate them. There was some noise
coming from the speaker, which corresponded with
the audio from my adjacent scanner, but it was not
clear enough to make out what was being said.

FM TEST RECEIVER

Conclusion
I was very impressed with the R11, and was
sad to have to send it back at the end of the
review period. I found it more convenient
than carrying a scanner and frequency
counter, and the speed with which it sweeps
the spectrum (and finds signals) is very
impressive. The ability to lock -out various
frequencies is very useful, and makes the R11
a delight to use once you have locked -out the
pager frequencies. The publicity material for
the R11 claims that it is able to detect a 5W
u.h.f. signal as far away as 150m, and from
my testing I found that to be just about right.
I have one or two very minor dislikes about
the R11 (the audio out socket and the rather
odd switch -off procedure), but these are
easily overcome. The audio from the in-built
speaker is very quiet, and I found the R11
easier to use with headphones or an earpiece.
My thanks go to Waters & Stanton
Electronics, 22 Main Road, Hockley, Essex
SS5 4QS. Tel: (01702) 206835 for the loan of
the R11 used in this review. For those
of you who have access to the
Internet, Optoelectronics have a
web -site with pictures and full
details of the R11. Their web address is
http://www.
optoelectronics.com
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Specifications

TO HOLD

Frequency Range:

30MHz to 2000GHz

Modulation:

FM

Frequency Response:

50Hz to 3kHz
approx. 1s

Auto tune time:
Input:
Outputs:
Controls:

Indicators I.e.d.s:
Power;
Size:

(HOLD

OUT

50Q, BNC socket

Internal speaker, Audio Out socket
Volume, Squelch, Power -on, Lockout, Lockouts
On/Off, Clear Lockouts, Skip Shift, Hold, Mute
Lock, Lockouts, Auto Hold, Frequency Range
Internal NiCad battery
(7.2V 600mAh, approx. 5h operation)
106(H) x 62(W) x 32m m
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SCSI A
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Top of the range with ultra
wide frequency coverage and
all mode reception including
SSB. Keyboard control.

149.00

Ideal for the
newcomer!

All mode reception (SSB,
CW, AM, NFM, WFM)
Programmable step sizes

channel base scanner....£349.:94 £249

PRO 2045 68-1125MHz 200 channel

£2994199

base scanner

LIMINTEIS STOCED1
YR? 40286t .947

(with gaps)

TIMEWAVE AEA PK-1 2
1200 BPS VHF/Utif Packet Controller

Ideal for those looking to get started in
digital communications.

18k MAILBOX for mail message

10 - 1.4 GHz
400 memories

SPECIAL

OPTO SCOUT 40
Software for PC included
Supplied c/w antenna,
,Nicads & charger.

GATEWAY firmware allows you to
your TNC

GPS use make stand alone tracking
possible from Global Positioning Satellite
systems

£99.95 26.00 P&P
SYNOP WEATHER PLOTTING
Receive and decode RTTY signals on
shortwave to produce live on screen weather
pictures.

felLfZ5Neff

149.95 £4.75 P&P

140MHz. Supplied c/w
mounting_tube and mast clamps.

139.95 £6.00 P&P

..7
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OPTO CUB
NOMAD Portable Receiving Antenna

10 MHz 2.8 GHz
9 digit LCD
Supplied complete with
Nicads & charger

A

D

£6 P&P

RPY,VG CAST
DS 32 Avremo40/
.4)QD

Fully portable flexible wire
scanning receiving antenna
covering both VHF & UHF.

SCANMASTER

NEW OPTO RI I
NEARFIED FM TEST REGEIVER
Sweeps 30MHz to 2GHz
in less than one second.
Can lock onto a 5W UHF
signal at 5008. Listen to
the signal on the built in
speaker and display the
general band
and transmit
frequency.

i

SCANMASTER BASE
-1500MHz

Receives 5

Marine Civil Aircraft
Military Aircraft
Amateur Radio 0 PMR

900MHz band
t Plus man/ more public services

\ £39.95 £6.00 P&P
SCANMASTER
ACTIVE BASE

Length (approx) 1.5mtrs
Optimised for airband
4mtr coaxial cable Fitted BNC
Price
£17.95 £4.75 P&P

Active version of the above
antenna with 20dB pre -amp

£59.95 £6.00 P&P

wa g 1

GW2 PRE -AMP

A low cost pre -amp that will boost
reception on most scanners.

SCANMASTER DOUBLE DISCONE
A high performance wideband \1
antenna, offering gain over a
conventional discone. Stainless
steel construction with standard
PL259 connector, mounting
pole plus brackets. Superior

0 - 1300MHz
Variable gain (+20 to -3dB)
9V battery required
Price
£49.95 £4.75 P&P

tl

performance on Air, Marine
and PMR bands.

SCANMASTER

25-1300MHz Ultra

.

wideband TX capability

NOTCH FILTER SNF170

£59.95 £6.00 P&P

If your scanner is

P

OPTO INTERCEPTOR RIO FM

SCANMASTER

suffering from

ACTIVE DOUBLE DISCONE

overloading, blocking

30MHz-2GHz cant coverage
Nearfield Test Receiver
Dual TO segment bargraphs
provide deviation and relative
signal level indication
c-1
Earphone supplied
U

or breakthrough then the

Excellent for bug detection

public service breakthrough. Notch approx

Pocket sized

30dB plus 70dB rejection below 1.7MHz.

As above but with 20dB pre-amp..179.95

SNF-170 could help.

SCANMASTER

Its a tunable notch filter from

85-175MHz that will eliminate broadcast or

Self turning to strongest nearfield
signal c/w antenna, NiCads & Charger

Price

£27.95 £2.75 P&P

'_-

DD DO
Universal radio to PC interface computer

control AR 8000, AR 2700, cam 87000

For the very Si

DISCONE

A quality wideband stainless steel
discone with frequency range of
25-1300MHz. Fitted with low loss
'N' type connector. Able to
transmit on 2M & 70cms.

JAPANESE Low Loss Coax

OPTO LYNX

SKYVIEW WX CHART
Price

A dedicated CIVIL AIRBAND base
antenna designed to give long
distance reception on 1 1 7-

Indoor wire antenna
Wideband coverage
100 kHz -1 GHz
Special VHF/UHF section
For handheld & base scanners
Price
£19.95 £4.75 P&P

wow ova £401

....NEW LOW PRICE 199 £4.75 P&P
Same as SYNOP but uses your external
decoder. SYNOP option for FAX III users.

AIRBAND BASE ANTENNA

£69.95 £6.00 P&P

NEW

a/IWO £6 P&P

receiving/sending
NODE -HOP and others to digi-peat through

SCANNER ANTENNAS

SCANMASTER B128

ACTIVE MOBILE SCANNER ANTENNA

A fibreglass mobile antenna with
built in variable 20dB gain pre -amp.
Covers 500kHz - 1300MHz.
Just 18" long - ideal for direct or
gutter clamp mounting.

Fax database included
Receives while you're away
On screen tuning
Manipulate images after they are received
No Amateur Licence or TNC needed!

£99 £4.75 P&P

66-88, 108-174, 406-512, 806-956MHz
100 mems Turbo Scan - 300 steps/sec

10 memories

SCANNER ANTENNAS

A software padcar
that alows

All YOU NEED is an SSB receiver & a PC.

5

66 - 512MHz

B.i_

A stylish low profile base scanner with
9.9TWIN TURBO scan and search facility.

MALDOL MH 1 300

AEA FAX III
of WEATHERFAX,
NAVTEX RTTY and
MORSE CODE

£6 .&

Police, Marine,
Land Mobile etc

PRO 29 66-1126MHz w/gaps 60
channel handheld
£.1-89 £129 PRO 70 68-512MHz w/gaps 10
e1.09.169
search band handheld
PRO 63 68-512MHz w/gaps 100

PRO 2042 25-1300MHz 1000

E 139 -------!!' moRti

Covers

C/W NiCads &

£147199

1

value for
money!"

Charger, DC cigar lead,
Earpiece, Carry strap.

channel handheld

UB
AIRB

"Outstanding

100kHz - 2060MHz
1000 Memory channels

Fast Scan speed
Priority Channel
Monitoring

Covers 150kHz-30MHz
Receives AM/CW/SSB

ir

-

£49.95 £6.00 P&P

SCANMASTER

best performance from your antenna we have
specially selected this ultra low loss coax.

ACTIVE DISCONE

Suitable up to 3,000MHz!
5D-FB - 8.1mm dia

pre -amp..

£0.85/mtr

R7100, R9000 plus GPS etc.

ORDER

As above but with 20dB

69.95 £6.00 P&P
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MATE3T212
LOG PERIODIC BEAM ANTENNA
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A NEW 111/XIT PRICED
A wideband beam antenna covering
105-1300MHz with over 8.5dB gain. 16
elements on a 1.5mtr boom. For the serious
listener or amateur radio operator transmit or
receive on all frequencies.

Ecm cow

£149.9
£8 p&.

ARE BACK/

£3,265,.00
This receiver is everything we hoped it

UBC

PAY BY 3 POST DATED CHEQUES! £516 each

OUR Price

549 28 P&P
ROBERTS R861
2.4-t<9 £1

DIGITAL MULTI BAND RADIO
Shortwave & VHF FM
radio with RDS

9000XLT

£49.95

&SSB reception

UBC

MW/LW/SW

3000XLT

New top of the range handheld

/FM STEREO

from Uniden with TURBO SCAN

150H-lz -29.99M-lz

£199

AM/SSB/FM (VHF)

£4.75 P&P

Plus many more features!

SANGRAN ATS-818

1.../.....,:,..........71

£349.00
£6 p&p

V,WO EOVVPWW9r
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all safety tested & guaranteed for 3 months
RECEIVERS

REALISTIC 2042

DRAKE R8A

BOXED

ICOM R72

HF RX + NARROW FILTER...£699

ICOM R7000

WIDE COVERAGE HF

JRC 345

HF RECEIVER

LOWE HF 225

HF RECEIVER

PHILIPS D2999PL

£45
£85
£129
£245
£135
£125
£345

SANGEAN ATS606
SANGEAN ATS803 ..HF PORTABLE RECEIVER

C/W CASE & ACCS

SONY SW77

SONY 7600G
TRIO JR199

HF RECEIVER

YAESU FRG -9600 ...WITH HF ETC

LATE ARRIVALS
£185

AOR-A111030..B0XED, AS NEW OF RX + REMOTE COR £625

DRAKE R8E

BASE -PERFECT
PERFECT

AM/FM/WFM

DSP 9

DIGITAL FILTER - BOXED

Supplied c/w NiCads

JIL 5X400

BASE SCANNER

FREQUENCY COUNTER

16 CHANNEL BASE

BEARCAT UBC 142XLT
BEARCAT UBC 860XL

STANDARD AX-700.BASE WITH SCOPE EX/DEMO £399

SCANNERS
ALINCO DJ -X1

G COV, G COND - BOXED ....£195

AOR 800E

H/HELD

AOR 3000A
AOR AR900
AR 1500

WIDE BAND BASE

BASE

NETSET PR0-2029.&ASE 60 CHANNEL

NEVADA MS1000 . BASE
OPTO 3300

£125
£625
£139
£155
£49
£40
£130
£79
£165
£175
£110
£45
£150
£189
£130
£245
£199
£135

BOXED

BEARCAT 50XL
BEARCAT 65XLT

AOR-AR2001...25-550MHZ BASE SCANNER

25-1300MHz (with gaps)
TURBO SCAN
400 Memories

CHEAP BASE

£595 STARTER ATH-30 ....MINI COUNTER 1-1.8GHZ £199
£525 SP -55
PRE -AMP
£45
£395 TRIDENT TR980.H/HELD SCANNER EX DEMO.£129.95
£75 TRIO R600
HF RF BASE
£125
£135 YUPMERU MV171CO_HANDIE SCANNER
£225

PANASONIC RF840.PORTABLE

SONY SW -1

£285
£89
£149

BASE

£185 REALISTIC PRO -9200
£825 SONY 2001D

ATH-50

& charger

w

'''''..

This months

BEARCAT DX1000

A new 500 channel base station model
covering 25MHz to 1.3GHz in two continuous
bands (25-550MHz and 760-1300MHz).
Featuring Twin Turbo scan & search modes
with 10 user definable priority channels - plus
a host of other features!
Accessories included:
AC mains power adapter, telescopic antenna
and owners manual.

Optional CTCSS board

87.5 - 108MHz

S COTS MORE/

Covers 30kHz-30MHz.
Supplied complete

with power supply.

.-...,

All MODE RECEPTION

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

MARCATS

would be, covering 100kHz - 2GHz and
lots of features including computer control.

TI'M M

100kHz - 1300MHz

m

ti..

m1-11

10 CH VHF/UHF

BEARCAT 200XLT....200 CHANNEL HANDIE
COMMTEL COM102.HANDIE 10 CHANNEL

£225 FAIRMATE HP100 ...1-1/HELD - BOXED
£50
FAIRMATE HP200E.WIDEBAND HANDIE
£110 REALISTIC PRO -37 ..HANDHELD SCANNER
£725
REALISTIC PRO-38..CHEAPIE I
£99
BASE SCANNER
REALISTIC 2032
£185 REALISTIC PRO-2036.NICE BASE SCANNER
£110
REALISTIC PRO-2039.BASE SCANNER
£185 REALISTIC PRO-2045.EX DEMO
£105

MINI COUNTER
TRIDENT TR2400....EX DEMO
REALISTIC PRO -62_200 CH HANDIE SCANNER £149 YUPITERU MVT 3100.H/HELD SCANNER
REALISTIC 2022
200 CHANNE

1449,.00
.

ft)
4

r'CT

TT1

"T1

vI
O

150kHz -29.99MHz 87.5MHz - 108MHz

54 memories AM/FM/SSB
AM Wide/Narrow filter RF gain control
A really good no nonsense portable that
covers SSB - this set represents unbeatable
value for money!

Z139.95 26 P&P

Price

DRAE WIRE ANTENNAS
G5RV ....Full size

180 - 10 mtrs)

G5RV ....Half size

(40 -10 mtrs)
(40 -10 mks)

GW40....Windom
LrEFW -

Price

£59.95 £4.75 P&P

Shortwave Balun

Matches end fed long wires to 500
coax, helps on rec. to reduce noise &
interference. Transmits up to 100W. Fully
moulded for full weather protection.

Price

receiver.

A NEW low loss
antenna tuner

66-956MHz (with gaps)
200 Memories
Supplied c/w NiCads

£29.95 £4.75 P&P

Suitable for random long wire, dipoles,
Beveridges, Delta loops, inverted V's, Verticals,
G5RV and most receiving antennas.

to use with TURBO SCAN.

Antenna: Telescopic whip included for use as
an active antenna if required

66-512MHz (with gaps)
100 memories
Supplied c/w NiCads

Price

tklie

£139.0'626 p&p
-

frequency listings
£13.50+£2.75 p&p

FLIGHT ROUTINGS
A complete listing of all UK flights including
departure & arrival times

Shows you how to get more out of your
scanner including explanation of PMR, digital
£6 + £1.25*
telephones etc

£69.95 £6 P&P

NEWT

32 page catalogue
now available
SEND A4 S.A.E. FOR

A complete insight to
buying, owning and
operating a scanner

£16.95

-13

U)

£2.75 p&p

w
O

Mail Order

189 LONDON ROAD, NORTH END, PORTSMOUTH P029AE

t"

SHOWROOMS:- lA MUNSTER ROAD, PORTSMOUTH P02 9BS
,

ON ANY NEW ITEM OVER £100 IN VALUE
Simply divide the price into 3 equal payments. Write 3 cheques doted in consecutive months starting with today's date.
Write your telephone

O

KAMM U

YOUR FREE COPY!

AND PAY BY 3 POST-DATED CHEQUES

+ £1.25 p&p

SCANNER BUSTERS 2

Freq: 100kHz-30MHz
Power: 12V DC or internal battery

Airband handheld that is easy

a.

42,000 VHF/UHF

electronics to give
high selectivity & variable gain. The tunable
input peak control ensures best possible weak
signal reception and interference rejection.

UBC 12OXLT

& charger

Now contains over

using active

& charger

Shortwave Antenna

U)

ACTIVE MINNA MATGUR

£45.00
£35.00
£55.00

20 meter s/w receive end fed wire
antenna. Balun fed, uses high quality
"Flex Weave" copper wire. 1-30MHZ.

I -N y-IDLB

Palstar TM A1130

UBC 220XLT
Easy to use with a good

cheque cord N'& expiry dote on the bock of each cheque.

Post them to us, enclosing your name & address & we will (subject to status), send your goods immediately.

On The Internet? E Mail Us at:- info@nevada.co.uk Visit our Website http://www.nevada.co.uk
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Computer Control What is it?
The AKD HF3

series of
receivers is
rapidly
becoming one
of the most
heavily reviewed
pieces of kit on
the market.
Given the
excellent value
for money, this
shouldn't come
as any surprise.
In this review
Mike Richards
has
intentionally
bypassed the
basic receiver
and
concentrated on
the differences
between the
new HF3E and
the basic
model.

o what's the HF3E got that the others
haven't? The most important extra is the
computer control package. As more
listeners acquire computers so the demand to be
able to remotely control the receiver increases
making the HF3E a logical step forward. If you've
not tried computer control of a receiver before, you
may just be wondering what's so special about it surely it can't be easier than turning a knob?
For basic tuning around a fairly narrow band to
find stations, the tuning knob is often best, but
when you want to jump around it can get a little
tedious. This is where the computer can really start
to make life easy. If, for example, you're interested in
FAX reception you will find that most stations
transmit the same information simultaneously on
several different frequencies. The idea is to let the
operator at the receive end chose the frequency that
provides the best results for the given propagation
conditions. The frequencies are usually spread over a
very wide range so
manual tuning can get
really tedious. With
computer control you
can just type in the
frequency and the
receiver immediately
steps to that
frequency. Using this system
you can dart around all over the h.f. band in just a
few seconds.
The next level of sophistication is to store your
favourite frequencies in computer memories which
makes recall even faster. I know you can often store
frequencies in the receiver's memory, but you can't
add a description so you know which station is in
which memory. I can assure you that without this
facility it's very easy to get in a real mess.
The other facility offered by computer control is
automated scanning of entire frequency ranges. The
results can then be graphically displayed so you can
see just where to find all the stations. Doing this
manually would take an absolute age - by the time
you'd finished the stations would probably have
disappeared!

S

What Do You Get?
The AKD HF3E comes package in the standard
cardboard box which in addition to the main receiver
contains a plug -top power supply, software on 3.5in
disks, receiver control lead, FAX lead and a length of
stranded antenna wire - all you need to get going,
really.

Setting -up the basic receiver was pretty
straightforward - just plug-in the power supply and
connect -up an antenna! In order to use the computer
control you first had to install the software. To do
this you just put the disk in drive A and type 'Install'
- again pretty simple stuff. The installation routine
copies the files onto your hard disk where you'll
need about 230Kb of free space - if you haven't got
this you're in real trouble anyway!
Next, you need to connect -up the control lead
between the receiver and the computer. Now this is
where things get a little odd, because the control
software uses your main
printer port LPT1 to
communicate
with the
receiver.

There's no
option on this,
it's LPT1 or
nothing.
Although this is
inconvenient (I think just about all computer users
have a printer) there are ways to run this program
and still use your printer - though not both at the
same time. The answer is to get yourself a parallel
port data switch. These are readily available from
just about all computer/radio shops and give you the
facility to choose just what is connected to your
printer port. Don't be tempted to be flash and get
one of the electronic switches as I'm not sure that
they will operate properly with this software.
Once you've sorted out the printer port
arrangements, you just plug the control lead in the
computer end and locate the other end in the socket
on the rear panel of the receiver. Next operation is to
start the software and carry -out the calibration

Target HF3E Comm
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process. A point to note
here is that the control
software is DOS based
and cannot be operated
from within Windows at
all. I found this a little
disappointing as most
people use the
Windows environment
for most other tasks and
it's a pain to have to
jump out.
Running the software
was very simple and on the first
occasion an automated calibration routine is carried out. This is designed to calibrate the signal strength
indication to compensate for differing computer
systems. The idea is that an HF3E connected to a
variety of computers will give close to the same `S'
reading for a given signal strength. Unfortunately,
the signal strength facility developed a fault on the
review model so I wasn't able to fully evaluate this
area.
TUNING

In Use
Once the software is loaded and calibrated you're all
set to cruise the air waves. Whilst the control lead is
connected and the program is running, the receiver's
display is blanked and the only controls you can use
are the volume and clarifier. I must say that the
response time of the program was very good indeed
and you could really move around the bands very
quickly. From within the main screen you could
choose to type -in a frequency of your choice or you
could select one of the 500 memories that were to
hand. Instead of simple
numeric memories, the HF3E
system included the facility to
add a short description (20
characters) of the station. This
made station identification very
easy.

In order to keep the display
readable, the memories were
presented in groups of 20 at a
time. However, other than the
facility to wipe a memory there
weren't any memory
management tools available.
I've found that basic memory systems can very easily
get in a mess and it's handy to have some tools that
will allow you to move memories around and maybe
group some similar stations together. Perhaps this is
something for the developers at AKD to consider. In
addition to jumping around the bands, you can also
use the computer control for basic tuning by
pressing the U and D keys on the keyboard. This
causes the receiver to tune up or down in the
standard 1kHz tuning steps - at an amazing rate if
you hold the keys down! This is supplemented by the

control of the receive mode - you just press 1, 2
or 3 for u.s.b., a.m. and l.s.b. If you want to get a
little more sophisticated, the HF3E control
software includes a spectrum analysis package.
This can be set to a wide range of upper and
lower frequencies and once set-up causes the
receiver to rapidly scan between the two
frequencies. As it scans it also displays the signal
level of any signals it encounters on a graphic
display. This was as very fast and effective way to
examine activity in a particular band.
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Fax As Well!
In addition to the computer control software, the
HF3E comes with AKD's TARFAX software for h.f.
FAX reception. I've covered this before so I won't

spend much time on it here. However, I was
amazed to find that you couldn't run the
computer control software and the FAX systems
at the same time. In fact, to change from
computer control to FAX you not only had to exit
the software, but you also had to remove the
control lead from the printer port and connect
another data lead from a flying jack socket to your
computer's serial port!

GELCOM TO THE HF INTERFACE PROGRAM

SELECT FROM TUE FALLON ING

DIRECT EHTRY AHD MEMORY
SPECTRAL DISPLAY

2

-AL IBM, ION

3

PAPYRI HT AED 199F

VERSION

02

Menu Screen.

Summary
I'm afraid AKD are certainly not onto a winner with
this particular combination! The receiver control
software works as specified, but it really is very basic
and severely limited by the lack of any memory
management facilities. I thought the instructions
were somewhat lacking, especially as this type of
budget receiver is likely to appeal to new listeners. I
didn't like the use of the
MAW'
parallel port for the
receiver control and in
particular the
requirement to
disconnect the control
lead when you change
over to FAX reception. In
fact, the whole package
would look much better

TARFAX

if the FAX was left out.

I'm sure most buyers
would expect a bundled
package to have some
integration of the various components. This is a real
shame as the HF3 receiver has opened -up the h.f.
bands to a new range of listeners and a well thoughtout computer control package would, I'm sure, make
a popular upgrade route. The AKD HF3E costs
£299.00 and can be obtained from
AKD,

Unit 5, Parsons Green Estate,
Boulton Road, Stevenage,
Herts SG1 4QG.
Tel: (01438) 351710.
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John
Wilson has
been taking
a look at

Thy

...a

the Lowe
HF-150 - a
receiver

that he,
himself,
played a
major role
in getting

onto the
market
more years
ago than he
cares to
remember!

n the best Parliamentary fashion I have to
declare a personal interest in the HF- 150
because it was I who said to John Thorpe, "John, do
you think we can produce a receiver with the
performance of the HF-225, but at a selling price of
around £300?" After some thought, John told me that
it might be possible - providing we trimmed out some
of the facilities and functions. And with that assurance

I

Sensitivity for I 2dB SINAD
Mode

HF-I50
(dBm)
SSB

AM

-1 18dBm
- I 08dBm

FRG -I00
(dBm)
- I 24dBm

-I I4dBm

Second order intercept point measured at I 3.5MHz, inputs
6.5 and 7MHz
HF- 150
FRG- 100

(dBm)
+35
+91

Third order intercept point at 20kHz spacing
HF-150
FRG -100

(dBm)
+12.5
+21.5

we began to lay the design foundations for what was
to become a very successful product, and one in
which I took particular pride. However, that was a
long time ago and it was with some enthusiasm that I
agreed to take a second look, not only at the HF-I50,
but also at the range of accessory units which sprang
from its loins, as it were.
The familiar little house brick - still the strongest
case ever made, including the AR88 and B40 - hadn't
changed at all, except for the fact that when I
switched it on the dial lit up with a fiery red glow of
back illumination which was not in the original design
specification - in fact dial illumination was one of the
things we eliminated on cost grounds. It certainly
made a huge difference to the readability of the
frequency display, but I was disappointed to learn that
the illumination is not a standard feature but an addon extra, and it must be the world's most expensive
dial light at a less than modest £40. Frequency
readout is still to I kHz, and despite many comments
that it would be nice to have at least 100Hz digits, it
probably doesn't matter a hoot for most listening
done with the HF-I50, and it did save some
production costs. will keep mentioning costs
because our main design target was that magical £300,
and we came pretty close to achieving it. (029 at its
launch at the very beginning of 1992. Ed.)
I

Reciprocal mixing ratio in dBc/Hz measured at 14.058MHz
Spacing

(kHz)
10

20
50
100

HF-I50
(dBc/Hz)
-116
-123
-133
-139

FRG -I00
(dBcIHz)
-116
-124
-135
-144

Apparent Simplicity
The HF-150 has one of the simplest front panel
layouts of any receiver on the market, with the
possible exception of the AKD Target HF3, but a lot
of clever thought went into the apparent simplicity,
and what John T. managed to make out of three push
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HF-150...
retrospective
LOWS

buttons and a volume control is quite masterly. Push
the centre button marked 'Mode' and the display
changes to show the mode in use. To change the
mode, the other two buttons step up or down
through the available modes until you have the one
you need and then you need do nothing more since
the display automatically reverts to frequency after
about two seconds - or immediately if you touch the
main tuning knob. Modes provided are a.m. (narrow),
a.m., u.s.b., I.s.b. and a series of outstanding
synchronous a.m. modes which demonstrate just how
clever John T. could be. You can choose between a.m.
sync which uses both sidebands of the incoming signal,
a.m. Sync using either upper or lower sideband, or an
offset filter arrangement which effectively gives you
Hi-Fi audio. The synchronous detector hangs on to
the signal during deep fades and is as impressive today
as it was when it was originally designed.
The same three buttons are used to manage the
memory stores - 60 provided, as well as fast tuning
which allows you to tune the HF-I50 in I 00kHz steps
to get around quickly, and the tuning rolls over at
each end of the tuning range so you can go straight
through from 30MHz to 30kHz and/or back again.
The normal tuning rate is approximately 8Hz and
there is the usual automatic speed up when the tuning
knob is turned quickly. I did find the speed up came in
too soon for my liking, and the tuning had quite a stiff
feel to it which wouldn't have mattered except for the
fact that when you try to use the dimple on the
tuning knob the receiver slides away from you across
the desk top, and you have to put one hand on top of

it to hold it still.

Test Routines
One hidden function for the three buttons is to
control the built-in test routines for receiver
alignment, and shows the depth of detail which went
into the HF-I50 design. At the time we produced the
HF- I 50 only top end professional receivers had built
in test facilities, so to have this in a £300 short wave
radio was unheard of.
Looking at the rear panel of the HF- I 50 reveals
the slide in carriers for the battery pack, the coaxial
and wire antenna inputs, audio output jacks for tape
recorder and external loudspeaker, the power input
connector and the jack for the keypad (an extra cost
option). The keypad was consistently voted as 'the
best in the world' by independent reviewers, and I
haven't come across anything to touch it (Ho -Ho,

there always has to be a feeble pun). I'm glad that I
declared my pride in the HF-150 because in its
original conception it was quite brilliant, and as an
engineer I still find much to admire in it. However, as
a now totally independent reviewer for Short Wave
Magazine I have the responsibility to act as the
potential purchaser of receivers and look at
equipment as a user. Over the last two years I have
had the pleasure of reviewing most of the current
crop of receivers and as luck would have it I had the
Yaesu FRG -100 and the HF-I50 on the bench at the
same time, which allowed me to compare two
receivers which came on to the market virtually
together.

Wouldn't It Be Nice If
The HF-150 started out as a simple straightforward
receiver, and in that role it succeeded very well
indeed. Its success was in many ways its downfall,
because it wasn't long before customers and dealers
began the 'WIBNI' routine (Wouldn't It Be Nice If).
Wouldn't it be nice if the HF-150 had an 'S' meter; or
illumination for the readout; or readout to 100Hz
instead of I kHz; and so on and so on. John T. pointed
out that if all these things were incorporated it
wouldn't be an HF-150 at all, and would cost
considerably more than its target price. In fact, it
would become more like the HF-225, which we were
already producing - so why not buy an HF-225?
However, one WIBNI' we had to address was the
one from Germany which went: "Wouldn't it be nice
if the HF-I50 had a better second order intercept
performance", and it was this which led to the design
and production of the first HF- 150 add-on, the
PR -150 preselector.

Second order intermodulation products are the
sum and difference signals generated when two signals
mix in a non-linear system, and unlike some third
order products which appear close to the wanted
signal and are therefore difficult to remove, second
order products can be minimised by filtering before
the non-linear elements. In simple receiver terms, r.f.
filtering between the antenna and the first mixer will
reduce second order products, and this filtering
always existed in older receivers which used tuned r.f.
amplifiers. However, the HF-150 doesn't have any

front-end filtering at all - part of the cost cutting
sacrifices, and even I gulped a bit when I measured the
second order intercept point at a miserable +35dBm.
For comparison, the FRG -I00 tested last month
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WIN WITH SWM

Welz WS2000E Wide Band
Receiver
This miniature hand-held scanner from Welz was first reviewed
by Alan Gardener in the July '96 SWM. Now it has been
upgraded and renamed the WS2000! The number of memories
has been doubled to 800 channels whilst the search band and
search pass memories have been increased to 20 and 90
channels respectively. The audio output power, which Alan felt
was not really sufficient in the WS1000 at only 60mW, has been
increased to 90mW. The r.f. sensitivity has also been improved
along with the ability to handle signals from an external
antenna.
Identical in physical shape, size and appearance to its
predecessor, the WS1000, the basic operation is so similar to
the earlier model that the review by Alan Gardener in the July
`96 issue still holds good. Copies of the issue containing the
review are still available, price £2.85 inc. P&P (Please use the
Order Form on page 99.)

The WS1000 started out priced at £349 - the
WS2000 carries a price tag of just £269.
Waters & Stanton Electronics, 22 Main Road, Hockley,
Essex SS5 4QS. Tel: (01702) 206835.
Waters & Stanton Electronics have very kindly donated a
Welz WS2000E scanner as the prize in a competition open to
SWM readers.
In the November '97 issue we asked you to correctly
answer Question L Now, to complete the competition, here is
Question 2. Fill in your answers to both questions on the form
below, attach the corner flashes from both parts and post to
Welz Competition, Short Wave Magazine, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Please note
that you must enclose both corner flashes to validate your
entry. You may, however, use a photocopy of the Entry Form to
save mutilating your copy of SWM too much..

Entry Form
Answer to Question 1.

Answer to Question 2.

Name:

Address:

Postcode

Telephone
Send your entry to: Short Wave Magazine, Welz
WS2000E Competition, Arrowsmith Court, Station
Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

Question 2.
What type of r.f. connector does the WS2000E scanner use for the antenna?
SWM December 1997
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MAIL ORDER
0181-951 578112
132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 TEL
MasterCard

VISA

AOR AR

-5000

£1 299

K-8500

111000A

£1549
i nc

095

PSU

10.*)f4

MVT-7100EX

oko

£219.95
FRG -100

AR -1030

x£449
inc PSU

£689
HF-3

AX -400

£229

£149
AR7030

HF-3M

PCR1000

PAH

DSP

plus

£199

£349

7848

599ZX

£225

£325

£845
NEXT DAY DELIVERY £10 (UK MAINLAND)

LOOK OUT FOR OUR FREE M & S VOUCHERS
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MAIL ORDER TEL: 0181-951 5781/2
Address:- 132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 7EL. FAX:- 0181-9515782
Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5.30pm Sat 9.30-2.00pm. Close to Edgware underground station (Northern line) close to MI, M25, A406.

WEST MIDLANDS BRANCH:- Tel: 01384 481681

NEXT DAY DELIVERY

We now accept Lombard Yticity charge cards

Unit 1, Canal View Ind. Est., Brierley Hill, W Mids

TECHTOYZ

10' Q-TEK D.C. 2000
-

MICRO COUNTER
Optoelectronics are ready to pioneer the

market by proudly introducing the latest in
technology for frequency counter, the

NEW Q-TEK HF

A high performance wideband antenna offering superb
performance from 25-2000MHz. Transmit range:- 6m,
2m, 70cm, 32cm & 23cm (power handling 200W).
Fitted with low loss 'N' type connector. Supplied with
mounting brackets.

co)

OUR PRICE

Techtoyz Micro counter. It is the smallest frequency counter

L1Y(-(3) 0

in the world with a frequency coverage of 10MHz-1.2GHz.

MINITUNE
Superb quality short wave ATU. Ideal for

scanners. Out performs any other tuner of its
size. 100kHz-30MHz. BNC input/output.

P&P £5

Connect to a long wire and you'll notice the difference.

7,/

The AA alkaline battery which powers the counter acts as

wideband antenna with PL -259 fitting. Complete

only £89.95

Micro DTMF Decoder

with mounting brackets.

Superb high quality mini (20" along) HF antenna with
micro mag mount. Gives ideal HF reception whilst in the car.

Supplied with coax & BNC plug fitted. (0-30MHz)

OUR PRICE

Icom R10 + Scout I

P&P £3.50

NEW Q-TEK HF-M3

Receive 25-2000MHz. A high performance

Ao(2)/%

INTRO PRICE

only

Q-TEK HYPER SCAN

the antenna, so no external antenna is needed.

(UK MAINLAND) £10

BEWARE OF COPIES

RIO + Opto Scout including

'°9o(7 -9.j3:

A(cjdo())b.7.)

P&P £6.00

P&P £3.50

reaction tune

data lead. 541.

Q-TEK APOLLO 2000

maoac)

A brilliant new compact indoor antenna that

g, SCANMASTER SP -55

Boost reception of your scanner with this pre -amp.

25-1500MHz, variable gain, band pass filters.

covers 0-1650MHz and is just 20" tall

,....

(collapsed). Supplied with coax and BNC plug
fitted.

NEW R11
Nearfield FM test receiver covers

/A -LO)

ONLY

RRP '719 3(7.'9

P.) P&P £3.50

P&P £5

30MHz-2GHz.

INTERFACE

AIR -44

RRP

Allows the connection of any HF antenna to any

Prof quality base antenna for AIR. (Civil &

scanner that has a BNC connector. Simply connect

military). Due to popular demand we have now

OPTO CUB

the long wire antenna to the push terminal on the

introduced a SO -239 version of the highly popular

Miniature frequency finder covers 10MHz-

top of the interface and attach to your scanner in

AIR -44N (1.7m long gain 4.5/7.2dBi).

place of your existing antenna.

2.8GHz. Includes nicads, charger & antenna.

Beware of cheap look-alikes. This is the only

counter below £100 with
RRP 5.43.97IALE PRICE

(!_)(Doci)

P&P £8.50

ONLY

capture.

.

P.)

P&P £1

AIR -33 (As above) 1m long 3/6dBi ...£44.95 P&P £5

g lo

POLICE STYLE

NISSEI HS -8000

HOLSTER HHC-2

Miniature wideband scanning antenna

OPTO SCOUT 3.1 -Mk2

Matches all handhelds can be worn on the belt

covers 25MHz-2.8GHz. Includes 5m coax

Latest mini frequency finder from

or attached to the quick release body holster.

+ BNC fitted. (4" long).

Optoelectronics. It will capture and memorise
up to 400 frequencies that can be recalled

RRP

directly into the AR -8000. Supplied with ant,

7SLSC,01

o1/72 '---

P&P £1

nicads and fast charger. RRP c.3419.:

SALE PRICE

EP -300

%411(otr:z)

This month we're giving away a free DB-32 with every Scout sold.

Deluxe over the ear earpiece.

REGULAR -GAINER RH-770

BEWARE OF COPIES

c)(;)%

and81111116

THE XPLORER

21cm flexible whip that is ideal as replacement

How much would you pay for a freq counter,

(gocg

OUR PRICE

R-10 Interc'r freq., recorder, decoder, deviation

P&P £1

4.5
*

meter and GPS interface? The Xplorer does it all!
RRP5.8-R-SALE PRICE

P&P £1

Ug %oC)it

SUPER -GAINER RH-9000

BEWARE OF COPIES

OUR

lA

PRICE

,. 0

(Z9

Mr7)

P&P £1

P&P £2

MA -339
Mobile holder for handhelds

NEW DB-32 A miniature wideband

MODIFICATION &

antenna. Receives 30 - 1200MHz. BNC fitting only
1.5" long. It's superb (for its size).

SPECIAL OFFER ?4 (,*,,©0)

with all handhelds. Fitted coaxial fly (FAI)

OUR PRICE

TOGETHER INCLUDING

CONNECTING CABLE. RRP18-21.

QS -300
A fully adjustable desk top stand for use
with BNC & S0239 connectors

40cm flexible model for the ultimate in gain.

BUY THE AR -8000 +
OPTO SCOUT

+ P&P £1

RRPP & P £1. (Beware of <heap copies)
0
TSA-6671

BNC magmount
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£22.95

QS -200

Air vent holder

QS -300

Desk stand

P&P £2 on all mounts

£9.99
£19.95

YOU'LL NEVER FORGET OUR NEW NUMBER
JUST REMEMBER THE NAME AND

2

1

ABC

DEF

4

5

6

GHI

JKL

MNO

7

8

9

PQRS

TUV

WXYZ

07000
DIALI 07000

- H -A -Y -D -O -N
- 4-2-9-3-6-6

THE SHORTWAVE SPECIALIST
SONY SW -100E

SONY SW -55E

Award winning miniature portable SW receiver. Its

Superb quality portable SW receiver with 125 presets.

performance is brilliant for its size. The best shortwave

100Hz step tuning for shortwave. Includes compact

receiver for under £250.

antenna, stereo headphones and carry case.
RRP

o

RRP £420. SALE PRICE S u

A

SALE PRICE %;2

SANGEAN ATS-818

ROBERTS

Award winning portable SW receiver. (All mode

R-861

0-30MHz). RRP1.14915.

Portable SW receiver with SSB and RDS. RRP £44915.

9000

OUR PRICE
OUR PRICE

ROBERTS

ROBERTS

RC -828

R-809

Portable all mode SW receiver with built-in cassette

Portable SW receiver continuous AM coverage

recorder.

150kHz-30MHz.

no

Lod2)
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

Eff-__4,1cCESSOVOE.S

IDEAL XMAS GIFTS
YAESU VX-1R
Smaller than a pack of matches. Rx:- 76999MHz (AM/FM/WFM).

Q-TEK HF-30

PORTABLE

An amazing new design concept in compact HF

ANTENNA

antennas. Thanks to its six -stage multi resonant coil

Nicads &

charger. Tx:- 144/430 - available

0\z/

4

I

disabled if specified.

1.8-30MHz unwinds to 28ft. Supplied with

system stacked vertically utilising a magnetic balun

clip adaptor. Winds back in seconds. Great

at the base you can obtain better results than ever
experienced from a compact -vertical HF antenna.

(S0-239 fitting:- 4' high - clamps to any mast up to

for portable use, indoors etc.
P&P £1

Connects to any receiver. OUR PRICE

5 P&P £5

Sony active base antenna. 0-30MHz.

AN -1

2" dia). 0-30MHz.
TJAqua-li6203desk/car

extension

ONLY

speaker. £19.95.

g 2o(7)

S0239 fittings.

°

Th'3E-doc

Ideal for any receiver. Receives all short wave bands. All

ONLY

mode, no ATU required. Built in balun.

GET THE MOST FROM YOUR WIRE ANTENNA

S0239 connection.

MFJ-784B DSP audio
7

SW ATU with built-in balun.

HF SHORTWAVE ANTENNA

NEW SP -1 SPYWIRE

(P&P £2.50)

MFJ-784B
0.0...E}.®_

HOWES (T -U9

(DEL £8.50)
SUPERB

27 FEET

filter. £249.

7.SLS' X071
HOOK

+ £3 P&P

NEW Q-TEK BALUN
Short wave magnetic long wire adaptor for any short wave
receiver.

S0239

P&P£4

-'1

BALUN

o`Z/PP&P £1

111111,2.1FIR.
NAK.tAaRniug

11K

U

QTEK LW -2
S canning

antenna kits. Complete ready to go wire

Directory 6th Edition

antenna that should last forever - don't

New UK Scanning Directory

forget you get what you pay for!

(6th edition). 25-1.8GHz.

Wire/screw terminal

The ultimate in high quality long wire

PL -259:- simply

screw onto receiver & connect the

wire via supplied screw terminal. (It's brilliant).

(0-30MHz) length - adjustable up to 150ft.

GARMIN GPS NOW AVAILABLE AT
Ll (,.))0L)), (P&P £2)

0

P&P £5.

(All parts - high quality and replaceable)
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REDUCED PRICES

HF-150 REVIEW

SP -I50 or the AP -150. I say 'either' because, although
they are both the same unit it's a bit confusing to see
'AP -I50' on the panel in front of me, but 'SP -150' in
the advertisement on the back cover of Short Wave
Magazine. Incidentally, the PR -I50 was the last unit
John T designed for Lowe, and the AP/SP-I 50 was
from the hand of a different designer.

Just for the record, and in order to enable the
reader to make comparisons with other receivers,
particularly the FRG -I00, the full r.f. measurements
for the HF- I 50 are shown in the tables on page 32.

managed
+9 I dBm and

Continued from page 33

the classic Collins
515 I tops I 00dBm. In
real terms, signals at 6.5
and 7MHz no stronger than
S9+20 (and there are lots of
them) will produce audible sprogs at 13.5MHz in the
HF-150. Hardly any wonder that the German
customers complained, when even Kenwood had to

carry out modifications to their up-market R-5000 in
order to satisfy the receiving conditions in some parts
of Germany.
The PR- 150 preselector was made as a general

purpose unit which would go with any receiver, and it,
too, was a success because

almost any modern receiver with
a wide open front-end can
benefit from additional
selectivity. Built into the HF-150
bomb proof enclosure, the PR 150 uses two tunable loosely
coupled sections of
bandswitched filtering, in seven
bands covering 100kHz to
30MHz. Additional features
include a preamplifier to make
up for the losses in the filtering,
switching for two antennas, a
'through' facility to bypass the
filter and a method of powering
the PR- 150 and HF-I50 from the same mains power
unit. Adding the PR -I50 to the HF-I50 under test
resulted in an improvement of the second order
intercept point to a more respectable +51 dBm but
reduced the third order intercept point to +9.5dBm.
Every silver lining has a cloud, I guess.
The problem for the HF-I50 owner was that he
had to lay down more cash and end up with two units
to adjust when tuning around. This situation then led
to the next HF-150 'add-on' which was the rack
designed to hold the HF-I50 and the PR -150 in some
sort of tidy arrangement. Trying to look ahead, the
rack was made extendable so that the owner could
stack on another box such as a speaker or antenna
tuning unit. At this point the 'WIBNI' bird struck
again and wanted a signal strength meter - so this was
put in a box with a higher power audio amplifier and
an audio peak and notch filter to become either the
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Clearly, both receivers have excellent low noise
synthesisers but the intermodulation performance of
the FRG- 100 is better than the HF- 150 by quite some
margin.

So standing back and looking at all the receivers
available today, and in particular the FRG -I00, how do
rate the HF-150? Well, it still impresses me as an
original concept which was that of a low(ish) priced
short wave receiver, designed for good performance
in a small go -anywhere enclosure, which could be
thrown from a high building and still survive. The r.f.
performance is pretty good, apart from the poor
second order intermodulation, and I found the tuning
rate speedup a bit awkward. I noticed that the mains
power supply has changed to one that is smaller than
the original and both the units I had powering the
receiver and PR- 150 during the testing ran quite hot
and began to buzz and smell
after a couple of hours. I also
regret the increase in price by
over 27% since its introduction,
when according to the rules of
manufacturing the price (as in
the case of the FRG- 100)
should have come down, or at
least remained the same.
In my opinion, what really
I

went wrong with the HF-I50
was the insatiable drive to make
it into something it was never
intended to be, and I have to
take some of the blame for
that. Mea Culpa J.T., you were
right all along. The stark fact is that by the time you
have bought the HF-I50 and added the dial
illumination, the preselector, the 'S' meter and the
rack to put it all in you have spent something like
£800, whereas if you can do without the excellent
synchronous a.m. detector in the HF-I50, the
FRG -I00 gives you everything else, with better r.f.
performance for a current price of £449. It's really a
no contest decision, but I will always have a place in
my heart for the HF-150 and will mourn its passing.
Morituri to salutant.

Enter The Europa
But this isn't the end of the story, because Lowe are
about to announce the Europa version of the HF-I50
in which they have used the frequency readout
information to switch in a bank of front-end filters to

HF-15 0 REVIEW

And So To

Other Things
The news has been

improve the second order performance. I look
forward to checking this version and comparing it
with the original, but if these modifications mean an
increase in price it will be an uphill battle to compete
with the FRG -I00, particularly if you still have to pay
£40 for display illumination and still no 'S' meter or
100Hz readout. All that Lowe can hope for is that the
FRG -I00 is taken out of production just as the
HF-I50 Europa hits the street - but I can't see that

out for some time

happening.

feature of the NRD-

now that JRC have

introduced their
NRD-545 receiver,

which will,
presumably, replace

the NRD-535. The
most interesting
545 is that it uses

AA -150 Active Antenna
And even that isn't the end of the story because
accompanying the review stack was an active antenna
from RF Systems which is badged for Lowe as the
AA -I50. I have in the past considered active antennas
as something you would use if you couldn't put up a
decent length of wire, but the AA -I50 changed that
when I tested it. The AA -I50 is a stainless steel whip
about a metre long atop a chunky cylinder which
contains the active preamplifier. As supplied to me, it
came complete with a decent length of coaxial cable,
well made mounting brackets and a power
supply/coupling unit which is located near the receiver
and feeds d.c. up the coaxial feeder to the
preamplifier at the antenna.
I decided to compare the AA- 150 with the average
short wave enthusiast's antenna system - 10 metres of
wire terminated in one of the many long-wire
matching transformers. For the purpose of the test I
mounted the AA- 150 at the top of a 4m non-metallic
mast, and put alongside it a MyDel long-wire balun fed
from 10m of wire which drooped to 2m at the far
end. I then connected the two coaxial feeds through a
switch to some £50 000 worth of test receivers and
measured the signals which appeared at the receiver
end of the coaxial feed lines. first scanned from
100kHz to 30MHz in 5kHz steps and plotted the
results which showed that the 10m wire was
producing stronger signals above I 6MHz but the AA 150 was holding its own very well indeed at lower
frequencies. I did a closer investigation from 50 to
500kHz and was astonished to find the AA -I50
romping away, with signals being up to 30dB higher
than those using the I Om wire. Rugby on 60kHz
measured 52dBpV from the AA -I50 but only 21 dBpV
from the wire antenna. At 252kHz it was 69dBpV
from the AA -I50 and 50dBpV
from the wire.
"OK", I thought, "I know
where the active antennas fail,
and that is in intermodulation
performance", so I measured the
13 to I 6MHz range looking for
second order products from the
6 to 8MHz region where I had
I

DSP techniques to

provide continuously
variable bandwidth

from I Ol<Hz down to
The new AA -150 Active antenna designed especially for the
Lowe HF-150 receiver.

40Hz in 10Hz steps.
There are apparently

no other conventional

if, filters used in the
receiver, and as one

might imagine with
JRC, just about every
recent feature has

been included in the
specification. I hope
that I may be

privileged to give the
readers of Short Wave

Magazine my own
The AA -1.50 is powered up the coaxial feeder cable with
this special adaptor.

impressions of the

NRD-545 in due
course.

opportunity to repeat them later in the evening when
signals may have been stronger, but as far as I could
see the AA -I50 is a very good antenna indeed.
In the AA -I50 we seem to have a very useful and
attractive accessory for the short wave listener, and
my hope is (since can't find out what the retail price
is going to be) that it will be priced at a sensible level.

My old friend
Gordon Bennett rang
me to suggest that I
may well have been

right when I said last

month that I didn't

I

remember the early
FRG -I00 being as

The AA -I50 is one item I wouldn't mind keeping
around, if only for its excellent performance below

good as the one I

500kHz. (The AA -I50 is priced at £1 75 inc. VAT. Ed.)

reviewed. He

reminded me that
some six months

after its introduction,
and after much

pressure from the US
A_

H

market, Yaesu Musen

changed the i.f. filters

AA SIZE

and fitted much
higher specification

already measured signal levels in
excess of 70dBpV. I couldn't find
a trace of anything amiss, and the

00
PEG

DIJ'

results from the AA -I50 and
I Om wire were virtually identical.
I have to mention that these tests
were carried out around

ETA

devices, so my

memory didn't fail me

after all. Now if
could only remember
I

the way home...

1800hrs, and I didn't have an
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FREE DIARY OR 14 FOR THE PRICE OF 12

Does someone else read your copy of SWM every
month? Then why not surprise them and buy a SWM
gift subscription? In addition to this, you can also select

a Christmas gift for them, either a free 1998 A5 diary or
two extra issues of SWM (14 issues for the price of 12!).
So, why not give your loved one or your best friend (or even
OR 14 FORME
treat yourself!) to a subscription to their favourite magazine this
PRICE OF 12
Christmas. Order a SWM subscription now and we'll send them
a card telling them that their gift from you will be their own
copy of SWM delivered direct by the postman each month for the next year.

All you have to do to qualify for this offer is to fill in the form below and send it back to us by
the 10th January 1998 (UK orders only) and the order will be despatched in time for
Christmas. However, remember, overseas orders take longer to reach their destination!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., Subscription Offer, Arrowsmith
Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.
Name, Address & Payment Details Of Person Giving Gift

Credit Card Orders taken on (01202) 659930.
Name:

Short Wave Magazine 1 Year Subscription Rates
Address

£30 (UK)
£35 (Europe)

D £38 (Rest of World Airsaver)
_I £45 (Rest of World Airmail)

Please send me a one year subscription to SWM starting with the
January 1998 issue together with:
Free A5 Sized Diary
J Two Extra Issues Of SWM (14 for the price of 12)

Postcode:

I enclose cheque/PO (payable to PW Publishing Ltd.)

Charge to my AccessNisa/Amex card the amount of £
to:

Recipient's Name & Address

Card No

Name:

Valid from:

Address:

Signature:

to:

Date:

Postcode

If you do not wish to cut your copy of SWM, a photocopy of this
form is acceptable.

FREE DIARY OR 14 FOR THE PRICE OF 12
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SONY RADIOS ARE ON
SPECIAL OFFER

YOUR SONY
SPECIALIST

u453/0590 Fax: 0171.637 2690

ei:

R-827
R-861
R-809
R-617

ICF-SW77150-29995kHz, usb/Isb cw, 160 memories & labelling facility, 5 event timer, world timer

ASK price £335.00
ASK price £235.00
ASK price £149.95
ICF-SW100E RRP £219.95
ICF-SW100S KIT inc active antenna
ASK price £235.95
RRP E299.95
ICF-SW7600G RRP £199.95. ASK price £120.00
ASK price £135.00
ICF-SW33 RRP E149.95
ASK price £39.95
ICF-SW10 RRP £49.95
ASK price £84.95
ICF-SW40 RRPE119.95
AN1 Active SW antenna
ASK price £59.95
RRP E74.95
RRP £429.95

ICF-SW55 RRP L299.95

£4.99

AN -100 Active antenna for

AOR

£49.95
£59.95

AR7030 Voted best table top HF

rcvr available at the best price
£675.00

PR -150
IF -150 interface
HF-250

£760.00

AR8000 Still the best h/h rcvr available. All mode

GPS65

Scanners 3

UHFNHF Frequency Guide

The Shortwave Listeners Hand Book
Passport to World Band Radio 1998
World Radio TV Hand Book 1997

£49.00

PC Manager WIN As above Windows based for
£49.00

AR2700 & AR8000

Opto Scout Freq counter 400 mem 10MHz£319.95

2G Hz13.99:95

Xplorer Freq ctr recorder, decoder, deviation mtr,
G PS inter.fao-e-n99.95
AR8000 + Scout Package AR8000 + Scout +
SAC8000.0-75t0-

/l

£199.95

£589.95

f199.95

£249.95

£199.95

GPS Antenna
GPS160
GA27
GA26

£39.95
£74.95
£74.95

Watson active ant (meg mount)
Garmin active ant for
Garmin active ant for

MAIL ORDERS WELCOME ON THE
ABOVE PHONE NUMBERS.
FAST -EFFICIENT -CONVENIENT TO

£9.95
£12.95
£19.95
£14.95
£18.95

How to Interpret Facsimile Weather Maps & Charts£8.95

£6.95
£9.95
£9.95
£29.95

Weather Reports from Radio Sources
Simple GPS Navigation (Land, sea & air)
Air Band Radio Hand Book 6th Edition
Klingenfuss the super freq list CD ROM

O

ICOM

£159.95 IC -R10 500KHZ-1300MHZ all mode receiver
£159.95

&9

IC -R8500 pro base rcvr 1.1.695-.00

Marine bandf.1-7915.
New budget priced rcyr.£22915

MVT-7000

200kHz-1300MHz h/h rcvr WFM, NFM, AM DX -394 HF receiver 1-349:95100kHz-1650MHz h/h rm./rail mode
£225.00

1000ch £26915.

£290.00
£1450.00

£169.95 REALISTIC
£215.95

200c h1249:95
MVT-7100EX

£3.95

Global Radio Guide

MVT-3000

As above with narrow AM £36915.1299.95
500kHz-2039MHz h/h rcvr, all mode,

PRO -26 Wide band receiver.£29995"

£175.00
£199.95

PRO -2042 Wide band receiver home base
..1429795

£309.95

1NELZ

£340.00 WS -1000 The smallest h/h rcvr 0.5-1300MHz,
1000ch£489:95
£210.00
Base/mobile rcvr, 200kHz-1300MHz, 200c h 400ch1.24995£295.00

£329:95

£99.00

for AR8000

£429.95

The Worldwide Aeronautical Communication Frequency
£19.95
Directory
The Worldwide Aeronautical HF Radio Handbook ..£6.95
£9.95
£18.50 International Airband Radio Hand Book

Civil air band£47.9.."95
Civil and military air band £239-.95" 1209.95

VT -225

CU8232 Computer control/clone interface for
PC Manager PC based DOS management software

£199.95
Fixed large screen display £429.95
Fixed or port large screen detachable
£199.95
£429.95
antenna
Fixed large screen display with

GPS fixed or port
Eagle GPS Explorer
12 ch h/held rcvr

SCANNERS

£115.00 MVT-9000
2600MHz/140-110
SA08000 Link between AR8000 & Opto Scout. No
£24.95 MVT-8000
mod req
AR8000

£140.00

GPS95

£700.00

UK Scanning Directory 5th edition

MVT-7200EX

SA7000 Ultra wide passive ant 30kHz-

£115.00

keypad

Frequency Guides
and Books

£290.00

500kHz-1900MHz £3490Cr

£140.00

As GPS12 but with no ext ant
£180.00
input

YOUR DOOR STEP!!

£1460.00 VT -150

AR3000 all mode base rcvr 100kHz-2056MHz no gaps
£670.00
RS232 port fitted£799:00
AR3000 plus As above but with narrow AM & SAT
filter, tape relay SDU ready..1899:01:1

GPS75

£369.95
£39.95
£205.00
£39.95

HF-150
KEY PAD

£1249.00 VT-125II

AR5000 +3 As above but with noise blanker, syncr
AM & AFC f-1-749700

GPS120

£99.95

AR3030 Another high quality HF
£440.00
rcvr by AOR 30kHz-30MHz £.499:00
YUPITERU
AR -5000 High performance wide band base rcvr
10kHz-2600MHz f -1-495t0

£205.00

£262.00

Receivers

LOWE

New portable 12 CH GPS rcvr with
£449.95 .£Special offer
road mapping
12 ch h/held GPS rcvr, ext ant input

GPS-11 plus As GPS-12XL/detachable ant/vert-horiz
£205.00
£266.00
display
As GPS 45XL/vert/horiz display
GPS11

SW

.

ASK price

RRP

ASK clearance sale

£189.95

Yachtboy-500

ICF-SW1000T RRP E449 . . ASK price £360.00
As reviewed in Short Wave Magazine April issue

ICF-SW100 or ICF-SW7600G

GPS-12XL

GRUNDIG

NEW FROM SONY

AN -102 Compact active antenna

GPSIII

GPS12

All products covered by a
total manufacturers
guarantee

AN -71 Wire antenna

£180.00
£135.00
£165.00
£89.95
£115.00

£219.95
£179.95
£199.95
£119.95
£129.95

RC -828

GARMIN

ASK price

ROBERTS

Au OF THE ABOVE ARE CE APPROVED AND OF LEGAL UK STOCK

WS -200 As above with 800th mem

12,99795

CNB-401 Nicad pack
CSA-401 AC charger

UNIDEN

UBC-65XLT 65-512MHz, 10ch mem with gaps £99.95£55.00 WSC-1000 Soft case
UBC-80XLT PMR/marineNHF & UHF ham £129.95....£99.95 YAESU
UBC-220XLT As above also with air band £229.95..1135.00

FRG -100 As reviewed in SWM Nov 97. Still the

UBC-3000XLT 25-1300MHz + gaps 400th £299.95...1199.95 finest SW rcvr in its class148915

£699.95 UBC-9000XLT Base rcvr 25-550 & 760-1300MHz

£435.00

FRG -9600 Wide band base rcvr 60-905MHz
£269.95 1539-'95-

500ch £239.95

£249.95
£11.95
£35.00
£15.00

£459.95

£615.00

PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES PAYABLE TO: ASK ELECTRONICS AT 248-250 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1P 9AD

kse,tege&s pire us a

cal/off: 0777-637 0353

All products are subject to a posting & packaging charge
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Advertisement
SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS GROUP - AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES - DATA COMMUNICATIONS - SHOR

SPX

SOUND

FRG100 Still superb value!
Did you see the review from last month's SWM?
'If you are in the market for a first class receiver with hard to beat RF
performance, you ought to take a long hard look at the FRG100'

IFAESET

Look what Phil's
found
We sent Phil into the stores
to find one of our special
offer FT-1000MPs with the
FREE desk mic and he
came back with an arm full
of Jaybeam Discones.
We thought we would offer
these to you at the bargain
price of just £29.95.

Radio Active PC
Before the growth of the Internet the best way to get information
was by radio. Now ICOM have combined the power of your
computer with their radio communications experience and come up
with a way to listen to the world on your PC.
Super wide, (no gaps) frequency coverage

0
The FRG -100, even after four years of production, is still considered
to be the best value communications receiver on the market today.

ICOM

Specification includes: 0.5 - 30MHz, modes USB, LSB, CW, AM, optional FM

SMC price £449 with a FREE PA11C
power adaptor worth £37

28MHz Bargain basement
Whilst browsing through the stores at SMC the other day we
happened to spot almost a pallet load of rather nice Hansen 28 30MHz SER/Power Meters! These are rated at 20 watts and
previously retailed at £45. For this month we have these on special
offer at just £4.95 plus P&P. We must be crazy!

Maxon Easiwave
Many businesses have an ongoing
need for reliable professional quality
two-way radios at affordable prices,
where conventional telephone lines
would be inaccessible and cellular
telephones would be too expensive.
The UK Government have recently
introduced the Short Range Business
Scheme which permits the use of
certain UHF radio transceivers in such
situations. We are pleased to offer the
new SMC Type Approved Easiwave
range of transceivers starting at just
£199 plus VAT.

IC-PCR1000
100Hz - 1300MHz tuning range, all mode
Thousands of memory channels
Auto -write scan - final new active channels

Program scan
Memory scan. Searches the memory channels
Voice squelch control
Built-in loudspeaker or use the PC sound card
External receiver, no need to take the lid off your computer
All required cables and a power supply are included
Win3 x Win95 compatible radio control software supplied (min
DX4/100 PC required)

SMC spin a web
Have you logged onto the SMC website yet?
If not, feel free to browse around our site. It is continually being
updated and there is lots of amateur news including an FTP
download area, links, used equipment and more ..
Web address - http://www.smc-coms.com
.

SMC South Midlands Communications Ltd
S M House, School Close, Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate, Eastleigh, Hampshire S053 4BY

Call Phil or Ailsa (01703) 251549

E-mail amateur@smc-comms.com website: http://www.smc-comms.com
SWM December 1997
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Advertisement
WAVE/AIRBAND/WORLDBAND LISTENING - PRIVATE MOBILE RADIO - SHORT TERM HIRE RADIOS - PNEUMATIC TELESCOPIC MASTS

SPX
:..t.'...,

PS4' 0M-SIVIC

The-GPS38is Garmins.latestliandheld GPS unit. If ieatnreS easy one thumb operki;On and weighs only 255g. there_sA.resltjable trip odometer,
graphic COMPassand highway steering guidatte". ke it provides up to 20
_hoors:of use on a set Of 4 AA batteries. The\GARM GPS38. The
rot ', *17
4JN,
affordable.way-to brig you back.
For radio eritlitiSiasts he main advantage with this unit is that it ca
connect to your pt. a d also to a pop rar packet radio TNC sti2
*

Tiny2 , .1"1412 and KliC3

.

St

FEATURES

.1

MultiTrac8 operating system continuously tracks and uses up to 8
satell'tes for fast, accurate positioOing
,Use friendly rocker/keypad system allows room for a large, backlit
Lep display with eLaV to -read characters and full -featured graphic
L-Ny Plotting.
Fl' I
"' .' .:
f'of
7 r lb innovative TracBack feature lets you uickly navigate your track.log .**-:, '.' .,. '.+I
,,' .:,.
1,.
:l" ..
1"[back home 4ithout.mannally. stor.in way88'nts1"
- ,,....,
- ---,,
r):..,1
*.-ReseftabletrIP
odometer
keeps
at.
oi
your
distancktravelled.
ill
\
'IP Net-A0ectAble navigation screens for compass\r_gripidelirgliiVay
ll
/
steering guidance.
'
II* Ultrasonically welded, dry nitrogen filled case with internal antenna.
J 0 EZinit feature allows fast "point and shoot" initialisation.
-.'

,_

i

1

IP

;

Dhifitia

.

_

i.

--...,,,

£139.00 inc VAT

DC - Light

. . .

(well, almost)

Remember we keep a HUGE range of:

ANTENNAS
RECEIVERS
TRANSCEIVERS
HARDWARE

AOR AR -5000
This superb radio is for the real enthusiast.
The frequency coverage is 10kHz - 2600MHz and covers all
modes of reception.

FINANCE DEALS AVAILABLE
including
BUY NOW - PAY LATER

Please phone for further information

Phone now for our price

ARE COMMS

RODNEY OR BILL
AT REG WARD

6 Royal Parade, Hanger Lane
London W5A lET

1 Western Parade, West Street,
Axminster, Devon EX13 5NY

0181-997 4476

(01297) 34918

ANDY AT

Mail Order/Customer Service

PHIL OR AILSA 01703 251549
Antenna/Rotator Technical Enquiries

NORMAN 0467 462774 (Mobile)
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10% DISCOUNT IWONRAKEK
SUPER
DISCONE
25-2000 MHz
with Centre

SWP HF30 FREQ. 0.05 - 2000 MHz.
SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR HF USE Length 7761-nm. Comes

Radiator...

complete with 4 mts. of quality coax and BNC connector.

£39.95

E39.95 ADD £6.00 P&P.

it

ADO £6 00 POP.

SWP 2000 FREQ. 25 -2000 MHz.(MULTIBAND)
Length 515mm.Comes complete with 4 mts. of quality
coax and BNC connector.E 29.95 ADO 06.03 POP.

SWP 100 FREQ. 100 - 150MHz.
(AIRBAND) Length 395mm. Comes
complete with 4 mts. of quality coax

and BNC connectorof
ADD £6.00 MP.

2G
v 95
.

(S

SWP 150 FREQ. 150 - 160MHz.
(MARINEBAND) Length 395mm.
Comes complete with 4 mts.
of quality coax and BNC
connector.

SUPER SCAN
STICK BASE

£26.95 ADD 06.00 POP.

All 3 Receiving
Antennas above are feted
with suction cup fittings
and can be mounted on
any smooth surface.

New in

t is
OuCHECR/r1 DISCOUNT.

Motherboards
Flatbed

Includes 32 page Colour
COMPUTER CATALOGUE

42:

ers

0-2000 MHz.
This is designed for
external mounting on
a pole, it will receive
all Freq. at all levels
unlike an omni

Low-cost Monitors

antenna.

DIMM Memory

It has 4 capacitor
loaded coils inside
the vertical receiver
to give maximum
sensitivity to even
the weakest of

Laser Printers
and Much More-

f1110.-

Includes 32 page full colour
Computer Equipment Catalogue

DISCONE This is

H.F.DISCONE

designed for external
mounting it is an
excellent all rounder
with receiving Freq,
from 70-700 MHz.

0.05-2000 MHz. air

HEIGHT 920 mm.

£69.95

£24.95

Designed at
1.6 MHz With

signals.

Centre Radiator

HEIGHT 900 mm.

£29.95

ADD 06.00 POP.

ADD 06.00 POP.

ADD E6.00 POP.

MOONRAKER (UK) LTD. UNIT 12, CRANFIELD ROAD UNITS, CRANFIELD ROAD,
WOBURN SANDS, BUCKS MK17 8UR.

OD

TEL: (01908) 281705. FAX: (01908) 281706.

VISA

The Winter 97/98 Edition brings you:
Our most comprehensive selection of
Computer equipment ever, including all the
latest CPU's, the fastest CD-ROM's, new
ranges of Scanners, Printers,
Motherboards, Graphic & Sound cards etc.
etc., extending our range of PC components
and accessories at unbeatable prices.

PHOTAVIA PRESS
AIRWAVES 97
THE NEW FOURTH EDITION OF THE UK'S MOST
COMPREHENSIVE AND UP TO DATE
HFNHF/UHF AVIATION FREQUENCY DIRECTORY

FULLY UPDATED TEXT
ENLARGED BY 24
PAGES WITH
HUNDREDS OF
ADDITIONS & CHANGES
ALL THE LATEST
AIRBAND INFORMATION

TOWER APPROACH - RADAR - GROUND CLEARANCES - AIR TO AIR
SQUADRON OPERATIONS - RANGES - STUDS - ATIS - AIR REFUELLING - VOLMET

£25 worth discount vouchers.
208 Page main Catalogue, plus
32 Page full Colour
Computer Catalogue,

AIRLINE OPERATIONS - AFIS AIR DEFENCE RADAR GROUND OPERATIONS
AEROBATIC TEAMS - SAR - UK/EUROPEAN & CIVIL/MILITARY AREA RADAR
OTHER INFORMATION- RUNWAY DESIGNATORS - SSR SQUAWK CODES - ICAO FOUR LET-

TER AIRFIELD IDENTIFICATION CODES UK BASED MILITARY UNITS (NEW)
MAPS INCLUDE- UK TRANSMITTER SITES AND FREQUENCIES MILITARY TACAN ROUTES
LOW ALTITUDE AND AIR REFUELLING AREAS UK AREA RADAR SECTORS AND FREQUENCIES
UK PRIMARY AIRWAYS AND REPORTING POINTS UK OCEANIC ROUTES AND FREQUENCIES
WORLDWIDE MILITARY AND CIVIL HF DIRECTORY- (INCLUDING MANY DISCRETE FREQUENCIES
US
RAF ISTCICS) - ROYAL NAVY - NATO - UNITED NATIONS
AND CHANNEL IDENTIFIERS)

+ 30p p&p

incorporating 26 Sections with over
4000 Products from some of the Worlds
Finest Manufacturers.

MYSTIC STAR
MILITARY GLOBAL NETWORK
SEARCH AND RESCUE
HUNTERS - VOLMET

-

US NAVY

US COAST GUARD - HURRICANE

SPACE SHUTTLE

MAJOR WORLD AIR ROUTES

COMPANY OPERATIONS LONG DISTANCE OPERATIONS CONTROL - DOMESTIC CIVIL HF

ETC

AIRWAVES 97 IS SUPPLIED (ONLY FROM PHOTAVIA PRESS) WITH AN
UPDATE SHEET CONTAINING THE LATEST AIRBAND INFORMATION

01*-

Available at WH Smith, John Menzies and
most large newsagents, or directly from

UK PRICE £8.95/EIRE & EEC £9.95 INCLUDING P&P

CALLSIGN 97

Cirkit.
filo-

THE NEW 1997 EDITION OF OUR
CIVIL AND MILITARY
AVIATION CALLSIGN DIRECTORY

Get your copy today!

FULLY UPDATED AND
EXPANDED BY 14 PAGES
OVER 2700 ADDITIONS &
AMENDMENTS
A5/WIRE SPIRAL BOUND
156 PAGES - OVER 5400
MILITARY & 2200 CIVIL
CALLSIGNS

MILITARY DIRECTORY- INFORMATION INCLUDES - CALLSIGN - AIRCRAFT
TYPE CODE - OPERATOR & SQUADRON - HOME BASE - REMARKS
THE MILITARY CALLSIGNS ARE LISTED IN BOTH ALPHABETICAL CALLSIGN
ORDER AND ALSO AIRARM/SQUADRON ORDER
CIVIL DIRECTORY- CIVIL CALLSIGNS FROM 180 COUNTRIES ARE

Access

LISTED ALPHABETICALLY AND ALSO BY 3 LETTER AIR TRAFFIC PREFIX
INFORMATION INCLUDES: CALLSIGN 3 LETTER ATC PREFIX - AIRLINE
OR OPERATOR - COUNTRY OF ORIGIN - REGISTRATION PREFIX

Cirkit Distribution Ltd

UK PRICE £8.95/EIRE & EEC £9.95 INCLUDING P&P

Park Lane Broxbourne Hertfordshire EN10 7NQ
Tel: 01992 448899 Fax: 01992 471314
Email: mailorder@cirkit.co.uk

(SORRY - NO CREDIT CARDS) CHEQUES/EUROCHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS/PAYABLE TO:

PHOTAVIA PRESS/DEPT SW - SUNRISE BREAK
CHISELDON FARM - SOUTHDOWN HILL - BRIXHAM
DEVON TQ5 OAE - UK Tel: 01803 855599

Website: http://www.cirkit.co.uk/cirkit
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RECEIVER PROJECTS WITH THE NE602

Continued from page 18
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respectively. The internal oscillator can be
operated at frequencies up to 200MHz. The
internal mixer works to 500MHz. If higher
oscillator frequencies are needed, then use an
external local oscillator. An external signal
can be coupled to the NE602 through pin 6,
but must be limited to less than about
-13.8 dBm, or 250mV across 1.5kQ.

NE602 Local Oscillator Circuits
There are two general methods for
controlling the frequency of the I.o. in any
oscillator circuit: inductor -capacitor (LC)
resonant tank circuits or piezoelectric crystal
resonators. We will consider both forms, but
first the crystal oscillators.
Figure 7a shows the basic Colpitts crystal
oscillator. It will operate with fundamental
mode crystals on frequencies up to about
20MHz. The feedback network consists of a
capacitor voltage divider (C1/C2). The values
of these capacitors are critical, and should be
approximately:
C1 = 100

C2 -

1000

Fm,

The values predicted by these equations are
approximate, but work well under
circumstances where external stray
capacitance does not dominate the total.
However, the practical truth is that capacitors
come in standard values and these may not
be exactly the values required by equations
[2] and [3].
When the capacitor values are correct, the
oscillation will be consistent. If you pull the
crystal out, and then reinsert it, the oscillation
will restart immediately. Alternatively, if the
power is turned off and then back on again,
the oscillator will always restart. If the
capacitor values are incorrect, then the
oscillator will either fail to run at all, or will
operate intermittently. Generally, an increase
in the capacitances will suffice to make
operation consistent.
A problem with the circuit of Fig. 7a is
that the crystal frequency is not controllable.
The actual operating frequency of any crystal
depends, in part, on the circuit capacitance
seen by the crystal. The calibrated frequency
is typically valid when the load capacitance is
20 or 32pF, but this can be specified to the
crystal manufacturer at the time of ordering.
In Fig. 7b, a 30 to 50pF variable capacitor is
placed in series with the crystal in order to set
the frequency. This trimmer capacitor can be
adjusted to set the oscillation frequency to
the desired frequency.
The two previous crystal oscillators
operate in the fundamental mode of crystal
oscillation. The resonant frequency in the
fundamental mode is set by the dimensions
of the slab of quartz used for the crystal; the
thinner the slab, the higher the frequency.
Fundamental mode crystals work reliably up
to about 20MHz, but above 20MHz the slabs

Tuning
oltage

Varactor

become too thin for safe operation. Above
about 20MHz, the thinness of the slabs of
fundamental mode crystal causes them to
Fig. 8: Varactor tuned local oscillator.
fracture easily. An alternative is to use
overtone mode crystals. The overtone
frequency of a crystal is not necessarily an
the incoming r.f. signal. In the
exact harmonic of the fundamental mode, but
superheterodyne, the I.o. is offset from the r.f.
is close to it. The overtones tend to be close
to odd integer multiples of the fundamental
by the value of the i.f. frequency. When the
DCR I.o. heterodynes against an r.f. signal, the
(3rd, 5th, 7th). Overtone crystals are marked
audio or other information is recovered. In
with the appropriate overtone frequency,
a.m. reception, the I.o. is turned exactly to the
rather than the fundamental.
r.f. and is zero -beat. In c.w. or s.s.b. reception
Figures 7c and 7e are overtone mode
the 1.o. is offset from the r.f. by about 400 to
crystal oscillator circuits. The circuit in Fig. 7c
1000Hz for c.w., and 2800Hz for s.s.b.
is the Butler oscillator. The overtone crystal is
The circuit in Fig. 9 is the front-end of a
connected between the oscillator emitter of
general short wave receiver. To make it
the NE602 (pin 7) and a capacitive voltage
complete follow this circuit with a high gain
divider that is connected between the
oscillator base (pin 6) and ground. There is
audio amplifier stage such as the LM -386
also an inductor in the circuit (L1), and this
device.
inductor must resonate with C1 to the
This circuit will work from about 5 to
about 12MHz, depending on the values of the
overtone frequency of crystal Xta11. Figure 7c
can use either 3rd or 5th overtone crystals up
components selected. For any given setting
of L1 it will tune about a 2-3MHz segment. For
to about 80MHz. The circuit in Fig. 7d is a
third overtone crystal oscillator
that works from 25 to about
Fig. 9: 5 to 12MHz
50MHz, and is simpler than Fig.
Antenna
+5V d.c.
h.f. direct conversion
7c.
receiver.
A pair of variable frequency
oscillator (v.f.o.) circuits are
47n
shown in Figs. 7e and 7f. The
circuit in Fig. 7e is the Colpitts
C2
oscillator version, while Fig. 7f
11.Tain'p'licfl'e'r stage
47n
is the Hartley oscillator version.
NE602
C6
C4
L2
In both oscillators, the
resonating element is an
330p
330p
C7
inductor - capacitor (LC) tuned
150p
CS
resonant circuit. In Fig. 7e,
/77
330p
however, the feedback network
1559370
L3
1n8
is a tapped capacitor voltage
divider, while in Fig. 7f it is a
tap on the resonating inductor.
In both cases, a d.c. blocking
capacitor to pin 6 is needed in order to
example, the value of inductor L3 can be
prevent the oscillator from being d.c.changed to a higher or lower value for tuning
grounded through the resistance of the
to another frequency.
inductor.
The input circuit is tuned by an r.f.
transformer. One alternative is to use a
10.7MHz i.f. transformer. The resonant
Voltage Tuned NE602 Oscillator
frequency can be decreased by connecting in
Circuits
parallel a small variable capacitor with the
Figure 8 shows a v.f.o. circuit in which the
internal capacitor of the i.f. transformer. For
capacitor element of the tuned circuit is a
higher frequencies, carefully crush the
voltage variable capacitance diode, or
capacitor in the transformer, eliminating it
Varactor (D1). These diodes exhibit a junction
from the circuit. The resonance is then
capacitance that is a function of the reverse
controlled by C1. On most small 10.7MHz i.f.
bias potential applied across the diode. Thus,
transformers the capacitor can be seen on the
the oscillating frequency of these circuits is a
bottom of the base in a small recessed cavity.
function of tuning voltage V,.
If you want to build a larger receiver
The circuit of Fig. 8 is a Colpitts oscillator.
project based on the NE602 device, then
If the parallel resonant network (L1/D1) is
check out the Ramsey Electronics SR -1 kit.
replaced by a series resonant equivalent, then
the oscillator is turned into a Clapp oscillator
Conclusion
(i.e. series -tuned Colpitts).
The NE602 is a well-behaved and easily
available r.f. chip that will function in a variety
Short Wave Receiver Project
of applications from the front-end of
receivers, to converters, to oscillators, to
A simple direct conversion receiver (DCR)
signal generators.
project is shown in Fig. 9. A DCR is like a
superheterodyne, except that the local
oscillator (1.0.) is on the same frequency as
101

L1

I
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CHRISTMAS SELECTION BOX

CHRISTMAS S
Dick and Kevin have been sorting though the pile of recent
products to arrive at the SWM Editorial Offices. Here are a
few that could well be worthy of dropping into Santa's
Sack.
VAIMponse Console
Simple receiver designs have always been
popular as starter projects, in particular
one -valve or one -transistor super regenerative versions. In recent times, the
`three-legged' radio ZN414 i.c. introduced
over twenty years ago by Ferranti, has
provided the mans to build a very simple
and low-cost receiver. However, this
device has been withdrawn, so this route
is now closed to the beginner.
With the needs of the Novice Licence
students in mind, John Badger, proprietor of
Badger Boards,
needed. He reckoned that a simple
regenerative design, with simple to wind plugin coils and built on a printed circuit board
using easily obtained components, would
answer the requirements perfectly and set
about designing the board and coils with the
idea of supplying a low-cost kit of parts.
The kit was launched at the recent Leicester
ARS with a retail price of £17.50. If you are a
bone fide Novice Licence or ARE Instructor,
John will let you have a 10% discount for three
or more kits.
The kit contains all the parts needed to
build the Regen Receiver, with the exception of
a suitable box and the front panel. A suitable
front panel should be ready by the time you
read this and the price has been fixed at £2.65
plus £1.00 P&P, although the instructions
with the kit suggest that you could design your
own and a simple dial is provided to be cut
out.
The receiver is built on a printed circuit
board and this is a good quality glass fibre
board with all holes drilled the correct size for
the component leads - although on the review
sample the three holes for the plastics locating
pins on the phono socket were far too small. If
you have access to a suitable size drill you
could drill them out, otherwise cut off locating
pins on the socket. The pads are all tinned and
the component positions are silk screened on
the non -track side of the board.
The plug-in coils are wound on short

lengths of Paxolin tube, three pieces
purchased later if needed. A small drill bit was
also provided, presumably to enable the
necessary three holes to be drilled in the
Paxolin tube for the start, tap and end of the
winding to be passed through. The
instructions were very sketchy on winding the
coils - presumably the author expects anyone
who buys the kit to be enrolled on a course
with an experienced instructor to help them.
Three small p.c.b.s are also provided together
with three 4 -way plug strips. However, no
matching socket was provided to enable the
coils to be plugged into the main p.c.b.
Checking with John, he is including the socke
and the instructions for making the coils have
been elaborated.
This kit provides the novice with a useful
and reasonably simple to build receiver kit.
The instructions need a fair amount of work to
get them to the standard needed for a kit
intended to be built by a complete novice even with the help of a qualified instructor.
With these provisos, however, this kit can be
recommended and the builder will learn a lot
about the construction and operation of a
simple receiver.
Badger Boards, 87 Blackberry Lane, Four
Oaks, Sutton Coldfield, B74 4JE Tel: 0121-

1

Want to improve you receiver's audio?
The Variable Response Console could be
the answer for you. Most
communications receivers have rather
small loudspeakers driven by somewhat
lacking audio amplifier stages. Alpha
Delta Communications have come up
with this unit which combines a useful
set of audio stages to enable the user to
enhance the performance of their
receiving station.
The VRC-1 features a 90mm wide range Pioneer loudspeaker in a tuned
bass reflex enclosure. The speaker is
driven by a low distortion push-pull
amplifier capable of delivering at least
2W r.m.s. It is possible to disable this
wonderful speaker arrangement by
plugging in your headphone to the VRC.
You will though still benefit from the
other audio processing stages. Such as
the bass boost/cut (±12dB), which
features an 1.e.d. bar chart calibrated in
dB. Variable high frequency cut-off, again
featuring a bar display - calibrated in
kHz. Variable peak and notch filters, with
both position and width controls.
The VRC is enclosed in a 3.6kg, black
;powder coated, cast alloy box, and
although the casting is not the best I've
iseen, the overall looks are in keeping
;with most shacks.
Priced at £229.95 the VRC-1 is
available from Waters & Stanton PLC,
22 Main Road, Hockley Essex SS5 4QS
Tel: (01702) 206835, FAX: (01702)

20584

353 9326. E-mail: jbadger591@aol.com
4- a,
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Standard AX400mkII Pocket-size Scanner
Motor car manufacturers are not the only people to go in for badge
engineering. The radio industry does it as well. In fact, most manufacturers
have different brand names, or re-badged models, for sale in different parts
of the world. If you know this then you can often manage to track down
reviews of the same receiver in magazines and books from other parts of the
world - or even in earlier issues of SWM!
The Standard AX400mkII is the manufacturer's own model of this familiar
pocket-size scanner - work out what the alternative re-badged model is and
you can then read the appropriate reviews.
Frequency coverage is 500kHz to 1.3GHz, a.m., n.b.f.m. and w.b.f.m.
modes, 1kHz and 100Hz steps, 800 memories, 20 search bands, runs off
two AA cells with a current drain of only 16mA in 'battery saver' mode.
Price of the Standard AX400mkII is £229.95.
Further details can be obtained from the
UK Standard importer,
Martin Lynch & Son,
140-142 Northfield
Avenue, Ealing,
London W13 9SB.
Tel: 0181-566 1120
Web pages:

http://www.martinlynch.co.uk

Frequency Counter
This cigarette packet sized (can I say cigarette anymore?) frequency counter,
will easily slip into the pocket. The internal NiCad battery, which has a
usage time of six hours per cycle can be recharged again and again. The
IVIIC-10C28 is equally at home in the shack or in the field as a
near -field monitor or as a piece of test
equipment.
The frequency coverage of the counter
is cunningly hidden in the model
number, i.e. 1MHz to 2.8GHz.
oiReZEGN2/500
Supplied with a telescopic antenna
FREQUENCY COUNTER
With integral BNC plug, the counter
features a liquid crystal display
incorporating a signal level meter.
Get yours from Waters & Stanton
PLC, 22 Main Road, Hockley Essex
SS5 4QS Tel: (01702) 206835, FAX:

Why would a reader of SWM want to be able to see in the
dark? Let's leave the answer to that one until later - after we have
looked at what a night vision scope is and what it does.
A night vision scope enables you to see in the dark - obviously
ideal for people of a military persuasion and that is where the
first ones found a market. For some years now surplus dealers
have sold ex -army versions at rallies such as Elvaston Castle.
Now, there are several consumer versions on the market and
several radio dealers are stocking them.
Lowe Electronics let me have the use of one of their
Moonlight NV -100 Compact scopes and I must say that I found
it fascinating. I used it to look at Comet Halle-Bopp when it was
around. Looking through the eyepiece of the monocular - rather
like a pair of binoculars with one lens assembly missing - and
pressing the on button, the world takes on a ghostly pale green
colour. Instead of total darkness you can see what is going on in
the field of view - ideal for those of you who study wildlife at
night.
A slide -on infra red illuminator gives bright viewing in total
darkness, The illuminator simply slides into a shoe, rather like a
flash gun on a camera. Power for the illuminator is picked up
from a contact in the centre of the shoe. Power for the scope is
provided by two AA size batteries.
So, what use can it be to the average SWM reader? One use
that springs to mind is connected with amateur radio and those
who find the RSGB's National Field Day contest irresistible.
These enthusiasts climb to the top of bleak windswept hills with
enough radio gear to enable them to get further and contact
more stations than the lot on the next hill. A night vision scope
would be very handy for the person in charge of the antenna
system to see exactly what is going on without needing a
powerful torch.
The Moonlight NV -100 Compact night vision scope costs
£299 from Lowe Electronics, Chesterfield Road, Matlock,
Derbyshire DE4 5LE. Tel: (01629) 580800.

(01702) 205843.
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Create CLP5130 Log Periodic
Antenna
A log periodic antenna has to be the ultimate
solution to the difficult search for gain,
directivity and bandwidth. Although a significant
investment, it is well worth the financial pain.
This cannot be stressed enough though, because
to extract the maximum return from your
antenna investment, you'll need to add a
considerable cost element by having to acquire a
medium duty rotator with the ability to change
antenna polarisation. The antenna installation
pictured shows a Yaesu G5400B/G5600B
combination.
This could be described as overkill, but think
of the frustration of always listening to signals
that are of the wrong polarisation, thereby
throwing all that lovely (12dB) gain away.
If you are a licensed amateur the added benefit
is that you can transmit on all the amateur bands
that fall within the CLP5130's frequency range
of 105-1300MHz.
The antenna is shipped in kit form but
assembly is straightforward, merely a case of
being handy with a spanner and screwdriver. The
antenna comes complete with a feeder harness,
which is terminated with an
in -line N -Type socket.

Whilst the assembly is
rather easy, installation is
somewhat more of a problem.
I don't recommend climbing
on your roof if you're not
familiar or confident with this
type of activity. You are
advised to enlist the services
of a professional antenna
installer.

The CLP5130 is available

from Waters & Stanton
PLC, 22 Main Road,
Hockley Essex SS5 4QS Tel:
(01702) 206835, FAX:
(01702) 205843, priced
£169.95

Antenna Tuning Unit

Passive Preselector

It is generally reckoned that the addition
of an antenna tuning unit (a.t.u.) is the first
thing that the serious listener should do to
his station. Although some will build their
own, many more will opt to buy a

Similar in appearance to the ML-AT2, the
Mydel ML -2Q Passive Preselector is

commercial version. The MyDEL ML-AT2

has been designed for use between 500kHz
and 30MHz and can be used with coaxial
feeders, long wire, tuned feeder and loop
antennas. It can even be

Attenuator

Tune

on

3

used with a long wire
balun as a highly efficient passive
preselector.
As well as being an a.t.u. the ML-AT2 has
a variable Q control which increases the
selectivity to give better interference
rejection and cross modulation performance.
The unit is constructed in a small steel
box with the three controls - Tune, Q

Control and Band - on the front and the
antenna, earth and receiver connections on
the back. The antenna and receiver sockets
are 5052 SO -239 sockets. A 4mm screw
terminal post provides a connection for a
wire antenna with a wing nut on a
binding post for the corresponding earth.
To make connection to a suitable
scanner simple, a coaxial lead, fitted
with a BNC plug at one end and a
PL -259 plug at the other, is supplied.
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intended to provide the sharp tuning peak
missing from the wide front -ends of modem
receivers and scanners with h.f. capabilities.
The preselector is a bandpass filter that can
be tuned to reject unwanted signals and
only pass the wanted station. Frequency
coverage is from 500kHz up to 30MHz in
six bands.
As well as the preselector function, the
ML -2Q also has a 3dB attenuator that can
be switched in or out using the slide
switch on the front panel. A very useful
feature , particularly if your receiver is not
fitted with an attenuator.
The MyDEL ML -2Q Passive Preselector
costs £49.95 while the MyDEL ML-AT2
Antenna Tuning Unit costs £59.95. Both
units are supplied with a coaxial lead,
fitted with a BNC plug at one end and
a PL -259 plug at the other to make
connection to a suitable scanner simple and

can be obtained only from Martin Lynch &
Son, 141 Northfields Road, London W13
9SB. Tel: 0181-566 1120.

KENWOOD
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Dealer

Radio Communications Mire
19 Falk Rood,
Chirstchurch, Dorset 01123 DLJ

/The Scanner &
Receiver Specialists

VISIT OUR
CB CENTRE

Scanners & Receivers from £75 - £5999.
Phone/Fax : 01202 490099

4 miles from
Bournemouth

International Airport on
B3073. 300 yards from
Christchurch Railway

ante

IN®

Call & discuss which part of the Radio Spectrum you wish to monitor
& we will advise you on the most cost effective way of doing it.
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friendly advic e

Full Range Of New & Second Hand Equipment Available.
We Stock All Famous Brands:AOR, YUPITERU, BEARCAT, ICOM, COMMTEL,
SCANMASTER + ALL THE ACCESSORIES

Station. Forecourt
parking for disabled

RADIO HIRE

SERVICE
.1\

Alinco, Kenwood, !corn,
Palstar, Yaesu and all leading
makes of communication
equipment and accessories

Amateur - CB - Airband
Novice - Marine

We supply complete transmitting and receiving stations with
all leads pre -terminated. Call
us with your requirements for
special package deal prices

-

Same clan despatch on all
postal sales quoting
Suntch/Credil card. Call

for best prices.

Large selection of used quality
equipment available from stock.

Business Radio

Receivers, Scanners, Transceivers & Accessories

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS LISTING

ri

-

CID

Published regularly containing 100s of out of print and collectable wireless books and maga.
sines, vintage and valve communications receivers, valves and components for the short
wave enthusiast and amateur. Send six first class stamps for next listing or £8 for next four
catalogues and eight issues of "The Vintage Wireless Trader" containing our latest aquisitions
and subscribers wants and sales. Published at approx six week intervals.
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Valve Communication Receiver Handbook.

Contains circuits and technical information for valve communication receivers both commercial and of military origin, 1940s to 1960s. Incorporates a surplus/commercial cross-referenced valve guide. Large format, approx 100 pages. Facsimile copy. £16.50 P&P £2.50.

Eddystone Communications Receiver Data 19504970. A facsimile reprint of the circuit diagrams, general description and some service notes for sets from 1950-1970. 50 pages. £9.75 ind P&P.

RE C EP TI 0 N

Radar P. S. Hall (et al). An absorbing and informative study by authors from The Royal Military College of
Science. Covers the origin, development and operation of military radar from Chain Home to Patriot, etc.
Numerous photos and illustrations of equipment and its principles of operation. 170pp. Published by Brasseys
Weapon Technology series at £25. Our price £730 P&P 82.50.

FAX 4 Weather Fax

Janes Military Communications 12th Edition 19914992. A vast volume of 814 pages. Large format,
wraps. Contains descriptions, photographs and basic details of the world's military communications equip-

v.

ment. Brand new. Published at over £100. Special price £25. Postage £5, overseas postage extra.

Racal RA17 Communications Receiver Technical Service Manual. Fascimile copy, contains general
description includes circuit diagrams, layout and alignment and land fault finding notes. Large format 46
pages. £9.50 ind P&P.

,

Electronics Ltd
...0 England

ARSSD Communications Receiver Manual. A facsimile reprint of circuits and data. Includes maintenance
and alignment procedure. 25 pages. Large format £9.25 ind P&P.

Wireless Set (Canadian) No 19 MkllI. Technical Manual. Facsimile copy, contains detailed description,
layouts, circuits, operating instructions, etc. 62 pages. Large format. £12.50 ind P&P.

Prints superb quality weather maps from an SSB
receiver on most ink jet or laser printers at maxi mum resolution. Routes printer information
from computers automatically. Send for details.

VALVE AND VINTAGE COMPONENTS
32+32Ar at 350V

B7G Valve holders skirted

Hunts electrolytics. Can type £4 each. 2 for

4 for 1,2 post free.

£7 post free.

1 Watt carbon resistors

50p.F+50µF 300V

Useful values. Pack of 50 mixed. £2.95 including postage.

Can type. TCC electrolytics. £3.25 each. 2 for
£6 post free.

MES dial bulbs

Octal valve holders

6.3V .3amp. Box of 10. 12.95 + 60 P&P.

60p each. 5 for £2.50 post free.
B9A Valve holders
5 for £2.00 post free.

2 -gang 0.0005µF Tuning Caps

Only f269.95

Standard size, made by Jacksons. £3.95 each.
P&P £1.20.

inc VAT plus £4.70 P&P

(Dept SW) CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD.

ICS Electronics Ltd., Unit V, Rudford Industrial Estate, Ford

157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FY1 2EU

Arundel, West Sussex BN18 OBD, England.
Phone: 01903 731101 Fax: 01903 731105

Tel: 01253) 751858. Fax: (012531302979.

Telephone orders accepted.
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WEB SITE: http://www.martin-lynch.co.uk
Martin Lynch can also otter finance terms unto 36 months. Deposits from a minimum of 10%. We welcome your part exchange
against any new (or used!) product, provided its clean and in good working order. Call the Sales Desk today. APR:19.9% Payment

protection is also available.

All units are brand new and boxed and offered with full manufacturers RTB warranty. All prices quoted for cash/cheque or
Switchlfielta card.

THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

Finance on all products is also available. (Subject to status).
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WHY 'BUDGET PLAN'?
Most of us put aside f25-£50 per month for our hobby, (before the wife gets her hands on it that is).
Well, myself and the lads have listed a range of gear that you can run away with for quite simply £25 or £50, then the same each month. There's no catch, this is
NOT like those dreadful 'Charge Cards' that had bad press coverage a couple of years ago. No inflated finance charges, no dirty great 'final payment' (YIKESII don't
like that one!!).
Even better, if something else comes along whilst you're paying the monthly amount, you can still have it by simply adding to the monthly payment. Cool or what?
(For old geezers like me, that means 'a good idea').

Now tell me you can't afford it!

k El STANDARD

ICOM

waiting
almost

IC-PC121000
New PC Software

a year this
new handie
scanner from

Alinco offers
excellent
value for

The new 1C -R8500 has

proved itself to be the
professional choice
for all band monitoring.
Covering 100kHz to 2GHz
with no gaps and all mode
fitted as standard.

Turn your PC into a
wide band receiver
The explosive growth
of the Internet over
the last few years
has brought a wealth of
information to PC users
around the world.
However, as you know,
long before the Internet
existed the airways have
been filled with
communications of all
kinds - broadcast radio
and television, ham
stations, marine and
aviation to name just a
few. The IC-PCR1000
lets you listen to this

_

_

III

3
3

Now available on our w
z
special 'BUDGET
PLAN'. Only £34.85
deposit & 57
payments of £40.00.

all mode receive

function

RF attenuator (20db)
I External speaker level control
Super fine tuning to 1Hz
9600 baud data receive
capability

Channel Scope
Built in cloning feature

he

Why buy a USED

NRD-345 when
you can have a
NEW one for only

£695?

Police style

screen.

AX-400mk11. Engineered by

50 to 905MHz with no gaps.

offers receive performance
that 'sets the standard'
amongst its competitors. Its
so small and lightweight that
you really can conceal the
tiny scanner about you
without fear of being
detected. If you want the very
best on Air Band, Cellular,
Public services and other
'discreet' frequencies then
phone today for more details.

Standard the AX-400mk11

AM/FM&WFM

Offered with Drop in
charger, NiCd pack,
belt clip, carry strap &
low profile antenna.

Lke

It>

I

1kHz,5kHz,10kHz,12.5kHz,
20kHz, 20kHz,25kHz steps
100 memories
10 search banks

II

Band Scope built in

Memory scan
Housed in strong steel case

FREE P&P!

he

Soft case availa

500kHz-1299.999MHz

Only £49 denosit &
eighteen p rents or
£22.22.
APR.

only £7.95
NOTE:

alling all HAND HELD
BASE
SCANNER USERS!!!

Unlimited number of memory

S -meter squelch
CTCSS tone squelch decode

Built in clock

Cr

Real time bandscope function

IF shift function
Noise blanker
Digital AFC function

tit

Please check that your STANDARD scanner is purchased
from an authorised dealer. The AX-400mkIl & the AX700mkIl will not have any distributer back up if purchased
elsewhere.

Wide frequency coverage with

FREE

earpiece !
on the market with
If you don't want all the frills
panoramic display at of the much larger handheld
a realistic price, enabling
scanners offered by
the user to view a whole Yupiteru, AOR and others
then take a very close, (its so
1MHz on the built in
small youill have too!) at the
brightly lit LCD TV type

FREE MAINS PSU

USB, LSB, CW, AM, FM, WFM
3 interface screens to choose
from

scanner in
the world.

B ain,

All mode

AM/FM/NBFM/SSB&CW

Advanced scanning features

miss out.

Automatic mode

lightest
F.1

EN CIO=

1:1001=

100kHz-2GHz No Gaps

IIII

Versatile Scanning functions
13 different tuning steps
Optional Voice Announcement

PIS

be

MyDEL

1200 memories!
Large clear display

RS -232C serial Port

_

Probably
the
smallest,

The only base scanner

Incredible 10Hz resolution
All mode including USB/LSB,
CW, AM, FM& WBFM
Built in TCXO for unrivalled

IF Shift & Audio Peak Filter
Noise blanker, RF Attenuator &
selectable AGC
Digital AFC
1000 memories including
Alpha Numeric tagging

tit

money.

3

100kHz to 2000MHz

_

exciting world from
your computer. Don't

channels

STANDARD

We know that any user of hand held
scanners would like to improve the
performance on medium wave and
shortwave, especially when used at
home. Martin Lynch & Son can offer
two new products to assist in boosting
the usability of your scanner today!

AM/FM/WFM

1 kHz-100kHz step sizes

Only 16mA in Battery save
mode

Dual watch function
800 memories
II 20 search bands
II Runs off two AA batteries

E429.95

fil DEL
2Q Passive Preselect°,
f49.95 incL VAT.
Now includes scanner/receiver
lead.

fl

.DEL '1L-AT2. E59.9.5
Now includes scanner/receiver
lead.

A superb shortwave receiver
offering easy to use features,
excellent build quality and
stunning audio. But whats new
for JRC?

BNC antenna connector

Only £349 Incl Vat.
Or £37 deposit and twelve
payments of £26.00.

INTEREST FREE
Computer not included

uy on our special

IN THE SHOP

Only £695 or £21.39

deposit & thirty -five
payments of £25.00

SO

SAT 27, MON

CALL TODAY FOR THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
NEW & USED EQUIPMENT IN EUROPE.

TEL: 0181 - 566 1120
III FAX: 0181 -5661207

CUSTOMER CARE: 0181 -5660566

Martin Lynch is a licensed credit broker. Full written details
are available on request. Finance is subject to status. E80E.
£10 p&p on all major items.

EASY TO REMEMBER MAIL ORDER NUMBER: DIAL 07000 73 73 73
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100kHz - 1650MHz
NFM/WFM/SSB/AM

NEW

MVT-9000

a, 1000 memories
II

\

Signal strength
meter

Illuminated

,
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keypad display
500 channel pass
711
memories
30 channel per
second speed
zi) III Unique
,
mode scan

Now established as THE
handheld scanner to own
(along with the ICR-10E), the
MVT-9000 offers an excellent

-1

can buy on our special LOW COST
Finance.

-1

rij NiCads

and AC charger

ti

t. -22 92b

'VT -7200

Y;

100kHz - 1650MHz
NFM/WFM/SSB/AM

`" 1000 memories
-=-1 Illuminated keypad display

_1
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Signal strength meter
Built in ferrite AM antenna
Narrow band SSB filters
Improved SW selection
Improved selectivity ans
battery drain
30 channel steps per second
NiCads and AC charger

171
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Deposit £30 & 12 x £24.79
(19.9% APR)

The widest frequency coverage
offered by any Base scanner
available - 10kHz to 2600MHz. All
mode and ideal for either base or mobile
use. Introduced during April, the new AR5000+3 is a standard version of
the original with 3 enhancements (hence the +31:

Bandscope facility, full coverage
to 2039MHz (with no gaps) and all
mode. The price is down and you

Synchronous AM AFC

RRP £489

or £38.85 deposit and fifty-six payments of £35.00

ML XMAS Price

'339

Noise Blanker

, (RRP £1749),

Soft case £19.95

or £47.94 deposit and fifty-nine payments of £40.00.

OFFER ENDS 31st DEC '97
-`1,4 THOROUGHBRED AMONGST SCANNERS"

UK
CANNING
IRECTORY

All mode FM,
WFM, SSB,
CW, AM
500KHz1300MHz
Real Time
Bandscope

The UK Seam
Okeetere

1000

n

"Freeplay'

.1071

Wind-up Radice

The ideal way to starting off the wonderful hobby of
Short Wave listening. Offered with mains PSU,
Short wave aerial wire and operating manual.

17

;smstlW

memories
Alphanumeric
tag to each memory
Tunable bandpass

filters employed for
excellent RX
performance

Multi function dot
matrix display

Exclusive to
Martin Lynch
£69.95. p&p DO

Available from
tock. Order yours
now, before they
ban it from sale!
ONLY f18.50
P&P £3

filyDEL Long Wire Balun
The Mydel Balun is designed to reduce
the impedance of a long wire to a low
impedance more closely matching that of
the receiver or scanner's input circuit. Will
help reduce electrical noise from internally
generated sources within the home. Ideal when used
with the MyDEL ML -Q2 Passive Preselector.

Full Computer access
capability.

Despite its advancing age (3 years is a
long time in scanner design!), the
'grandad' of scanners, the AR -8000, still
sells well. Full frequency range, (no gaps),
Alpha display, PC compatible and supplied
with NiCads & Charger.

NEW LOWER PRICE
RRP £295.

Finance available from under
£25 per month

or 3 credit card
payments of £87.00

FI.,,r;tromice
-DEL Shortwave Antenna
Only 40ft (16 metres) in length, this simple to
install end fed wire antenna is ideal for the
newcomer to ShortWave Listening. Supplied
with 15ft of coax cable and terminated with a
PL -259 plug, this is ideal to use with any
receiver.

£39.95 p&p £3.50

£22.95 p&p £3.50

e most
innovative

product
for scanners
of 1995?
Connect

.111i'...111111.1.11

this little

BUDGET PLAN'

frequency
counter up to
your AR -8000 and see it

make the scanner jump onto
a frequency that its literally

just "sniffed" out of the air!
Termed "Reaction Tune", it
has many uses both for the
hobbiest and commercial
user.

RRP: £449.

29, TOES 30, WED 31 DEC

ML

Price: £369

Super low cost finance
available from only127.50

plml

so

* Budget Plan requirements:
Full time employment (or
disabled/retired), over 18
and below 71, Current bank
account (or building society). For instant finance
please ensure you have UK
driving licence and cheque
guarantee/credit card or

Electricity/
Gas/BT bill with your current name and address.
Finance subject to status.
APR 19.9%.

NEW'

HOKA CODE 3 GOLD

ew

0 I)
.,......._............_,,,...

New distributor

o

SCANCAT G L Dr. indows
Since 1989, The Recognized
Leader in Computer Control

Don't miss this opportunity to own probably the best
RTTY decoding package on the market at a special
re -launch price!
Dozens and dozens of short wave and VHF digital sys-

Once you use SCANCAT with YOUR radio,
you'll NEVER use your radio again
WITHOUT SCANCAT!

tems

SCANCAT supports almost ALL computer controlled radios by:
AOR, DRAKE, KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU and JRC (NRD)
Including AR-8000/2700/PRO-2005/6/35/42 (with 0S456/535),
Lowe HF-150, and Watkins -Johnson HF-1000.

Works on any modern IBM compatible computer*
Software DSP filtering
Seamless decoding process

,.......m....SCANCAT - GOLD FEATURES
Link up to 100 frequency disk files.
D -BASE IMPORT w/DUPLICATE filters.
Scan HF & VHF Icom's simultaneously.
PRINT to ANY printer, or disk tile.
Automatic BIRDIE LOCKOUT.

Link up to 100 search banks.

IMPORT virtually any database.
Search by CTCSS & DCS TONES
witH PR02005.6/2035 (& ICOM/DC440).
MULTIPLE search filters.

Use with wideband SSB setting (use those cheap scanners)

EXCLUSIVE WINDOWS FEATURES

Over 50 decodeable shortwave and VHF systems
Stunning performance!
Easy to use with "auto -analysis and decode"
All at an amazing price of just £369!

All the features you EXPECT from a true Windows application such as:
NO MORE CONVERSION! DIRECT scanning
of most DBASE, FOXPRO,ACCESS, BTRIEVE
files WITHOUT "importing".

Exclusive 'SLIDE RULE' tuner. Click or 'skate'
your mouse over our Slide -Tuner to change
frequencies effortlessly! OR use our graphical

UNIQUE database management system with
moveable SPLIT columns for easy viewing.
VERSATILE "Functional" spectrum analysis.

MAPS - Load virtually ANY map or GRAPHIC
image in "BMP" format (several included with

Simply "mouse over to read frequency of

Scancat). Program 'hot spots' with your

spectrum location. "CLICK' to immediatelytune
your receiver.

favorite frequencies.

tuning knob.

Code 3 Gold can decode more systems than we have
room to name here, so don't delay, send for further
information on this amazing system NOW!

SCANCAT Is not copy protected - use on as many computers as you need**
Requires windows 3.1 or greater - 8 meg ram -4 meg harddrive space - (dos version requires
a 640K MS DOS computer), RS -232C serial port. Manufacturer's interface not included.

SCANCAT GOLD
FOR WINDOWS
SCANCAT GOLD
FOR DOS

$29.95

UPGRADE TO GOLD

$99.95 + sikh

$94.95 + s&h

from any version
Shipping & Handling $5.00 USA

*486 DX2 33MHz or better

$7.50 FOREIGN

Send large SAE to: Hoka Sales UK, PO Box 2630
Eastbourne, East Sussex BN20 9RU.

INTERNET WEB ADDRESS - http://www.scancat.com WEB E-MAIL scancat$scancat.com

COMPUTER AIDED TECHNOLOGIES
P.O. Box 18285 Shreveport, LA 71138

11E7-1

Tel/Fax (01323) 487919.

Liii_li.

(318) 636-1234 (24 hrs) FAX (318) 686-0449 (24 hrs)

E-mail: Hokasales@pavilion. co . uk
1st class P&P and insurance £10

Also available in the UK from your favorite dealer inc. LOWE ELEC. & JAVIATION

1998 SHORTWAVE FREQUENCY GUIDE

.......,

worldwide broadcast and utility radio stations!

1998 SHORTINAVE

564 pages

.

s

FREQUENCY GUIDE

£ 21 or DM 50 (worldwide postage included)

Sena. Ern

Finally - a really easy -to -use and up-to-date handbook with the latest
1990 broadcast schedules, compiled end November and available here in
Europe only ten days later! User-friendly tables include 10,300 entries
with all clandestine, domestic, and international broadcast stations

worldwide from our 1998 Super Frequency List on CD-ROM

North Atlantic Flight Communication

---,,,.....-

(see

below). Another 12,200 frequencies cover all utility stations worldwide.
Now includes additionally a new clearly arranged alphabetical list of
stations, and a solid introduction to real shortwave monitoring. The right
product at the right moment for worldwide listeners, radio amateurs, and
professional monitoring services alike - at a sensational low price!

..,

/

1998 SUPER FREQUENCY LIST CD-ROM

,

now includes receiver control software interfaces!

--,
._

f 23 or DM 60 (worldwide postage included)
10,300 entries with latest schedules of all clandestine, domestic and

Plot trans Atlantic flights with your HF radio and computer.
Enter the flight details and watch in real time as the program

international broadcasters on shortwave, compiled by top expert Michiel
Schaay from the Netherlands. 12,200 special frequencies from our international bestseller 1998 Utility Radio Guide (see below). 15,400

plots the flight's progress across the North Atlantic on high resolution charts. From the position reports you receive over the
air the flight path can be updated at each waypoint. The accompanying large book clearly explains all the procedures from filing the flight plan right through to landing at the destination,

formerly active frequencies. All on one CD-ROM for PCs with

Windows." or Windows95.. You can search for specific frequencies,
countries, stations, languages, call signs, and times, and browse through
all that data within milliseconds. It can't get faster and easier than this!

1998 GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS
Unpaillusa

includes latest digital data and teleprinter frequencies!
564 pages

£ 30 or DM 80 (worldwide postage included)

The international reference book for the really fascinating radio services
on SW: aero, diplo, maritime, meteo, military, police, press, and telecom. Now includes dozens of screenshots of state-of-the-art analyzing
and decoding equipment. 12,200 up-to-date frequencies from 0 to 30
MHz are listed, including the very latest Red Cross and U1,10 'frequencies. We are the world leader in advanced data and teleprinter systems
monitoring and decoding! This unique reference book lists just everything: abbreviations, addresses, call signs, codes, explanations, frequency band plans, meteofax and NAVTEX and press schedules, modulation

1998 FIUME TO
UTILITY RADIO STATIONS

and describes the radio communications system in depth. It

Slit een th Farm

also lists hundreds of flight routings, Selcals and all the relevant
frequencies. Comprehensive list of geographical waypoints and

ICAO codes are also included. Software on two 3.5" disks
requires IBM/PC running Windows 3.1 and 95 with minimum
of 8MB RAM.

typos, all Q and Z codes, and much more. Thus, it is the ideal companion to the publications above for the "special" stations on shortwave!

Price:

Special eackage price: CD-ROM + SW Frequency Guide = £ 39. More package deals available on

request. Plus: Internet Radio Guide -= £ 20. Worldwide Weather Services = £ 23. Double CD
Recording of Modulation Types = £ 39 (cassette £ 23). Radio Data Code Manual = £ 27. Sample
pages and colour screenshots can be viewed on our superb Internet World Wide Web site (see

Ask for free catalogue. Allow 14 days delivery

below). We have published our international radio books for 29 years. Payment can be made by cheque or credit card - we accept American Express, Eurocard, Mastercard and Visa. Dealer discount
rates on request. Please ask for our free catalogue with recommendations from all over the world! di

Klingenfuss Publications

Hagenloher Str. 14 D-72070 Tuebingen

Fax 0049 7071 600849 Phone 0049 7071 62830

+ £1.25 UK post. Postage for Europe add £2.25
or £5 airmail to other destinations.
MasterCard

INTERPRODUCTS (SW127)

Germany

E -Mel kungenfuss@compusews.com

8 Abbot Street, Perth PH2 OEB, Scotland
Tel & Fax: 01738 441199

Internet httpliourworld.compuserve.com/homepagesIKIIngenfuss/
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FEATURE

Radio Budap
R.A.

Connolly
GI7IVX, a

1994
European
winner of a
competition
held by
Radio
Budapest on
the future of
short wave
radio, was
fortunate to
be invited to
Hungary for
a week back
in 1995.
Read on
and find out
how he got
on.

ne of the highlights of the trip to Hungary
was the chance to visit Radio Budapest and
their English Section, where I was made most
welcome. Radio Budapest is located in the centre of
Budapest in a large complex of buildings with a maze
of corridors with offices and various studios. This
complex is also home to their medium wave service,
Magyar Radio and their commercial f.m. station,
Radio Danubius. All three services, short wave,
medium wave and f.m. have their own studio facilities
and technical back-up.

Equipment Displayed
A small selection of radio equipment is displayed in
the window beside the main entrance to the newer
section of the complex. Inside, a series of plaques pay
tribute to those staff who lost their lives during their
work on reporting the various conflicts which have
affected Hungary since before the last world war.
It is in this complex that all the short wave English
language programmes are researched, prepared and
edited ready for broadcast by an enthusiastic and
dedicated team. When I first arrived in the English
Section their team was busy searching through a small
mountain of English language newspapers and
periodicals for items which could be the basis for a
programme.

Programmes Prepared
All programmes are prepared in advance of
transmission and placed on tapes for any required
editing or correction of mistakes. The last item to be
included in the production is the news, which may be
re-edited up until two hours before transmission.
Each language section has its own allocation of
time during the day for the use of the studio facilities
to produce their programmes and other tasks. On my
first visit to the station the studio was being used by
the English Section to transfer a previously
transmitted programme from their reel to reel tape
onto cassette.
The cassette was then going to be transferred onto
CD-ROM by an outside company and subsequently
used in schools. The studio consists of the usual
sound proofed room for presenters and interviews,
etc., with the technical staff and equipment on the
other side of the glass.

Transmission Slot
All programmes are either of 28 minutes or 58
minutes duration, depending on the transmission slot
being 30 minutes or 60 minutes. The other two
minutes are required by the transmitter site to change
the direction and elevation of the antenna for the
appropriate target area.
SWM December 1997
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When the
programme
tapes, usually
three, have
been prepared,
they are taken
to another
room where
they are
transmitted by
landline to the
actual
transmitter site using three tape players, which have
optical devices fitted to sense the end of one tape and
automatically start the next without a break. This link
operation is monitored by an engineer.
Neither Radio Budapest nor its domestic service
own the transmitter. These are hired from and
operated by the Hungarian Telecommunications
Company.

Log Periodic
The short wave site is to the east of Budapest near
Jaszbereny. The main antenna here, which is used by
Radio Budapest, is a large log periodic which would
make any amateur h.f. operator very envious.
However, this accounts for the two minutes of the
transmission block to allow for the re -alignment of the
antenna for the target area.
This transmitter site is due to open a museum of
radio and television equipment at the beginning of
December 1995. I was privileged to be allowed to visit
this museum, which was in the process of having the
final exhibits installed, during my visit in mid
September and I am probably their first visitor.
The museum contains radio and television
transmitting exhibits, along with audio/visual display
unit, studio mock-up, pictures and diagrams, and, of
course, a range of vintage radio and television
receivers. Included in the display was a very small
1939 radio built into a walking stick with headphones
for the user, a very early `Walkman'!

Excellent Exhibition
This is an excellent exhibition for anyone on holiday
in Hungary to visit. Unfortunately, at the moment all
the exhibit descriptions are in Hungarian.
However, it may be that they will also use other
languages in the future, although I had no difficulty as
I had one of the Radio Budapest English Section's staff
with me as an interpreter and one of the transmitter
site engineers who was showing us around the
museum.
Radio Budapest English Section is run by Charles
Coutts, a highly active 74 year old who originally came
from Scotland and despite his numerous years in
Budapest never lost his Scottish humour or accent.

RADIO BUDAPEST
Charles, as head of the Section, is involved in the day
to day operation of planning programme content,
research and general running of the Section and
presents their programme Gatepost for which I did an
interview for during my second visit to the section.
Not only is he full of ideas on how to improve
programmes, listener figures, etc., but he also has to
fight the political battles of finance and convincing the
powers to be of the requirement for English language
broadcasts. The section seem to regard him more of a
father figure than a boss and have been known to fight
to retain him as Section Head. Charles is by no means
the oldest in the section, the incoming mail is handled
by a lady of 83!

Reporting Staff
The reporting staff of the English Section from time to
time get assignments outside Hungary to attend
various conferences including women's
issues and broadcasting seminars.
As a result, programmes often
include important international
topics apart from the domestic and
cultural issues of Hungary and on
many occasions Radio Budapest is able
to make important contributions to
these various conferences.
The Section has on file reception
reports from about 10 000 listeners from
around the world. All this information is
kept on a manual database and only
recently has it started to be transferred to
a computerised one.
Radio Budapest also now has its own
DX club, Radio Budapest Shortwave Club (RBSWC),
the details of which were mentioned in the August
1995 issue of SWM. This produces its own regular
news booklet, RBSWC News, for its members, which is
edited by Lajos Horvath.

Busy Schedule
Lajos took time out from his very busy schedule to
meet me and show me around the medium wave and
f.m. services. Apart from his work in the radio station
and editing the RBSWC DX News, Lajos is also a
licensed amateur.
I was surprised to learn that Radio Budapest does
not receive regular copies of Short Wave Magazine,
however, it is hoped that this will soon change as they
feel it has tremendous value to them. They feel that
the benefits of their Section are not just confined to
the publication of broadcast schedules and the
highlighting of their new short wave club, but also as
an information and contact source for topics and
writers on the subjects which their have a close
association with. This was so much so that a large
part of my interview for their Gatepost programme was
centred around the benefits of SWM.

Daily Broadcasts
Radio Budapest English service has two broadcasts
daily to Europe at 1900 to 1930 and 2100 to
213OUTC and also two to North America at 0100 to

0130 and 0230 to 0300UTC. At the time of writing the
frequencies were due to be changed for the winter
schedules but had not finally been decided upon.
Apart from its short wave broadcasts, Radio
Budapest English Section programmes can be
currently heard on Eutelsat II -F3 at 2200UTC. Via
World Radio Network to Europe on Astra at 2300UTC
and in North America on Galaxy 5.
Programmes are also transmitted via the Internet.
The station was due to arrive on-line with E-mail. Also
on the offing was a new digital computer recording
facilities, which should, by now, all be up and
running?

Quality Equipment
It was interesting to see the difference in quality of
studio equipment throughout the three services. This
ranged from the latest state-of-the-art
equipment and compact disc players in the
f.m. studios, through the modern up-to-date
equipment of the medium wave service, to
the other equipment in the short wave
studios. It was also interesting to note that
none of the short wave programmes were
broadcast live, unlike the medium wave
and f.m. services.
Programme highlights, apart from
the news, include current affairs,
business news, music from classical to
folk and pop, arts, science, politics,
culture and, of course, DX
programmes.
monthly booklet called Budapest
International, which gives their current broadcast
schedules and highlights of their programmes and
background information. This is available to listeners
who are on their mailing list.

My Thanks
Finally, I would like to thank the staff of Magyar
Radio, Radio Danubius, and in particular the English
Section of Radio Budapest for making my visit so
interesting and informative. I would also like to
express my thanks to the staff of the Hungarian
Telecommunications
Company at the
short wave
transmitter site for
allowing me to visit
their new museum
prior to its official
opening and wish
them every success
with this new
venture.
For those who
would like further
information on
Radio Budapest,
English broadcasts
schedules, details of their short wave club or to QSL,
their address is: Radio Budapest, English Section,
Brody S. u. 5-7, H1800, Budapest,
Hungary.
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Magyar Radio - home of
Radio Budapest.

BACK ISSUES

re you missing that all important issu
makes your volume complete? Well, look
no further, if the one you're missing is from
1993, then you're in luck! We have the following
back issues available for sale at only L I includin
P&P. So, have a look below and place your order
-

today! Either fill in the order form on page 99 or
call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930,
January 1993

* TH2SAT - A PC Weather Satellite'

* Philips AE 3905 Digital Mini World

Imaging System

* The Canadian '58' Set

Receiver Review

* A Morse Decoding Chart
* Lowe HF-I50 Communications

August 1993
* Universal M-400 Review
* Mystery Man Of The BBC
* PDSview & The Weatherdesk
* The Uniden Bearcat UBC-200XLT

Receiver Review
* Morse Gadgets & Gizmos
* Learning The Code In the Vintage
Years

Scanner Reviewed
* Buying & Renovating

February 1993
* Lowe SRX-50 4 -Band World
Receiver Review
* Maritime Distress, Urgency & Safety

September 1993
* Roberts R101 9 -Band Portable Ra.
* Universal M-8000 Decoder Review
* A Visit To Swiss Radio International

Messages

* Sony PYXIS Satellite -based
Navigation System

Optoelectronics Interceptor Review
* The International Red.
Broadcasting Servic

* The Interpretation of a Facsimile
Weather Map
* Long Wave Maritime CW Services

October 1993
March 1993 - SORRY - SOLD OUT

* Universal M-1000'`WI
* A Simple Receiving Loop Antenna-._
* AOR LA320 Active Antenna Review
* Roberts R817 Review
The Man From Marconi

April 1993 - SORRY - SOLD OUT
May 1993
* Uniden Bearcat UBC-I42XLT

November 1993

Scanning Receiver Reviewed

*A Practical Survivor's Guide To
Short Wave Listening
* [corn IC -R72 Communications

Uniden Bearcat UBC-855XLT Base
Station Scanner Review
*A User's Guide To Propagation
* Lowe Modemaster
* Black jaguar 13)200 - MkIV Pocket
Scanner Review

Receiver Reviewed
* In Praise Of The AR88
* A Multi -Purpose Signal Monitoring
Meter

* The Historical Development Of
Scanner

June 1993
* D-400 TVDX Tuner Review
* DXing Africa On The Tropical Bands
* Roberts R-621 Review
*Listening On Holiday In Malta
* Dee Comm SWL Antenna Tuning
Unit

December 1993
* Sony AN -1 Wide Range Antenna
Review

* Early Mobile Amateur Radio
* The Structure Of British Amateur
Callsigns

* Georg Simon Ohm
* Have Fun_ With A VirP e

July 1993
-

Way

Track II - A Satellite Tracking
Program
Scancat - Computer -Aided Software

For Communications Receivers &
Transce.vers

* The History Of Computing

DON'T FORGET, BACK ISSUES ARE ALSO
AVAILABLE FOR 1994 AND 1995 ALL AT
£1 INC. P&R
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AOR (UK) LTD

e-mail: info@aorco.uk
http://www.demon.co.uk/aor
Fax: 01773 880780

AOR Manufacturing Ltd - World Radio Centre
Prices correct at time of going to
press and include VAT
All trade marks acknowledged
E&OE

0 AOR MO LTD, 1997

4E EAST MILL, BRIDGEFOOT,
BELPER, DERBYS DE56 2UA

Tel: 01773 880788

AR5000
Compact self powered
portable ACARS
& NAVTEX decoder
with built-in display

AR5000 £1495 AR5000+3 f1749
True base receivers are few and far between, some have simply evolved
from the hand held equivalents with little tangible improvement in
performance or facilities over their smaller counterparts. The AR5000 is
not like this! Drawing from its earlier success, AOR has designed the
AR5000 to be a true base station receiver - from the drawing board, this is
very apparent when plugging in an external aerial, the result is
unsurpassed performance instead of a clutter of music and pager
breakthrough over many of the desired frequency bands.

The AR5000 strong signal handling is very good. Over the range of 500
kHz to 999 MHz this is further assisted by an automatic preselector which
peaks the receiver's front end circuits for the best "on channel" sensitivity
and ultimate rejection of out of band interference. Even better, you can
manually over -ride the automatic preselection to peak the receiver away
from the source of interference, this setting can then be stored in memory
for smooth interference free scanning.
These qualities have been recognised by government departments on
both sides of the Atlantic who have carried out extensive trials against rival
units and we are pleased to find they are placing orders for the AR5000,
good sensitivity at frequency extremes, excellent range of facilities,
compactness & light weight.
Capabilities have been further increased with the
launch of the AR5000+3 providing three enhanced
PERFORMANCE facilities: A.F.C. switchable automatic frequency
control for accurate tracking of unusual bandplans, noise blanker,
switchable to help reduce the effects of ignition noise especially while
mobile, synchronous AM, featuring double and selectable sideband with
an easy to use wide lock range.
Very wide frequency coverage 10kHz - 2600MHz
In

Good news for airband ACARS
and marine NAVTEX
enthusiasts, these data
reception modes may now be
decoded in a single compact
portable hand-held unit (158mm
L, 109mm W, 53mm H excluding projections, 330g excluding
batteries). Features include built-in two line LCD readout (2 x 16
characters), 512 character scroll back buffer, operation from 4xAA
internal batteries or external 12V d.c. (max 280mA), internal
speaker with separate volume & level controls, RS232 socket. A
computer is not required for stand-alone operation, just connect
audio from a suitable receiver such as the AR8000 and AR5000,
however display may be viewed on a computer running a terminal
driver (9600 bps ASCII). First stocks are expected by the new

year 1998. £ T.B.A.

AR8000UK wide band hand held receiver
The AR8000UK provides a frequency coverage from 500
kHz to 1900 MHz without gaps in the range (actual
acceptable frequency input from 100 kHz). The AR8000
combines full computer compatibility with advanced wide band radio receiver technology. The all -mode
reception provides AM, USB, LSB, CW, NFM and
WFM. Step size is programmable in multiples of
50Hz for smooth tuning. The high visibility dot
matrix LCD provides great detail including a signal
strength bar meter, band -scope etc. Computer
control and clone of data between two AR8000UK
receivers (optional interface required).

£349

PL

All mode reception: AM, FM, USB, LSB & CW
Automatic electronic preselection of the front end
Excellent strong signal handling
NCO (Numeric Controlled Oscillator) with tuning steps down to 1Hz
TCXO fitted as standard
Two aerial inputs with programmable switching from the front panel
Built-in squelch tone eliminator
Audio and discriminator out plus tape recorder control
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Short Wave Column: Waiting for Baudot
Thousands of words have been written about the role of computers in our hobby. Like it or
not, there has been a steady invasion of PCs into the home and into the shack. I've tried using
mine to decode RTTY with great success, but:
A few years ago, this listener would move house to stay clear of PC noise, but now the
situation is getting better. Not much - but it is getting better. It's a trade-off. PCs are getting
quieter while AOR are making their receivers more sensitive.
By thinking ahead, you can do a lot to reduce computer noise. Always use shielded
computer cables. The ribbon types are a multi -way transmitting aerial for noise. Get the aerial
impedance down to 50 ohm as near to the long-wire (or whatever) as possible. Try balanced
aerial systems. Use a good co -ax to deliver signals straight to the back of the set.
Make sure the RX has a very good RF earth and try to raise the impedance of
power/speaker/comms leads with clip -on ferrites. Loads of room for experimentation here.
Plastic -cased ATUs invite noise. Debate, please.

Try to arrange for the PC monitor to be as far as possible from the antenna entry point. And,
if the PC is just logging a file, switch the monitor off - or set it to time-out after a few minutes
in the Energy Saving set-up. Space is running out, so until next time, lets have your tips and
your most listened -to RTTY/FEC/CW frequencies to bob@aor.co.uk
©Bob Ellis 1997',

AR7030

AR7030
'PLUS'

* * * * * Table top receiver of the year 1996197 - World Radio 111 Handbook

***** Awarded Five Stars - Passport to World Band Radio 1997/98

AR7030

-

High dynamic range short wave receiver £799

The AR7030 has established itself at the top end of the high
performance short wave receiver league as "the" set to have and operate.
UK designed & built to high standards, 0 - 32 MHz, all mode, built-in
RS232 port and more. Innovative features include auto -tune synchronous
detector and automatic filter alignment.
The standard unit is supplied with everything you need to get going either
for casual short wave listening or for serious DXing:- mains power supply,
infrared control (with batteries for the remote), operating manual... just
plug in an aerial! I.F. bandwidths are typically 2.2 kHz, 5.5 kHz, 6.5 kHz
and 9.5 kHz and all mode receive.

AR7030 'PLUS' - enhanced short wave receiver f949

PLUS

following enhancements:
./ Increased balance of the mixer for greatest IP2 & IP3
High tolerance 0.1% components in DDS ladder for low noise

Enhanced RF attenuator operation for minimal intermod
Higher spec wire aerial input transformer for minimal mixing
products
Ceramic metal cased 4 kHz (displayed) AM filter fitted as standard

Bourns optical encoder for the smoothest DX tuning
Features CPU fitted, 400 memories, multi timers & alpha tag

NEW!!! NEW!!! NEW!!!

The AR7030 offers high performance at a very attractive price, by popular
demand by commercial users, a new 19 inch "U3" RACK MOUNT version
is now available. Based on the AR7030 'PLUS' receiver with NB7030,
additional filters, front mounted keypad in addition to infrared remote
control etc... A cost effective off the shelf solution to demanding
monitoring applications.

For the ultimate in performance for the

extremes of listening, the 'AR7030
PERFORMANCE PLUS' is now available (C949) offering the

It is still possible to fit other options to the AR7030 PLUS, if
fitting the multi option NB7030, only the hardware is needed
as the features CPU is already fitted, so quote UPNB7030 at
£163.00 if required.
If you already have an AR7030 receiver, our UK workshop can
'PLUS' upgrade your existing unit for £170 (carriage extra) so
that you are not left behind in the race for the ultimate DX
performer. AOR is quite unique in offering this PLUS upgrade
service to existing AR7030 owners, please contact us for
details and prices.
Data -Master PC software is a control package for the AR7030
and AR3030 receivers. Many facilities are provided to control
the receiver via graphical "virtual receivers" and text based
menus, data -base, map projections, MUF predictions, logbook
and much more. Support for Windows 3.1x and Windows95.
Now supports the AR7030 features CPU and N87030
enhanced options. £129.00 P&P £3.00 in the EEC inc VAT.

Please phone to discuss your specific requirements, AR7030 "bespoke" design enquiries welcome.

SDU5000 Spectrum Display Unit £799

AR3000A Evolution at its very best
It all started in 1983 with the AR2001 which represented the world's first
"no -gaps" high performance wide range receiver... the rest is history!
AR3000A all mode receive AM, NFM, WFM, USB, LSB & CW with smooth
tuning in 50 Hz steps and unbroken coverage from 100 kHz - 2036 MHz.
Even the world's armed forces including the
largest Airforce and Navy has employed the
AR3000A in its up-to-date high-tech
hardware for backup purposes,
performance, quality, reliability and
performance -cost -factor being
excellent...

£799

The AR5000 may be directly connected to the optional
SDU5000 without modification. The SDU5000 connects to the
AR5000 iJ. output and RS232 port to provide a spectrum
display of up to 10 MHz with the capability to zoom in to a
single transmission. Additional facilities include peak hold
and average reading. An essential
tool for the professional
monitor. The SDU5000 may
111111961181111111111
also be used with: AR3000,
AR3000A, ICOM R7000, R7100,
R9000 & R8500 with varying

degrees of compatibility, call
for details.
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To order any of the titles mentioned on these two pages please use the 0

-evrvoivz

From International 'Waters- 60 Years Of
Offshore Broadcastin_W_
This book has been more than four years in
preparation, drawing on thousands or source
documents, many of which are no longer generally
or readily available to the casual enquirer. Lavishly
illustrated throughout its 582 A4 size pages, From
International Waters contains photographs and
memorabilia items from more than 60 offshor-e_.
stations world-wide.
Available for E20.95, why not place your order

60 Years of

Offshore
Broadcastin

now?

This outstan
c voit.wle is the product of 30 years
-painstaking researchM. the author, Keith Skues,
who has been Invollkfted in sound broadcasting
throughout the period. The informative text is fully
illustrated with 230 black -and white photographs,
many of which have never previously been
published.

Read through and find out all about the *Au and
foits which played such important roles c#ao ging
radio hioacicasting into the format that exists tocray
DJs and executives of many stations, both largere.
small, recount then involvement in the pirate radio
saga. £15.95
PRESENT
Communications

Receivers
1945-1996

This book is y
comprehensive guide to over 500
shirt vv,ave re
anufactured in the last fifty
years. Tablet° aen-port
eneral coverage,
amateur, short`' wave and speciality'Feceivel s are
featNid. Whethecy4gp are a short wave
amate r it:110 operator-ocradio controller, here is all
ou need irkin easy to use for mat
tifo
ne-fory
efi e
Pefolithelf. £23.95

To order any of the titles mentioned on these two pages please use the 0
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er Form in this issue or telephone Michael or Shela h on (01202) 659930.
4117.Ar Awl

World's A7 selling shortwave

P
riSSNI
to World

guide!

1998

band radio

s6st ,atlio buys

Passport Tia.,World Band Radio 1998
Passport To World Band Radii):i---s_a glo_bat

-

f5madcasting superstore, providing
infolTha-toi=i54.14ou need to explore and enjoy the7yyorld

of broticastirig-a4,-Id listening:_ Contained within
pages are featuresOitittt-eritatielia.1 radio stations,
receiver- leviewS and advice, together -with details of ~=,-

the-tjmes and languages of broadcast statioifisted
by frequsel4Cy.

This book -is all you need to begin your personal
adventure. Order now at £15.50.

RSGB Yearbook - 1998 Edition
1998 EDITION

This newwytion of the ever poijular RSGB Call Book
and Information Directory hag;rseen-further enhanced
with the inclusion of eqemmore iniormation on
amateur radio than ever befo.:1-Vis year, there are
many new features which will be cpmpletely revised
each year - hence the new name - RSGB Yearbook.
Containing all the data you would expbct to find in
an RSGB Call Book, including the complete UK and
Republic of Ireland callsign listing, there are molethan 130 pages of amateur radio information. This is
an essential guide to keep close to hand. Order your
copy now for:£13.50.
-

.Caliseeker 98 - CD ROM For Windows 95
For the firsrtipme, the complete .g4ntents of the RSGB
,
Yearbook is, variable on CD ROM! The UK Callsign
Directoil-tRacaPsse-d_by
a sophisticated, Vet.easy to
..--..----.

use search prveem, whitst-all of the informatibIr
traditionally foamed in an RSGB Call,Bopk ca n be

PLUS:
RSGB Yearbook Inf.-ma

viewed using the supplied Adobe Acrobat software.
Callseeker 98 provides thkideal medium for rapidly
-searchift#4.0r all or part of-- -v,aIIsign, post code, town,
keywo r d-Mak9;Qure
y or Jour copy now.
;.etc.
Only £1.3.50.

er Form in this issue or telephone Michael or Shelagh on (01202) 659930.
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Sep 31
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A Selective Crystal Set for the Medium Waveband
John Brown G4WBB
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Add -On Audio Amp & Power Supply for the
Denco One-valver David Allen
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Build A Bandpass Beam Antenna Joe Carr K4IPV
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Nov 20
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Sep 35
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30 Years of BBC Colour Television Part 2
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Keith Hamer & Garry Smith
Jan 28
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Yaesu FRG -100 John Wilson G3PCY
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Apr 38
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Aug 39
Amateur Radio At Moruroa Mike Harris GOHOC
May 48
Ashton -on -Mersey School DX Club Tom Read
Jan 33
Ban Scanners? Kevin Nice G7TZC
Dec 46
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Nov 38
Code30 Data Analysis Kevin Nice G7TZC
Congratulations
Mar 37
Rob Mannion G3XFD
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Aug 53
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Eddystone S770R Communications Receiver
Jun 36
Ben Nock G4BXD
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May 58
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Jan 48
John Wilson G3PCY
Apr 36
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Nov 32
Golden Oldies Pete Roberts
Grand Prix Racing Cars - Keeping In Touch With The Pits
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Philip C. Mitchell
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Philip C. Mitchell
Mar 32
Memories Of Short Wave Magazine Paul Essery
Sep 45
Meteor Scatter Reception Joe Carr K4IPV
Sep 53
Naughty Parts John Worthington GW3C01
Jul 48
Navigational Systems Robert Connolly GI7IVX
Oct 20
Oldies, But Goodies Joe Carr K4IPV
May 45
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Dec 53
Radio Budapest R. A. Connolly GI7IVX
Jan 36
Radio Inspector - Taxing Reception J. Edward Brown
Radio Inspector - The Butter Conditioner
Jun 56
J. Edward Brown
Dec 21
Radio Inspector - The DXing Priest J. Edward Brown
Sep 39
Romanian Summers Michael Osborn
Short Wave Listening Sixty Years Ago
Ray F. Fautley G3ASG

Dec 30

Nov 25
Aug 26
Nov 22
Jul 33
Apr 34
Sep 22
Oct 33
May 42
May 14

Jun 22
Feb 42
Dec 33

Jan 14
Feb 24
Dec 25
Oct 42

Jul 55
Jun 12
May 20
Nov 45
Feb 14
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Airband Godfrey Manning
Jan 68, Feb 70, Mar 70, Apr 70, May 70, Jun 78, July 72, Aug 71,
Sep 76, Oct 71, Nov 75, Dec 72.

Amateur Bands Round -Up Paul Essery
Jan 61, Feb 66, Mar 64, Apr 56, May 64, Jun 60, July 60, Aug 60,
Sep 67, Oct 52, Nov 66, Dec 64.

Bandscan Australia Greg Baker
Mar 8, Jun 8, Sep 8, Dec 10.

Bandscan Europe Peter Shore
Jan 8, Apr 8, Jul 8, Oct 10.

Bandscan America Gerry L.Dexter

Mar 34

Feb 8, May 8, Aug 14, Nov 10.

Feb 38
Signal & Traffic Analysis Brian Berry
Mar 40
Sky Station John Locker
Jan 41
Sunspots Aren't Everything! Steve Nichols GOKYA
Apr 15
The CE Mark - A Layman's Guide John Wilson G3PCY
Mar 24
The CR100 Receiver Revisited Ben Nock G4BXD
Nov 40
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Decode Mike Richards G4WNC
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DXTV Keith Hamer & Garry Smith
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Ferrell's Confidential Frequency List - 9th edition
Ferrell's Confidential Frequency List- 10th edition
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Ferrell's Confidential Frequency List - 10th edition
Ferrell's Confidential Frequency List - 10th edition
Ferrell's Confidential Frequency List- 10th edition
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Modelling Books
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Jan 73, Feb 73, Mar 73, Apr 73, May 73, Jun 83, Jul 76, Aug 75,
Sep 80, Oct 78, Nov 83, Dec 82.

6 Month Trial Subscription to SWM & PW

May 52
1993 Back Issues - All £1 inc. P&P
Dec 55
Alinco DJ -X1 Wide -Band Scanner
Jan 45
Complete 1996 Volume of SWM Including Binder
Feb 48
Free Bosh Drill Set With Three Year Sub To SWM
Nov 65
Global Radio Guide Offer
Jul 70
Howes CTU8 & AA2 Kit
Feb 51
PROsat for Windows
Oct 69
Short Wave Communications free with every
subscription
Apr 30
SWM Subscription - Free 1998 Diary Or 2 Free Issues
Dec 40
SWM Subscription - Free Earpiece or Mobile Speaker
Jan 39
SWM Subscription - Subscribe to avoid cover price rise ..Aug 87
SWM Subscription - Subscribe to avoid cover price rise Jul 87
SWM Subscription - Subscribe to avoid cover price rise...Jun 62
SWM Subscription - 14 for the price of 12
Oct 41
SWM Subscription - 14 for the price of 12
Sep 95
The Revco Angler/The Revco Nomad Antenna
Nov 63

Letters
Jan 10, Feb 10, Mar 10, Apr 10, May 10, Jun 10, Jul 10, Aug 12,
Sep 10, Oct 8, Nov 8, Dec 8.

LM&S Brian Oddy G3FEX
Jan 81, Feb Feb 81, Mar 81, Apr 81, May 81, Jun 88, July 82, Aug
82, Sep 90, Oct 81, Nov 89, Dec 89.

LW Maritime Beacons Brian Oddy G3FEX
Mar 79, June 92, Sep 94, Dec 93.

MilAir Peter Bond
Jan 70, Feb 58, Mar 72, Apr 72, May 60, Jun 81, Jul 75, Aug 72,
Sep 79, Oct 71, Nov 77, Dec 70.

Off The Record Andy Cadier
Jan 79, Apr 79, July 86, Oct 85.

Star Buy

Propagation Extra Kevin Nice G7TZC

1996 Guide To Utility Radio Stations
Jan 87
Air Traffic Control - New 6th Edition
May 87
Ferrell's Confidential Frequency List - 10th edition
Sep 99
More Out Of Thin Air/Simple Indoor & Window Aerials Apr 87
Radio Valve Guides 1-5
Oct 91
Satellite Broadcasting Guide - 1996 Edition
Jun 97
Short Wave Magazine Binders
Aug 91
Short Wave Magazine Binders
Jul 91
The UK Scanning Directory
Feb 87
The UK Scanning Directory
Mar 87
North American Callbook/Shortwave Maritime
Communications/Passport to World Band Radio 1997/1996/7
Guide To Worldwide Weatherfax Services
Nov 99
UK Scanning Directory 6th Edition
Dec 99

Jan 70, Feb 58, Mar, 63, Apr 62, May 60, Jun 71, Jul 63, Aug 70,
Sep 87, Oct 66, Nov 82, Dec 79.

Propagation Forecast Jacques d'Avignon VE3VIA
Jan 55, Feb 59, Mar 62, Apr 55, May 59, Jun 72, Jul 62, Aug 69,
Sep 86, Oct 65, Nov 80, Dec 78.

Radio & TVDX News Roger Bunney
Jan 6, Feb 5, Mar 6, Apr 4, May 5, Jun 6, Jul 4, Aug 6, Sep 5, Dec
45

Rallies
Jan 8, Feb 8, Mar 8, Apr 8, May 8, Jun 8, Jul 8, Aug 14, Sep 8, Oct
10, Nov 10, Dec 10

Free Gifts

Rallies Extra

Global Radio Guide

Feb 72

Feb

Satellite TV News Roger Bunney
Jan 71, Feb 60, Mar 55, Apr 66, May 66, Jun 73, Jul 64, Aug 65,
Sep 68, Oct 60, Nov 67, Dec 67

Don't forget that we still have available
SW1111Back Issues for 1996, as well as

Scanning John Griffiths

1993,,1994 and 1995, but hurry as
stocks are limited. To order Back Issues,
either use the order form on page 99 of
this issue, or call the Credit Card Hotline
on (01202) 659930. Back Issues for
1993-1995 are available for just £1 inc.
P&P, all others are £2.85 inc. P&P.

Jan 64, Feb 62, Mar 66, Apr 60, May 56, Jun 70, Jul 71, Aug 61,
Sep 75, Oct 53, Nov 70, Dec 71

ShackWare Jerry Glenwright
Feb 79, May 79, Aug 86, Nov 94

SSB Utiility Listening Graham Tanner
Jan 62, Feb 64, Mar 60, Apr 59, May 63, Jun 67, Jul 68, Aug 64,
Sep 74, Oct 56, Nov 79, Dec 80

Trading Post
Jan 86, Feb 86, Mar 86, Apr 86, May 86, Jun 96, Jul 90, Aug 90,
Sep 98, Oct 86, Nov 98, Dec 98
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1686 Bristol Road South
Rednal

Birmingham B45 9TZ
(COM102)
10 CHANNEL SCANNER

(COM213)
100 CHANNEL SCANNER
A high -specification scanner offering 100
channels in 10 banks, with 1 Priority Channel
in each bank. For speed and ease of use it
offers Jetscan, which can scan 100 channels
per second, and also Jetsearch, which can
search at up to 100 steps per second. It also
features progammable band search, lock -out
for up to 10 frequencies, channel look -out, 2
second scan delay, data noise/birdies skip, a
key lock and a green back -lit display. 66-88,

This state of the art 10 channel scanner is fully
programmable and can receive a variety of PMR
communications. It is robustly designed and
offers a full frequency LCD display for ease of
use. Also features an in-built circuit for
recharging Nicad batteries. 66-88, 137-174,

108-174, 406-512, 806-956.

(COM215)
200 CHANNEL SCANNER

380-512.

£49.99 + £5 P&P.

£1 19.99 + £5 P&P

(COM205)
400 CHANNEL SCANNER
The B111 is the last word
in programmable
scanners. A free standing
desk top unit covering
nine radio bands in the
25-512MHz and 8061300MHz ranges. Operates
from AC mains or car
cigar lighter via suitable
adaptor. It incorporates a microprocessor avoiding the need to
change crystals and gives special functions such as scan
delay, memory back-up, priority channels and many more.

£249.99 + £5 P&P.

A highly -featured desktop scanner offering 200 channels
arranged in 10
scanning banks,
with one Priority
Channel in each
bank. For ease of
use it offers Turbo
Scan at 100
channels per
second max with
Autosort for maximum scan speed and Turbo Search at up to
100 steps per second. Other features include direct search
programmable band search, auto station program mode, lockout for up to 10 frequencies, manual frequency sort,
programmable auto -recording and optional CTCSS tone
squelch. The unit is powered by AC mains or 13.8Vdc. 66-88,
108-174, 216-512, 806-956.

£219.99 + £5 P&P.

SANGEAN ATS 909 FM-Stereo/MW/LW/SW PLL Synthesized receiver

The ATS-909 is a continuously tunable receiver from 153kHz-29999kHz. This receiver is capable of
receiving and tuning all the short wave bands and any stations in between
307 memories (261 in SW, 18 each in MW/FM, 9 in LW plus priority station)
Five tuning methods - direct frequency tuning, auto scan,
manual tuning, memory recall and rotary tuning
ATS (auto tuning system) - auto scan and preset in priority of
signal strength in FM/MW/LW bands
E2 PROM for memories back-up
FM stereo via earphones
29 pages SW stations name memory, 9 memories in every
page

Automatic search strongest signal station within SW station
pages

SSB (USB/LSB) 40Hz/step on fine tuning

AM RF gain control
Built-in 42 world cities time plus D.S.T. device

PLL

3 individual timers
Adjustable sleep timer

£169.95 + £5 P&P.

Alarmed by radio or HWS (Humane Wake System) buzzer
* Free batteries
Battery and signal strength indicator
* Free SW frequency book
Direct key to recall favourite station in one button
* Free SW antenna
* Free headphones
Dual conversion device
REC out and standby control output
Pre-programmed station name and frequency according to customer's requirements before ex -factory
AM wide/narrow filter and FM mono/stereo selector
Optional features for European market
RDS (Radio Data System) on PI, PS and CT for station name and clock time
Size in mm: 215 x 133 x 37.5
Weight: 850g without batteries
SWM December 1997
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Telephone: 0121.457 7788
0121-460 1581
Fax: 0121-457 9009

Super Syncro 1100 - 1100mAH Nickel

Skyscan Desktop Antenna Model
Desk 1300 disconne - Built and

Metal Hydride (NiMH) AA size rechargeable
cells. No memory effect. Twice the capacity
of NiCds. £3.00 inc P&P.

designed for use with scanners. Coverage:
25 to 1300MHz. Total height 36" and 18"
wide at widest point. Comes complete with
4m of RG58 coax cable and BNC
connector. High performance antenna,
ideal indoor or as a car antenna when
vehicle is stationary. £49.00 + £3 P&P.

Skyscan DX -V1300 base disconne - Most
disconnes only have horizontal elements and this is
the reason that they are not ideal for use with a
scanner. Most of the transmissions that you are
likely to receive on your scanner are transmitted
from vertically mounted antennas. The DX -V1300
has both vertical and horizontal elements for
maximum reception. Constructed from best quality
stainless steel and aluminium and comes complete
with mounting pole. £49.95 + £3 P&P.

Airband mini-mag antenna - Civil (108137MHz) and military (225-400MHz) dual
band receive antenna featuring super strong
miniature magnet and coax cable terminated
in BNC connector. £24.95 + £3 P&P

Wideband mini-mag antenna Wideband (25-1300MHz) receive
antenna featuring super strong
miniature magnet and coax cable
terminated in BNC connector.
£29.95 + £3 P&P.

Yaesu FRG -100 communications
receiver - Award winning 50kHz to
30MHz base station AM, CW, USB, LSB,
FM (optional) communications receiver.
Features include two clocks and timer, 50
memories, FM option, remote control
jack. Superb value at £449.95 + £7 P&P.

Roberts R861 - compact digital world
band receiver - Fully featured 153kHz to
30MHz (AM, SSB) and 87.5MHz to 108MHz
(FM) portable digital world band receiver.
Features include RDS, world time clock,
306 memories, RF gain control, direct
frequency entry. Comes complete with free
PSU, antenna, frequency guide and case.
£199.00 + £5 P&P.

Radio shack DX -394

communications receiver 150kHz to 30MHz base station AM,
CW, USB, LSB communications
receiver. Features include clock
and timer, signal meter, 100+
memories, RF gain control and
direct frequency entry. A steal at £149.95 + £7 P&P.

AKD Target HF3 communications
receiver - 30kHz to 30MHz mobile or
base station AM, USB, LSB
communications receiver. Very simple to
operate. Ideal for the novice, but with a
performance more demanding listeners
will appreciate. £159.95 + £5 P&P.

Uniden Bearcat 9000
XLT - AM/FM/WFM
switchable base station
HFNHF/UHF scanning
receiver. Covers 25-550
and 760-1300MHz. Features 500 memories, auto
sorting, backlit orange LCD display. Scan rate of
100/300 channels/sec. £249.95 + £10 P&P.

Commtel COM 206 - AM/FM handheld
VHF/UHF scanning receiver. Covers 66-88MHz
(FM), 108-137MHz (AM), 137-174MHz (FM), 380512MHz (FM). Full civil airband coverage, comes
complete with free case and rechargeable
batteries. £129.95 + £5 P&P.

Yupiteru MVT-7100 - All mode
switchable handheld HFNHF/UHF
scanning receiver. Covers 0.5-1650MHz.
Features 1000 memories, over 500 pass
memories, 10 limit search banks, 12 step
sizes. Comes complete with earpiece,
belt clip, wrist strap,
rechargeable
batteries, PSU, in car adaptor and
telescopic antenna.

WE ALS

Realistic PRO -2042 - AM/FM/WFM
switchable base station HFNHF/UHF
scanning receiver. Covers 25-520 and
760-1300MHz. Features 1000 memories,
100 monitor channels, backlit orange
LCD display. Scan rate of 50
channels/sec. £249.95 + £10 P&P.
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WORLD-WIDE REPORTS

Amateur Bands

PAUL ESSERY GW3KFE

PO BOX 4

NEWTOWN
POWYS SY16 1ZZ

Round -up
A

t the time of starting this piece, we
could be enjoying a July day rather than
early -October.

In preparation for winter storms, the
antennas here have had their regular check-up.

Remember that all natural or artificial fibre
ropes are affected over time by ultraviolet light.
Whilst artificial fibre ropes are stronger size
for size than the natural ones, they all have
different characteristics. For example, Nylon
rope is stretchy and will increase its length by up
to one third before breaking. So, Nylon is
useless for guying a mast, but very useful if the
end of your wire antenna is tied to a tree, when
the 'stretchiness' could save you from a fallen
`skyhook'.

Silent Keys
5W1AU, President of Western Samoa ARC,
died after a fight against cancer. Phil had run the
5W1 QSL Bureau since 1971 out of his own
pocket.

Another sad loss to amateur radio worldwide is that of Doug DeMaw W I FB, who passed
away on September 28 at the age of 71. Doug
was a world-famous technical journalist with
skills in many fields.

Forthcoming!
3A/I1YRL will be active again from Monaco into
December - cards to his 11YRL home. The
Libyan operation at the end of November/start
of December have asked for 5A7A and have
agreed to leave their equipment with 5A 1 A the
Libyan club station. QSLs via DL3KDV.
A Phoney! 7P8BO asks for cards via
W4YBO, who says he knows nothing of him.
K3LP who was AA6DC is back in UAR and
around the time you see this will be A6 I AJ - this
operation only to be QSLed to K3LP's home call.
BY' QH is we hear now active on Top Band. If
you come across the call DX I S during either
Phone or c.w. leg of the CQ WW contest, it will
be the Filipinas DX Society - QSLs direct to 818

Acacia Avenue, Ayala Alabang Village,
1780 Muntinlupa City, Philippines.
The chap who used to sit at the console of
VS6CT indicates he will be HS/G4JMB from
Bangkok into December. Jan Mayen activity is
promised by JX3EX into next spring; cards via
LA3EX, Terje Berg, 8099 Jan Mayen, Norway.
Finally in this section, Mathias JW5NM will
be active into next summer and is operational
on Top Band to boot. JW5NM cards go via
LA5NM.

Help!
From Harrogate, Arthur Oglesby writes to say
he has been a listener since the 1930s when he
built a two -valve set from Practical Wireless. Now
Arthur has a Sony ICF-SW7600G to listen on
the 14MHz band. More recently he has acquired
a Yaesu FRG -I00, but he says it doesn't compare

attenuator button is depressed. However, I have
no personal knowledge of either receiver, so I
may be wildly adrift. If anyone, preferably in the
Harrogate area, can help, please write to me and
I'll pass on the word to Arthur.

Mail

sideband rules OK. On 7MHz we note A41LZ,
A45ZN, CN8SN, DS I BHE, DU6LN, HL3ERJ,
HZ I CCA, JT I FCH, JY5HX, TK/DJ4JLM,
TK/DL6NBR, UN7FZ, YC8GAV, YK I AO,
ZL4BD, 4S7BRG, 9K2RA, and 9V I RH. When
Colin went up to 14MHz he located AP5OAF,
AP5OCM, A47RS, A6 I AD, A6 I AN, A7 I EM,
HL2LPT, HS I GUVV, HS I NGR, HS2CRU, HS8FZ,

We turn next to a long letter from Ian
Macalister of Crosshill, Maybole. Ian's letter
pointed up the autumnal upturn in conditions,
which this autumn seems to be being intensified
by the relatively sharp upturn in solar flux after
the long period since the bottom. Ian has a huge
garden, roughly 120 by 27m, but the house is at

the front of the plot, making it difficult from the
antenna point of view.
At the time of writing half -wave dipoles are
in use, but thoughts are turning to that oldtimer - the T2FD or Tilted Terminated Folded
Dipole. It'll be interesting to hear what results
Ian gets. On a different subject, while writing Ian
was monitoring I 4.I95MHz for the North
Cooks expedition; on 26 September he managed
to hear something in the noise, but not good
enough for him to cross it off his 'Wanted' list.
In August and September nothing is reported for
Top Band or Eighty, but on 7MHz we find A45XJ
on Masirah, UN7FK, V85HG, and XNOOX for
Prince Edward Island, with QSLs to VY2OX. The
business was being transacted more on I 4MHz,
where Ian logged AH8A, AH7A, ALOE, AL7O
(the latter pair in Alaska), 5H IFS, 5H3HG,
9V I AG, 9M6P0 on Spratly, HL2OPT, VR2KM,
XV7TH, HR6XX(Roatan Is, IOTA NA -057),
VK2TX, VK2RJ, VK3BCY, VK4JT, VK5BC,
VK6ACY, VK7EK, ZL2HU, ZL3WM and 9XOA.
In the afternoons, KHOI and FR5HA were good,
with FW5XX, FK8GT, T32B1 and the VK9WM
expedition to complete this band. Going up to
I 8MHz TT8JWM, LUIICI, 7K2PMJ, JE2TRG
were noted into the book, while at 21MHz
9V I YC, 5H3HG again, and KK5SNO were
logged.

For a long time now Ted Trowell on the
Isle of Sheppey has been all-c.w. Sure it's a more
civilised area behaviour -wise than the 'phone
sections, though of course every new digital

mode is dumped into this part of the band. On
3.5MHz EA9/DL2NBU, and VA3MG were
booked in around 0500 UTC, while around the
same time Ted went on 7MHz to knock off
HJ I RR, ZL2MH, ZG2AZ, CL8VP, CP6IB,
CO3AR, KP3X, 8P6DA, ZL3SF, FG/F2HE;
around 1700 YC8TZR and VK8AV, and an hour
later 9K2RR. 1500z was favoured for 14MHz
activity, with V85SY, 7Z500, 9K2MU, JH4JNG,
BV7WB, JA I VRY, JA7IW, BV7FD, BA I DU,
9M2EU, 4Z5AD, VU2TS, 4K8DX,
SV5/SMOCMH; at 1700 ZS6QU and 9XOA,
leaving 2100z for 5X I P. Moving up to I8MHz at
1100 JA9IPF was noted, at 1400 9M6NA, at

1500 5B4/G3LNS, WONQ, 7Z500, 5A28(No, it
isn't a misprint!), and NC5OCIA. Up again to
21 MHz where at 1400z Ted picked up PY2OJ,
9V I WVV, PP2DN, 9K2RR, VO I TK, and AP2AP.

with the Sony. I've written to Arthur - he

Finally on 24MHz, 1100 was the time for

enclosed an s.a.e. - suggesting that either the
Yaesu receiver has a fault, or the front-end

EA6/F2YT.

Now to Colin Dean in Barnsley, where
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HS0/1K4MRH, OD5OA, TA3J, VU2NGS/50,
YI I SEA, ZD7SM, Z22JE, 3V8BB, 4J8YL, 4L4CC,
4S7SVV, 5H3HG, 8Q7PV, 9K2KX, 9M6HZ, and
9XOA. Unusually for Colin he had a peep at
I 8MHz sideband too, which disclosed A4 I LZ,
BUODX, JE2TRG, JY5H0, KP4DKE, TK5BF,
ZB2AZ, ZS5PJW, GOXAM/MM off 3V8, 5A28,
7Z I AB, and 9K2QQ.

The recent unsigned letters turned out to
have been a fit of absent-mindedness on the part
of Ted Hearn, of Newcastle, Staffs. It happens
to the best of us! Anyway, on I 8MHz Ted found
K6KM, OD5NJ, VE2EH, WOIKB, W2XJ, W3CF,
W3GG, W6KCK, WD4REX, WY3D, 4X4FR,
5A28 and the usual smaller fry. At 21 MHz
CN8CK, D44AB, N2OPO, 5X I Z, TA2GC and
9H I DE were noted among the European stuff.
Back to I 4MHz where Ted mentions C5DI,
DU4IX, D44AB, ET3MW, HS0/1K4MRH, PY2FW,
TK/DJ5MX, T95A T96J, VE3DAS, XT2DP,
YV5PP, ZD7BG, ZY6XC, 5B4/G3LNS, 5H3MG,
5Z4RL, 9A9R/MM, 9H I SV, 9J2DR, and 9K2GS.
On 7MHz the EUs were there in strength, but
on 3.5MHz Ted logged ZLIIJ, RWOQA as pearls
among the swine.
Finally, our regular anonymous
correspondent - this time she wants us to define
what is required when hearing a station before
entering it in the log. Difficult! First you have to
copy the complete callsign, and be sure its a
signal from the station itself and not the guy
calling him. Then you've got to allow for mishearing - quite often a list comes in with a
station logged but given similar -sounding prefix
letters; then there is the sad case of the
perfectly good callsign which is logged correctly
but mis-copied when writing to me. A computer
print-out leaves me to delete the lesser lights,
and I'm as likely to err as anyone else. Anyway,
everyone's idea of what is worth logging differs
from everyone else; I might not bother to log,
say, an OHO in Aland - but if you've never logged
a station there, to you it is DX.
My own criteria are simple. If I think a
station worth logging then I'll hang around until
have heard a complete contact and got his QSL
route on my scratch -pad. If I mean to send a
report, I might stick around longer to compare
him with other stations from the same area, so
my report is useful and worth a QSL. I suspect
that everyone's ideas are different - any
I

thoughts?

Finis
That's it for this time. As usual, letters by the
start of the month, addressed as always to me at
PO Box 4, Newtown, Powys SY 16 122.

Issel
Solid State Electronics (UK)

HIGH QUALITY ACCESSORIES
FOR SCANNING, MONITOR RECEIVERS, CB, AMATEUR RADIO

PSU-1O1A Mk5
1.

JIM PSU-101A Mk5. UK manufactured regulated 230V

AIR SUPPLY

AC power supply with ADJUSTABLE radio base holder,
combined. For use with most pocket scanners. (Please
state radio type). 2 DC output sockets, one for radio the
other for accessories. 12 volt DC output. A 9 volt output
version for Tandy, Comtel, Netset etc available. (PSU 101ATA). PRICE £34.95.
2.

97 HIGH STREET, YEADON, LEEDS 1519 7TA
Shop Hours: 10am to 5pm Tuesday to Saturday.

CE Approved

JIM PSU-101AC Mk5. As above but includes 12"

Extra Xmas opening: Sunday 7, 14, 21 December 1 lam3pm

fitted 50ohm coaxial cable assembly with BNC
plug and socket for base antenna connection.

Send for our new "NO FRILLS" Frequency Guide. Only
£4.99 inc P&P. Revised Catalogue £1.50 (Refundable).

PRICE £36.95.
3.

JIM BH-A3A. Universal base holder. With

For personal and friendly advice, consult the Airband Experts
Phone Ken Cothliff on 0113.250 9581. Fax 0113-250 0119

ADJUSTABLE radio base holder, combined.
Convenient, safe support of radio. Adjustable
front stop. Heavy duty chromed base. TWO
models "If you don't need the cable why pay
for it". PRICE ONLY £13.95.
4.

JIM BH-A3AC. As above includes 12" fitted 50ohm
coaxial cable assembly with professional BNC
plugs and sockets for base antenna connection
TNC type plug available on request. Ideal RX and TX

GAREX ELECTRONICS
PREAMPLIFIERS Miniature (only 34 x 9 x 15mm), any frequency in the range 40-300MHz, up to 25dB gain.
Assembled, but unboxed pcb. Stock versions: 6m, 4m, 2m, 137MHz (W -Sat) £12.95. Airband (118-136MHz)
(reduced gain due to frequency spread) £12.95. Other spot frequencies 40-300MHz to order: £14.95.

up to 4GHz. PRICE ONLY £17.95.

VHF AIRBAND PREAMP 118-137MHz 16dB gain, boxed ready for use, powered by internal battery or external 9-15V DC, BNC connectors and patch lead £29.95.

Payment by postal order or cheque. Price includes
postage (UK). Other high quality products available:
Car Holder, S Meter, Notch Filter, Flexi Antenna &
Wire Antenna. For further information on SSE products, send A4 SAE to:

VHF MARINE BAND PREAMP 156-162MHz 20dB gain, (other details as Airband model) £29.95.
VHF WEATHER SATELLITE PREAMP 137-138MHz 25dB gain (other details as Airband model). BNC or
F conns. (please state) £29.95.

WIDEBAND PREAMPLIFIER Model GA4-B. Covers 25-1300MHz, typical gain 12dB (at 500MHz) (other details
as Airband model) £35.95.

Solid State Electronics (UK)
6 The Orchard, Bassett Green Village,
Southampton S016 3NA
Tel: (01703) 769598

MAINS ADAPTOR Suits our preamps. Active "NOMAD", etc. 3/4.5/6/7.5/9/12V at 300mA £8.95

Write, phone or fax for lists. Callers by appointment only, please.
BH-A3A

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK CARRIAGE AND VAT AT 17.5%

GAREX ELECTRONICS

The An

logo is a registered trade mark of

1-74:1 4

MasterCard

(UK)

Unit 8, Sandpiper Court, Harrington Lane, Exeter EX4 8NS
Phone: (01392) 466899

AVIATION VIDEOS - PLANE
FOOTBALL CRAZY - see air-

THE

ii ittaftuns

','.-'

craft such as Martinair B747 +

HOBBY
CENTRE
VISITOR CENTR

MAIN TERMINAL
BIRMINGHAM

INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT 626 3Q1

TEL: 0121-782 21
FAX: 0121-782 64231
E-mail:

aviation.hobby.centre@zetnet.co.
Website:
www.users.zetnet.co.ukihobbyctr

62 and TU154s plus lots lots
more when visiting fans arrived
at BHX in June for one of the
biggest football events held at
Villa Park. 90 Minutes Plus
Extra Time of aircraft action!

Price: £16.99 +

P&P

FIVE DAYS IN MAY BIRMINGHAM INTERNA-

TIONAL AIRPORT -a video
'diary' including the aircraft
that visited BHX for the
Western European conference
including German AF VFW614
and A310 Airbus, Polish AF
YAX40, Slovak & Czech TU154s
as well as various Military and private exec
jets. Also features BHX's regular 'traffic'. The
best of the five days compressed into a 2
hour action video.

Price: £14.99 + £1 P&P

ON THE FLIGHTDECK
VOLUME ONE - Five varied

flights including overhead join
and landing at Welshpool in a
Cessna 152. An approach and
landing at Prague in a CSA

MD -11, Corsair B747, Czech IL -

AVIATION

Fax: 101392) 466887

.,,-.
"..1.'
,.----

B737-500. Larnaca-BeirutLarnaca great aerial footage of

Beirut and its airport from a
Cherokee Archer II.

Price: £14.95 +

£1 P&P.

/ HONG KONG '96 A 2 hour all
action video. Includes footage
HONG KONG "OG of aircraft making the last
IIminute 45 degree turn onto
finals into Kai Tak. See aircraft
such as B747, B757 and B777
plus Airbuses A300, A310
KAI TAG

-

Nil N.01, ^.1',ORI,

Cathay, ANA, Air China,
Dragonair, JAL, Mandarin, Thai

plus assorted freighters such as
UPS, Polar, Atlas etc. With ATC.

Price: £16.99 + £1 P&P.
We accept Visa, Access, Switch, Visa Delta, Cheques, Postal Orders and
Casb of courser And we are open 7 days a week 8am - 7pm.
LOOK FORWARD TO HEARING FROM YOU.

Why not send for our free Mail Order Catalogue ful of Aviation Books, Videos, Scanners, Antennas, Maps &
Charts. * New * New * New * Issue 6 of our UK Pocket VHF/UHF Frequency Guide will be available in
September and still at the same price of £3.95 + 50p P&P. One of the originals and still the best. Lists all UK
airfields in alphabetical order and has a full numerical order frequency listing. Now includes relevant HF frequency listings PLUS lots of other useful information.
THE AIRBAND JARGON BOOK - Explains what exactly is being said and the instructions being given over
your airband radio between ATC and the aircraft. Price: £6.95 post free.
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MONITORING TIMES
PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY GROVE ENTERPRISES IN THE USA MT HAS
PLENTY TO OFFER THE RADIO ENTHUSIAST. INCLUDED ARE 20 PAGEfOF BROADCAST SCHEDULES FROM AROUND THE WORLD, REVIEWS OF
NEW PRODUCTS, TECHNICAL FEATURES AND PROJECTS. ALL THIS AND
MORE IS CONTAINED WITHIN ITS 100+PAGES. THERE'S EVEN A COMetzw0,10"
PREHENSIVE BUYERS GUIDE COVERING EVERYTHING FROM BOOKS
AAIP SOFTWARE TO THE LATEST EQUIPMENT.
Srt
rifts

SO, IF YOU ARE LOOKING TO ENHANCE YOUR H - LO
THER!

1006

IF ITt 0

SUBSCRIBE

RADIO IT'S IN MONITORING

NOW
AND GET 14 ISSUES
FOR THE
PRICE OF 12

SubS Rates (1 yeart
£38 UK

-

£43 Europe (Airmail)
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We can also arran
TO QUANIMOR

£49 Rest of Worl
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E TO MONITORING TIMES
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ascriptions to Satellite Times - call for details.
R PLEASE QUOTE MT12 WHEN ORDERING

../AVIAriciAt

CARLTON WORKS, CARLTON STREET, BRADFORD, W. YORKS BP OA

.&6,1 VHF /UHF Frequency

iiR7000 autfte,ta
Want to improve performance on the AM broadcast band both
MW and SW?

W- Guide with Callsigns

We now have available a small PCB that fits internally within the
AR8000 and allows the narrower SSB filters to be selected when in
AM mode. This can greatly assist with AM listening on crowded
shortwave bands. Once the PCB is fitted the narrower filters can be

Following the UHF changes that took place throughout June we have a fully revised
and updated Guide available. Expanded to nearly 300 pages, ring bound as before and
available for £12.50 inc. postage.
For those with our April 1997 edition we have a supplement available with all the
changes. This is FREE OF CHARGE -just send a large SAE.

selected by pressing the LOCAL button and deselected in the
same way. For further details please give us a call.

PCB Included FREE with all AR8000 orders

77e

tee

Coming soon for AR8000 owners

. . .

We shall, in d very near future, have an affordable computer interface available. If
you have wanted to hook your '8000 to a PC but found the cost high, then we will
hopefully have something of interest. Further details soon!

careteoe AW000 & O

Scan,

We have several packages available on the AR8000 and/or Scout.

AR8000 - £349.00
Including FREE leather carrycase. Scout
\\,.........modification & our narrow AM PCB as above

AR8000 & Scout - £695.00

Scout - £349.00

Including AR8000 leather carry case

If you send in your AR2700/8000 we will add the neccessary
socket and return with your Scout at no extra charge.

& narrow AM PCB

If you would like further information please feel free to telephone, write or E-mail, it would be nice to speak with you. If you would like a catalogue would you please send a large SAE - thanks.
Your can E-mail us via CompuServe at 10017.535@compuserve.com or info@javiaton.demon.co.uk (please note spelling of Javiation when
sending E-mail!). If you have a WWW access visit our web site at http://www.demon.co.uk /javiation/ for an on-line catalogue.
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FROM THE CLARKE BELT
ROGER BUNNE

Satellite TV News
nThe on -going saga for retrospective planning
permission for my I .2m dish was won late
September. It took three months and four
days yet the decision was passed at a third meeting
of local planning committees in under a minute. The
arrival of the enforcement officer at my door back in
June resulted from an overlooking neighbour's
complaint on grounds of "effects on health, lack of
consideration to neighbours, number of antennas
and dishes in use about the property, devaluation of
property and loss of visual amenity". Certain of the
'visual amenity' seemed to be observations of aerials

within my garden from his bedroom window which
in my book is invasion of privacy. I queried the
planning folk if such 'peeping' was a new criteria of
local town and country planning law since my
second dish unseen from ground level was
maintained in position with bricks/breeze blocks on
its stand and not on a fixed and permanent
foundation - this exempted the I .5m dish from
planning regulation. The only comment of the
neighbour that had relevance with planning was loss
of visual amenity and since part of the dark green
dish is only just visible over the I.8m fence and is
against a garage wall there were no grounds to
refuse! (We're not an area of outstanding natural
beauty nor a conservation area, merely a sea of
brick mortgaged boxes).
Of significance to us radio and TV enthusiasts
relate to my other antennas - on my house at that
time were a 2 -element Band I with rotor, a discone
on an 6m mast, a wire antenna between a roof
mounted 2m mast and a 3m mast on the garage,
domestic antennas namely a 4 -element v.h.f. and
Triax u.h.f. Grid, an Astra/Sky 600mm dish - apart of
course from my I.5m dish and the I .2m application
dish. The council only nailed me because I had a
second dish exceeding the 700mm 1992 DOE
guidelines (soon to be 900mm). None of the other
antennas above the house roof and elsewhere had
any relevance or need for planning permission. It
was a victory for the working class in overcoming
council bureaucracy!
Despite the migration of many feeds to digital
from analogue there's still lots of activity about.
Exciting were the UK Thrust SSC land speed
attempts in the Nevada desert, September 22 saw
the car reach 634m.p.h. carried live via Intelsat 601
@ 27°W - subsequently the car reached higher
speeds in the following days. The camera caught a
glimpse of the satellite uplinking truck in a desert
isolation. PAS -3R has been extremely active for Sky
Sports carrying the Ryder Golf match championships
with usually two transponders fired up with golfing
action - and in analogue and free of subscription! On
the 24th odd to note severe line pairing not unlike
co -channel interference during a Tropo opening.

Political Sighting
With the season of party political conferences upon
us and indicative of the move to digital seemed the
lack of party political conference feeds. I only found
a couple of Intelsat K 21°W early morning GMTV
inserts ex -Labour from Brighton. Moving to the
Conservative offerings early October from
Blackpool and only a few analogue circuits were
found. And another political sighting was Eutelsat's
Hot Bird 3 which after the early September launch
offered 'Evaluation Tests' from 29°E - a series of
promotional videos (12.383GHz V). The tests
confirmed that Eutelsat's claim for their already
registered slot at this spot in the sky, SES Astra have
designs in using the 28°E slot for their Astra series
two digital birds (Autumn '98) but with the adjacent
Eutelsat slot operational at a future time would
result in severe mutual interference. The situation

35 GRAYLING MEAD
FISHLAKE

ROMSEY, HANTS

S051 7RU

still has to be resolved.
From the shores of
Bournemouth Bay satellite

anorak Tim McClellan
writes that he's seen the
French Telecom 2B @ 5°W
carrying promotional loops for
the digital package 'Canal
Satellite', replacing the former
La Chaine Info' though oddly
in PAL rather than an
expected SECAM.
Entertainment quality French
TV is enjoyed by Tim using
just an 80cm dish discretely
fixed in his garden into a PAL
TV via a SECAM-PAL encoder.

910 GMT
AVAILABLE TO WIN
SlliViS WOSCRISERS ONLY

mishoeulion <0.000:
las ItIdtardse0
6oe:N401Przsons

The Spanish Canale 5 card via PAS -

1,1

1-

11111,111'

World Television News via Eutelsat
I 3°E digital. John Locker

-

.1;
4

Dean Rogers
(Abbeywood, SE2) often
watches the Telecom birds,
particularly Telecom 2C @
3°E, for sightings of sporting
events. The 3°E bird carries
many outside broadcast links
for both the French and UK
TV services and obviously
without any commercial
breaks. Eutelsat II F4 @ 7°E is
another good sporting source
though a sound in syncs
decoder is necessary to
stabilise picture quality. A
word of warning - John

1

S5128071180
44 ll l 410 0216

4'174

UROPE
ON STUDIO 4
ONSC FORT LEE

# 0171 691 616

glt71

691 6396

A Telecom 2D 5°W programme
A scratchy CBC feed via Intelsat

exchange feed. John Locker

FOR
SERRAT
SKY NEWS

Locker (Wirral) has
monitored the EBU testing
Live volcanic news for Sky via PAS Digital test card on Eutelsat
news feed carriages on this
3R 43°W (NTSC).
I3°E. John Locker
satellite in recent weeks with
clear MPEG-2 though John anticipates that higher
sums are owed by the broadcasters to the
level MPEG will be utilised in due course when full
transmission centres. Another more familiar channel
digital transmission commences. This isn't good
- the German SAT -1 - is now running at a loss with a
news for us satellite enthusiasts most of whom rely
fall -off in viewing figures, blame being put on a poor
on analogue receivers. I intend, now that the
film offering.
planning trauma is over, to establish means of digital
There's a new Portuguese channel promised in
reception as time and cash allows within the next
the near future, financed by TV Cabo Portugal, SIC
few months.
and Brazil's Globo TV. 'Portusaf will transmit both
An interesting letter from James Broughton
on cable and DTH with a digital channel package
(Yateley, Hants) telling of his much modified horizon including three film and a local/regional news
horizon mount onto which he has mounted an
channels. And neighbouring Spanish digital network
additional motor actuator drive to adjust the dish in
Via Digital is in discussion with the US DirecTV
elevation for accurate tracking of inclined orbit
channel to improve channel offerings - they opened
satellites. The LNBs are vertically mounted one
in September are intend to run over 70 channels
above the other which helps to counterbalance the
when on-line.
system and to reduce weight on the motor - which
Italy is wheeling out their new digital free to air
also helps reduce motor noise. A slight adjustment
TV channels Raisat-1 opening November 10 with
of the inclined (elevation) actuator then allows
culture/entertainment; Raisat-2 now on air with kids
accurate focal pointing onto the respective LNB.
offerings and Raisat-3 now transmitting educational
programming. State broadcaster RAI operates the
new digital package. RAI also have opened 'Historia',
Orbital News
presently transmitting a six hour block (on Raisat-1)
It's now 40 years since Sputnik -I was launched by
and hopes to expand with its own self supporting
the Russians (October 4th 1957), within a month
channel eventually.
Sputnik -2 joined her sister in space (November 3rd)
Bad day at Intelsat when they detected telemetry
complete with a dog passenger. We've come a long
`anomalies' from their 605 craft at 24°W A
way since then!
replacement plan will soon be actioned - a new
The Iridium company intend to have a fleet of
Intelsat series VIII satellite will move to 27°W to
over 60 small low earth orbiting satellites up and
replace the presently operating 601 which in turn will
operational by Autumn '98 and to introduce a new
move along to 34°W At 34°W currently is 603 which
system of mobile communications. Their mid
will be shifted back to 24°W The unhappy 605 bird
Summer launch of five satellites on a single rocket
will be "relocated to perform a new operational
lost one and with another 49 birds to go they're still
role".
hopeful of going on-line to announced schedule.
SISLink, the UK satellite communications provider
The St. Petersburg Channel 5 that often appears
demonstrated the retainable high quality that is
on the 41 °E Gorizont has lost its independent
available with digital. Pictures from the Amsterdam
status, having been absorbed into the Russian
IBC convention were uplinked around the world via
'system' and will now transmit a national cultural
four satellites, arriving back in Amsterdam and
programme from Moscow. There's no indication
displayed on a monitor next to the originating picture
how the system will fund the new channel as vast
monitor some eight hops and the World later.
El
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LIA

WORLD WIDE MAIL ORDER
LARGE SHOWROOM HUGE DISCOUNTS

* * * RECEIVERS * * *

AOR
AOR
ARSON)

MVT-9000
£345.00

M VT -71001:X

AOR AR5000
£1399.00

£289.00

YUPITERU

£220.00

AOR AR3000A
£689.00

AOR AR7030
£675.00

MVT-7000EX
£210.00

IC()M
ICR-10

IC ()M IC -R8500

cN

MVT-'225EX
AOR AR3000+
£769.00

£319.00

£1399.00

MVT-7200EX
£299.00

£225.00

KENWOOD
YAESU FRG -100

BEARCAT 9000XIX

£459.00

£249.00
DRAKE SW -2
NEW
1COM
PCR- 1000

TS -570

£879.00

£1279.00

JRC

REALISTIC DX -394

NRD-535
£1525.00
NEW
ALI NCO

NRD-345
£689.00

£195.00

£425.00

R-5000

REX- JO

* * * ACCESSORIES * * *
325.00

SHORTWAVE
ANTENNAS
Miller 1IF1
Sony AN -I active
Ci5RV dipole hale
Watson balun
MEI 10222 active
MEI 102013 active

VHF/UHF
ANTENNAS

WHIP

SCA NMASTER

ANTENNAS
Watson Regular

£1295

Skyscan mobile

Watson Telegainer

£14.95

Watson Super

£19.95

t45.00

Scanmaster SBA- 128 £39.00
LP -I300 log periodic .199.00
£38.00
Scanmaster base

£79.00

Scanmaster Discone

£65.00

MSS -I300 mobile

£59.00
£25.00
£19.95

'1'1M 1^:,WAVI.;

OP1X)ELECTRON ICS

1)S P -5997 X
DSP 1111:1ER

()PIT) CUB

£325.00

09.95

£41.00

£41.00

MlJ
78413-1)SP

DSP FILTER

£2,15.00
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DOUBI,E
DISCONE

Diamond Mini
Diamond Micro

£29.95

£55.00
PA I ,STAR

AM -3()

£69.00

WATSON
FC- 128 COUNTER

£79.00

01480 406770
* * * MULTICOMM 2000 USED EQUIPMENT * * *

1

JRC NRD-345
only. Ex display
£579

Drake SW -2
Ex -demo, 1 only
special price £389

Great value receiver
from £225

Kenwood R-5000
(6 to choose from)
£550

Lowe HF-225
Mint condition
£285

AOR AR -3030

AOR AR -3000A
Amazing receiver,
priced from £499

Icom ICR-72E
top performing Rx
starting at £399

Momentum MCL-1100
Decoder including
monitor £199

Realistic PRO -2036

(Mint cond) less than 1
year old £399

Yaesu FRG -7700

(Ex demo) I only
£145

Ti)

1/.I D)

**WE NEED YOUR USED EQUIPMENT**

TOP PRICES PAID...GUARANTEED ill!
LET US SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT FOR YOU
SHORT-WAVE RECEIVERS
A KD HF-3 (4 WEEKS OLD)
AOR AR -3030 BOXED (AS NEW)
ICOM ICR-71E FULLY LOADED
ICOM ICR 72E SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER
1COM ICR-72E SHORT-WAVE RECOVER
JRC NRD-525 (MINT)
KENWOOD R-20{)0+VHF AS NEW
KENWOOD R -5()(X) DELUXE SW RECEIVER
KENWOOD R-50013 DELUXE SW RECEIVER
KENWOOD R-5000 DELUXE SW RECEIVER
LOWE HE -225 + KEY PAD
LOWE. HE -225 GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER
1.0WE HE -235 COMMERCIAL SW RECEIVER
PANASONIC REB-10
RACAL 1702 EX -GCHQ RECEIVER
REALISTIC DX -394 (AS NEW)
SONY PRO -80 PORTABLE SW + AIRBA ND
SONY PROM PORTABLE SW + AIR BAND
TARGET HF-3 (EX -DEMO)
TRIO R -6(X) (GREAT CONDITION)
YAESU FRG-100 MINT CONDITION
YAESU FRG -WO AS NEW WITH KEYPAD
YAESU ERG -7000 GREAT RECEIVER
YAESU ERG -8800 SHORTWAVE RECEIVER
YAESU ERG -8800 SHORT-WAVE) RECEIVER
YAESU ERG .8800 SHORT-WAVE RECEIVER

AOR AR -2002 VHF / UHF DESK -TOP (MINT)
£129.00
£399.(1)
£569.00
£495.00
£550.00
£550.00

ICOM ICR-10 NEW MODEL (EX -DEMO)
ICOM ICR-7000 VHF/UHF RECEIVER
REALISTIC PRO -2006 (MINT)

£279.00
£625.00
£180.00

(149.00
£169.00

1E195.00

REALISTIC PRO -2039 (EX -DEMO)
REALISTIC PRO -26 (EX -DEMO) HIGH -SPEC
SIGNAL R-517 AIRRAND RECEIVER
STANDARD AX -700 PANARAMIC RECEIVER
YAESU FRG -9600 RECEIVER
YUPITERU MVT-7000 HAND HELD SCANNER
YUPITERU MVI-7(100 HAND HELD SCANNER
YUPITERU MVT-7200 SCANNER (EX -DEMO)

£125.00
£135.00

YUPITERU MV1-8(0) (EX -DEMO)
ACCESSORIES

£250.01)

£12001

7 AMP PS11/19.00

£215.00
£369.00

ASIATIC DESK MIC
BREMI 3A PSU
CB -MASTER 7A PSU

£369.01)

£659.00
£599.00
£579.00
4:299.00

019.00
£559.00
£49.041

(679.00

089.00
£169.00
£329.00
£295.00
£299.00

SCANNERS

AMC() DIX-1 (EX -DEMO)
AOR 2700 GREAT VALUE
AOR 2700 GREAT VAI OF

AOR 3000A SW+VIIE+UHE
AOR 3000A SW+VIIE+UHE
AOR 3000A+ SW+VIIE+1111E FULL SPEC

Alt -I000 HAND HELD 1000 CHANNEL

£189.00

AOR AR -28(X) VHF/UHF/HF DESK -TOP MULTIMODES.199.00
AOR AR -8(1)0 (EX -DEMO)
£259.00
COMTEL-202 SCANNER (2 -WEEKS OLD)
£99.00
ICOM ICR-I
£150.00
ICOM ICR-1 (NEW) MINI -SCANNER
£259.00

£150.00
£140.00
£140.00
£550.00
£560.011

(650.00
£140110

CIRKIT 000 (MINT)

£39.00
£15.01)

£29.00
£39.00

DAIWA CNW-727 VHF/UHF ATU (MINT)
DAIWA CNW-727 VHF/UHF ATU SWR

£145.00
£90.00
£60.00
£45.00
£15.00
£29.00
£15.00
£25.00
£25.00
£55.00

DRAE 6 -AMP PSU
DRAE VHF WAVEMETER
DRS! PACKET SYSTEM
GLOBAL AT -1000 ATE

New 6th edition UK
Scanning Directory

(299.00
£165.00
£169.00
£289.00

.£189.00

DRAE 6A PS('

BOOKS

£90.00
£279.00

DAIWA AUTO ATU

DATONG AD -270 ACTIVE ANTENNA
DATONG AD -370
DATONG MORSE TUTOR

100'S OF
DISCOUNTED

Ferrells Confidential
Frequency List £17.95

COLLECTION
ARRANGED
MOST MAJOR CREDIT
CARDS ACCEPTED

Wit

UNIT 3, 86 CAMBRIDGE STREET, ST. NEOTS, CAMBS PE19 1PJ
FAX: 01480 356192
SALES HOTLINE 01480 406770
EMAIL: Sales@multicomm2000.com WEBSITE: www.multicomm2000.com
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THE MILITARY SCENE

MilAir

Saxa Vord

E-MAIL: milair@pwpub.demon.co.uk

Benbecula.

s promised last month, this month's
extended column will take an outline look
at Air Defence Radar in the United
Kingdom.
With the Second World War still a recent
memory, Europe soon found itself poised on the
edge of a yet another potential conflict. As the
Russians erected the Berlin Wall and the military
strength of the Eastern Block countries increased
at an unprecedented rate, the perceived threat
to the UK would almost certainly come by air
from the North or East. Consequently, by adding
to established wartime radar stations a network
of Air Defence Radar Units were established
around the UK coastal areas with the bulk of the
sites being located along the eastern side of the
country. By the late nineteen fifties this system
was fully in place and was known as UKADGE,
the United Kingdom Air Defence Ground
Environment. Continued development of radar
and radio systems developed during the war
years, made this defence network one of the
most advanced in the world.
The primary role of the Air Defence system
was to detect unauthorised entry into UK
airspace and consequently several RAF bases
would have aircraft on alert, waiting to be
scrambled 24 hours a day. By close co-ordination
between the fighters and the radar units, Ground

PETER BOND
c/o EDITORIAL OFFICES
BROADSTONE

.

Buchan

roll, St Mawgan has operated a Control and Reporting
Post at Portreath since the early sixties.

A

Controlled Interception (GCI), of the intruder
would be initiated. These radar units were
regularly tested by Russian aircraft, which made
planned incursions into our airspace to evaluate
the reaction time of the UK defences. One of my
favourite aviation pictures of all time was taken
during this era and was released for publication
around the late seventies. This photograph
depicted a pair of natural metal Lightnings, (I
think from 56 Squadron), sitting off each wing tip
of a Russian TU-95 Bear, whilst politely escorting
it away from UK airspace. (Sigh - those were the
days!).

With the demise of the Eastern Block, the
removal of the Berlin Wall and the decline of the
more extreme forms of communism, the last
decade has seen a dramatic reduction in armed
forces in both the East and West. The reduction
in military power and subsequently the perceived
threat, has meant that all forms of air defence in
the UK have been reduced. How many aircraft
remain on 24 hour alert today compared with 30
years ago is a matter for speculation, there are
some who believe that the answer to that
question may be none!!!

UK Air Defence Units
Our air defence system is controlled from a
network of stations known as Command and
Control Centres/Reporting Posts. These units
are linked together as a network and as a whole,
form the Air Defence Ground Environment
(ADGE). They operate a sophisticated array of
radars, computers, data links and other radio and
communications equipment to provide a
constant synopsis of the current state of the
airspace surrounding the UK. In the event of an
unauthorised incursion into our airspace these
stations will alert our first lines of defence. This
involves not only the activation of aircraft of the
RAF, (and possibly the USAF), but also the
responsibility for bringing to readiness the UK air
defence missile -warning systems. For air defence
identification purposes, our airspace is divided
into a matrix of squares, each of which are each
given a unique code, similar to a map reference.
These codes will then be used to identify
individual areas of airspace for interception

RAF Staxton Wold
Air Defence Control and Reporting Post Currently,

Boulmer
Staxton Wold

home of Nos. 129 and 146 Signals Units. This unit is
regularly noted being remotely operated from
Neatishead.

RAF Ty-Croes
Valley
Neatishead

I could find little information regarding this station. Has it
closed? Some of the air defence tasks carried out by this
station may have passed to RAF Valley?

Ty -C roes

Ash
[sym771

Portreath

(St. Mawgan)

Fig.

I: UK Air Defence Radar Sites.

Even though Ash, Benbecula and Ty-Croes may
possibly have closed as RAF radar stations they

still seem to retain their names for certain Air
Defence purposes.

Tactical Air Designators
Communication with aircraft from the Control

purposes.

The radar units used in an UK air defence roll
during the past ten years. are shown on the map,
Fig. I. They are: Ash, Benbecula, Boulmer,
Buchan, Neatishead, Portreath, Saxa Vord,
Staxton Wold and St. Mawgan/Portreath. Of
these Boulmer, Buchan and Neatishead are
currently in use as Primary Radar units called
Control and Reporting Centres. The others are
secondary units operating as Control and
Reporting Posts, it would appear that data from
these stations, can if necessary be accessed
remotely from the three primary centres.
The primary mission is still air defence but
with the dramatic changes that have taken place
within the eastern block in the past decade, it
would seem that the percentage of time
allocated by operational units engaged on this
task has been reduced. The UKADGE system
encompasses a variety of associated airborne
missions in addition to pure air defence. Low
level operations and training, Air Refuelling and
Air to Air co-ordination are all included within
the tasks allocated to Air Defence units.
RAF Ash
Apart from its air defence role, RAF Ash is the main
research and development unit of the UKADGE system.
Although it is still listed as an operational unit, it has been
reported to me that it may have closed during the
summer of 1997?

RAF Benbecula
Air defence unit home of No. 71 Signals Unit. The RAF
airfield here closed last year and is now operated as a civil
airfield called Campbeltown. Presumably, the air defence
unit is still operational?

RAF Boulmer
UK ADR Primary Control and Reporting Centre.
Opened in 1943, it became an ADR unit in the fifties. It is
currently home to Nos. 75, 144 and 500 Signals Units.
(Also home to 202 Squadron/A Flight, Search and Rescue
Sea King HOAR.3s.

RAF Buchan
UK ADR Primary Control and Reporting Centre.
Opened in 1952 as a purpose built air defence unit. It is
home to Nos. 170 and 487 Signals Units.

RAF Neatishead
UK ADR Primary Control and Reporting Centre.
Currently, home to Nos. 86 and 432 Signals Units.

RAF Saxa Vord
Opened as a dedicated radar unit in 1957. From its
remote location in the Shetland Islands, Saxa Vord has
provided Britain's first line of defence from infiltrators
from the Northeast. It was one of the busiest stations
during the peak years of the cold war. Currently home to
No 91 Signals Unit.

and Reporting centres is achieved using mainly
u.h.f. frequencies, all of which, are allocated a
unique channel number. These channels are
called Tactical Air Designators (TADS). Until
fairly recently the list of TAD frequency
allocations was considered to be a high security
item and it has been suggested that they were
originally officially listed as NATO classified. As
far as I am aware this is one level below Top
Secret. During the height of the Cold War these
lists were carefully guarded and were kept locked
in a safe at each airfield, they then had to be
signed in and out by each individual pilot. With
the demise of the 'Iron Curtain', we have moved
into more moderate times and there is little
doubt that the classification of these lists has
been reduced. Nevertheless, they are still
considered to be a sensitive item and I do not
intend to go into any great detail regarding the
frequency/channel allocations. (Sorry). The
frequencies allocated to the TADS were
originally changed every one or two years, but in
the modern era this practice appears to have
ceased and changes are made when necessary to
accommodate operational requirements.
There are currently 148 UK channels
available, numbered TAD001 to TAD148. Of
these, there are usually between 5 and 15 spare
channels, which are not allocated with a
frequency. Many of the NATO Common
frequencies including the distress frequencies are
believed to be allocated TADS, usually in the
lower numbers. For example, NATO Common
Tower frequency 257.8 was last noted as

TAD002 and the NATO Common Approach
frequency 362.3 was last noted as TAD005. The
rest of the channels are allocated to a variety of
tasks, the bulk being operated by the various
Control and Reporting Centres. Some are
general allocations for use by Air Defence North
or South, others are dedicated to more specific
tasks such as In Flight Refuelling, Air to Air or
Low altitude training. There appears to be a
certain amount of 'band boxing' that takes place
amongst the control centres and it would seem
that they can allocate frequencies to other
stations from a variety of transmitter sites.
Consequently, it is not uncommon to hear
transmissions for more than one station on a
single channel. For example, calls for Staxton may
well be heard on a Neatishead frequency.
Other channels beyond 148 are available for
use by air defence/GCI in other NATO
countries. TADs in the range between 400 and
700 can be heard in use by aircraft and ground
stations in Belgium, Holland and Germany.

RAF St. Mawgan/Portreath
Although not normally associated with the air defence
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Continued on page 71

A VHF/UHF PERSPECTIVE
JOHN GRIFFITHS

Scanning
101

he excellent thing about having a column
in the premier radio magazine is that you
can actually pick up cudgels for people and

fight. Using the power of the written word to get a
message straight to the heart of the matter. I also
enjoy standing up - advocating, if you will - for the
many out there who, for whatever reasons, cannot
do that themselves. So, this month, I'm going to do
some of that on behalf of the many 934MHz users
out there who wrote and 'phoned in to tell me
that the band is very much alive - alas, not for
much longer.

132 HOWARD STREET
OXFORD

OX4 3BG
TEL: (01865) 241065

corridors of power. Is this, as I suspect it is, a bit
sloppy when one considers the fact that no
compensation is being offered - or is it just another
way of screwing Joe Public while prostrating
themselves at the altar of business?

Mail!
Okay, the first from 'Night Owl' - didn't you used
to be a Gerry Rafferty song? - and news of interest
to aviation monitors, military types. A new format
aviation newsletter is about to be brought out by:

Firstly, thanks to Bill Moran G3XUM, for the

MGT Publishing, PO Box 564, Norwich NR7

'phone call and a wee eavesdrop on the activity in
his area, up Bolton way. From what I heard there is
still a hive of activity going on 934MHz, and Bill
spoke very eloquently and passionately about his
hobby. It wasn't just Bill who informed me that the
band is far from dead - there were many others,
too numerous to mention, and all saying the same
thing; it's still alive.

8DD. Details with an s.s.a.e. please from the
above. It looks good by all accounts and I'm
indebted to 'Night Owl' for the piece knowing my
interest in mil air monitoring.

Government Moves

at: 7 Hills View, Barnstaple, N. Devon EX32
8BN.

However, moves by the government to allocate the
band for the dreaded mobile 'phone will see an
end to the hobby completely - and with no
recompense or alternative frequencies given over
to those who have purchased their licenses and
equipment at some cost. Bill informs me that he
wrote to the RSGB but received very little by way
of reply and what he got back was not
encouraging. This from a Radio Society supposedly
interested in maintaining freedom of the airwaves. I
wonder. Maybe because it is not considered to be
an amateur band - and is a Citizen's Band - would
have some bearing on it but, from my point of
view, that is a bit negative. Radio is radio is radio
and while I'm not a fan of 27MHz CB, the
actualities of losing a paid -for service seems to me
to be a bit Big Brother-ish - as well as reminding
me of the snobbery which exists amongst us lot as
enthusiasts. What was that old saying about united
we stand...? Oh, right. Divided we fall.
The encroachment of the mobile form of
communications seems to be increasing, and with
the loss of the 934MHz portion of the spectrum to
mobile 'phones, just another nail in the coffin of
freedom. That's not too strong a stand to take.
You'd have thought that the taking of monies in
license fees would have also earned the users
some form of compensation but, alas, no. HMG
stands to double gain on this one as they will not
only have made money from 934MHz users in
license fees and VAT on equipment but also stand
to make a considerable amount from the new
users. Double your money time - no losers in the

A letter from J. Brady of Glasgow informs me
that he built the Barlow & Hall design 'Super Scan'
antenna (the Mk.1 version with coverage 7 to
I.5GHz) and finds it suits his AR8000 well. He has
also just built a Ramsey Kits active antenna and is
reporting good results on both h.f. and v.h.f.
DF of Cumbria reports Scottish Control
talking about something "moving around all over
the place" on 12 September this year on 123.775.
This frequency should be from Rhustaffnish which
is adjacent to Prestwick. Anyone any updates on

Anthony Capner of Barnstaple writes in to
ask if anyone can help him with frequencies and
info on West Country Ambulance. I can't as I do
not keep a database here at the QTH for obvious
reasons! All letters should be directed to Anthony

this news?

Thanks are also due to AP, who was sailing the
Channel one night and lost GPS, v.h.f. radio and
radar when he heard a high pitched whine followed
by incredible vibration aboard his boat. They
returned, full status, after the vibration got intense
and although he had them checked out on return,
found out nothing was wrong with his equipment.
He wonders if anyone can shed light on this
phenomena which he says was frightening. I'm sure
it was. The Channel isn't the place for breakdowns
of any sort. Any monitors in that area Southampton way - with news of electrical
interference can please contact me, unusual or not.
I'm also looking for theories on why electrical
navigation equipment should fail en masse like that
and then return, with no problems, shortly after...

TT of Tamworth tells me that some CCTV
camera frequencies have been monitored on
frequencies between 440.137 and 440.387MHz.
He has also noted Army - possibly 'Saturday
Wargames' - on 74.650MHz. Again, he reports

overhearing some youths speaking on walkietalkies on 49.860 and passing on details of Gatso
and Radar traps in the area between each other.
Perhaps this should be looked into and scanners
given a break? 49MHz equipment is cheap and has
a range of metres - ideal for car to car
conversations with little likelihood of being
monitored by the authorities.
Anyone any idea what the callsign 'Bison Ops'
belongs to? Theories are that the DRA use it for
jamming assessments at Pershore, Malvern or
Defford. It is not air -air. Frequencies noted were
around 300.95MHz, the signals appeared to be
amplitude modulated. Fortune Ops were also
overheard - anyone with news, write in. The
correspondent also asks if anyone else heard the
news about a non -USAF TAV crash off the Isle of
Lewis last year. An air exclusion zone was raised to
65000 feet and a 'Reach' callsign was heard asking
for routing and being refused by London Mil.
Navigational position of air exclusion zone was

58.05°N 05.05°W The date was 26th October
1996. Any info would be welcomed.

Almost There
Not quite, but nearly, I'd like to say a huge thank
you to all of those who write in on a regular basis
with news, views and so forth. I'll single out three
in particular - PW, KA and Pat - but, in fact, each
of you contribute to the column. I trust all of you

will continue to do so, and look forward to your
contributions through the coming new year.
The last bit is left to those few upstanding
members of the great unwashed who write me
letters which are filled with vitriolic and murderous
prose. Yes, I know who my father is and yes, I also
realise that I am a fair target for your peculiar
brand of opinion. Unlike you, I see the hobby as a
free for all with each entitled to their opinion and
as for mine...! However, don't be dissuaded from
continuing to brighten my days with your eclectic
and blinkered prose. Your letters are filled with a
poison for which there is an antidote and I do not
take your comments seriously, if at all. You do, in
fact, provide me with a great deal of laughter and
the firm conviction that Colonel Blimp is still alive
and kicking. Some of you occupy great positions such as JP - and, believe me, I love getting your
hate mail! Scanner owners are not idiots or fools.
Some of them would put most of you to shame on
grammar, punctuation and style, let alone technical
knowledge. However, don't let me put you off.
Continue to write because, believe me, some of
your letters make my day!

MilAir. Continued from page 70
Beyond these allocations, TADs in the 900
series, are used by AWACS aircraft as
air/ground/air control frequencies.
Having searched through many years of back
issues of aviation and radio magazines, I was
surprised at how little had been published
regarding this subject. (Perhaps for obvious
reasons). This article only touches the surface of
a complex subject, but I hope some of my

comments will urge some of you to put pen to

paper. Our air defence system extends much
further into a comprehensive network of h.f.
frequencies, data links with AWACS aircraft and
extensive co-ordination with NATO armed
forces. Plus of course close links with the Royal
Navy who operate the Type 42 Sheffield class
guided missile destroyers, whose mission
includes the air defence role. I had hoped to
include some more detailed information, which
was promised from the MOD, but at the time of
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going to press it had not arrived. Consequently, I
hope to write a follow up to this article and I
would welcome any information and comments
regarding it's contents or accuracy and also any

further current or historical information
regarding UK air defence. With thanks for
information to John, Ron, Gregg, Dave R, Dave
W, Photavia Press and the RAF - See you next
month.

GENERAL & COMMERCIAL AVIATION
I

-LC
L.1

LI.' L2

J/5B Autocar. Christine Mlynek.

(though no-one can predict what the
future holds, things that are taken for
granted today suddenly disappear
tomorrow. Three familiar navigation aids fall into
this category.
The non -directional beacon is a simple
transmitter operating roughly between the
medium and long wavebands. This frequency is
prone to distortion by terrain and changing
propagation (e.g. sky wave interference after the
absorbing D -layer vanishes at night). Working out
a bearing requires direction -finding techniques to
be applied by the airborne receiver. Now seen as
crude, old-fashioned and prone to error.
Along came v.o.r., which I believe first really
caught on in the United States in the 1950s.
Despite being on v.h.f., there are still possibilities
for signal distortion by terrain. The receiver
knows which bearing applies because the signal
varies according to direction. Hence, accuracy is
in part determined by the ground station. Even
this system is under threat today. Future en -route
radio navigation, it is suggested, will rely on d.m.e.
Hand -flying on instruments will become difficult,
in my opinion, if this change takes place.
Many new, larger, aircraft are equipped with
self-contained inertial reference systems and only
receive beacons in order to confirm accurate
navigation. Smaller aircraft (including those flown
privately) may still fly on instruments but without
any luxurious inertial systems. In this case, v.o.r.
will still be needed. So, is it a case of commercial
pressure dictating to the rest of us?
Instrument landings might also be undertaken
by different means, the existing localiser/glideslope system being phased out. Various options
have been put forward, some, I might say,
inconvenient. It appears that Microwave Landing
System wasn't the success that was hoped but I'm
not sure why.
Even satellite -based Global Positioning
System might finally become sufficiently reliable
and accurate to be accepted for navigation. I
suspect, myself, that military paranoia has taken
second place to commercial potential. Think of
the sales (and profits for United States
companies!) if military precision were to be sold
in the commercial market. I'll return to this
subject again next month.

A

Gwyn and Jacqui Jones noticed that the De
Havilland Aviation company title was going spare!
They bought the company name and will restore
Vampires and a Sea Venom. The aircraft will then
be based at Swansea Airport and fly with the
Wings over Wales group.
When in Pulau Langkawi, Malaysia, Donald
Robson spotted the elegant shape of a Fieseler Fl
156 Storch (German for stork). Not sure how it
got its name, but many central European towns
are delighted by the stork nesting season each
year. Inhabitants ensure that their houses have
suitable perches for nest -building.
The aircraft of the same name doesn't need a
nest but is noted for its short take -off and landing
capability. Dating from pre-war, the leading edge
of its wing is slotted. Some De Havilland Moth
derivatives also have this feature and Handley
Page were working on the technique at about the
same time as Fieseler.
In more modern times, you might be familiar
with the Rallye on which the slats extend and
retract automatically according to airspeed. In
each case, the slats alter the wing shape to
increase camber and provide more lift at low
speeds. At higher speed, this becomes
unnecessary and indeed the slats cause unwanted
drag. Hence they retract.
More on the ground than in the air, in
Derbyshire in fact, is the Trent beacon (TNT,
v.o.r. 115.7, d.m.e. reply I 19IMHz) as found by

are lots of small antenna radomes, each being an
enclosure with a pointed top, supported on a
short vertical pole. In the middle is a bigger
vertical antenna for the d.m.e. At ground level,
under the wire grid, is the equipment cabin.

Brian Dawson (Stafford). It's on the B5035
Ashbourne to Matlock road just west of

You have got Issue 7 of my Airband Factsheet,
haven't you? No? Then send a self-addressed pre-

Carsington Reservoir.
Brian sent in a photo of its classic
appearance. Elevated on stilts is a wire grid
ground -plane. On top of this, arranged in a circle,

paid envelope (to hold two A4 sheets) to the
Broadstone Editorial Office (not to me!).

Follow -Ups
Another type of beacon is the n.d.b. and in

October, Andrew Stephenson RS174635
(London) told us that he'd acquired the airborne
a.d.f. indicator that is part of the equipment
needed to receive these navigation aids.
I was correct that Andrew's example was
fitted to a Vickers Varsity in 1968. Chris
Dugdale (St. Neots) confirms the aircraft's
history and that this new a.d.f. equipment was
fitted at that time. Its purpose was the training of
navigators. The entire fit was the Marconi Sub Miniature Radio Compass ARI 5877.
There were various indicator options, some
included a rotating compass card but others just
had a bearing pointer going round a fixed dial face. Which of these have you got, Andrew?
Thanks for the information, Chris, I've sent it on
to Andrew.

Information Sources

I do hope that Derrick Hine (Hampshire)
takes up this offer. In `SSB Utilities' (September,

1

,

.,,AT

In The Air
Although my own Museum concentrates on
current equipment and flying techniques, I was
really pleased to see an article that Geoff
Halligey (Bridgend) sent me. A company local to
Geoff has acquired a quantity of Vampire parts
and aircraft - including some from the Swiss Air
Force, which was flying the type until quite
recently!

Socata Trinidad. Christine Mlynek.
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Continued on page 74

Communications Centre (Photo Acoustics Ltd.)

.4k

Phone: (01908) 610625 (Photo Acoustics Ltd)
FAX: (01908) 216373
E -Mail:- 100304.71@Compuserve.com

58 High Street
Newport Pagnell
Bucks MK16 8AQ.

CLOSED

THURSDAYS

Photo Acoustics Ltd

ALINCO DJ-X10E
SCANNER

ICOM

IC-PCR1000
New PC Software
Turn your PC into a wide band
receiver

£349.00
* Mains drop in charger for easy and
convenient use
* Nicad battery pack 4.8V DC 700mAH
NiCad battery pack
* Belt clip
* Carrying strap
* Flexible low profile antenna

* USB, LSB, CW, AM, FM, WFM

* 3 interface screens to choose from
* Real time bandscope function
* Wide frequency coverage with all mode
receive

* Unlimited number of memory channels
* Automatic mode
* IF shift function
* Noise blanker
* Digital AFC function
* S -meter squelch
* CTCSS tone squelch decode function
* RF attenuator (20dB)
* External speaker level control
* Super fine tuning to 1Hz
* 9600 baud data receive capability

only

£349.00

AR -8000 UK
(SPECIAL OFFER)

£299.00

NEW ICOM

ICR-8500

incl VAT

The new IC -R8500 has proved itself to be
the professional choice for all band
monitoring. Covering 100kHz to 2GHz with
no gaps and all mode fitted as standard.

quality

in 20 fixed steps
Receiver
Triple Superheterodyne
Dimensions 57(H) x 150(W) x 25.5(D)
Weight
320g (with EBP-37N battery
pack

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
EBP-33N

Small size 650mAH NiCad

EBP-34N

Long life 1200mAH NiCad

£39.95
£49.95

KENWOOD
TS -570D

* 16 bit AF -stage DSP delivers superb audio

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequency 100kHz - 2000MHz
Memories 1200
Scan speed 25 ch/sec
Scan steps Selectable (50Hz - 500kHz)

ESC -29

Standard soft case £7.95

EBC-6

Mobile mounting bracket

EME-6

Earphone £10.95

£12.95

ICOM IC-R1OE
* All mode FM, WFM,
SSB, CW. AM

* 500kHz-1300MHz
* Real time bandscope

* 100kHz to 2000MHz
* Incredible 10Hz resolution

* 1000 memories
* Alphanumeric tag to

* All mode including USB/LSB, CW, AM,

each memory
* Tuneable bandpsss filters
employed for excellent
RX performance
* Multi -function dot matrix

FM & WBFM

* Digital filtering gives you the edge when
the going gets tough
* Large, clear, easy to read display, showing
all major operating parameters
* Set-up operator engineered features using
the new menu system
* CW auto tune - a world first, altering the
VFO to your preset pitch
* 100 memories. Extensive memory
functions including browsing of contents

* Compact size 270 x 96 x 271. Weight
6.0kg
TS -570D c/w manual PSU for receiveing and
5 year warranty. (Transceiver modified for
Rx only)

£1432.95

Deposit: £150.95,
24 payments of £72.54.

Total cost of loan: £344.72

* Built in TCXO for unrivalled frequency
stability

* IF shift & audio peak filter
* Noise blanker, RF anttnuator & selectable
AGC
* Digital AFC
* 1000 memories including alpha numeric
tagging
* RS -232C serial port
* Versatile scanning functions
* 13 different tuning steps
* Optional voice announcement

£1595.00

ICR-8500 package includes: 25-1300MHz
discone. long wire antenna kit and Howes

CTU-9 ATU. £1568.80
Deposit: £160.80 24 payments of

£74.44.
Total cost of loan: £378.56

display

* Full computer access
compatability.

Now available from
stock RRP £349

PA price

£329 00

5th EDITION UK
SCANNING
DIRECTORY
Available from stock. Order
your now.
ONLY

£18.50 P&P £2

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & ALINCO. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE
SPEND UP TO £1,200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY G6IZF
RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN MONDAY - FRIDAY 9.30 - 5.30, THURSDAY Closed, SATURDAY 9.30 - 4.30
Goods normally despatched within 24 hours. Please allow 7 banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - E&OE
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The RD500 - a new kind of
radio receiver.
Now it is possible to have a receiver which not
only holds your own station selections in memory, but has a complete knowledge of its spec-

trum. Thousands of station records can be
stored and sorted through, just type in a few let-

ters on the remote control, or a complete

The RD500 is more than a scam

It is

description, and the receiver finds the stations
of interest to you.
The RD500 is a database, an HF receiver, a
scanner, a digital sound recorder and it is
packed with features and software. It can tune
in 5 Hz steps, and has 99 band set ups, 8 scan
modes including auto memory, 99 skip frequencies, autotuning-AFC, variable notch and peak
filter, 60 level S -meter, I.F. noise blanker, cassette control, AVC, selectable AGC, pass band
tuning, world time clock, 5 timers, tuning meter
and internal battery box/charger. C.W. signals
can be spread into a panorama of sound in 3
selectable bandwidths, so that individual signals can be easily focused upon. It has a 45 key

ore than just an HF re

a self containe

of knowled

Our windows software pack'
impwi
(Ufftlf_.11:1
and transferred directly to the'
f
r...lf Id if
scanner to on -board databas in un,..
our Internet web site to down
urid jin .Y
u

if fJf fl

1, Jr r1JJi< up ir..)

alphanumeric remote and supports PC key-

B/C

LF/HF/VHF/UHF V

f dr abate, Windows

3u

A2

FAIRHAVEN

boards and RS232 and comes complete with a
windows software package.
Modes: AM / FM / WBFM / Stereo / Video o/p
USB-LSB / CW / Syncronous AMU / L / DSB
13,200 memories or 54,000 (extra £891
Spec: HF Synth, -143 dBc/Hz. IP3: 20kHz +5,
50kHz +9.75, Noise floor -130dBm
What the magazines said about the RD500HF
"Powerful, carefully arranged to be easy to use.
How can ever listen to C.W. again without

RADIO DATABASE

OM
64

08

IMMO S

J5

itti

I

stereo? The receiver performed surprisingly
P7
MEN

PHONES

VOLUME

F HAP

TB

SQUELCH

0

.CO:

well, and I enjoyed it immensely" J.W. (SWM)
"Few internally generated spurious signals.
Superb control facilities.Good selectivity" HRT
Price £898, HF only £799, VHF upgrade £99
Now available at main dealers.
Website: fair-radio.demon.co.uk

W9

SCAN

GROUP
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TEXT
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FAST
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FAIRHAVEN ELCTRONICS Ltd. 47 Dale Road; Spondon, Derby DE2I 7DG (01332) 670707

Airband
Continued from page 72

page 74) Derrick asks about Concorde and
Graham Tanner offered the track names and h.f.
channels. The Factsheet includes the only chart of
Concorde tracks that I know of that's available to
the enthusiast. Graham will probably have
mentioned this to Derrick by now.
As for v.h.f., Concorde works the same
London Airways and Heathrow frequencies as all
other aircraft in the area. In summary, supersonic
transport aircraft have their own routes and fly
higher than sub -sonic flights. They are, however,
controlled on the same frequencies as all other
flights.

Frequency & Operational News
In September, I referred to the re -instated

BUZAD reporting point. I've now noticed that
London (Heathrow) has a Standard Instrument
Departure based on this point.
Information from the CAA. AIC 1 15/1997
came too late for me to tell you about Cowes
Heliport, temporarily on I32.9MHz during the
Whitbread Round The World Yacht Race in
September. Worth filing away for future
occasions.
Reports from GASIL 4 of 1997. Jersey's ATIS

was mentioned in October and now I can clarify
that arrival information may be received by
aircraft in flight by listening to the v.o.r.
1 12.2MHz. Some airborne receivers have audio

filtering to discriminate the Morse ident. There
will be a filter defeat button to press in order to
hear the voice ATIS recording clearly. Voice
occupies a wide bandwidth, Morse tones are
narrow.
Jersey's departure ATIS, for reception on the
aerodrome, is 129.725MHz, a direct transmission
not involving a beacon.
London (Gatwick) usually has ATIS on
121.025 but was temporarily on 136.525MHz; I
know not if this will become permanent.
Sheffield's new aerodrome now has d.m.e.
SFH, reply on 1 I37MHz, and n.d.b. SMF on
333kHz which will give the propagation students
a new one to chase.
Stubton Park, Lincolnshire, loses its
Aerodrome Traffic Zone.

Automatic Terminal
Information Service
Known as ATIS, and mentioned in the above
frequency news, it is a useful source of
information. I think it essential to be able to
receive it.
For example, just knowing which runway is
operational will explain why aircraft are following
certain routes. I always recommend against
receivers that won't cover the 108-1 I 8MHz
navigation band, for this reason; several ATIS
broadcasts can be found by tuning in to v.o.r.
beacons in this frequency range.
The broadcast is a simple voice recording,
possibly on audio tape but perhaps held digitally.
Whichever, it's irrelevant to the person listening.

On approach to an aerodrome, or just prior to
departure, the pilot listens to that particular
aerodrome's ATIS.
Each recorded update is identified by time

and a letter. The first one is A for Alpha, but
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when a newly updated recording is made it
becomes B for Bravo. On first contact with the
approach control at Broadstone Airport, the pilot
will typically call, "Broadstone, Shortwave 1297 is
a Boeing 757 with information Bravo."
ATIS tells you the current weather, runway in
use, also any important warnings - such as the
i.l.s. glideslope is unserviceable or that temporary
severe weather is expected.
Weather includes wind direction (degrees
magnetic from which it comes) and strength
(knots), visibility (metres or kilometres) plus any
significant weather such as snow showers, cloud
density and height of base (feet) above ground,
temperature and dew point (Celsius) and
barometric pressure (hectopascals). Not to be
missed!

And Finally
Likewise, don't miss the next three deadlines (for
topical information): December 8, January 5 and
February 9. Replies always appear in this column
and it is regretted that no direct correspondence
is possible.

Abbreviations
AIC
a.d.f.

CAA
d.m.e.
GASIL
h.f.
1.1.s.

kHz
MHz
n.d.b.
v.h.f.
v.o.r.

Aeronautical Information Circular
automatic direction finder
Civil Aviation Authority
distance measuring equipment
General Aviation Safety Information Leaflet
high frequency
instrument landing system

kilohertz
megahertz
non -directional beacon
very high frequency

very high frequency omni-directional radio range

LOW VHF OBSERVATIONS

KEITH HAMER &

DX Television
S

poradic-E reception continued well into
September, which was quite a welcome

change from recent years. By mid September, high-pressure weather systems meant

18:

21:

Netherlands, France, Belgium, Germany (ARD, MDR -3, ZDF)
and Denmark (DR -TV and TV -2).

22:

Netherlands, France, Belgium, Germany, Denmark and Eire

24:

Belgium and Eire.

Reception Reports

Tropospheric f.m. reception was present during
September with the 9th and 10th being the most
rewarding days according to Mike Gaskin
(Cornwall). On the 9th, an Italian-speaking station
was heard on I 06.9MHz at 11 I5UTC.
Very weak signals were also noted on 103.7
and I 07.4MHz but nothing came up on the RDS
display. The following day, the station was
identified as the Radio Svizzera Italians network
(RSI) and at 0055 the RDS displayed `CH-RETEII. Mike comments that Swiss f.m. stations are
quite rare at his location even via Sporadic -E as
they tend to get swamped by Italian stations.
Other tropo successes include RNE (Spain)
on 105.00MHz, identified from an announcement.
On September 23rd, Andrew Jackson
(Birkenhead) heard several German stations
including 'Eins Live' on 106.4MHz, Radio SRV on
101.4, Radio SAW on 103.3 plus several
unidentified signals on 102.1, 105.6, 107.1 and
I 07.8MHz. On the 25th, George Garden
(Edinburgh) heard ILR Lincs FM on 102.2MHz and
also an unidentified German outlet on 105.5. On
the 26th, a strong signal was present on 99.2MHz,
playing mainly Europop music.
There was no RDS code but there was an
announcement which sounded like 'Radio Adswy'.
Perhaps this was a Dutch or German station?

During the recent tropospheric lift, Andrew

Stephen Michie (Bristol).
During the same period, a Dutch sound
channel has been heard on E26 which may be the
new regional TV Flevoland outlet on test.
Denmark, identified by the distinctive DR -TV
PM5534 test card, has been observed not only
from the more usual Band III outlets but at u.h.f.
on E31 from the Copenhagen mast. On the 25th,

George Garden (Edinburgh) received Bilsdale,
the last Channel 5 transmitter on test.
On the 18th, Tom Crane (Hawkwell, Essex)
witnessed an unusual steady tropo-like signal on
Channel E4 with French sound. The only plausible
station that readily springs to mind is the La Dole
outlet of SSR-I, the Swiss French -language

network.
Lt. Rana Roy (India) comments that the
Sporadic -E season which has just ended has been

notably better than previous years. The most
recent Sporadic -E reception occurred an August
17th with Dubai on E2 at 1025 for over two
hours.

DXTV Log For September
The collective log for September has been
compiled with reports from Stephen Michie,
Andrew Jackson, Tom Crane and Peter Barber.
Sporadic -E:2:

Norway (NRK-I) Channel E4; Italy (RAI UNO) IA.

3:

Sweden (SVT- I) E4; Norway E4.

7:

Italy (RAI UNO) IB; Sweden E4; Croatia (HRT) E4; Slovenia

GARDENS
DERBY DE22 4FS

Netherlands, France, Belgium, Germany in Band III and UHF

that tropospheric reception conditions were well
established, the third week showing a dramatic
improvement.

Jackson (Birkenhead) queried an encrypted
programme on Channel El I which could have
been Canal Plus Belgique from the Leglise outlet.
Until recently this radiated RTBF-I programmes.
Other signals seen during tropo included Eire
with TnaG programmes on E50, RTE -I on E40
and NETWORK -2 on E43.
A rare catch has been RTL+ from the Channel
E7 Dudelange transmitter in Luxembourg. This
was received by Peter Barber (Coventry) and

GARRY SMITH

17 COLLINGHAM

FM Band Reception

I: Fiery opening graphics and digital clock from
Spanish TV (n/E- in the early Eighties.
Fig.

Fig. 2: Portuguese FuBK test card which occasionally
displays the identification 'RTP-LISB

Arabic Signals
Middle East reception has been encountered on a
regular basis in the Netherlands this summer,
particularly from Channel E2 transmitters located
in Syria and Iran. Two outstanding examples
occurred during July.
On the 17th, Iran (E2), Syria (E2 and E3),
Jordan (E3) and the Lebanon (E2 and E3) were all
received between 0645 and 113OUTC. Three
days later Iran (E2), Syria (E2), Saudi Arabia
(Channel 3 Dhahran) and the United Arab
Emirates (E3) were identified.
It is interesting to note that there are three
Iranian (IRIB) networks using Channel E2. Iran
and the Lebanon broadcast in SECAM colour; all
the others use PAL.

Fig. 3: Pakistan TV news programme snapped by Lt.
Col. Rana Roy on Channel E5.

(SLO- I) E3; Serbia (RTS-1) E3; Hungary (MTV -1) R2;

Unidentified signals on Channel IC (82.25 MHz).

Regional TV In The Netherlands

9:

Sweden E4.

10:

Norway E4 (Kongsberg); Sweden E4.

Gosta van der Linden (Netherlands) has kindly

Spain (TVE- I) E2.

sent details of new regional transmitters which
DXers will be itching to receive. Many have
entered service over the past few weeks, so these
should provide us with a few more stations and
UK viewers with a new source of co -channel
interference during the next good tropo!
The details are as follows:- TV Friesland
(Friesland): Irnsum E28 150kW; TV Drenthe
(Drenthe): Smilde E25 250kW; TV Flevoland
(Flevoland): E26 50kW (transmitter not currently

I

I:

12:

Italy (VIDEO -private station) E2; RAI UNO IA.

13:

Norway E4.

Tropospheric: 8:

Netherlands (NED-I) and France (Canal Plus).

9:

Netherlands, France, Belgium (RTBF-1, BRTN TVI)

10:

Netherlands, France, Luxembourg, Germany (ARD-1) in
Band III. 15, 16 and 17th: Netherlands, France in Band III and

UHF
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Fig. 4: Part of the Pakistan TV continuity graphics.

LOW VHF OBSERVATIONS
known); TV Oost (Overijssel): Zwollekerspel E22,
Hengelo E36; TV Noord (Groningen): Hoogezand
E36 100kW; Omroep Zeeland (Zeeland): No
transmitter or channel details known; TV
Gelderland (Gelderland): Arnhem E58; Planned
transmitters: Apeldoorn E32 100kW, Tiel E24
50kW, Ruurlo E40 50kVV.

The other provinces (Noord Holland, Zuid
Holland, Utrecht and Limburg) have no plans at
the moment for regional TV.

Co -channel Interference Filter
Until recently, broadcasters had to take a number
of measures to combat the effects of co -channel
interference at receiving sites. These included
terrain shielding and antenna phasing to null
interference. There is a significant advantage using
some form of filter where the co -channel
interference arrives from the same direction and
polarisation as the wanted signal and where it is
almost impossible to null -out using other
methods.

Now a New Zealand company has produced
a co -channel offset interference filter which deals
with the problem electronically. It can be
connected directly between the antenna and
transposer (or receiver input) for Bands I and III
reception, or at i.f. for use with a transposer on
any Band I, II, Ill or u.h.f. channel. The i.f. filter can
operate on any interfering line offset as close as
1/12 line offset. A baseband (video) version is also

New BBC Identification Symbols
New BBC continuity graphics were introduced on
October 4th at a cost of over £5 million.
Naturally the licence -payer is footing the bill. The
old sloping boxes surrounding the letters 'BBC'
(which have proved to be more than adequate for
almost 40 years!) have been straightened up and
the three coloured dashes beneath have been
deleted, giving the new logo a cold clinical look.
The familiar BBC I Globe has gone having
been replaced by a selection of aerial views
showing an in-flight orange and yellow 'globe'
balloon. The changes are two -fold. They will make
BBC I more appealing (or should that be
appalling?) and the straightening up of the letters
will cover up technical deficiencies of digital
transmission when it is introduced.
The opening graphics to news programmes
have also been slightly revamped. We would be
interested to hear readers' comments about the
new BBC Identification Symbols.

Fig. 5: Although the main test pattern is the PM5544,
on rare occasions this monoscopic test card has been
aired.

Keep On Writing!
Please send reception reports, general
information and off -screen photographs by the
1st of the month (please note the slightly earlier

deadline) to:- Garry Smith, 17 Collingham
Gardens, Derby DE22 4FS, England.

available.

Fig. 6: This month's nostalgia spot. The digitally generated BBC -2 Clock caption used during the late

The device is marketed by Tennatron

Industries (NZ) Ltd., 283 High Street, PO
Box 218, Motueka, New Zealand.

Eighties.

Clean up your
reception with one
of these.

Noise? Forget it

TU3: The ideal tuner for

the SWL! Designed
for use with any
`long-wire' antenna, the TU3
employs a special
`mode -switching circuit'. It is a very versatile ATU in a quality all aluminium (no plastic

CT400: The basic 'magnetic balun'. Fit
it into any convenient enclosure if you
want to install it outside or use it just as
it is if you want it inside! The CT400 can
also be used in conjunction with the
LWC4 - or any other make of magnetic
balun. Fitted at the receiver end of the
coax feeder it converts the impedance
back to the original 'high' value. Now you CAN use an ATU and
have the best of both worlds - proper matching, preselection AND
the benefit of a screened downlead!

A ridiculously low

£6.75

+

boxes!) case combining excellent performance
with professional appearance.

£54

£1 postage

+

£4 postage

LWC4: The LAKE ver-

sion of a 'magnetic
balun' featuring very
easy installation and
connection.

NRF2: An effective, yet realistically priced, audio filter for use with any receiver. Just plug
it in to your headphone or speaker
socket to reduce the hash whistles and splatter that hide
your DX! This is a 'passive' device, with no
need for batteries!

£16.50
£1 postage
+

TU3LF: The low -frequency' version with all the
features of the TU3 plus
an extended tuning range
down to 200kHz!

£64
77©HiM DEPT SW

+ £4

InEE

71-

postage.

7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 1BX
VISA
=NM

Tel/Fax 0115-938 2509 (Callers by appointment only)
SAE WITH ENQUIRIES PLEASE.
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C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
.22. 01327 260178

www.howes-comms.demon.co.uk

HOWES DC2000 SSB/CW Receiver Kit - £22.90
HOWES

SSB & CW Filter - £29.80!
Clean up your reception!

This great little receiver makes an excellent project for the novice constructor! The plug-in
band module system gives a wide frequency coverage combined with simple construction.
Choose from 160, 80, 40, 30, 20,15 & 10M amateur bands. Also suitable for BM 11 and BM 54
HF air -band modules. One band kit supplied with DC2000, extra band kits £7.90 each.
Expands into an amateur transceiver with add-on kits! A great way to start building your
DC2000 built in H.422R hardware option
station! DC2000 Electronic kit: £22.90 (inc. one band module). HA22R Hardware: £18.90.

Reduce noise and interference! Sharp SSB/
Speech filter with faster roll -off than IF crystal filters!

Accessory Kits

300Hz bandwidth CV/ filter Printed and punched
front panel All aluminium case Simply connects
between radio and external 'speaker or 'phones

Frequency Measurement/ Display

A5U8

Antenna Selector & 5dB step attenuator (includes hardware)

CSL4

SSB & CW Audio Filter for internal fitment in a receiver
"S Meter" for signal indication on direct conversion receivers

DCS2

Suits all general coverage receivers & transceivers

RA30

ASL5 Kit plus HA5OR hardware: £29.80

SPA4

£27.90
£10.50
£10.90
£3.90
£15.90

HF RX Rotary Attenuator 0/15/30dB for internal fitment
Scanner Preamp. 4 to 1300MHz wideband for discones etc.

CBA2

Counter Buffer (fits in DXR20 or DC2000 to feed DFDS)

DFD4

Add-on Digital Readout for superhet receivers./ transceivers

PMB4

Adds 5 extra frequency offsets to DFD4

DFD5

Digital Frequency Counter / Readout with 5 digits

XM 1

Crystal Frequency Marker - provides accurate calibration signals £16.90

£5.90
£49.90
£9.90
£54.90

Enjoy your radio more with great projects from HOWES!
Multiband SSB/CW Receiver
The DXR20 covers 20, 40 & 80M bands as standard.

-

You can add any other SW band with optional plug-in band
modules (same type as DC2000). Versatile and popular!

DXR20 Kit: £39.90. DCS2 "S meter" Kit: £10.90. HA20R hardware pack: £28.90

The famous HOWES Active Antenna Kits
AA2. Covers 150kHz to 30MHz. The neat compact answer for those with limited space.
Kit: £8.90
Assembled PCB module: £14.90
AA4.Covers 25 to 1300MHz. Broad -band performance in a neat, compact package.

Kit: £19.90

Assembled PCB modules: £28.90

AB118. Optimised for long distance reception on 118 to 137MHz air -band.
Kit: £18.80
Assembled PCB modules: £27.90
MB156. 156 to 162MHz marine band active antenna system (the brother of AB118!)
Kit: £18.50
Assembled PCB modules: £27.60

Antenna Tuning Units for use with HF receivers
CTU8. Covers 500kHz to 30MHz. Matches antenna impedance and helps reduce spurious
signals and interference with extra front-end filtering for the receiver. S0239 sockets.

Factory Built: £49.90. Kit (including case and all hardware): £29.90.
CTU9. As CTU8 plus balun, bypass switch and terminal posts. The fully featured Rx ATU!
Factory Built: £69.90. CTU9 Kit (including case and all hardware): £39.90.

Please add £4.00 P&P, or £1.50 P&Pfor electronics kits without hardware.
HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional
and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our
free catalogue and specific product data sheets, Delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.

MOMENTUM

Aerial Techniques

Communications

New Thomson Multi -standard TVs with Teletext
14" Screen Multi -standard
PAL - SECAM
NTSC (via Scan)
VHF - UHF Hyperband tuner
S - VHS (via Scart)
59 channel memory
Fastext Teletext
Headphone socket

Infra -red remote control
II 240V AC operation

10" Screen Multi -standard

MCI 1100

PAL -SECAM
NTSC (via Scart)

DATA DECODER

VHF - UHF Hyperband tuner

FOR THE SERIOUS UTILITY

59 channel memory
II Fastext Teletext

AC/DC 10"

S - VHS (via Scart)
12 - 24V DC operation

the following systems: all

Infra -red remote control

cable channels, PAL

III 240V AC operation

£369.00

LISTENER WITHOUT A COMPUTER,

Both above TVs cover

From

VHF/UHF frequencies and

£255

system I (for UK); PAL

systems 8/0 (for Europe);
SECAM system B/G (for

£329.00

Middle East etc); SECAM

STANDARD FEATURES:

system L (for France)

CDM-800 MULTISYSTEM
DIGITAL CONVERTER

NEW NICAM
MULTISYSTEM VCR

II Professional quality, full digital
processing
II Accommodates input systems of

Thomson VPH6790 with

NTSC 3.58, PAL and SECAM

(optional 4.43 available)
Output systems NTSC 3.58, NTSC
4.43 and PAL

4M bit field memory, static
resolution 500 lines, dynamic
resolution 300 lines

Accommodates two inputs and two
outputs

O Built-in time Base correction (T.B.C.)

II Line conversion: 525 to 625 lines,
625 to 525 lines

Field conversion: 60 to 50 and 50 to
60 fields

AC mains powered

£449.00

VideoPlus +

Covers PAL 1 for UKI; PAL B/G
(for Europe); SECAM B/G for
Middle East etc.) SECAM D/K
(for Eastern Bloc); SECAM L
(for France); NTSC 3.58
playback & record
Hyperband Tuner

SMARTLOCK system for easy tuning.
Full screen of readable text with on -screen tuning indication
Automatic decoding of RTTY, CW, FEC (NAVTEX) and ARQ.
Auto or manual selection of transmission speeds.
Extremely rapid lock onto signal.
Connection for a parallel type printer

FULL CATALOGUE
Features Satellite,
Multi -system TV's +
VCR's, Converters,
Decoders, Amplifiers

and Aerials for
domestic and

* SYNOPTIC UPGRADE *

TV -Doing.

RETURN OF POST FOR
ONLY ET

2 Scart sockets

or ring with your credit
card.

all products
sold

Infra -red remote control
£499.00

Tr 01384 896879

r4

& 7 Clarkson Place, Dudley Road,
.N9 Lye, West Midlands DY9 8EL

Kent Road, Parkstone, Poole, Dorset B1112 2EH

Tel: 01202-738232

PHONE FOR DETAILS

FIA ANKITSTENNA

Callers by appointment only

Nicam VCR

Digital Converter

11

"COMPLETE

FREE

5yr wagaini on

NICAM Hi-Fi stereo
4 -head

Long play
VideoPlus +
8 event 1 year timer

17

for MCL-1100 and DM -1000's
Now available

AVAILABLE BY

II 99 programmes

Optional monitor

Fax: 01202-716951

(All prices are inclusive of VAT, delivery by courier £10.001
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PROPAGATION

World

JACQUES D'AVIGNON

Propagation Forecasts

VE3VIA

December 1997.
Circuits to London
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How to use the
Propagation Charts.
The charts contain three plots.
The lower dashed line
represents the lowest usable
frequency (LUF), or ALF
(Absorption Limiting
Frequency). The chances of

probability of success for the
path and time.
To make use of the charts
you must select the chart most
closely located to the region
containing the station that you
wish to hear. By selecting the
time chosen for listening on the
horizontal axis, the best
frequencies for listening can be

success below this frequency
are very slim.
The middle line indicates
the optimum working frequency
(OWF) with a 90% probability
of success for the particular
path and time.
Lastly, the upper dashed
line, represents the maximum
usable frequency (MUF) a 50%
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determined by the values of
the intersections of the plots
against frequency.

Good luck and happy listening.

PROPAGATION

KEVIN NICE

Propagation Extra

G7TZC

SWM
EDITORIAL OFFICES

BROADSTONE

Ron Ham's barometric pressure chart, taken at Storrington, W. Sussex, October 1997.

October 1997
1
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30.6 1035
30.5 1032
30.4 1029
30.3 1026
30.2 1022
30.1 1019
30.0 1015 N
29.9 1012
29.8 1009
29.7 1005
29.6 1002
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29.3
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29.1
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28.4

N

N

998
995

in
mb
30.7 1038
30.6 1035
30.5 1032
30.4 1029
30.3 1026
30.2 1022
30.1 1019
30.0 1015
29.9 1012
29.8 1009
29.7 1005
29.6 1002
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29.2
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28.9
28.8
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28.6
28.5
28.4

978
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972
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Guide to the Chart
The I0.7cm solar
radio flux is used
as an indicator of
the general level
of solar activity.
The K and AP
indices are
measures of
geomagnetic
activity.

10.7cm Flux

October Data

Eff. Sunspot No.
100

K Index

90

AP Index
10.7cm Flux

The K index
ranges from zero
(very quiet) to
nine (severely
disturbed).
K values of five
or greater
correspond to
geomagnetic

storm conditions
that can relate to
poor propagation
conditions.
The AP index
ranges from 0 to
400. An AP of 30
is the threshold
for geomagnetic
storm conditions.

9
11

TSK93761
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21
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Day of the Month
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SSB UTILITY LISTENING
GRAHAM TANNER

SSB Utilities
©thought that I would take this
opportunity to make some comments on

the letter by Ted Kimber in the
`Letters Page' of the October 1997 issue of
SWM. Ted asks why nobody seems to have
mentioned the AOR AR3030 in any of the
receiver reviews that have appeared in SWM
during the past few years.
I have used one of these receivers almost
since they first became available in this country.
In fact, I remember seeing and using the preproduction model on the SWM stand at the
Leicester Amateur Radio Show a few years ago.
Ted, in his letter, lists some of the features which
he likes about this receiver, but I have a few of
my own favourites to add. For me, the clear
green liquid crystal display is probably one of the
best that I have ever seen, and its large digits
make it easy to read from quite a distance. Also,
like the way that the keys have a definite 'click'
to them, and that they all serve only one
purpose - no confusing multi -function keys to
confuse you. Ted says that his AR3030 has a
forward -facing speaker; I think that this must
identify his receiver as being one of the early
models, as mine has got a downward -facing
speaker on the underside of the case. I like the
idea of having the computer interface fully
installed within the receiver 'from day one',
instead of having to buy one as an accessory. I
would agree with Ted though - and John Wilson
too - the r.f. gain control is very useful when the
receiver is being overloaded by strong signals.
For some time now, I have been considering
buying another receiver. I was talking to
somebody about World War 2 'spy set' and
suitcase radios, and we got talking about a
receiver that seemed to appear from nowhere,
and then literally disappear! A few years ago,
there appeared on the second-hand market a
number of 'anonymous grey box' type receivers,
with only a small plate saying 'Mark 328'. At the
time, these were referred to as the 'Mark 328
Spy Set' in all the adverts that I can remember.
Certainly, their origin was never revealed, and
there were no clues as to who they were
manufactured by. Over the years, I have heard
numerous stories about where they came from
and who originally manufactured them, but I
have never seen any conclusive proof for any of
the stories. All that I can really remember was
that they were grey in colour, and about the size
of a standard house -brick - not a very good
description, but that's all that I can recall.
So, now I'm searching for one of these
receivers. If anyone knows of one 'for sale',
please get in touch. If you have one that you no
longer use, or find that it is taking -up valuable
space, I would be very interested in hearing
from you.
I

Cuba

national Cuban carrier 'Cubans de Aviacion'. He
says that he is now trying to find the h.f.
frequencies used by air traffic flying between
Britain & Cuba in the Caribbean. Clive says that

he has tried the North Atlantic HF Network
frequencies, but has had no success.
Well Clive, everybody that I have spoken to
has confirmed the same story - these flights do
use the NAT frequencies, but you have to be
lucky to hear them. In fact, some of my contacts
were able to supply me with some sample 'logs'
as evidence.

Flights from northern Europe to the
destinations in the Caribbean usually use the
`Southern Routes' of the North Atlantic Track
(NAT) system. From the UK, flights pass to the
south of Ireland, but are still controlled by
Shanwick. The area that your flight would fly
through is known as NAT -A, and the relevant h.f.
frequencies in use are: 3.016, 5.598, 8.906 and
13.306MHz upper sideband.
In fact, the NAT -A system comprises a
number of different control centres on either
side of the Atlantic. There is a collection of
various frequencies used by all these stations;
most are common to all the stations, but there
are a few `non-standard' ones. The stations and
assigned frequencies are as follows:

Canaries

Gander
New York
Paramaribo
Piarco
Santa Maria
Shanwick

2.962, 6.628,
17.946
3.016, 5.598,
3.016, 5.598,
17.946
6.533, 8.825
5.598, 8.906
3.016, 5.598,
(see above)

8.825, 13.306,
8.906, 13.306
8.906, 13.306,

8.906, 13.306

all MHz u.s.b.

Clive did mention that the airline uses DC -I0
aircraft leased from the French airline 'AOM:
(Air Outre Mer), and he had been searching
various NAT frequencies based upon the fact
that the aircraft are registered in France (i.e.,
`east' of the 30° West meridian). However, this
distinction is only relevant for
aircraft operating in
the NAT tracks
using the

`northern' and
`central'
routes (that
is, NAT -B,
NAT -C and

NAT -D). All
flights using
the NAT -A
system use
the same
frequencies.
The airline (Cubans de Aviacion) was set-up

Clive Bedwell writes to say that he has
recently returned from a holiday to Cuba in the

to provide flights from Europe direct to Cuba,
and uses a fleet of western -built airliners, so
they are equipped with western avionics,

Caribbean, having flown both ways with the

including Selcall equipment. The airline leases
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64 ATTLEE ROAD
HAYES,
MIDDLESEX UB4 9JE
INTERNET:

graham.tannerl@virgin.net

two DC -I0 aircraft from the French airline
`AOM'; for the record, these carry the
registrations F-GTDF (Se!call FL -CM) and FGTDG (Selcall unknown). There are times when
the DC -I0 aircraft are not available, so Ilyushin
IL -62 aircraft (similar in layout to the British
VC -I0 aircraft) are used instead. They are
`borrowed' from the parent company, the main
Cuban airline 'Cubana'. These Russian -built
aircraft are not equipped with Se!calls, but they

do carry a radio -operator as part of the flight
crew, who has to spend all of the trans -Atlantic
flight listening on h.f.
To help you searching for these flight on h.f.,
have done some research into the scheduled
flight -times for this service. Flights from Gatwick
I

to Havana operate on Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday, with departures at 15.10, 12.00 and
13.40 (London -time) respectively. The flights
from Cuba back to London are on Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, with arrivals at Gatwick

on the following day about two hours before the
above departure times. From this, you can see
that the only day when you won't hear a Cubana
flight crossing the Atlantic is Sunday. For the
best chance of hearing a Cubana flight on h.f. as
it crosses the Atlantic, I would suggest that you
start listening to the Shanwick frequencies about
30 minutes after the scheduled departure times
given above. The flight will need to contact
Shanwick before it enters the oceanic airspace,
and this is when they will pass details of the
flight routing and Selcall code. Good luck!
Just for the sake of completeness, Cubana
Airlines has its own set of h.f. frequencies, so
that their aircraft can keep in touch with
headquarters in Havana. The callsign used by the
station is 'Boyeros Cuba'. If you speak (or
understand) Spanish, you could try the following
frequencies: 3.007, 5.529, 5.544, 8.927, 11.226,
11.312, 13.330, 13.339, 17.934 and 21.985MHz.
They also have a web site with full details of

their aircraft, routes flown, and timetables point your web -browser at

http://www.cubaweb.cu/index.html

INNOVATION FOR THE NEXT MILLENNIUM

ICOM
I

ORLD lx//4<,

NIGHT VISION

from 12W99

3
2
E

USR PALM PILOT

99

from S+

SUNRISE
=
EST

1985

C)1/

7 -/AND

MAIL ORDER H TLINE

T-7/1Qt7/ 'VYJ
Fax: 0171-637 3728 E-mail: sales@sun-rise.co.uk

229 Tottenham Court Road, London 1N1

TRANSCEIVERS)
Alinco D.1-190

Alinco DJ -S41

Korn ICT-7E

Kenwood TH-22E
Alinco DI -G5

£149.99
£129.99
£284.99
£209.99
£299.99

DIGITAL CAMERAS
from £2
99

YUPITERU

M

Yaesu FT -50
Yaesu FT -11

Alinco DR -140
Alinco DR -430

/Call
£249.99
£259.99

LASER POINTERS

from £299

T

Yaesu FT -8100R

7

Yaesu FT -3000M

Icom IC -207H

Icom IC -2710H
Icorn IC-W32E

£439.99
£494.99
£349.99

MAGELLAN]
IGPS

3
0
0
0
GPS 38

GPS 15 {rework)
GPS 1)
GPS 11

GPS 11+
GPS 12X1

GPS 45XL
GPS N1AP130

GPS MAPI35

£119.99
£119.99
£149.99
£129.99
£219.99
£209.99
£219.99
£499.99

1

0

0
SCANNERS

X

Welz WS -1000

L

Uniden 220XLT

'corn IC -R10

Uniden 60XLT
Yupiteru MVT-9000

£229.99
£334.99
£169.99
£99.99
£379.99

Yupiteru MVT-7100

£139.99
£179.99
£219.99
£239.99
£459.99
£234.99
£569.99
£739.99

GPS 2000XL
GPS 3000XL
GPS 4000XL

£Call
£Call

Meridian XL

GPS NLAP175

GPS MAP 230

/Call

NAV 1200

GPS MAP220

£Call
£Call

NAV 6000

GPS III new

All prices include VAT. Next day delivery available

DLX10

NAV 6500
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Uniden BC-80XLT
AOR AR8000

Alinco DJX-10

Yupiteru VT-125MK
Netset PRO -44
AOR AR3000

Icom ICR-8500
Yaesu FRG -100

1122294..9999

£294.99
£349.99
£199.99
£129.99
&Call
11448999..9009

WXSAT & MORE

Info in Orbit
®he first high resolution image from
METEOSAT-7 (EUMETSAT's new
geostationary WXSAT) became available
just a few days after the previous edition of 'Info'
went to press in late September.
EUMETSAT announced the availability of this
first image (a small JPG-format picture) on their
web site, which I obtained just in time for last
month's edition. Figure I (a high resolution
image) appeared a few days later in the new
'flashpix' format (oh no, not another format hear you say!). A few days earlier I had upgraded
(?) my computer's operating system from
I

Windows 95 to the new Internet Explorer 4
(platform release 2). Although this was apparently
working fairly well, it would not let me download
the new format image.
Consequently, I contacted EUMETSAT and
explained my predicament to the Operations
Team. Sean Burns is the Mission Operations
Engineer in EUMETSAT Operations Division, and
he kindly E -mailed me the image in JPEG format -

for which I am very grateful.

Because of the highly flexible technology, there is
just one shift team of two controllers.
Routine spacecraft commands are stored in a
computer at MCC and transmitted automatically,
according to the schedule. Spacecraft health is
displayed on colour -coded consoles and health
parameters are monitored. Any parameters
outside the pre -defined limits causes the sounding
of an audible alarm together with the highlighting
of the parameter involved. Image data is
processed in real-time, line -by-line, to remove
imperfections, and re -sampling is performed to
rectify images to produce a standard image as
from the satellite's nominal longitude.
Each image format is extracted for
dissemination by the two METEOSAT channels
and sent back, via the communications link, to
Fucino, for uplink to the spacecraft and
transmission to users. The European sectors
receive priority so that retransmission is started
within three minutes of the end of the image
acquisition scan.
The MCC also includes an independent 'User
Station Display Facility' which has its own

METEOSAT-7 Tests

reception equipment to monitor exactly what the

During September I was one of many people
experiencing some form of interference during
reception of METEOSAT WEFAX. Contacting
EUMETSAT operations, Sean Burns confirmed
that METEOSAT-7 was transmitting METEOSAT-6
WEFAX simultaneously with METEOSAT-6, but
from longitude 10°VV. I set up my Yagi antenna to
point to the west of METEOSAT-7, and was able
to collect excellent images (from M-7) - but they
still carried the METEOSAT-6 logo.

monitored to allow immediate action to be taken
if any problem occurs.

users receive. Both channels are simultaneously

METEOSAT Control
In order for users to receive telemetry from
METEOSAT a considerable network of
communications has been set up. The
METEOSAT Primary Ground Station (PGS) is
based at Fucino in Italy (east of Rome), in a facility
owned by EUMETSAT, within a commercially
operated centre serving other satellites as well. A
back-up ground station is operating at Weilheim
in southern Germany. The primary station
handles raw image transmissions and transmits
processed data to users via METEOSAT's WEFAX
channels.

The system has considerable 'redundancy'
built in, and no operating staff are actually
required! Engineering support is available for
maintenance, and normal operations are
supervised by the Mission Control Centre (MCC)
in Darmstadt. The two centres (PGS and MCC)
are connected via two independent high speed
data links, one utilising INTELSAT. Data
processing is performed at the MCC, as is the
'housekeeping' monitoring of the satellite's health.

Lannion Uplinks
Have you ever wondered about those
METEOSAT 'Lannion' images from GOES? MeteoFrance has a large antenna at Lannion, provided
and maintained by EUMETSAT. This is used for
operations with satellites other than METEOSAT.
The antenna receives images directly from GOES E (currently GOES -8) at 75°W longitude, every
three hours. The images are re -formatted for
transmission from METEOSAT. Images from GMS
(the Japanese WXSAT) are received using
conventional communications systems, and are
uplinked to METEOSAT, and re -transmitted as
normal images. Images from GOMS (Russian
WXSAT) located at 76°E are similarly received
and re -transmitted by METEOSAT. By these
means, METEOSAT images provide an almost
complete global monitoring system for those
having basic WEFAX reception systems.
EUMETSAT believes that there are over 200
PDUS systems and nearly 2000 SDUS (WEFAX)
systems in operation.

Economic Benefits of METEOSAT
A survey of European meteorological services has
shown that METEOSAT provides Europe with an
annual benefit of 130 million ECU (or over twice
the annual expenditure on the METEOSAT
Programme averaged over ten years). Tropical
disturbances originating off the west coast of

LAWRENCE HARRIS

5 BURNHAM PARK ROAD
PEVERELL

PLYMOUTH

DEVON PL3 5QB

E-mail:lawrenceh@ndirect.co.uk

Africa can be monitored during their westerly
movement, and the USA hurricane forecasting
agency use the information to assess the possible
development of hurricanes. My thanks to
EUMETSAT for providing a considerable amount

of information on all operations of the
METEOSAT system, from which this summary
was based.

Current WXSATs
Word from Mike Kenny of Satellite Engineering,
Bureau of Meteorology, in Melbourne, Australia,
is that the CIS satellite METEOR 3-5 will continue
as the operational WXSAT. I mentioned
previously that I have experienced a quality
reduction in my METEOR images. Colin Paton
and Phillip Stemp wrote confirming similar
experiences of METEOR 3-5 images. Phillip told
me of his station: the antenna is a pair of crossed dipoles feeding his much modified Dymar 2000
p.m.r. receiver.
He has modified the frequency synthesiser to
include all polar orbiting channels, and used the
f.m. squelch facility on the radio (which is basically
an a.m. receiver, but uses f.m. for the squelch) for
demodulation. He fitted a 50kHz filter, taken from
an old Pye Pocketfone PF1. Phillip suffers virtually
no pager interference in spite of a pager site I km
away which gives him 6mV of signal on his 2m
vertical antenna. Phillip plans to design a
dedicated receiver during the winter.

Seasonal Changes in NOAA-14
Images
The daytime images received during the autumn
from NOAA-14 show the dramatically reduced
solar illumination, when compared with ones
obtained during summer. I kept back some
NOAA images from summer night-time and daytime passes, and thought that readers who are
new to the hobby might be interested to see the
difference. In Fig. 2 the summer day -time image
shows the hot thermal infra -red channel on the
left, and the visible -light channel on the right. The
sun was near its maximum altitude at that time
and.this raw image shows the full range of detail.
Figure 3 was obtained 'today' and shows
significantly cooler temperatures in the left
channel, and lower contrast in the visible channel.
No image enhancement has been done to either
picture.
The visible channel (2) on the left, occupies
the 0.725 to 1.0pm part of the spectrum; the
'thermal' infra -red channel (4) on the right
occupies 10.5 to 1 I.5pm.

Hurricane Season
This summer's hurricane season has seen a
number of severe
weather systems but
perhaps none so
devastating as hurricane
Pauline which hit
Acapulco in Mexico
during early October.

Figure 4 was issued by
NOAA and is a colour
composite showing
channels I, 2 and 4 from

NOAA-I2.
Quite a bit of
I: METEOSAT-7 First image
24 September 1997 noon.
Fig.

Fig. 3: NOAA- 14 I I October 1997.

Fig. 2: NOM -14 23 June 1997.
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America's hurricane belt
can be monitored by

INFO IN ORBIT

Fig. 5: METEOR 3-5 image of the
eastern Mediterranean from Alan

Fig. 7: NOM -14 UK at
1409UTC on 9 September from
Ray Butcher.

Fig. 6: METEOSAT-6 mid -day 23
September from Tim Healey.

.9

NOAA-11 16/09./91 1300 UTC rechl,g=U11-2,b=ch4

Hurricane Pauline

NOAA/NESDIS

Fig. 4: NOM -12 image of hurricane Pauline on 9
October, courtesy NOM.

METEOSAT users watching the GOES -8 (E) retransmissions (LX, LY and LZ). The DI (infra -red
north Atlantic) images frequently show the
remnants of hurricanes dissipating in the Atlantic.

Internet Site Update
The NOAA organisation operates a number of
sites on the Internet for providing access to their
varied programmes. Many of these are linked
(albeit in a complex manner) to specialist areas of
satellite and non -satellite activities. Anyone
wishing to see the latest images of severe
weather (such as hurricane Pauline above) can
visit the site:

http://goeshp.wwb.noaa.gov/special.html
This is frequently updated to carry topical
images, and such has been its popularity that
equipment upgrades have been required to
permit increased access to the site. Also available
for download when I visited in mid -October were
images from previous hurricanes and cyclones,
and river flood images from earlier in the year.

INSAT-2D Spacecraft Lost
India's most advanced geostationary
communications and weather satellite
experienced a major power failure on Wednesday
October leaving the system shutdown
indefinitely. Reports from the Indian Space
Research Organisation (ISRO) indicate the

longer (because they are higher above your QTH)
yet still provide rather better image resolution.
An illustration of the effect of this difference
in orbital height is seen in Fig. 5, sent by Alan
Jarvis of Cardiff. His METEOR 3-5 image shows
an extreme easterly pass in which the WXSAT
rose only 2.7° above his horizon! Alan identified
Baghdad on the image, the river Euphrates, and
the nearby lakes. The picture is the more
remarkable considering that Alan's antenna is a
turnstile mounted in his loft, and his altitude is
only about 12m.

Correspondence
Stephen Legg of Fareham had a particular
interest in monitoring MIR activities, especially
while astronaut Michael Foale was onboard.
Apparently Michael has links with Portsmouth and
was involved in the raising of the Tudor ship Mary
Rose. Stephen sent me a transcript of a
conversation monitored on 145.985MHz
(amateur radio) in which Michael talked about
their busy schedule and the "fantastic view of the
stars".

Tim Healey is a fellow Plymothian who now
operates a METEOSAT WEFAX and polar orbiter
receiving station at home. He sent in Fig. 6
which is a WEFAX image of the earth scanned at
mid -day on 23 September in visible -light. Tim is
evidently aware of my local media activities (I
provide a free astro-information service, in the
sense that the television, radio and paper do not
pay for the large number of chats I provide!) and
Tim asked me what tablets I take to give me the
energy for it all!

I

satellite lost earth lock for the second time,
preventing the system from providing
telecommunication services.
The INSAT-2D spacecraft was launched four
months ago onboard an Arianespace booster
from the Guiana Space Centre, Kourou, French
Guiana. The previous satellite - INSAT-IC - built

WXSAT Orbital Heights

Argentina's MICROSAT-I (MuSAT- I

) is

operational and telemetry from it can be heard
on I 37.95MHz n.b.f.m. Listen for short bursts of
Morse every 90 seconds. The signal is strong and
easy to receive.

In The Pipeline
Several WXSAT hobbyists who prefer to
construct as much of their equipment as possible
have built antennas. Although the most popular
type for WXSATs is the crossed -dipole, I have
seen comments on the Internet forums
concerning the QFH - quadrifilar helix antenna.
Robert Cobey GOHBO sent me details of a
re -designed model built by Bill G2HCG and
himself. Robert has been using this antenna with
very good results. He has mounted it in the loft
of his chalet bungalow and regularly receives
pictures of 13-14 minutes duration, all usable,
without the use of a preamp. I hope to include
further information about this design in a
forthcoming column.

Launches
NOAA-K (15) is currently scheduled for a
February 1998 launch into a morning (0730)
orbit. The a.p.t. frequency will probably be
137.50MHz.

NOAA-I4 transmits a.p.t. on I 37.62MHz
NOAA-I2 transmits a.p.t. on 137.50MHz
NOAAs transmit beacon data on 137.77 or

Shuttle Launch Schedule
STS -87 Columbia is scheduled for a 19 November

flight into a 28.45° inclination orbit.

METEOR 3-5 uses I37.85MHz
OKEAN-4 and SICH-I use 137.40MHz
METEOSAT-5 (geostationary) uses 1691 and
I 694.5MHz for WEFAX
GOES -8 (western horizon where receivable) uses
1691 MHz for WEFAX
MIR voice communications use 143.625MHz.

STS -89 Endeavour is scheduled for a 15

January launch into the MIR orbit for a docking
mission to deliver a double -module.
A comprehensive listing of all Shuttle flights
and payloads, together with associated
information is available from me as the Shuttle
Pack. Please include £1 (secured) and stamped

s.a.e. for the A4 booklet.

Kepler Elements - MIR and Shuttle
I

If you check the heights of NOAA and METEOR
WXSATs using a suitable satellite tracking
program, you will find that NOAA-12's average
orbital height is about 8I5km, NOAA-14 is a little
higher at 850km, and METEOR 3-5 orbits at a
little under 1200km - much higher than the
NOAAs. Remembering that the NOAAs also
include two separate spectral frequencies in each
image line it follows that - all other factors being
equal - METEOR WXSATs can be monitored for

Another Non-WXSAT Frequency

Frequencies

I 36.77MHz

by Ford Aerospace, was also lost a few years ago
after it experienced a power failure. INSAT-2D
was built by the ISRO.
The 2000kg spacecraft is controlled by the
Hassan master control facility located about
150km from Bangalore, India. INSAT-2D was
launched on 3 June aboard an Ariane 44L booster
from the Guiana Space Centre, French Guiana,
South America. (Source: Launchspace Newsline).

Ray Butcher of Cardiff sent in Fig. 7 which
was his first WXSAT image obtained using the
sound -card decoding program on his computer.
The image shows Britain basking in sunshine
during one of the warm, sunny days we enjoyed
during September.

2

For a print-out of the latest WXSAT elements, MIR, and the Shuttle (if in orbit), send a
stamped addressed envelope and secured 20p coin or separate, extra stamp. Transmission
frequencies are given for operating satellites. This data originates from NASA.
I also send monthly Kepler print-outs to many people. To join the list please send a
`subscription' of
(secured, plus four self-addressed, stamped envelopes) for four editions.
You can have Kepler data as a computer disk file containing recent elements for the WXSATs,
and a large file holding elements for thousands of satellites. A print-out is included, identifying
NASA catalogue numbers (for the WXSATs, amateur radio satellites, and others of general
interest), ideal for automatic updating of your tracking software. Please enclose 50p with your
PC -formatted disk and stamped return envelope.
I

3
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Timestep
Advanced Weather Satellite users
will by now have read about our
new TRACK II prediction software. Full screen colour graphics
and 6 simultaneous satellites are
just some of the amazing features.
For the ultimate in detail we offer
HRPT digital systems with five
1.1km ground sensors, towns and
rivers are clearly visible. For
everyday use we also have the
PDUS digital Meteosat system
that takes 2.5km data every 30
minutes. Timestep PDUS colour
animate is used several times a day
by Anglia Television because of its
very high resolution combined
with spectacular colour.
Forecasters will appreciate temperature calibrated 30 minute interval
images.

PROsat II is used by most leading
Weather Satellite enthusiasts.
They have come to rely on the
vastly superior features of PROsat
II. Features such as 1,000 frame
full screen full colour animate, 3D,
direct temperature readout, latitude -longitude overlays and country outlines from NOAA, and
Windows export make Timestep
products preferred by most serious
users. All satellites are catered for
including the awkward Japanese
GMS and the very infrequent
Soviet Okean series. All current
SVGA cards are supported.
NOAA images contain full resolution visible and infrared data in a
stunning 2.4Mb file!

If you really are serious about
Weather Satellites, phone or write
us now for a colour catalogue and
find out why the world's experts
including Arthur C. Clarke use and
recommend our equipment.

A full range of separate Antennas,
Preamplifiers, Cables, Receivers
and accessories are held in stock.

England

Timestep PO Box 2001 Newmarket CB8 8QA
Fax: 01440 820281

Tel: 01440 820040

DEMODULATORS FOR JVFAX HAMCOMM
RADIORAFT DL4SAW SSTV & POCSAG

GET WEATHER INFORMATION
046.20

THE ORIGINAL RECEIVE ONLY with 25 way 'D' type £16.99
POCSAG RECEIVE version (as above, with variable hysteresis) £19.99
TRANSMIT version (Pocsag Rx + Fax/SSTV/HamComm Tx) £24.99
25 to 9 way Adaptor £3.00. Shareware on 15" HD Disks

Haven't you always
wanted a
weather station?
The Weather Wizard III
combines all the most requested features
Actual Size:
into one incredible package!
130 x 150mm
- FEATURES INCLUDE Optional PC Interface
Wind Chill
Inside & Outside Temps
Optional Rain Collector
Alarms
Wind Speed & Direction

JVFAX7 + HamComm3.1 + PKTMON12 + NEWPOCSAG (PD2.04) £2.50
RADIORAFT Version 2.12 £2.50

DL4SAW SSTV (V1.2) £2.50

REGISTERED VERSIONS OF SOFTWARE
NOW ALSO INCLUDING RADIORAFT
DL4SAW (GSHPC) SSTV (V2.21) £34.99 HamComm3.1 £19.99
*NEW* POCSAG (P02.04) £19.99 RadioRaft Version 2.12 £19.99
All prices UK/Eire inc VAT + P&P. For non-EU deduct 17.5% VAT
All products (except software) carry a full money back guarantee.
id - British Isles add U.! o
Minimum Credit Card order f15.01 0

only,

Highs & Lows
SEND FOR FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE

ICS Electronics Ltd

Unit V Rudford Industrial Estate
FORD Arundel West Sussex BN18 OBD

Pervisell Ltd, 8 Temple End, High Wycombe, Bucks.
HP13 5DR Tel: (01494) 443033 Fax: (01494) 448236
e-mail ham@pervisell.com
http://www.pervise I

MI

FIRST HAND!

=

E199.1°

= 63

d

Tel: 01903 731101 Fax: 01903 731105

fthiG1-11DECK1
The Airbanc/ Shop

COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LIMITED
170 Goldhawk Road, London W12 8HJ
Day Tel: 0181-743 0899 Fax: 0181-749 3934
E-mail: .iacomelli@colomor.demon.co.uk

MANCHESTER'S PREMIER AVIATION STORE

VALVES WANTED - NEW AND BOXED

We stock all the enthusiast needs

Scanners, Books, Models, Videos, Charts,
Apparel, Software and more.
Send £1.00 (no coins please) for our illustrated
catalogue or visit our web site at:
www.flightdeck.co.uk
Flightdeck, Dept SW, 192 Wilmslow Road
Heald Green, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 38H
Tel: 0161-499 9350. Fax: 0161-499 9349
E-mail: FlightDek@aol.com

KT66
KT88
EL34
EL84
EL37
DA30

GEC
GEC
Mullard
Mullard
Mullard
GEC

PT15
DA100
4212E
PX25

GEC
STC

D030

PX4

Globe shaped
Globe shaped

£40.00
£60.00
£15.00
£4.00
£12.00
£80.00

ECC83
EF86
GZ34
GZ32
ECC33
ECC32
£100.00 ea 6SN7GT
£10.00 ea B65
£150.00 ea L63
£150.00 ea 53KU
£100.00 ea GZ37
£60.00 ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Mullard
Mullard
Mullard
Mullard

£3.50
£3.50
£5.00
£5.00
£5.00
£5.00
£3.00
£5.00
£3.00
£5.00
£2.00

ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea
ea

Valves must be W European to achieve price
PLEASE PHONE, POST OF FAX LISTS, FOR PROMPT DECISION AND PAYMENT. LARGE STOCK OF
VALVES AVAILABLE. ALSO AR88 SPARES AND RA17 SPARES. PLEASE SEND SAE FOR LISTS.
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DATA MODES
MIKE RICHARDS G4WNC
PO BOX 1863, RINGWOOD, HANTS BH24 3XD

Decode
New Internet Details
I've just changed my Internet Service Provider
from Pipex to BT so you need to note the new
address for E-mail and for my Web site. The
prime reason for the change is simply price - let's
hope I don't regret it! The initial period indicates
that the typical transfer speeds I'm experiencing
are roughly the same as I had when I was with
Pipex. Although I've changed over to BT the
Pipex account doesn't actually close until
February '98. However, I have already moved the
Web site to the new address so you ought to
update any bookmarks you keep.

Weather On The Net
One of the common interests shared by a great
many 'Decode' listeners is a fascination with the
weather and the wealth of information that can
be decoded from the air waves. However, several
readers have also asked if this data is available
over the Internet and if so where's the best place
to look. This month I'll take you through some of
the sites that I and some 'Decode' readers have
found to be particularly useful. Just as many
people are amazed at the information available on
h.f., there's a staggering amount available on the
Internet.
If it's satellite images that catch your interest
then you will find everything from historical
examples of notable weather events through to
the latest European Meteosat images just an hour
or two old. For the more technically, minded
there are a huge number of weather charts
available covering all parts of the globe and
everything from icebergs to upper -air data! If you
really don't want to bother with your own
analysis, you can even get weather charts just like
those you see presented on the TV along with
basic plain text reports and forecasts.
For a really direct view of life you can even
access what are known as 'weather -cams'. These
are literally closed circuit TV cameras that you
can access via the Internet. All you actually get is
an image file but most sites up -date these very

Fig.

E-mail: mike.elainegbtinfernet.com
Web: Imp://www.btintemet.comi-mikespage

regularly so you really can see for yourself what
the weather is like at the destination site. Whilst
these 'weather -cams' can be found all over the
place they seem to be particularly common in
North America. Whilst I will list the full site URLs
as I go, a particularly good way to keep up-to-date
with the latest sites as they come on-line is to use
one of the popular Web search engines. If it's UK
based information you're after I've found that the
Yellow Pages site is particularly good, all you need

to do is go to http://www.yell.co.uk By
searching with the UK preference selected you
will be presented with all the Web sites with a
UK relevance that include some form of weather
information. The search seems to be quite fast
and certainly turned -up a lot of interesting sites
when I tried it out.
If you want to look further afield just don't
click the UK box. One particularly interesting site
is called 'WeatherNet' and can be found at

http://cirrus.sprl.umich.edu/wxnet. This very
powerful site boasts a great search engine where
you can enter just a town, country or even Zip
code and it will go away and search the Internet
for an up-to-date weather forecast. This really
powerful feature can sometimes be a bit slow, but
it's generally well worth the wait. The information
is presented as a simple table showing such things
as temperature, humidity, cloud cover, etc.
However, you can then click on the link for that
particular report and get even more detail
depending on the originating site. The list will also
often show several reports for the same
town/city and you can compare the forecasts to
get perhaps a more realistic view of what's likely
to happen. Another really excellent feature on
this site is the extensive links to weather related
software for download.

I didn't have time to try them all out but there
looked to be some really interesting stuff for
anyone with a keen interest in weather. If it's
weather satellite images you want, it's well worth
taking a look at the main Met Office Web site at

http://www.meto.govt.uk The forecasts
available from this site are pretty limited and
mainly restricted to textual reports. However,
you can get a handy update on the current

I.

weather conditions around the UK. But getting
back to satellite pictures, the Met Office do offer
the very latest infrared and visual Meteosat
pictures. Generally these are taken at 0000, 0600,
1200, 1800 for IR images and 1200 for the visual
image. You will normally find the images are
actually updated about half an hour after the
image times. The satellite pictures are presented
as remarkably good quality JPEG images. Whilst
you'll find Meteosat images elsewhere on the
Internet, most are much poorer quality than the
ones you'll find here. Another interesting place to
visit for European information is the European
Centre for Medium Range Weather Forecasts or
ECMWF. This site is to be found at

http://www.ecmwf.int and is particularly good
as a source of 3 to 5 day weather charts - ideal if
you're using the weather information to predict
changes in radio propagation. If you want to
overdose on UK based weather information then
the Very Useful UK Weather Page (yes, that really
is the right name) is a pretty good place to start.
This can be found at

http://www.maalla.demon.co.uk/UKweather Another surprisingly interesting site is
the Jersey Met Office. They have a very colourful
site that has some well chosen links to take you
directly to some of the more interesting weather
data sources. If you really want to impress your
friends choose the cloud cover chart from this

site (http://user.super.net.uld-jnet). This will
take you to France Met and a really excellent
computer simulation of the forecast cloud cover.
This is really impressive - as you can see from
fig. 3. If you want to go global, Bill Clark has
written with a few examples that he's found. To
check out your SYNOP conversion programs you
could visit

http://ws3 2 Luncc.edu/datalsurface/syn Here
you'll find full sets of five figure weather data from
all around the world in the same format as if
you'd received it with a RTTY program. What's
more, it updated every three hours! Another
really good place is the ftp site at

ftp://www.nws.noaa.gov/fax/ - this contains a
huge archive of FAX charts including the
important ASXX, FSXX and FUXX charts

Fig.: ASXX EGRR MSLP Anaylysis from from MET ITOPS Bracknell. I 7 October
1997 I 533UTC.
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Anyway that's about enough for now but please
write and let me know if you are aware of any
really good places for weather data.

'V METE()

Another important point

LEI FRANCE

about the program is that
it concentrates on teaching
you the rhythm of the
code. Once you've cracked
this you will be surprised
at how high a speed you
can read in short bursts.
The UltraPak program
supplied on Disk D, is
really only any good if you

Proven Software
Several readers have written to me and to PDSL
asking about the programs that are offered as
part of my Readers' Offer. Looking back over the
columns I can see I haven't really covered this for
some time - so here goes!
Disk A is the one that probably sits best with
Decode readers as it contains vital decoding
software. JVFAX has become something of an
industry standard for combined FAX and SSTV
reception, though it's perhaps most often used
for FAX. To run the program you just need a
standard PC with at least a 386 processor and a
VGA card. You will also need an h.f. receiver
capable of resolving s.s.b. signals. To make the
connection to your receiver you will also need a
simple interface lead. This is known as a JVFAX or
HAMCOMM lead and comprises a voltage
comparator and associated components that are
used to convert the audio signal from the
receiver into a squared -up signal that the
computer software can process.
If you're interested in home construction you
will find full details with the JVFAX
documentation. However, if you'd really rather
buy a ready built unit, take a look through the
adverts in SWM or go straight for the units from
Pervisell. The good thing about these leads is that
JVFAX/HAMCOMM has become the standard and
the majority of the other programs are set-up to
use the same lead. This not only keeps the cost
down, but it also makes it easy to try alternative
programs.
HAMCOMM is the major shareware program
for the reception and transmission of RTTY and
AMTOR modes. Again, it's an industry standard
and will operate on very basic PCs. The final
program on Disk A is WXFAX3.2. This is a very
handy database of weather FAX stations and
makes an ideal companion for JVFAX.
The second disk, Disk B, is really designed for
more advanced listeners that want to experiment
or maybe are well into home construction. The
DSP starter programs comprise a suit of
programs written by Johan Forrer. The files in the
PSA directory are intended to operate with a
PSA soundcard such as the once popular Orchid
Soundwave 32. The programs directly interface
with the card and use the on -board DSP to
process and decode RTTY and Pactor signals.
The programs are fully functional but lack the

operate using a Packet

radio TNC. The program
has been designed to work
as an interface between
the complex Packet
commands and the

7T a !NAT LUITTD

Fig. 3: From Meteo France. 18 October 1997 1200UTC.

operational frills that you might expect from a
modern computing program. Moving on to the
DSK directory, this contains similar software to
the PSA suite but it is designed to drive a Texas
DSP Starter Kit. This is a basic DSP chip with
supporting hardware that features audio
inputs/outputs and a data connection to the serial
port of a PC. This is obviously designed for the
serious experimenter, but can nevertheless be
very rewarding. The final program on this disk is
the Texas Device selector. Again this is for the
constructor and provides a simple way to choose
the right linear product from the Texas range.
The program is not fully up-to-date but it still
provides some useful information.
Disk C contains the excellent NuMorse tutor
system. This is important simply because Morse
code is the only data mode that you can decode
without any sophisticated electronics! Whilst
learning Morse may seem a little old hat in this
age of information technology where every other
person seems to have their own cellular 'phone!
Learning Morse can be very useful even if you
don't intend to use it as a main mode of
communication. If you listen around the utility
stations you will find that many of them still send
their callsign in Morse code from time to time. If
you have learnt the basic Morse code you will find
this information vital in the quest to identify
stations. NuMorse approaches the education
process in a very well structured way and
includes all manner of techniques to make sure
you learn all the characters at the same rate.

TTT

operator to ensure the
operator gets the best
from the system.
Finally on Disk 5, we

have the Mscan programs.
These are later generation
FAX and SSTV programs that are packed with a
host of features, but really excel when used for

SSTV. An important point to note about all the
programs is that they are supplied as Shareware
with no payment having been made to the author.
In all cases the registration fee is very reasonable,
so if you are intending to use the program
regularly please make sure you send the required
donation to the author. When doing this please
pay careful attention to the payment method
requested by the author. If you don't stick with
this you may find that most of the registration fee
disappears in bank charges!

Latest FAQ
From the Worldwide Utility News club comes
the very latest version of their excellent Digital
Signals FAQ compiled by Stan Scalsky and Mike

Chance. The latest version (V5) can be

downloaded from the WUN site

(http://www.gem.ned-berri/wun) When I
looked it was sitting in the Utility Files Archive
but it may have been included in the main utility
files by the time you read this. As far as I know
the only way to get this is to download it from
the Internet. If you know different please let me
know. Incidentally the WUN is very well worth
keeping an eye on as they handle lots of really
useful information for the keen utility
listener.

Readers' Special Offers
If you'd like a copy of HAMCOMM/JVFAX, etc. I've arranged a very special offer with the Public Domain and Shareware Library

(PDSL). They have put together a library set of all five disks for just L12.00, all inclusive.
Using PDSL also makes ordering simpler as they accept all the usual credit cards so you can order by phone - you don't even
have to write a letter. Please direct all orders and enquiries about this disk set to PDSL Winscombe House, Beacon Road,
Crowborough, Sussex TN6 1UL. Tel: (01892) 663298 and request library volume:H008739abcde.
IBM PC Software (1.44Mb disks):
Disk A - JVFAX 7. I , HAMCOMM 3.1 and WXFAX 3.2

Disk B - DSP Starter plus Texas device selection software.
Disk C - NuMorse 1.3
Disk D - UltraPak 4.0
Disk E - Mscan 1.3 and 2.0
Don't forget to keep an eye on my Web page for all the latest hot software.
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RDS Multi -band digital preset stereo world radio PLL digital tuner with FM/MW/LW/SW wave band
coverage 307 memories - (261 on SW, 18 MW, 18 FM, 9 on LW plus priority station)
RDS (Radio Data System) station name SSB (USB/LSB) 40Hz/step fine tuning AM RF gain control
Five tuning methods - direct frequency tuning, auto scan, manual tuning, memory recall, rotary tuning
ATS (Auto Tuning System) - auto scan and pre-set stations in signal strength priority (FM/MW/LW)
Continuous AM coverage 1 53kHz

PLL multi -band digital preset stereo world radio
5 tuning methods: direct frequency keying, auto -scan,

- 29.999MHz. RRP £200.00
PLL multi -band digital preset stereo world radio cassette
recorder 5 tuning methods: direct frequency keying, auto -scan,

manual scan, memory
recall and rotary

manual scan, memory
recall and rotary

TIME

45 preset stations

Dual time

RECORDING

clock/alarm

START

45 preset stations

Receive single side band and CW

Dual time

transmissions

clock/alarm

Continuous AM

Receive single side band and CW

coverage 1 50kHz -

29.999MHz

RRP £160.00

transmissions

Continuous AM

RC828

coverage 150kHz

- 29.999MHz

PLL multi -band digital preset stereo world radio
Automatic tuning system scans the band and puts the 9

RRP £220.00

strongest signals into

memory automatically

(not on SW)
5 tuning methods

PLL multi -band digital
preset stereo world radio

and 45 preset stations

5 tuning methods and 45

Dual time

preset stations

clock/alarm with
precise setting

Dual time display
Clock/alarm
Complete with soft carrying

Complete with auto
dual voltage AC adaptor, portable short wave aerial, stereo
earphones and soft carrying pouch

pouch

Continuous AM coverage

Continuous AM coverage 1 53kHz - 29.999MHz

150kHz - 29.999MHz

RRP £130.00

RRP £100.00

Contact Roberts Radio Ltd. for further details or local stockists
Tel: 01709 571722

Fax: 01709 571255
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SERVICE MANUALS

TELFORD ELECTRONICS

& Technical Books

Available for most equipment, any make, age or model.
Technical Book at d Manual Compilations now on CD-ROM.
Return the coupo for your FREE catalogue on Floppy Disks.

Old Officers Mess, Hoo Farm, Humbers Lane, Horton
Telford, Shropshire TF6 6DL.

Tasl, on

Tel: 01952 605451 Fax: 01952 677978

.?'ce
0,0 c10-Vs45

MAURItRON TECHNICAL SERVICES (SWM)
E3 8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor, Oxon OX9 4QY. =

RACAL HF COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER

TEL: 01844 351694. FAx: 01844 352554.
E-mail:- sa

@mauritron.co.uk Web Site:- http//dialspace.dial.pipex.com/mawitron/

Type: RA1792. 150kHz - 30MHz Modes: LSB,

Please forward our latest disc catalogues for which I enclose 4 x 1st class stamps or
£5.00 for he complete Service Manuals Index on PC disc plus catalogue.

USB, AM, CW & FM Filters fitted: 0.3kHz, 1.0kHz,
3.2kHz. 6kHz, & 16kHz Digital A.G.C. Scan facility

NAME
ADDRESS

100 channel memory C/W documentation
PRICE:

POSTCODE
Ph tocopy this coupon if you do not wish to cut the magazine

WEATHER

MONITORING AT A GLANCE
* * Computer Datalogger Available * *

£750.00 (CARRIAGE (UK) £20)

Prices from

only £199
WIND SPEED
& DIRECTION
only

Features (depen ent on model)
* WIND SPEE & DIRECTION
* ELEGANT M HOGANY CABINET (choice of light or dark)
* BAROMETRIC PRESSURE
* HUMIDITY DEW POINT
* RAINFALL

Advertisements are expected to conform to rules and standards
laid down by the Advertising Standards Authority. Most do.
The few that don't we'd like you to write in about.

* OUTSIDE TEMPERATURE
with MIN & MAX - C & F
* COMPUTER INTERFACE

*SUNSHINE1 rs.
* 12-24V or M INS

And if you'd like a copy of these rules for press, poster and
cinema advertisements, please send for our booklet. It's free.

Send for colour

brochure ow to:

R&D

The Advertising Standards Authority.
We're here to put it right.V

ELECTR NICS
Tel (01843 866662
Fax (01843 866663
Beaufort H use, Percy Ave, Kingsgate, Broadstairs, Kent CTIO 3LB

ASA Ltd., 2 Torrington Place, London WC1E 7HW

MS -Windows Radio Related Software

JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD

Visual Radio £69.00 + £2.50 P&P (if in UK) or

20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes, Fife, Scotland KY7 5DF
Tel: p1592 756962 Fax No. 101592) 610451
Opening ho rs: Tues-Fri 9am to 5pm. Sat 9am to 4pm. Closed Sun & Mon.

£5.00 air mail

Suppons: ICOM all models (including the R-8500); JRC
NRD-525, NRD-535; KENWOOD all models; RACAL

RS -232 control for MS -Windows with AF spectrum display,
dual operation and database.

6790/GM; YAESU FT -736, FT -840, FT -900, FT -990, FT -1000,
FRIOOOMP, FRG -100, FRG -8800; selected AOR radios.

For details send an SAE to Simon Collings, Radio Communications Consultant, 46 St. Michaels Road, Cheltenham,
Gloucestershire GL51 5RR. Tel/Fax: (01242) 514429 (auto switching).

KENWOOO, YAESU & ICOM APPROVED DEALERS

Send 3 x 1.44MS floppy disks + return postage for demo.
simon.collings@cableinetco.ukE-mail: Website: http//wkweb4.cableinet.co.uk/simon.collings

A good stock of new and secondhand equipment always in stock

VISA; MASTERCARD, EUROCARD, DELTA CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

YAESU, ICOM, AOR etc.

VALVES WANTED KT88, PX4, PX25, KT66, KT77.

SALES & SERVICE Holdings of Blackburn Ltd. Inc. 1952, Yaesu
Agents since 1972. G3LLL 40+years in electronics. Best prices for callers [try us
with cheque or 'real money' if you want to bargain] only xyl and self to
pay so we can afford to give good prices - valves and CW filters for
old Yaesu eg. Phone, normally open Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
Lunch 12.00-1.30 but phone first we enjoy a few holidays!

Must be W. European manufacture to achieve price. Any audio valve
considered. Top prices paid, prompt decision and payment. Please ask for
our new Wanted List. Visitors, please phone for an appointment.

G3LLL HOLDINGS, AMATEUR ELECTRONICS
45 JOHNSTON STREET, BLACKBURN, BB2 1EF

Billington Export Ltd., Billingshurst, West Sussex R1114 9EZ.

Te : (01403) 784961 Fax: (01403) 783519

(01254) 59595

NORTHERN SHORTWAVE
CENTRE

LAR CCII/IMUNICATION CENTRE ESTABLISHED 21 YEARS
12 Station Road, Crossgates, Leeds LS15 7JX
Tel: 0113-232 8400

Fax: 0113-232 8401

BLACKDYKE RD, KINGSTOWN IND EST., CARLISLE, CUMBRIA CA3 OPJ

Phone/Fax: 01228 590011

Approved dealers for Kenwood, AOR, Icom, Yaesu and many others. We sell amateur radio equipment, scanners, shortwave receivers, antennas and over 800
accessories. Binks, PW and SWM. Our after sales service is second to none.

David Brown G4KFN
New and used short wave receivers, scanning radios, amateur radio
equipment and accessories plus books and magazines.

We are otMn Mon to Sat 9am to 5pm We have private customer parking.

HARD TO FIND SPECIALISED AND
UNUSUAL PC SOFTWARE

CITY & GUILDS RADIO AMATEURS EXAM
Pass your exam the easy way with an RRC home study course.

We have the largest range of specialised technical, scientific and rare programs for
DOS and Windows in Europe, on CD ROM or Floppy disk.
1000s of programs in 250+ categories including Electronics, Radio, Audio, Maths,
Chemistry, Music, Education, Engineering etc.

For details write or phone:

THE RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE,
Dept JV400, Tuition House,
London SWI9 4DS.
Tel: 0181 9472211.

11111111

SEND STAMPED SAE FOR FREE PRINTED CATALOGUE OF 4000+ ITEMS.

RRC

PDSL Dept SW, Winscombe House, Beacon Rd, Crow -borough, Sussex TN6 1UL

Tel: 01892 663298
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Fax: 01892 667473

BROADCAST SCENE
BRIAN ODDY G3FEX

LM&S
©et another year is drawing to a close how time flies! Since the early days of
"wireless" listeners have searched the
bands for broadcasts from stations in distant
places and it is still a very popular aspect of this
hobby.

Numerous stations now occupy the bands and
it is often difficult to find and identify them. The
aim of this series is to act as a guide. It is based
upon reports from listeners and to them I send
my sincere thanks at this time. I wish them and all
readers a Happy Christmas and good listening in
the New Year.

Long Wave Reports
Note: 1.w. & m.w. frequencies in kHz; s.w. in MHz;

Time in UTC (=GMT).
Unless otherwise stated, all logs were compiled
during September.
Last month I mentioned that some listeners
had received, at night, test transmissions on

I 89kHz, which may have come from the new
long wave station in Iceland. After hearing them
at 0205UTC on July 30 Alan Roberts (Quebec,
Canada) sent a detailed report to Rikisutvarpid
(National Broadcasting Service) in Reykjavik and
he has since received confirmation that they were
testing at that time. They informed him that their
new transmitter,
Harris in the USA, is capable of 300kVV. It is
coupled to a 412m high ex US Navy Loran mast.
The station is located at Gufuskalar, on the tip of
a peninsular in W.Iceland. They also mentioned
that their station at Elder in E.Iceland will soon be
operational on 207kHz with I 00kW to a 240m
high tower. Up in Shetland, John Slater
(Scalloway) received the I89kHz transmission
during daylight on September 15 - it rated SINPO
34343 at 094OUTC.

Medium Wave Reports
Some of the broadcasts from m.w. stations in
E.Canada and E.USA reached our shores at night
during September. On the 14th Robert
Connolly (Kilkeel, N.Ireland) logged CFRA
Ottawa, ON on 580 as 22222 at 0255 and
CHAM Hamilton, ON on 820 as 22222 at 0305.
He also found the conditions favourable on the
22nd - CJYQ in St. John's, NF on 930 peaked
32332 at 0145; CBY Corner Brook, NF on 990
was 33333 at 0155 and VOCM St.John's, NF on
590 was 22222 at 0210.
The broadcasts from CJYQ on 930 were
heard every night from the 17th, though not
always positively identified, by Brian Keyte in
Gt.Bookham. At 0258 on the 19th they rated
23232. On the 20th he logged WNRB Boston,
MA on 1510 as 33323 at 0030. On the 25th
VOCM was 31321 at 2335; WQEW in New York,
NY on 1560 was 23322 at 2354; WTOP
Washington, DC on 1500 was 23232 at 0013. On
the 29th, John Slater logged CJYQ as S10121 at

THREE CORNERS
MERRYFIELD WAY

STORRINGTON
WEST SUSSEX RH2O 4NS

from distant local radio stations Ross Lockley
(Galashiels) noticed that ILR Signal Gold on 1170
had become Signal 2 but after midnight it
sometimes carried Signal I. He found the Classic

LONG WAVE CHART
Station

Country

53

Bechar

Algeria

53

CionebachDLE....
Bod

Germany
Romania
France
Morocco
Russia
Ukraine
Germany
Turkey
Germany
W.Iceland
Italy

Freq

Power Listener

ikHz)

Gold 954 & 1530 ident now used on the
Hereford and Worcester outlets confusing (see

53
71

Allouis
Nador Medi-1

71

B"shakovo etc

71

Lvov

62

report last month) because there is also a Classic
Gold outlet on 1530 in Yorkshire.

77

Oranienburg

80

Polati

83

11(W)
1000

500
1200
2000
2000
1200
500

750
1200
2000

The 25MHz (I I m) band remained unused for

98

Saarlouis
Gufuskalar
Caltanissetta
Ouargla

98

Droitwich1313U

broadcasting during September.
A number of broadcasters were active in the

07

Munich DLF
Germany
Azilal
Morocco
Roumoules RMC S.France
Raszyn Resv
Poland
?
Beidweiler
Luxembourg 2000
Kalundborg
Denmark
300
Tipaza
Algeria
1500
Atlantic 252
S.lreland
500
Burg(R.Ropa)
Germany
200
Taldom Moscow Russia
2500
Topolna
Czech Rep
1500
Sasneyy
Belarus
500

Short Wave Reports

89
89

21 MHz (I 3m) band during September but the
propagation conditions varied from day-to-day.
When favourable, DW via Julich? 21.680 (Eng to
S.E.Asia 0900-0950), rated 55444 at 0900 in
Scalloway; UAER, Dubai 21.605 (Eng to Eur
1030-1055) S10444 at 1030 by Phil Townsend
in E.London; RFI via Issoudun 21.620 (Fr to
E.Africa 0800-1600) 24332 at 1 125 by

Rhoderick Illman in Oxted; UAER, Dubai
21.605 (Eng to Europe 1330-1355) 54454 at

1345 by Robert Hughes in Liverpool; DW via
Julich? 21.560 (Ger to Africa? 1400-1700?) 22222
at 1430 by Ernest Wiles in NE.Bedford; BBC via
Cyprus 21.470 (Eng to E.Africa 1400-1700)

07
16

225
234
243

252
252
261
261

270
279

1345-1700, Sun only) 15531 at 1450 by David
Edwardson in Wallsend & S10343 at 1645 in
Quebec, Canada; RFI via Issoudun? 21.580 (Fr to
S.Africa 0900-1600) 23332 at 1545 in Kilkeel;
WYFR via Okeechobee, USA 21.745 (Eng to Eur,
Africa 1600-1750) 24111 at 1625 by Thomas

Williams in Truro; WYFR via Okeechobee
21.525 (Eng to Eur, Africa 1600? -2200?) 25333 at

2114 by Darren Beasley in Bridgwater.
The conditions in the I 7MHz (16m) band
also varied daily. The occupants during the
morning included R.Japan via Ascension Is 17.815
(Eng, Jap to C/S.Africa 0700-0900, 0930-1000),

rated 25432 at 0758 by Tim Allison in
Middlesbrough; Voice of Russia 17.610 (Eng

[WS]) S10545 at 0810 by Darren Coward in
Haverthwaite; R.Slovakia Int I 7.570 (Eng to
Australia 0830-0857) 55545 at 0845 in
NE.Bedford; AIR via Bangalore 17.387 (Eng to
Pacific areas 1000-1100) 35233 at 1010 in Newry;
R.Austria Int via Moosbrunn 17.870 (Ger, Eng to
Australia 0800-1100) 22222 at 1045 by Chris
Shorten in Norwich; R.Pakistan, Islamabad
17.835 (Ur, Eng to Eur 0800-1120) 55444 at
1045 in Scalloway.

During the afternoon R.Cairo via Abis I 7.595
(Eng to S.Asia 1215-1330) was 35333 at 1300 in
Bridgwater; BBC via Ascension Is 17.830 (Eng to
W/C.Africa 0730-2100) S10333 at 1300 in
E.London; Voice of Russia 17.610 (Eng [WS])

44444 at 1330 by Clare Pinder in Appleby;
Israel R, Jerusalem 17.545 (Heb [Home Sce rly]
to VV.Eur, N.America 0700-1730?) 54454 at 1355

0345.

in Liverpool; RAI via 17.780 (It [R.Uno] to

The sky waves from the All India Radio (AIR)
I MW outlet at Nagpur on 1566 were received at
1954 on September 3 by Tony Stickells in
Thornton Heath. Quite a few stations in the
Middle East and N.Africa were heard after dark
by UK listeners - see chart.
While searching the band for the broadcasts

America 1345-1700 Sun) 24553 at 1450 in
Wallsend; Africa No.1, Gabon 17.630 (Fr to
VV.Africa 0700-1600) 33333 at 1535 by Martin
Dale in Stockport; BBC via Antigua, VV.Indies
17.840 (Eng to N/C.America 1400-1700) 33333
at 1550 in Kilkeel; R.Prague, Czech Rep 17.485
(Eng to M.East, E.Africa 1600-1627) 33323 at
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A,B,D,E,F,HrJ,K*,L
AT,E*,J*.K*
A*,B*,D,E*,r*,I*,L
B*,I*
A,C*,D,E.,F,I*.,J*,L
1*,K*

J K*,L

150

G,1*

10

IT,J*

1000
500
500
800
1400

UK

B*,1*

J,
A,BDH,1*,,J,K*,L
A",B,D,E,F,I",J,KTL
11,J",K"
A,B,D,E,F,1*,J,KTL
A*,8*,D,F1,1*,J*
A,B*,D,E,E1*,JJC*,L

UT,D,E,F*,1*_,J*,K*,L
B*,1=1*,E*,1*,J*,K*

Al,B*,D,E,F,H,r,J,L
AT,13*,D,E,1*
I*

A*,.B*,C*,D,E*r,1%J,K*
A*,B*0.,E.,1*,.J

Now: Entries marked *were logged during darkness. All other entries
were logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.
Listeners: (Al
Martin Dale, Stockport.
(B)
(C)

(D)
(E)
(F)

(G)

RAI Rome 21.535 (Tt [R.Uno] to Lat Amer

Algeria

1*J*
A*,r,D,E,F,1*,J,K*1

(HI
(II

(J)
(K)
(L)

Sheila Hughes, Morden.
Eddie McKeown, Newry.
George Millmore, Wootton, loW.
Fred Pallant, Storrington.
Vic Prier, Colyton.
John Slater, Scalloway.
Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.
Tony Stickells, Thornton Heath.
Tony Stickells, while in Suevres, France.
Norman Thompson, Oadby.
Phil Townsend, E.London.

1615 by Tony Hall in Freshwater Bay; REE via
Noblejas? 17.755 (Sp to Africa, S.America 09001900) 33232 at 1730 by Vic Prier in Colyton;
VOA via Morocco 17.895 (Eng to Africa 1600-

1900) 32233 at 1750 by Bernard Curtis in
Stalbridge.

Later, R.Nederlands via Bonaire, Ned Antilles
17.605 (Eng to S/E/VV.Africa 1830-2025) was
33333 at 1835 in Truro; RCI via Sackville 17.870
(Fr, Eng to Europe, Africa 1900-2100) 44333 at
1905 in Oxted; RCI via Sackville 17.820 (Fr, Eng
to Europe, Africa 1900-2200) 44344 at 2000 by

Gerald Guest in Dudley; WYFR via
Okeechobee, USA 17.555 (Eng to Eur 16002145) 43333 at 2045 by Sheila Hughes in
Morden; VOFC Taiwan via WYFR 17.750 (Eng to
Eur 2200-2300) 54544 at 2215 by Stan Evans in
Herstmonceux.
More reliable conditions were present in the
I 5MHz (19m) band and good reception from
some areas was noted. Before noon, R.Japan via
Moyabi, Gabon 15.230 (Eng 0700-0800) was
rated 23432 at 0715 in Oxted; R.Austria Int via
Moosbrunn 15.410 (Eng to Europe, M.East 07300800) 25532 at 0740 in Galashiels; Monitor R.Int
via KHBI N.Mariana Is 15.665 (Eng to E.Eur?
0800-0900) 33323 at 0800 in Stalbridge; Voice of
Armenia, Yerevan 15.270 (Fr, Eng to Eur 08000900 Sun) 53433 at 0835 in Herstmonceux;
R.Prague via Litomysl 15.640 (Eng to Africa
0900-0930) 25332 at 0900 in Bridgwater; BBC via
Masirah Is, Oman 15.310 (Eng to S.Asia 03000915, 1000-1400) SIO 1
at 1005 in
Haverthwaite; AIR via Aligarh? 15.050 (Eng to
NE.Asia 1000-1100) 43343 at 1010 in Norwich;
R.Pakistan, Islamabad 15.520 (Eng to Eur 1100I

I

LONG MEDIUM & SHORT
1120) 55555 at 1110 in Scalloway.
During the afternoon Voice of Turkey, Ankara
15.290 (Eng to Eur, N.America 1230-1330) was
44333 at 1235 in Morden; Voice of Vietnam,
Hanoi 15.010 (Fr, Eng to Asia 1300-1400) 33233

at 1320 by Peter Pollard in Rugby; R.Tashkent,
Uzbekistan 15.295 (Eng to Asia 1330-1400)
SI0322 at 1330 n E.London; UAER, Dubai
15.395 (Eng to Eur 1330-1355) 34433 at 1330 in
Middlesbrough; RCI via Sackville 15.305 (Fr to
USA, Caribbean 1300-1600 Sun) 44444 at 1430 in
Liverpool; R.Nederlands via Tashkent 15.585
(Eng to S.Asia 1330-1525) 44444 at 1435 in
Truro; Israel R, Jerusalem 15.650 (Eng to Eur
1500-1530) 43333 at 1500 in Appleby; WVVCR
Nashville, USA 15.685 (Eng to N.America, Eur
1100-2200) 33333 at 1555 in Kilkeel; VOA via
Botswana? 15.445 (Eng to Africa 1600-1800)
23233 at 1600 in Dudley; BBC via Skelton, UK
15.485 (Eng to Eur, Africa 0700-2130) 34333 at
1600 in Freshwater Bay; VOA via Morocco
15.410 (Eng to Africa 1600-2200) S10222 at
1700 by Tom Smyth in Co.Fermanagh; WEWN
via Vandiver, USA 15.745 (Eng to Eur?, Africa?
100? -1900?) 44434 at 1700 in Colyton.
Later, WYFR via Okeechobee 15.695 (Eng to
Eur, Africa 1600-1900) was 44444 at 1745 in
NE.Bedford; R.Algiers Int, via Bouchaoui 15.160
(Eng to Eur, M.East, Africa 1800-1900) 44344 at
1

1830 by Fred Pallant in Storrington; RNB Brazil
15.265 (Port, Eng, Ger to Eur 1630-2020)
SI0444 at 1900 by David Hall in Morpeth; RAE
Buenos Aires, Argentina 15.345 (Eng, Fr, Ger, It,
Sp to Eur, N.Africa 1900-2300) 23232 at 1934 by
Vera Brindley n Woodhall Spa; R.Nederlands
via Bonaire 15.315 (Eng to S/E/WAfrica 1830-

2025) 44444 at 943 by Tom Winzor in
Plymouth; RCI via Sackville 15.150 (Eng to Eur,
Africa 2000-2130) 44444 at 2020 in Stockport;
RCI via Sackville 15.325 (Eng to Eur, Africa 2000-

2129) 33333 at 2050 by Tom MacDowell in
C.Bedford; VOFC Taiwan via WYFR 15.600 (Eng
to Eur 2200-2300) 45243 at 2200 in Newry;
R.Australia via SIllepparton 15.510 (Eng to Pacific
areas 2200-0900) 25542 at 2320 in Wallsend.

The conditions in the 13MHz (22m) band
have also been fairly reliable. In the early morning
R.Australia via Shepparton 13.605 (Eng to. Pacific
0000-0800) was rated 34533 at 0610 in Wallsend;
R.Austria Int via Moosbrunn 13.730 (Ger, Eng, Fr,
Sp to Eur 0400- 800) 510333 at 0732 by Francis

Hearne in N.Bristol; R.Korea via Kimjae 13.670
(Eng to Eur 0800-0900) 24322 at 0800 in
NE.Bedford; R.Finland via Pori 13.645 (Eng to
Eur, Australia 0800-0827) SI0545 at 0813 in
Haverthwaite; SRI via Sottens? 13.685 (It, Eng, Fr,
Ger, Port to Australasia 0830-1100) 55454 at
0916 in Newry.
During the afternoon R.Bulgaria via Plovdiv
13.790 (Eng to E.Asia 1200-1300) was 44433 at
1215 in Herstmonceux; AWR (KSDA) Guam
13.720 (Eng to SE.Asia 1230-1300) 34333 at
1230 in Scalloway; R.Kuwait via Kabd 13.620 (Ar
to Eur, N.America 0930-1605) 54454 at 1255 in
Liverpool; R.Prague, Czech Rep 13.580 (Eng to
Europe, E.Africa N.America 1300-1327) 23323 at
1300 in Dudley; SRI via Sottens? 13.635 (Eng, Fr,
It, Ger to SE.Asia 1300-1445) 44444 at 1305 in
Truro; UAER, Dubai 13.675 (Eng to Eur 13301355) 510422 at 1330 in E.London; R.Pakistan,
Islamabad 13.590 (Ar? to M.East 1600-1630)
34433 at 1615 in Kilkeel; UAER, Dubai 13.675
(Eng to Eur 1600-1640) 44433 at 1630 in
Middlesbrough; VOA via Selebi-Phikwe, Botswana
13.710 (Eng to Africa 1600-2130?) 43433 at 1628
in Freshwater Bay.
Later, WHRI South Bend, USA 13.760 (Eng to
E.USA, Eur 1500-2057) was 44444 at 1810 in
Colyton; R.Vlaanderen Int, Belgium 13.645 (Eng,
Fr to Africa? 1800-1900?) 35343 at 1815 in

LOCAL RADIO CHART
Freq

Station

ILR

(kHz) BBC
558
585
603
603

R.Solway...

I

-

010

I,K

B,C,E,G,I,K

B

R.Cornwall
Gemini AM, Exeter

B

R.York

B

BBC Essex

B

020

Hereford/Worcester

B

I

0.037
1.00
0.63
0.50
0.70
0.50
0.14

I

027

801

R.Devon & Dorset
CI.Gold 828, Luton
Magic 828 Leeds
Asian Netwk Seggley
2CR, CG Bournemouth
Townland R, Ulster
R.Cumbria/Furness
Asian Netwk Leics
R.Devon & Dorset
R.Lancashire

B

8

R.Cumbria

1

B

R.Malthwe, Powys

I

BBC Essex-

B

R.Kent
R.Leeds
CI.GoId 774 Gips
CI.Gold 792,Bedford

B

R.F.eyle..

B

R.NorfolkPostwick
Sunshine 855,Ludlow
R.NorfolLW.Lynn
Brunel CG, W.Wilts
Yks Dales R, Howes
De d2y jam AK_
S.Coast R, Bexhill
Gemini AM Torquay
CI.Gold 954, H'ford

Asian adManchester
963 Liberty (Viva)
R.Aberdeen
R.Devon & Dorset

990._ .3IgEasy Magic. AM
990
WABC, Wolverhampton
999
Gem AM, Nothegham
999
999
999
1017
1026
1026
1026
1035
1035
1035
1035
1107
1116
1116
1116
1152
1152
1152
1152
1152
1152

I

Red Rose 9-99 P'stn
R.Solent

VaheysR. Aberdare
WABC, Shrewsbury
R.Cambridgashire
Downtown, Belfast
R.Jerse_y

B

B

B
I

I

B
B
B
13

B
1

B
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

B
B
I

I

I

I

B
I

1

B
I

B

RTL Country1035
R.Sheffield
N.Sound, Aberdeen
W.Sound, Ayr

Moray Fthkverness
R.Derby
R.Guernsey

ValleysR.Ebbw Vale
Amber, Norwich
Clyde 2 Glasgow
LBC 1152

1

B
1

1

1

B
B
I

I

I

1

Picly 1152,Manch'r
..F.1yrnSnd AM,Plyrnouth
MI -a -AM, Birneng.ham

1161

R.Bedfordshireaca___

1161

Brunel CG, Swindon

1101..0igEasy Magic 1161
1161

Southern Counties R

1161

TaY..AM, Dundee

1170
1170
1170

Amber SGRipswich
GNR, Stockton
SCR, Portsmouth

I

I

I

B
I

1

B
1

1

I

I

1.00_

2.00
0.20
0.12
0.20
0,27
0.80
1.50
0.45
1.00
1.50
1.50
0.15
0.30
0.18
1.00
0.20
0.75
0.32
0.16
0.80
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.25
0.09
0.25
0.80
1.00
0.300
0.70
0.50
1.70
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.78
0.32
1.50
1.20
0.50
0.50
0.83
3.06
23.50
1.50
0.32
3.00
0.10
0.16
0.35
1.00
1.40
0.28
0.32
0.50

B,G,H

BCEG*1
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1170
1170
1170
1242
1242
1251

B, G ,IK

B G,I
B,E,G,I

B,C,G,H,K
.EG.JK

Station

1260
1260
1260
1278

12%

Signal 2,Stoke-on-T
Swansea Snd_Swansea
1170AM,Bigh Wycombe
InvictaSG Maidstone
IoW_ Radio, Wootton
Amber SGR,Bury StEd
Marcher G Wrexham
SabrasSnd,Leicester

6.:H

1458
1458
1458
1458
1458
1476
1485
1485
1485
1485
1503

B E,I

1521

C,G

1521

C,G

1530
1530
1530
1548

R.Essex
CI Gold W.Yorks

1548
1548
1548
1557
1557
1557
1557
1584
1584
1584
1602

Capital 0, London
Magic 1548 Liverg)
Forth AM, Edinburgh
R.Lancashire
Mellow, Clacton
CI.Gold 1557,N.hant
&Coast 0, So ton
R.Nottingham
R.Shropshire

.E,E.J.

E,G,K
CD
C,G
E,1

C,G,I,K
E,I

13,6,H

EG,I K
GI
E,G

.BS,Q..
.4.,9,1

C

B,C,D,G,H"
1K
G

B,C,E,G.,K
C,F,G,H,K

B,G,J
EI

C*,G,1
C

B,G,H
G
G

C,D,G,H*

025

F,K
K

...._0.10

E,G

.10

1

B

1431
1449

G,I,K

I

Wiltshire Sound
Asian Sd.Manchester

B,C,D,G
.6,K

BEI

Listener

0.20
0.58

B

1431

B,C,0,G

I

B

CI Gold 1278 W.York
Radio XL,Birmingham
Big Easy_MagjeAM
Premier via?

I,L

B,C,F_,G,I
..F,11.

e.m.r.p

(kW)

R.Solent
Touch AM, Cardiff
R.Lincolnshire
Southem Counties R

R.York

B,G,J
13,0,0
C D FG I K

BGH
C,G,I

ILR

0.32
0.50
0.76
0.64
0.29
0.50
0.43
5.00
0.15
0.50
0.20
0.50
0.63
1.00
0.60
0.30
0.27
0.85
0.20
2.00
0.50

1305
1305
1305
1323
1323
1332
1332
1332
1359
1359
1359
1368
1368
1368
1377
1413
1413

Touch AM, Newport
&Coast R,Southwick

SomersetSnaristol
Premier Battersea
CI Gold 1332Pt bo
Wiltshire Sound
CI.Gold 1359, C'try

Premier via?I
Yks Dales R,Skiptrip
Breeze AM, Southend
CI.Gold, Reading.
R.Peterboro/Cambs
R.Cumhria
R.Devon & Dorset
1458 Lite AM Manch'
R.Newcastle
Sunrise, London
CouraySnd,Guildford
CI.Gold, Newbury
R.Humberside (Hull)
P.Merseyside
Southern Counties R
R.Stoke-on-Trent
0.1521 Craigavon,NI
Fame 1521, Reigate

CI.Gold Worcester

aBristol

Tay, Perth
R.Kent

I

I

I

I

I

B

I

I

I

I

I

B
I

I

B
I

I

I

1

I

1

B
13

B
1

B
1

1

1

B
B
B
B
1

1

B
1

1

B
I

I

I

B
I

I

I

B,E,0.,171*

I

0G,H,J,K
C G H,J
9,11*
B,G

H*
11.Q,G,H,1
B

G

.6,1114.
EG

G,I,K.,,

01Q
BGI
G,H
G,I
G
I

A*,E G
G

F,G,H,I,J,K
I

?

0.50
0.10
0.35

G,H,I

014

C",F,G,H",1

0.15
0.50
2.00
5.00
2.00
50.00
0.50
1.00
1.00
1.20
1.00
1.00
0.50
0.64
0.15
0.74
0.52
5.00
97.50
4.40
2.20
0.25
0.6
0.76
0.50

A*,B,G,H
A",C*,F,G,H,K
B,G

BG
0,1
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Note: Entries marked * were logged during darkness. All other entries
were logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.
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G H*
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Bridgwater; Voice of Turkey 13.695 (Eng to Eur,
USA 1830-1925) 33233 at 1830 in Appleby; RCI
via Sackville 13.650 (Fr, Eng to Eur, Africa 19002200) 43433 at 1905 in Oxted; Monitor R.Int via
WSHB Cypress Creek, USA 13.770 (Eng to Eur
1900-1958) 54444 at 1920 in Plymouth;
R.Damascus, Syria 13.610 (Eng to Eur 20052105; to N.America 2105-2205) 33323 at 2025 in
Stalbridge; WEWN Birmingham, USA 13.615
(Eng to N.America, Eur 1900-2300) 23322 at
2040 in Galashiels; R.Havana Cuba 13.715 (Eng
to Eur 2030-2130) 510444 at 2054 in Morpeth;
R.Havana Cuba 13.725 (Eng [USB] to Eur 20302130) 22212 at 2120 in Rugby; R.Ukraine Int, Kiev
13.590 (Eng to Eur 2100-2158) SI0323 at 2130
in Co.Fermanagh; RCI via Sackville 13.670 (Eng,
Fr to USA, Caribbean 2200-0300) 33333 at 2210
in Morden; VVWCR Nashville, USA 13.845 (Eng
to E.USA 1200-0100) 33323 at 2228 in Stockport.
In the I 1MHz (25m) band R.Australia's
broadcasts via Shepparton were heard on
11.880 (Eng to Pacific 0600-0830), rated 34523

90
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990
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Listeners (A)
Tim Allison, Middlesbrough.
(B)
Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.
(C)
Martin Dale, Stockport.
(D)
Ted Harris, Manchester.
(6)
Francis Hearne, N.Bristol.
(F)
Sheila Hughes, Morden.
Brian Keyte, while in Strathyre.
(G)
(H)
Ross Lockley, Galashiels.
(I)
George Millmore, Wootton, loW.
(J)
Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.
(K)
Phil Townsend, E.London.
(14
Tom Winzor, Plymouth.

at 0610 in Wallsend; 11.660 (Eng to Asia 13301700) 43444 at 1400 in Rugby; 11.695 (Eng to
Asia 2130-2300) 23222 at 2210 in Truro. Also
noted in the reports were VOA via ? 12.080 (Eng
to Africa 0500-0700) 44444 at 0600 in
NE.Bedford; Slovak R.Int, via Velke Kostolany
11.990 (Eng, Slov to Australia 0830-0927)
S10444 at 0842 in N.Bristol; Vatican R, Italy
11.625 (Eng to Asia, Pacific 1345-1403) 510333
at 1345 in E.London; R.Pakistan, Islamabad
11.565 (Eng to M.East 1600-1630) 53343 at 1602
in Norwich; RFI via Gabon? 12.015 (Eng to Africa
1600-1700) 33333 at 1620 in Kilkeel; BBC via
Ascension Is 11.750 (Eng to S.America 20000200) 510433 at 2240 in Haverthwaite; RFI via ?
11.995 (Fr to America 2200-0158) 44444 at
0152 in C.Bedford.
Broadcasts to Europe were received from the
Voice of Greece, Athens 11.645 (Gr, Eng 06000800), rated 44444 at 0707 in Oxted; R.Ukraine
Int, Kiev 12.050 (Eng 1200-1300) 32222 at 1200
in Appleby; ISBS Reykjavik 11.402 (Ic [u.s.b.+ p.c]
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B",F*G.X.E.. 1

?

819 Warsaw

Country

1188 Reichenbach IMEIR1

100
450

France
Italy

_855 R.Bucharesi

K

Freq Station
(kHz)

20

819 Toulouse
819 Trieste

846 Rome

540 ViteriaR)

Listener

(kW)

Spain
810 Westerglen (FBCScolIUK
819 Batra
Egypt

(kW)

...520....HoftWurtur01851......GerManV.
:526 Vatican R.
Italy_....
531 AM Beida
Algeria
53.1 Torshavn
Faeroe Is.

Power

Country

810 Madrid (SR

(F)

(G)
(FI)

0*
J" K*

(J)

K*

(K)

r`

IL)

B.,,,J.,K*

(M)

13,,C.,rXikl.,J"_,K

(N)

B. F* G.,J K L
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Tim Allison, Middlesbrough.
Martin Dale, Stockport.
Ted Harris, Manchester.
Sheila Hughes, Morden.
Brian Keyte, while in Strathyre.
Eddie McKeown, Newry.
George Millmore, Wootton IoW.
Clare Pinder, while in Appleby.
Tom Smyth, Co.Fennanagh
Tony Stickells, Thornton Heath.
Tony Stickells, while in Suevres, France.
Phil Townsend, E.London.
Thomas Williams, Truro.
Tom Winzor, Plymouth.

LONG MEDIUM & SHORT

1215-1300) 33333 at 1243 in Stockport; VVWCR
Nashville, USA 12.160 (Eng 1400-2300, also to
N.America) 35323 at 1330 in Bridgwater; Israel
R, Jerusalem 12.080 (Eng 1400-1430) 54444 at
1412 in Plymouth; RCI via Skelton, UK 11.935
(Eng, Fr, Russ 1330-1700) 44434 at 1435 in
Liverpool; R.Jordan via Al Karanah 11.690 (Eng
1000-1630, also to E.USA) 53443 at 1455 in
Herstmonceux; R.Algiers Int via Bouchaoui
11.715 (Eng 1800-1900, also to M.East) 44344 at
1815 in Storrington; AIR via Bangalore 11.620
(Eng, Hi 1745-2230) 44423 at 1820 in Colyton;
Israel R, Jerusalem 1 1.605 (Eng 1900-1925, also
to USA) 44444 at 1900 in Galashiels; R.Romania
Int, Bucharest 11.940 (Eng 1900-1955) 43444 at
1901 in Woodhall Spa; R.Damascus via Adra
12.085 (Eng 2005-2105) 44333 at 2015 in
Morden; REE via Noblejas, Spain 11.775 (Eng
2000-2100, also to Africa) 33323 at 2025 in
Stalbridge; HCJI3 Quito, Ecuador 12.015 (Eng
1900-2200) SI0444 at 2027 in Morpeth; R.Kuwait
via Kabd 11.990 (Eng 1800-2100, also to USA)

33333 at 2050 by Norman Thompson in
Oadby; RCI via Sackville 11.690 (Eng 2000-2130,
also to Africa) 44444 at 2059 in Freshwater Bay;
R.Ukraine Int 12.040 (Eng 2100-2200) SI0333 at
2130 in Co.Fermanagh.
Reception over long distances was often

TROPICAL BANDS CHART
Freq

Country

Station

UTC

DXer

.8.945_

3.950
3.955
3.955
3.955
3.955
3.965
3.970
3.985
3.985
3.995
4 005
4 035
4 735
4 760

ABC Alice Springs
ABC Tennant Creek
ABC Katherine
AIR Simla
AIR Lucknew
BBC via Meierton
SWABC 1, Namibia
Namibian BC,Windhoek
R.Cultural
ZBC Prog2
AIR Bhopal
SLBS Goder ch
SABC (RSG).M.eyerton
FRCN Lagos

Christian Vo ce
AIR Jaipur
AIR Jammu
GBC R-2

AIR Delhi
NBC Blantyre..
ZBC Gweru
BBC via Kra tii
AIR Gorakhduf
Qinghai P.B.a Xining
BBC via Skehon
R.Budapest

4.5.0.0

4.800
4,800
4.805
4.815

Zambia

....4,915.
....
R,Anbang9afa .

.Brazil

.0.710

A,0

4 915
...................

Ghana
Kenya
Ecuador
Indonesia

2002
2045
0337
2210
2002
0245
0105
2315
0245
1720
2030
0402

A,E,I,0

R,DituprAAUfgana

4.885 kBC East.Sce Nairobi
4359.....tiF1 Faris
4390...F.O.MM.Q.[0.0Y.......

Voz .del Rio AraucaColombia
4g95.........................................
...

J
F,H,I

.A11,1,0

A,H,I

Bkl.......
I,M,0
J,0
I

AY,I,K.C1_
0

I,M,0
0
J

A,I,M,0

A,905

B.Nat.N'djamUna,
4,905 R. La Oroya
4,940.....B.,ZaMbia,Lusaka

4315

GBC-1, Accra
.......
............
KBC Cent Sce..Naimbi

4,920

R,Quito Quito

4,327
...4.935
4.935

4,840
4 340

89.1..JamV.....

kl3C Gen 84e.NairebI
R.Tropical Tarapoto
AIR Guwabali
R.Abidjan

...4,945........B,1,4mru......

.4950 AIRSrinegar
4,95Qi OA via $4P Tome

H

.,..5,000

France

0.400

H

....5,010.,.......AIBT4010PraM

England

2100

D,H,K,N,Q

Italy
Switzerland

DW via Juli h

Germany..

0645
2100
2000

F,CI

China R via. SRI

Vatican H.
Xizang PBS, Lhasa
Xinjiang,,,Or4nui
AIR Part Blajir

Italy
Tibet

2031

DI,L
0

R.Tezulutlar Coban

Ouagadougou
Botswana
India
Tibet
Venezuela
Costa Rica
Guatemala

2330
2326
2325
0315
0230
0230
0145
2024
2024
1936
1720
2300
1710
1920
0105
2320
0405
1550
2332
0330
0707
0135

RTM Barna...O

Mali

1931

AIR Bomba
ORTM Nouakchott
R.Yaounde
AIR Delhi
PBS Lanzhoi

India

1713
2305
2103
1545
2310

Nexus, Mil*r
Channel Africa
RFI Paris
R.Korea via

kelton

Nexus, Mil

China
India

Swaziland

CentineladeISur

Brazil
Brazil
Ecuador

FRCN Kaduria

Nigeria

R.Gabon, Libreville
RTM Bamako
Azaol.,KghrnirR.
CPBS 2 Beijing
AIR Hyderabad
LNBS Mase u
R.Nac.AmaZonas
R.diff TV Burkina

Gabon

R.Integracan
R.Rural, Santarem

4.820

AIR Calcutta

4520

Xizang, Ilia a

4.830
4.832
4.835
4.835
4,040

R.Tachira
R.Reloi

4.850
4 860
4.865

E,0

Hook:0a, Boa Vista

Singapore
India
China
England
Hungary
Italy
S.Africa

4029....9.,Botv004 Gaborone

4345

Malawi
Zimbabwe

DXer

2045
0340
0340
0050
1850
0358
2008
0140
2004
0145
2032

2022
2023
2103
0235
2255
0550
1904
2029
0330

4/60 TWR Manzihi
4.765
4.765
4.770
4.770
4.777
4.783
4,790

India
Ghana
India

UTC

Benin
Brazil
Brazil
Brazil
Kenya
via Gabon
New. Guinea

1985

1510.....J,0

2025
2150
2023
1715
1514
1913

Country

R,Gotonou

8
GI

India
India

1911

Station

B

1857
1857
2017

S.Africa
S.W.Africa
S.W.Africa
Guatemala
Zimbabwe
India
Sierra Leone
S.Africa
Nigeria
Zambia
India

Freq
(MHz)
4.870
4,575

R.Clube do Para

Australia
Australia
Australia

1515
2018
1907
2018
0330
1837
1712

Larnaca, Cyprus; R.Australia via Shepparton
9.435 (Eng to Pacific areas 1430-2200) 44333 at
2000 in Appleby; CBC via Sackville 9.625 (Eng, Fr
& others to N.Quebec 1155-0610) 34543 at 2206
in Wallsend; R.Nederlands via Bonaire,
Ned.Antilles 9.845 (Eng to N.America 23300128) 44444 at 0128 in C.Bedford. Also noted
were R.Mediterranee Int via Nador, Morocco
9.575 (Fr, Ar to N.Africa, S.Eur 0500-0100) rated
SI0322 at 1600 in E.London; VOA via Gloria,
Portugal 9.760 (Eng to M.East 1700-2200) 44333
at 2000 in Freshwater Bay; R.Norway Int, Oslo
9.965 (Eng to America 2200-2230, Sun only)
44333 at 2200 in Morden.
Whilst beaming to Europe AWR via Slovakia
9.440 (Eng 0700-0730) was 45344 at 0700 in
Newry; WYFR via Okeechobee 9.985 (Eng 04000750) 33333 at 0735 in Plymouth; TWR Monte
Carlo, Monaco 9.755 (Eng 0655-0850 Sun) 55555

A.585

(MHz)
2.310
2.325
2.485
3.223
3.245
3.255
3.270
3.290
3.300
3.306
3.315
3.316
3.320
3.325
3.330
3.345
3.345
3.365
3.365
3.380
3.395
3.915

possible in the 9MHz (31 m) band. R.New
Zealand Int on 9.795 (Eng to Pacific areas 04590816) was 510333 at 0605 in Morpeth;
R.Australia via Shepparton 9.580 (Eng to Pacific
0800-1300) 32222 at 0815 in Stalbridge;
R.Nederlands via Bonaire, Ned.Antilles 9.820
(Eng to Pacific 0730-0925) SI0333 at 0831 in
N.Bristol; R.Veritas Asia, Philippines 9.670 (Ur to
Asia 1530-1555) 44454 at 1530 by John Parry in

Mali
Pakistan
China
India
Lesotho
Brazil

Mauritania
Cameroon
India
China

I

1,0

4.955

A,D,H,J,I3.
A

4960 VOA via Sao Tome

A

4930.....Egadt:198bo.

E,H

4,035

R.Brazi10arqral

K

4300

_QM.

DC1

R.Nac. de Colombia

Peru

K.ega
Peru

India
Ivo

Coast

Brazil
incli.o
Sao Tome

Colombia
Sao Tome

Madagascar
India..

La V_ Op Sahel Niamey

..Uganda

R.,....U.gardaKaM.0.414

13.,Bougui

RCulturp.dp Para

...5,041.........13.,Trogb,LPM,

liakia1

HS/...................

5050

A
A
A

5.050 AIBAjzgo
5,050 B Turizpola......
5.055... RFO CAyoubeimwoury)
.....5..0.75......CaguolBogata.

5..150R,Liburia, Total°

Costa Rica
C.Africa
Brazil

2331
1920

A,0

(El
IF)

J

0

IGI
(H)

A,B,H,0

{I)

0
A
A,E,E,H,1,0

A,0
A
A,H

J,0

kE,0

1J1

(K)
(L)
IMI

(N)
101
1R1

ID)

A,H
E HQ

A,B,H,0

A,0

1,0

0
A
0
H,I,0

0202
2016
0346

A.a.

0401

A,FI

0200
2015
..I.998
2215
China
0250
India
2105
Tanzania
French Guiana 0.712
0347
Colombia
Liberia
2050

Al

.11,0.

A
A
A
A
0
I,K,0

bl 0

5.03U AWR)Atin America

(RI
(DI

1,0

1605
1720
0100
2310

...5Q26

1131

B,C,H,0
0

Nepal_

Kathmandu
R,p/ Mal.aga§y.

Niger

0
A

I

R ,Nepal

A,D,EG,H,C1

A
0

E,H,I,0

F

5.020

DXers:(Al

F,H,I,0
A

1851

Cuba

A,0

1

A

Nigeria

....5 so 1319ebblkFlabana

C,E,H,1,0,0
E,I,0

1-1,0

FFICN Lagos

.0.,00.0.

0

0

C,E).-.1,1,O

China
China

5.035
5.045

A

Brazil

..lhaoda
Venezuela

5,1030203:Jiangxi Nanchang
5.020 .fizpng-Tb Lhasa_

H0

0321

A,B,H

2017
0100
0255

4:925.....B.,11.0uncla,Kauvala

5..........
005

Chad

H

Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.
David Edwardson, Wallsend.
David Hall, Morpeth.
Ted Harris, Manchester.
Sheila Hughes, Morden.
Rhoderick Illman, Oxted.
Torn MacDowell, C.Bedford.
Eddie McKeown, Newry.
Fred Pallant, Storrington.
John Parry, Larnaca, Cyprus.
Clare Pinder, while in Appleby.
Peter Pollard, Rugby.
Vic Prier, Colyton.
Chris Shorten, Norwich.
John Slater, Scalloway.
Ernest Wiles, NE.Bedford.
Thomas Williams, Truro.

H2O,P

0

Ha
0

A,0
1,0

AQ

AF,9.04,0
0

at 0800 in NE.Bedford; SRI via Sarnen 9.535 (Eng,
Ger, Fr, It 1000-1300) 44444 at 1030 in Dudley;
R.Nederlands via Nauen 9.860 (Eng 1030-1225)
44444 at 1159 in Middlesbrough; BBC via Skelton

9.410 (Eng 0200-2230) 43333 at 1215 by Martin
Cowin in Kirkby Stephen; R.Tirana, Albania
9.570 (Eng 1845-1900) 53433 at 1845 in
Galashiels; Israel R, Jerusalem 9.435 (Eng to
1900-1925, also to N.America) SI0444 at 1900 in
Co.Fermanagh; R.Romania Int, Bucharest 9.690
(Eng 1900-1955) S10545 at 1921 in Haverthwaite;
VOIRI Tehran, Iran 9.022 (Fr, Eng 1830-2027)
54444 at 1935 in Norwich; Voice of Indonesia,
Jakarta 9.525 (Eng 2000-2100) 23322 at 2010 by

Derek Henderson in Hartlepool; China R.Int,
Beijing 9.920 (Eng 2000-2157) 44444 at 2035 in
Woodhall Spa; Voice of Armenia, Yerevan 9.965
(Eng 2030-2100) 33323 at 2056 in Stockport; AIR
via Delhi? 9.950 (Eng to 2045-2230) 54454 at
2112 in Liverpool; R.Bulgaria via Plovdiv 9.700
(Eng 2100-2200) 54544 at 2115 in Oadby;
R.Ukraine Int, Kiev 9.550 (Eng 2100-2200) 22122
at 21 I 8 in Rugby.

Noted in the 7MHz (41 m) band were
R.Japan via Woofferton, UK 7.230 (Jap, Eng to
Eur 0400-0800), rated 33433 at 0610 in
Herstmonceux; Monitor R.Int via WSHB 7.535
(Eng [Various Sat/Sun] 0400-0958) 510444 at
0615 in Morpeth; R.Prague, Czech Rep 7.345
(Eng to Eur 0700-0727) SI0444 at 0706 in
N.Bristol; WYFR via Okeechobee 7.355 (Eng to
Eur, Africa 0600-0800) 55545 at 0730 in
NE.Bedford; R.Vlaanderen Int, Belgium 7.190
(Eng to Eur 0900-0925) 45343 at 0900 in Newry;
R.Denmark via RNI 7.295 (Da to Eur, N.America
1130-1200) 55555 at 1152 in C.Bedford;
R.Thailand via Udon Thani 7.210 (Eng to Eur
1900-1958) 510433 at 1900 in E.London; AIR via
Aligarh? 7.410 (Hi, Eng to Eur 1745-2230) 43333
at 1912 in Plymouth; RAI Rome 7.230 (Eng to
Eur 1935-1955) 33333 at 1940 in Woodhall Spa;
Vatican R, Italy 7.365 (Eng to Africa 2000-2030)
54454 at 2000 in Kirkby Stephen; Voice of
Greece, Athens 7.430 (Eng to Eur 2000-2012)
33433 at 2008 in Rugby; RCI via Skelton, UK
7.235 (Russ, Fr, Eng to Eur, Africa 1800-2200)
33333 at 2111 in Middlesbrough; VOA via SelebiPhikwe, Botswana 7.415 (Eng to Africa 19002230) 32232 at 2150 in Oadby; R.Moldova Int
7.520 (Eng to Eur 2000-2225) 34433 at 2200 in
Galashiels.

Some of the broadcasts to Europe in the

6MHz (49m) band originate from WEWN
Vandiver, USA 5.825 (Eng 2100? -1000), rated
43333 at 0600 in C.Bedford; R.Japan via Skelton
5.975 (Eng 0600-0700) 43333 at 0636 in
Plymouth; R.Vlaanderen Int, Belgium 6.035 (Eng
0900-0930) 44243 at 0900 in Newry; BBC via
Rampisham 5.875 (Eng 1130-1200) 55555 at
1145 in Stalbridge; Polish R, Warsaw 6.095 (Eng
1700-1755) 33333 at 1725 in Rugby; R.Slovakia
Int 5.915 (Eng 1830-1900) 53344 at 1830 in
Kirkby Stephen; China R.Int via ? 6.950 (Eng
2000-2157) 23233 at 2047 in Stockport;
R.Vlaanderen Int, Belgium 6.035 (Eng 2100-2130)
32322 at 2100 in Galashiels; RCI via Skelton, UK
5.995 (Fr, Eng 1900-2200, also to M.East,

N.Africa) heard at 2110 in Hartlepool; R.Austria
Int via Moosbrunn 6.155 (Eng 2130-2200) 43344
at 2155 in Oadby.
Whilst beaming to other areas R.Australia via
Shepparton 6.080 (Eng to Asia 0830-1800) was
24542 at 1702 in Wallsend; R.Nederlands via
Ned.Antilles 6.165 (Eng to N.America 23300125) 510333 at 2337 in N.Bristol; R.Havana
Cuba 6.000 (Eng to N.America 0100-0500?)
SI0444 at 0458 in Morpeth.
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NAVIGATION AID REPORTS
BRIAN ODDY G3FEX

LW Maritime
Radiobeacons
©he increasing hours of darkness during
July, August and September encouraged
some listeners to search the band for the
sky waves from distant beacons before going to
bed. Five beacons (FE on 286.5; MA 297.5; 0
299.0; DA 305.7; TY 313.0) were heard for the

C/S Station Name

(Fkribei

all were logged after dark. He also searched the
band while on holiday in N.Scotland - see chart.

Over in Co.Down, Robert Connolly
(Kilkeel) compiled his extensive list mainly at
night. He heard for the first time the beacon at
Cabo Caroeiro, Portugal (CV) on 287.5kHz.
Several beacons were received for the first time
by Victor Robb in Belfast but a few previously
heard were noticeably absent.
In Birmingham, Dave Dawson found the
conditions noisy during much of the quarter. He
was pleased to copy Torungen, Norway (TO) on
292.0 which he had not logged since last October.
Peter Pollard (Rugby) was delighted to hear
after dark the Faeroes beacon (MY) quite clearly
on 337.0; also Noslo (NL) on 404.0. Brian
Keyte (Gt.Bookham) searched the band for the
first time and he found it fascinating. Perhaps his
entries in the chart will encourage others to try
this aspect of our hobby!
Towards the end of July, Jorma Metso
(Djurhamn, Sweden) informed me that all of the
1.w. maritime radiobeacons operated by the
Swedish Maritime Administration would cease
operation on September I . However, there seems
to have been a delay in implementing the closure
because several of them were logged in
September by UK Dxers - see chart.
Up in Edinburgh Kenneth Buck has been
keeping a close check on the Stavanger beacon
(LEC) on 319.0. He tells me that the carrier is
now modulated by a keyed 400Hz audio tone and
the callsign has been changed to VAR, which
refers to its location at Varhaug near Stavanger
airport. Because it is now operating purely as an
aero beacon VAR alias LEC will not be included in
the SWM chart. As Kenneth points out, Norway
has many maritime and aero radiobeacons in
operation further North than Stavanger. The
maritime ones can be easily distinguished because
they radiate a keyed unmodulated carrier (c.w.),
whereas the aero beacons are amplitude
modulated (a.m.) with a keyed tone and the
Mr.
carrier is unbroken.

2710
2830

SI

KK

Simiutaq
Kulusuk

284.5

LZ

Lisard Lt

Location

Greenland
S.Comwall

301.5
301.5
301.5
302.0

KD

Raufarhoefn
10nnards Hd Lt

3010
3010

tallERIJ,K,L*,0,r13).Y.N

2845 MA. Cabo Machichaco
2845 PR Porkkala
2850 NO Cabo de la Nao Lt

Finland

Upain

D.

2860

T19-

Tuskar hock Lt

SIreland

A D E 1-11j,K,N*,0

286.5

AL

Almagrandet Lt

D",E.P

2865 BC

BaIlY Lt

Sweden___
S.Ireland

28E5
2865
2855

FE

Gap Frehel Lt

France

Fl

Cala Nora

Majorca

FT

cagfarret Lt

W. France

28E5 NK

Inchkeith Lt

2855

PZ

Cone Spada°

287.3

IB

I.Berlenga

F of Forth
Sicily
Portugal

287.3

LE

Poland

2875

CV

Leba Rear
Cabo Caivoeiro Lt

287.5

DO

Hosed° It

France

287.5

FR

Faerder Et

Norway

287.5

Portugal

287.5

MD Cabo Mondego
SE
Sete Mt St Clair

288.0

HH

2

.0

KL

288.0

OH

288.5

Fl

2

.5

LID

Hoek van Holland
Sklinna Lt
Old Hd of Kinsale
Cabo Finisterre Lt
Cabo Salon...,,,,

2,,,5 YM ligatiden Lt

KY

Oksoy_tt

LO

Landsort S Lt

&Ireland
Norway,
Sweden

2E19.5

MN Hammerodde

Denmark

2815

NP

Punta Carena

Italy

289.5
290.0

SN

Ile de Sole NW Lt
Aveiro

France

290.0

FD

Portugal
F of Forth

2009, MR Montedor

Portugal.,..

290.5

30E0
30E5
A

rr

Iceland
Off Lanes
Denmark

D'1,0*,

Latvia
Estonia

0*
V D* V I

Norway

A011,E,H1,,ar,13,r,Cir

Ireland

A,D,Kh1 0,V,R

Iceland
Portugal

P*,_O

Kolkasrags
Ristna
UT Utsira
GL Eagle Is It
DR Grirnsay
PI
Cabo Espichel
RC
Cabo Roca
RD
Roches Domes Lt
NZ St Nazaire

Portugal
France
France
Denmark
Latyia

r10.$,..5A

&J.?",

op
EN *t,
V D*H

VI

Cabo Milano Lt
Orskar Lt

Sweden

P*

309.5 WE Wangercoge Lt

France

8*,E,I,j*KU

310.0

SN

D.

0*

&0Z,1111*,10!0F1S,

3105 -AS
3105_..5y

&Mg

SU

Italy

D"

31E5
31E5

Poland

D.

LT

a
a

311.0
311.0

OR

309.5

Cabo San SebastianS,Spajn
South Rock LV
Co.Down
La Isleta
Canaries
NA Punta Lantailla
Canaries
RN ffeytaanes Lt
Iceland
MT Kapp Martin Lt
Arctic
SJ

Souteat

Sunderland

TO

Toruitgan Lt

Norway.

ARE,HumN.,op,$

3115

N OP VW

kW.

293.0

RN Shinny of Islay.,1

293.0

SY

Svinallt.

293.5

RO

N.Spain

294.0

KU

Cabo Silleiro Lt
Kullen High Lt

A,D,K,O,ER
D*11
D.P.*

Sweden

.A.!.11`.,0 *,..P.

294.0

PH

Dap.01prach

France

ig!131*SP.V,Fr.K.11.1crie:

Lt

Is of )slai
Norway

P13

Portland Bill Lt

:,ELPuiaVer it
Castellon
Genova
Rozewie
SG
Sjaellands N Lt
GD Girdle Ness Lt
NF
N.Foreland Lt
LP -Loop Hd Lt
RO

3120 HO Tennholmen Lt

Ar,sCDHL

CP

St Catherine

Punta Estaca Bares N.Spain
Norway
rF1---FrOholmen Lt

312.0

OE

312.0

UH

.....312.5

3125
3125

Oostende
Eckmuhl Lt

AK Akmennags
BK

Baltiysic

BT

Mvs Taran Lt

_1115 CS
312.5
312.5

0,S,T0,YW.
G'!)

Calais Main Lt
03...PP.P0a14
KA
LB

Klaigacia Rear Lt
Liepaia

SR

Skardsflara

HA

Halter Lt
Cabo de Palos It
Toryl3Lt

KC

fkirtmouth Fled Lt N Devon
/Old Hd of Kinsale &Ireland

PS

//Pt.Ly.nas Lt

Anglesey._

PT

iSouter Lt

Durham

PI1K,B
A

DV

Djunivogus

Iceland
Poland

CrE

3125
3115
3125
3110
3110

EVE*

3130 TY

Norway

D, 0_

Jersey C.I.

3115 BR Dag Bear Lt
313.5 CM 'Cromer Lt

FP

Jaroslawiec
Sletnes Lt
La Corbiere Lt

1)*

.............

,

295.5
295.5

Cap Couronne

France

JA

jaroslawiec

Poland

13,E7,(11),V,0,SAPLW
D*
..............
K*

2955

RE

France

EV

296.0
296.5

BH

Denmark

AE ,Kinc,L.,0,r,,11

29E0

KN

297.0

FG

La Rochelle
Blavandshuk Lt
Goeree Lt
Skrova Lt
Pt de Badleur Lt

CR

GR

Holland

jr

3145

TL

315.5

ND Nidden

Is Scilly_

.. .................

_11E0
.

299.0

AD

Ameland Et

2990

BN

WFrance

SSP*

Er,P*

SWales

D,C9-1',1,K,L.110ff* U.SW "---

Norway..... Po.%Esr.no

2995
2115

NP
SK

Les Baleines
Tarifa
Nash Pt Lt
Skomvaer Lt, Rost

299.5

VS

Utvaer It
Vieste Li

300.0

MZ Moon Head

n u VR

30000._71__. Ca_pj"Antifer Lt

......

...... ._

' --- .

Punta D.Penna

318.0

AS

328.0
331.0

HB

Ingoffsholdhi Lt
Angisoo
Holsteinborg

FH

Frederikshab

IN

Norway
S.Spain
Ntreland

D*,J*P*

S.France

D.J*,

Norfolk

AV CE H IJ KW'

D",0*
D",C1'

TO*
C.,Eff,I,S

P.
D.
Er 0*
D",0*,C1

Norway
S.France
France

D'11*,j*
A,D,X,O,

R

P*.0
D

A",B*,,D,

NEGerrnany_E*
Italy
J. N* P'
Lithuania
D*
Iceland
A",fr,J",

Faeroe Is

ATLI",

Greenland

0

Morocco
Greenland
Greenland

P.
P.

Faeroe Is

P,B*,D*
Or.,D.Y" W.

SC

Scoresbysund

367.0

3710
_ 381.0

JV Jakobshavn
OZN Prins Chris's Sund
AB Akraberg

...................

4114.0

NL

404.0

NS

Inarssaq

S.Ireland

D I K L*,0 V,V

414.0

FK

N.France

F,P",1/

.-

Q

3410

D*

93

UT*

3371 MY Myggenaes

'tidy_
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France
-Latvia
Russia
Latvia
France
Ukraine
Uthuania
Latvia
Iceland

Q

Upernevik
Nolsa

Norway ---04,0:Ef

D*
Danmark_ .1),,Q
NE Scotland ,L0 CI
Kent
-B*C EH ---111*0P*810C4---&Ireland
DV0
Norway
D.".,P*.1
Belgium
011,E,R1 N",0f,ff,SD,W

Greenland
Greenland
Greenland

_3610 RBA Rabat Sale

,....._

0,0
0,1,J,N" r 0
1)",e,P*

Denmark
Holland

tr,C.,E,H
P*

0P *,$.11W

314.0 WU WustrowLt

OP' 5,V,Y.W

2910 0

Hekkingan It
Porguerolles
Ile Verge Lt

0,(17,r,frr 1,J.K,L",til*,

DT W_
Ar,c.O.E.AAJW,N*,

2985 SW Skagen

VG

D",E* r,1,D*

SSpain

RR

PQ

France

Cabo Gate
Round Is Li

29E0 TA

PA

Norway.

0

KU

D",E*.1* Q

D" P.O
A,B*D

Estna.

3140. HK
3140
_ 314.0

Greenland

PS

......

Norway
Dorset
N.Genna
N.France

U

D*
D*,U

NE.Sccitiand A,D,Q
H,I,J*,0*,V,Q
Sweden
Pembroke
AD,P,F1,1,J,K,r,N*0,P-15,U,VW

3095 MA Marstein Lt

359,0

UP

.

D*

SBiatiogtt

309.5

.

torors,u

ADE HI J*

Hallo Lt

1,r,E*LIT,N"..,Q,SAW

om Ross Workman, Shoreham -by -Sea.

Rang

Dalatangi Lt
Walney Is Lt
Thyboron

Duncansbylld Lt

France

(K) Albert Moore, Douglas, loM.

PI

DA

MU Kobenhaven
__3090 WW Ventspils

Ile de Groix
Kokoerne

f$ John Woodcock, Basingstoke.

AL

3.19,0

2910 GX

(J) Larry Manderson, Colchester.

A,B*E1*, `,H*,111.J*,N*,0*.ff",(1

ElBaranova
Feistein Lt
Gedser

Arc.Russia

FN

BR

R$

308.0
308 0

All other entries were logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.

Brian Keyte, Gt.Bookham.

A,D*H*I,J,0*,P*
Er.J",.. V,U,W*

Norway

BJ

KL

30E0

D,E",P,11"

(I)

D*

A.61-,D,E KW. ,K,M,N*,
0
STUhi
T

Sweden
Franca

YE

306.5
307.0

P'

John Eaton, Woking.
(G) Geoff Halligey, Bridgend
(H) Brian Heath, Stapleton.

D*,011"
BCD[ FH IJ K L. NI* 0 S U VW

Falsterborev Lt
Ile d'Yeu Main Lt
Bjomsund Lt

F1/

_10E5
30E5

0.,P'...$,IV.J.KW

_

SWSpain
Flamborough Hd Lt Yorkshire

SB

2950 SN
2955 CB

(MI Clare Pinder, while in Appleby.
(N) Peter Pollard, Rugby.

Sweden
France

ROta

3060 TN

293.0

298.5

Cherbourg Ft W Lt

D

LL

2950 JA

Fred Pallant Storrington.

kiburg

RB

3060 FN

France__.......

2950

OB

T,U,V,W

3057

292.5 SM Pt StMathieu Lt

2945
2945
2945
2945
2950

D*,(1

DY

291.0 SM Pt StMathieu

292.0
292.0

D*

Holland
Is of Lewis

Sailytt

292.0

AD

&Irelan
N.W1p_alrj.
&Spain

BY

291.9

N.:5170.0

Norway___..

289.0
289.5
289.5

291.0
291.5
291.9
291.9

brie de Hercules

FB

D*

NScotland

Norway
A,VE
Denmark
3035. OR
D*,,H,11,)
303.5 IA
Clans Lt
N.Spain
D
3015 OR Punta de Llobjegat S.Spatn.
303.5 VL Vlieland Lt
Holland _EV
3040 PS Pt Lyng Lt
Anglesey&RT. 1,,r,K,N*,0,r,R,S.D.
3040 SB SPrnbuigh Hd Lt
Shetland Is Q
3045 MY Cabo Mayor Lt
N.Spain
11,P *,W*
3050 FP Fife Ness Lt
SEScotland A,D_E*,171
3050 GL Ile de Giraglia Lt
Corsica
R
303.5

Holland

Butt of Lewis Lt

290.5
290.5
291.0

DJNOPW

S.France

BL

Fidra Lt

3010
3010
3035
3015

D,K,R

Portugal

289.0

AV

Norway

s,u.v

N.Spain

(F)

W.Ir

RG

Finland

(0) Peter Rycraft, while in Sutherland.
(R) Tom Smyth, Co.Fermanagh.
(S) Philip Townsend, E.London.
(1) Eric Tubman, Whitstable.
(U) Peter Westwood, Famham.

B".C,D,E H I K L* N*,0,5 U VW

Holland,
Morocco
Iceland

301.1

Cabo Penas Lt

Dave Dawson, Birmingham.

France

Greenland

297.5

(El

Pt de Creach

301.0

Pt del Hank

2975 MA Mantyltioto

(0) Victor Robb, Belfast.
(P) Peter Rycraft, Wickham Market.

CA

3005

HA

Entries marked * were logged during darkness.

ICI Dave Clench, while at Ford
(D) Robert Connolly, Kilkeel.

VLE,F,-.1,1,j,r,N*Ar,ultyyt.

LA

DU

301.LE .Fierland Lt

Mier

Entries marked # are calibration stations.

(L)

Mar

Kent

300.5

301.0

Note:

(A) Kenneth Buck, Edinburgh.
(B) Dave Clench, Worcester Park.

Location

Dungeness Lt
Lista

C/S Station Name

LONG WAVE MARITIME
RADIOBEACON CHART

first time by Peter Rycraft in Wickham Market

DXers:-

THREE CORNERS

MERRYFIELD WAY
STORRINGTON
WEST SUSSEX RH2O 4NS

Q

D*E*H* 'P'Q

Greenland ..._Q..,.,,,,
Faeroe Is

A* V
0,P*,Q,V* W*

Greenland
Frederikshavn Blew Denmark

Cr
Q

World's #1 selling shortwave guide!

1998

orld band radio
News from around the globe
World music and entertainment
Best radio buys

Guide for
world band radios,"
The New York Times

Listen...

as

history unfolds.

Unparalleled news and perspectives, plus
every sort of music and diversion: That's world
band radio, from as many as 165 countries.
PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO

is jammed with just what you need

hilly revised and greatly expanded for 1998.

to eavesdrop on this world: Best

Over 600,000 copies sold worldwide,

and worst radios (PASSPORT REPORTS).
Station and Internet addresses and
Exceptionally handy for day-to-day use.
giveaways (Addresses PLUS).
Schedules, too - the way you want them. 'The best. Comparative ratings

What shows are on, hour by hour
(What's on Tonight)... country by country (Worldwide Broadcasts in English
and Voices from Home)... frequency by
frequency (the renowned Blue Pages).
With

PASSPORT,

you'll have the world at

your fingertips.

tell you what's good about the
good, bad about the bad, and
advertisers be damned."
Outside Magazine
"The bible among shortwavers."
Forbes
"This is the user-friendly book

about shortwave radio...very
authoritative... very thorough!'
BBC World Service

PASSPORT TO WORLD BARD RADIO
The must -have guide to your must -hear world.
0-914941-45-3
Available from dealers and bookstores throughout the
United States, Canada and the United Kingdom, or write:

IBS, Box 300, Penn's Park, PA 18943 USA

http://www.passport.com/
e-mail: mwk@passport.com

PW Publishing td

L

7,7

fishing ltd

PRESENT

Freepost
Arrowsmith Court
Station Approach
Ersadstone
DorsetB

:8

r°120
01202) 65985

LL'S
rI:"F 11 EN

'QUENC
10th Edition

Telephone
(01202)
659930
to order your copy,

NOW!
PLEASE ADD £1 P&P (UK), £2
P&P (OVERSEAS)
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Access

AMERICAN

MasterCard

Book Store

TO ORDER YOUR BOOKS:

E-MAIL: bookstore@pwpub.demon.co.uk
TEL: (01202) 659930 (24 HOURS)

FAX: (01202) 659950 (24 HOURS)

The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers.
They are supplied direct to your door. Many titles are overseas in origin.

AIRBAND
MR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK 6th Edition. David). Smith.
ABC - AIRBAND RADIO GUIDE (New 3rd Edition). Graham Duke
ABC - MR TRAFFIC CONTROL (6th Edition). Graham Duke

192 pages. £9.99

AIRWAVES 97.

124 pages. £8.95
144 pages. £8.95

CALLSIGN 97.
INTERNATIONAL MR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK David J. Smith.
UNDERSTANDING SCARS

OR USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 99

(please note, no cash accepted)

120 pages. £18.75

SATELLITE HACKERS HANDBOOK Cohn A. Grellis.
WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK 5th Edition. Dr Ralph E. Taggart WB8DQT
WRTH SATELLITE BROADCASTING GUIDE. 1997 Edition. Ban Kuperus

LISTENING GUIDES

96 pages. £6.99
112 pages £6.99

192 pages. £9.99

3rd Edition. Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System. Ed Flynn.

EXPRESS

192 pages. £15.50
366 pages. £18.95

SCANNING
AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING BP311. I. D. Poole.
SCANNER BUSTERS 2. D.C. Poole.
SCANNERS 2 INTERNATIONAL. Peter Rouse GUIDKD.
SCANNERS 3 PUTTING SCANNERS INTO PRACTICE.
4th Revision. Peter Rouse
SCANNING SECRETS. Mark Francis

152 pages. £4.99

64 pages. £6.00
261 pages. £10.95
271 pages. £10.95
280 pages. £16.95

80 pages. £9.95

980 pages. £12.50
VHF/UHF AIRBAND FREQUENCY & CALLSIGN GUIDE
WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS FREQUENCY DIRECTORY
£19.95
2nd Edition. Rbbert E. Evans. 260 pages.
124 pages. £6.95.
WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL HF RADIO HANDBOOK Marten R. Cooke.

AMATEUR RADIO
AMATEUR TELEVISION
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR TELEVISION.

BROADCAST
GLOBAL RADIO GUIDE 1997 The Association of International Broadcasting

30 pages. £3.95

DATAMODES
FAX & RTTY WEATHER REPORTS. Philip Mitchell
GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS. 15th Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss.
GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE WEATHERFAX SERVICES. 17th Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss

INTERNET RADIO GUIDE. 2nd Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss
WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip Mitchell
RADIO DATA CODE MANUAL. 15th Edition. Joerg Klingenfuss

62 pages. £11.50
588 pages. £35.00
436 pages. £25.00
£22.00

32 pages. £7.50
604 pages. £28.00

DXTV
DXTV FOR BEGINNERS. Simon Hamer.

31 pages £3.95

GUIDE TO DX -TV. Keith Hamer & Garry Smith.

36 pages. £3.95

£4.95

GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE TV TEST CARDS
THIS IS BBC TV - FIRST 30YRS OF TV GRAPHICS 1934-1964.

38 pages. £4.95

Keith Hamer & Garry Smith

FREQUENCY GUIDES
1997 SUPER FREQUENCY LIST. ON CD-ROM. Joerg Klingenfuss.
FERRELLS CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LISTINGS 10th Edition.

PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1998
UK SCANNING DIRECTORY 6th Edition.

£25.00

Mike Wooding G61QM & Trevor Brown G8CJS

£5.00

SLOW SCAN TELEVISION EXPLAINED. Mike Wooding G6IQM
THE AMATEUR TV COMPENDIUM. Mike Wooding G6IQM

£5.00
£3.50

ANTENNAS & TRANSMISSION LINES
25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS BP125. E. M. Noll.
25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS BP136. E. M. Noll.
25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS BP132. E. M. Noll.
25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS BP145. E. M. Noll.
ALL ABOUT VERTCAL ANTENNAS. W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX.

ANTENNA EXPERIMENTS GUIDE (RSGB) New Edition. Peter Dodd G3LDO
ANTENNAS & TECHNIQUES FOR LOW BAND DXING (ARRL)
ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING (ARRL). Wilfred N. Caron
ANTENNAS FOR LOW BAND DXING. John Devoldere ON4UN
ANTENNAS FOR VHF AND UHF BP301. 1. D. Poole.
ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 18th Edition.
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume One.
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two.
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three. Edited by Jerry Hall KlTD.
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Four.
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM, Vol 5

63 pages. £1.95
50 pages. £1.75
63 pages. £1.95
54 pages. 1,1.75

192 pages. /8.50
£15.00
394 pages. £15.50
195 pages. £1 4.50
£15.50
104 pages. £4.95

732 pages. £23.95
pages.
208175

204 pages. £15.50
268 pages. £8.50

386 pages. £19.95

BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX.

528 pages. £15.50

208 pages. £15.95
BUILD YOUR OWN SHORTWAVE ANTENNAS 2nd Edition. Andrew Yoder.
125 pages. £18.95
BUILDING & USING BALUNS. Jerry Sevick

540 pages. £18.50

VHF -UHF SCANNING FREQUENCY GUIDE. Bill Laver

192 pages. £12.95

CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS 3rd Edition. William Orr W6SAI and Stuart Cowan W2LX.

WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1997.

608 pages. £17.95

EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS BP278.
G-QRP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK

GENERAL
THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK 4th Edition
321 pages. £19.95

568 pages. £15.95
POP WENT THE PIRATES. Keith Skoes
187 pages. £450
SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS. Peter Rouse GUlDKD.
SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS PAST & PRESENT, COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS 1945-1996.
350 pages. £23.95
2nd Edition. Fred Ostermann

MARINE
MARINE SSB OPERATION. J. Michael Gale.
MARINE VHF OPERATIONS. Michael J. Gale

96 pages. £11.95
48 pages. £7.95

SCANNING THE MARINE BANDS. F.F. O'Brian

152 pages. S, 9.50

SHORTWAVE MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS. B. E. Richardson.

195 pages. £16.50

SHIP TO SHORE RADIO FREQUENCIES. Ken Davies.
SIMPLE GPS NAVIGATION. Mik Chinery.

95 pages. £5.99
96 pages. £10.95

155 pages. £7.25
233 pages. £10.99
322 pages. £14.65

HF ANTENNA COLLECTION (RSGB). Edited by Erwin David G4LQI.
HF ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONSYRSGB). Les Mason G6XN.

MORE OUT OF THIN MR (PWP).

112 pages. £6.95

52 pages. £6.30

PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES. John Heys G3BDQ.

PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK 2nd Edition. Joseph). Carr.

437 pages.

RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK W. I. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2LX. _188 pages. £8.50

RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK Joe Carr. 1
SPREAD SPECTRUM SOURCE BOOK (ARRL).
SIMPLE, LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS.

89 Pages. £17.50
384 pages. £15.95

W .1. Orr W6SAI & S. D. Cowan W2I.X.

188 pages. £8.50

WEB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK (ARRL). Doug DeMaw W1FB.

123 pages. £7.50

BEGINNERS (Inc. RAE)
AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB). Victor Brand G3JNB.
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP315.

65 Pages. £3.50
122 pages. £4.95

HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION (RSGB)

ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY 4th Edition
NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV. Derek Stephenson.
NEWNES, SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS POCKET BOOK James Wood

230 pages. £5.95
150 pages. £8.95

PRACTICAL RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB) John Case GW4HWR
THE NOVICE RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION HANDBOOK (BP375)

220 pages. £12.99

THE RADIO AMATEURS' QUESTION & ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL.
Fifth Edition.

980 pages. £32.00

SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK 2nd Edition.
Martin Davidoff K2UBC.

SATELLITE PROffCTS HANDBOOK L. Harris
SATELLITE MLffISION. A layman's guide. Peter Pearson.
SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE. 5th Edition. John Breeds

313 pages. £14.50
1-4 pages. £14.99

3 pages. £1.00

165 pages. 112.50
150 pages. £4.95

Ian Poole G3YWX.

371 pages. £18.95

SATELLITE BOOK , A Complete Guide to Satellite TV Theory and Practice
John Breeds.

88 pages. £8.75

Clive Smith G4FZH and George Benbow G3HB.

AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS BP326.
F. A. Wilson

2925..955

PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB. John Heys G3BDQ.100pages.

F. A. Wilson.

SATELLITE

£8.50

70 pages. £3.50

H. C. Wright.

Compiled and edited by P. Linsley G3PDL & T. Nicholson KA9WRI/GWOLNQ.
£17.50

EAVESDROPPING ON THE BRITISH MILITARY. Michael Cannon.
Hank Bennett, Harry Helms & David Hardy.

pages. i1
i100..0000

236 pages.

Ray Petri GOOAT. £13.95

RAE MANUAL (RSGB). G.L.Benbow G3HB.
RAE REVISION NOTES (RSGB). G.L.Benhow G3HB.
REVISION QUESTIONS FOR THE NOVICE RAE (RSGB). Esde Tyler GOAEC.
THE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENT'S NOTEBOOK John Case GW4HWR.

127 pages. £8.75

92 pages. £5.25
60 pages. £5.75
124 pages. £5.00

SHORTWAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEGINNERS.
Anita Louise McCormick KA8KGI.

76 pages. £15.00
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176 pages. £10.95

TRAINING FOR THE NOVICE LICENCE A MANUAL FOR THE INSTRUCTOR (RSGB)
John Case GW4HWR.

W1FB'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS (ARRL). Doug DeMaw W1FB.
YOUR FIRST AMATEUR STATION. Colin Redwood G6MXL
124 pages. £5.75

QRP

101 pages. £6.75
155 pages. £8.95

G-QRP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK Edited by Rev. G. Dobbs G3RJV.
INTRODUCING QRP. Dick Pascoe GOBPS
W1FB's QRP NOTEBOOK (ARRL). 2nd Edition. Doug De Maw W1FB.

CALLBOOKS
JOINT CD/ROM (INT. & NAMER.). 1997 Edition.
NORTH AMERICAN CALLBOOK.199' Edition
RSGB CALLSEEKER 98 (CDROM for Windows 95)
RSGB YEARBOOK 1998 EDITION Brett Rider G4FLQ

£35.00

TEST EQUIPMENT

£20.95

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER BP239. R. A. Penfold.
HANDS-ON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES. Barn Ross

£13.50

96 pages. £9.00
£6.95
175 pages. £7.95

102 pages. £2.95
228 pages. 117.95

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT BP267.

512 pages. £13.50

R. A. Penfold.

COMPUTING
ACCESS 95 ONE STEP AT A TIME BP408
AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS BP177.
R. A. Penfold.

104 pages. £3.50

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP249. R. A. Penfold 102 pages. £3.50
MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER BP265. R. A. Penfold.
96 pages. £2.95
PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES. John Case GW4HWR.
126 pages. £10.00
TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR. Clive Smith G4FZH
170 pages. £10.95

115 pages. £5.99

72 pages. £2.95

HOW TO EXPAND, MODERNISE AND REPAIR PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP271
R. A. Penfold.

VHF

166 pages £ 5.99

INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP272. R. A. Penfold.
MS -OFFICE ONE STEP AT A TIME (BP402)
MS WORD 95 EXPLAINED BP406
MS WORKS FOR WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED BP405
NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition.

86 pages. £4.99

ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO. W. I. Orr W6SAI.

175 pages. £6.99
175 pages. £5.95

Michael Tooley.

ELECTRONICS
A REFERENCE GUIDE TO PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS TERMS BP287.

256 pages. £12.95
£14.99

PASSPORT TO WEB RADIO 1997
PERSONAL COMPUTERS IN THE HAM SHACK (ARRL)

F. A. Wilson.

£12.50

THE INTERNET AND WORLD WIDE WEB EXPLAINED. J. Shelley. .................

WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED (BP400).

INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK William R. Nelson WA6FQG.
THE RADIO AMATEUR'S GUIDE TO EMC (RSGB). Robin Page -Jones G3JWI.

431 pages. £5.95

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS BP285.

.130 pages. £5.95
175 pages. £5.95

R. A. Penfold.

166 pages. £4.99

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 1- BP321. R.A. Penfold
CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 - BP322. R.A. Penfold
GETTING STARTED IN PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS BP345. Owen Bishop.
NEWNES AUDIO AND HI-FI ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition.

EMC
250 pages. £9.50
117 pages. 18.95

182 pages. £4.95
214 pages. £4.95
198 pages £4.95

Vivian Capel.

210 pages. £12.95

NEWNES ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Keith Brindley.

HISTORICAL

306 pages. £12.95

POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76. R. A. Penfold89 pages. £3.99

1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL. Edited by Hugo Gemsback.

EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION (1932)
HENLEY'S 222 RADIO CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS (1924)

260 pages. £11.85
312 pages. £11.75

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS BP299. Owen Bishop.
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK Ian Sinclair.
PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS BP3.93. A. Flind.
PREAMPLIFIER & FILTER CIRCUITS BP309. R. A Penfold.
TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP248. R.A.Penfold
UNDERSTANDING BASIC ELECTRONICS (ARRL)
W1FB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK (ARRL). Doug DeMAW W1FB

271 pages ii.45

OLD TIME RADIOS RESTORATION & REPAIR. J. Carr

£17.95

SECRETS OF HOMEBUILT REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS (Rockey)

127 pages. £7.95

THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER Volume 1. Phil Anderson WOX1
THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER Volume 2. Phil Anderson WOXI
THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL. 3 XTAL NEWSLETTER. Phil Anderson WOXI
THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER Volume 4. Phil Anderson WOXI
THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL. 5 XTAL NEWSLETTER. Phil Anderson WOXI
CRYSTAL RADIO HISTORY, FUNDAMENTALS AND DESIGN. P. A. Kinzie

THOSE GREAT OLD HANDBOOK RECEIVERS (1929 + 1934)

£6.50
16.50
£6.50

DATA

£6.50

ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK Doug DeMaw WIFE
ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST DATA BOOK. BP396. R. A. Penfold
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE BP53.

£6.50

136p pages.ages£13.954:99

£3.95
104 pages. £3.99
£16.50
195 pages. £8.50

260 pages. £8.95

242 pages. £5.95

F. A. Wilson

249 pages. £3.95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA BP316. Owen Bishop.
327 pages. £5.99
RADIO AMATEUR AND LISTENER'S DATA HANDBOOK Steve Money. 2
40 pages. £15.95
RADIO DATA REFERENCE BOOK (RSGB) 6th Edition
252 pages. £10.25
RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSISTORS PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

MAPS AND LOG BOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK (RSGB).
NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART
QTH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE. NEW EDITION
RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD. NEW EDITION
RECEIVING STATIONLOG BOOK (RSGB)
RSGB PREFIX GUIDE 1997

89 pages. £4.95
439

£6.50

94 pages. £6.95
307 pages. £6.30
140 pages. £7.85

WORLD AT THEIR FINGERTIPS (RSGB).
VISION BY RADIO (1925) (Jenkini

740 x 520mm. £8.50

Norm Dee & Helge Granberg.

235 pages. £19.95

SECRETS OF RF CIRCUIT DESIGN. Joseph Carr.
SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (ARRL).

1080 x 680mm. £7.00
980 x 680mm. £7.00
£3.75

405 pages. £19.95

Les Hayward IX777.01& Doug DeMaw WIFB.

.156 pages. £10.50

TRANSMTI IER HUNTING . RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SIMPLIFIED.

£5.75

Joseph D. Moell & Thomas N. Curlee.

MICROWAVES
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES (BP312).

163 pages. £9.50

77 pages. £5.95

325 pages. £21.95
178 pages. £5.95

TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES (BP401).
F. A. Wilson. 134 pages. £3.95

ARRL UHF/MICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL. Various Authors.
ARRL UHF/MICROWAVES PROJECT MANUAL
RSGB MICROWAVE HANDBOOK v01.s 1. 2. 3

446 pages. £11.50

PROJECTS

400 pages. £15.50

COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL BP160. B.B. Bahani.
HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN PCBs BP121 . R. A. Penfold.
MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP192. R. A Penfold.
PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS AND SWLS BP304. R. A. Penfold.
SHORT WAVE SUPERHET RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP276 R.A. Penfold.
SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP275 R. A. Penfold.

(all 3) £34.00

MORSE
MORSE CODE FOR RADIO AMATEURS (RSGB)
SECRETS OF LEARNING MORSE CODE. Mark Francis

28 pages. £4.25
84 pages. £6.95.

OPERATING AND HANDBOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL (RSGB). Ray Eckersley G4FTJ.
ARRL HANDBOOK 1998. 75111Edifion

Ray Petri GOOAT

Edited by Charles L Hutchinson and David Newkirk.

LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO (ARRL). Jim Kearman KRIS
RADIO COMMUNICATION HANDBOOK (RSGB). 6th Edition.
Dick Birldulph G8PDS

SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION BP300. I. D. Poole.
VHF/UHF HANDBOOK. Dick Biddulph

£24.00

Re -published by Antique Electronic Supply (Arizona).

£13.95

704 pages. £8.95

475 pages. £10.50

RCA RECEIVING TUBE MANUAL (Original Publishers Radio Corporation Of America)

204 pages. £12.50

Re -published by Antique Electronic Supply (Arizona)

384 pages. £10.50

RCA TRANSMITTING TUBES (Original Publisher Radio Corporation of America)
129 pages. £11.50
124 pages. £7.50

Re -published by Antique Electronic Supply (Arizona)

318 pages. £10.50

TUBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK

£15.50

750 pages. £21.00
81 pages. £3.95
317 pages. £18.50

ORDER NOW ON

(01202) 659930

770 pages. £11.50
266 pages. £8.95
170 pages. £5.95

OR PLEASE USE THE ORDER FORM ON

PROPAGATION
AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION BP293. J.G. Lee.

92 pages. £3.95
80 pages. £2.95
88 pages. £3.95

HANDBOOK OF RADIO, TV, INDUSTRIAL & TRANSMITTING TUBE & VALVE
EQUIVALENTS.
60 pages. £2.95.
RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOKS 1.3
£2.95 each

PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET OPERATION IN THE UK.
Mike Mansfield G6AWD NEW EDITION.

92 pages. £2.95

ELECTRON TUBE LOCATOR. George H. Fathauer.
350 pages. £21.95
ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS (TUBES & TRANSISTORS) (Original Publishers General Electric)

PACKET
PACKET RADIO PRIMER (RSGB). Dave Comber G8LIYZ & Marten Corft G8NZU
YOUR PACKET COMPANION. Steve Ford XXE8IMY

66 pages. £2.50

VALVES/TUBES
749 pages. £12.23

ARRL HANDBOOK 1997 ON CD ROM
£30.00
ARRL OPERATING MANUAL 1997
£16.50
BASIC RADIO & ELECTRONIC CALCULATIONS (using the Casio scientific calculator).
COMPLETE DX'ER. Bob Locher.
HAM RADIO MADE EASY (ARRL). Steve Ford
HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR. NEW EDITION

106 pages. £3.95

PAGE 99.

116 pages. £3.95
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NEW RATES. £4.00 SUBSCRIBERS, £6.00 NON -SUBSCRIBERS

Trading Post
Please write clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS - up to a maximum of 30 words plus 12 words for your
address, and send ittogether with your payment of £6.00 (24.00 subscribers),to Zoe Crabb,Trading
Post, Short Wave Magazine, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.
If an order form is not provided due to space constraints, a form from a previous issue can be used
as long as the cornerflash or Subscriber Number is attached as proof of purchase of the magazine.
Adverts appear on a first -come -first -served basis. If there is not enough space to feature a Trading
Post ad in the issue you request it is automatically entered into the next one. All queries to Zoo Crabb
on (01202) 659910. We cannot accept advertisements from traders, or for equipment which is illegal
to posses, use or which cannot be licensed in the UK.

excellent condition, £275, Trio R-1000, book,
v.g.c., £185. Zenith 1000, Zenith H500 valves,
v.g.c., offers. Tel: Middlesex 0181-813 9193.

Optoelectronics Scout, brand new, used

YB217, new, £30. Radio Shack DX -394, new
guarantee, £140. Panasonic RFB-65 s.s.b., used,

PRO airband monitor receiver DR600, a.m.

Kenwood R-5000 with Global AT1000,
manuals, boxed, mint condition, hardly used, just

'Yoko' 7in portable monochrome
multistandard v.h.flu.h.f. TV, B/G/I/L

over 12 months old, £500. Tel: Coventry (01203)
591338 after 6pm.

o.n.o. inc. P&P. Also low cost VVXSAT decoding
equipment. Rob, Exethr Tel: (01392)273714
evenings or weekend

Toshiba FIIL, £60 each. FRG -7700 + FRV + FRT,

months old, £225. Also Commtel 1300 scanner,
a.m., f.m., w.f.m., continuous coverage, 0.5 to
1300MHz, £200, will separate, both boxed, as
new with instructions. Graham, Shropshire. Tel:
(01691(622368.

once, unwanted purchase, complete with box,
charger, DB32 antenna, cost, £350, bargain at
£260. Tel: Bucks (01753) 885163 evenings and
weekends.

For Sale

operation UK and Eunpe, whip antenna, 12V
d.c. and mains, no ins ruction leaflet, v.g.c., £60

Optoelectronics Scout model 40, three

(01451) 860701.

wideband scanner, ai band, NiCads, case, ext.
mic., magmount car .erial, 2m colinear, mint,
£300 the lot. AKD HF short wave RX, a.m.,
I.s.b., u.s.b., 150-30 Hz, mint, £130 cash only.
Nick, Hampshire. Tel: (01420) 475575 evenings.

AOR AR3000A, a.t.0 , active aerial, voice
activated tape record r, all cables, many books,
in original box, £650, genuine reason for sale.
Tel: Portsmouth (01715) 619806.

AOR AR8000 scann r, excellent condition,

£250. Lowe IF -150 and s/ware, £30. Alinco DJ X1 wide band hand-held receiver, £180 o.n.o.
JIM desk top p.s.u., 101A Mk5, £30, prices
negotiable. Colin on (01475) 786831.

Lowe HF-150 plus PC link HF FAX and receiver
control and all cables, software included, £250.
Andy, Twickenham. Tel: 0181-892 2983.

Lowe HF-150 stack, as new, made up of
receiver, key -pad, p.s.u., pre -selector, extension
speaker and filters, three-tier rack, manuals,
£495. Steve, Derby. Tel: (01332) 550647.

hardly used since ne , boxed with manual, £250
o.n.o. Tel: (01785) 61

538.

AOR SDU5000 spe trum display unit, fitted
with EPROM for use ith both AOR and Icom
receivers, boxed with leads, etc., £525 o.v.n.o.
Peter on (01803) 855544.

Lowe HF-225, hardly used, plus noise filter and
some valves, transformers, etc., offers, buyer
collects. Tel: (01273) 203940.

PRO -60 hand-held scanner, 200 channels,
30-999.9875MHz with gaps, Sky Scan antenna,

Yaesu FRG -100, f.m. card, one year old, rarely
used, excellent condition, box and manual, £390.
Tel: W. Sussex (01293) 548138 from 7-9pm.

model, mint with manual, original box, £250 or
exchange for Signal 535 RX. TeL (01482)
813439.

FAX on (01274)7260L4.

featuring Smartlock system, instructions
included with leads and power pack, includes
also monitor for above, both in v.g.c., £200. P.
James on (0589) 645703 or (01426)214464

spare valves, £150. Buyer collects. Dave,
Southampton. Tel: (01703) 583875.

Barlow Wadley XCR-30 receiver, manual,
very good condition, £80. Spirit of St Louis field
radio with cassette, Manual, good condition,
£50. John, Lancashire. Tel: (01695) 728945.

BNOS 12/12A power supply unit, as new,
Codemaster CWR-61 bE c.w./RTTY/ASCII
terminal, excellent w rking order, ICS
Electronics AMT -2, cr mplete data terminal for
Commodore C64, unu sed, offers. Tel: (01775)
821756.

Timewave DSP-599ZX, little to no use,
excellent condition, complete and genuine,
£295. Tel: Merseyside (01744) 883946.

Yupiteru MVT-7100 multi band receiver and
mains adapter plus manual and UK Directory,
unused, still boxed, £225. Mr Davies, Cambs.
Tel: (01480) 461802.

Yupiteru MVT-7100 scanner, 530kHz to
1650MHz, manual, charger, aerial, box, £150
cash only. Rankin, Wirral. Tel: 0151-334 5501.

Yupiteru MVT-900, as new, boxed, inc. carry

Realistic PRO -2006 base scanner, v.g.c.,

case, charger, £295. Martin on (01684) 296461.

£125 o.n.o. Sony SW55 world band portable
radio, complete with all accessories, v.g.c.,
boxed. £130 o.n.o. Tel: Romford (01708)721558.

Wanted
Drake R8E and AR3030 vitt converters

Roberts R617 pocket portable, boxed with
mains p.s.u. and case, mint, guarantee to April
1999, excellent performance, £90. Tel: St Albans
(01727) 859377.

Popular Communications (USA) and other
American periodicals, cheap to good homel
Buyer collects. Emigration makes disposal
necessary. John, Leeds. Tel: 0113-2612196.

FAX, etc., s.w., AGARS pagers, stand alone

AR8000 hand-held scanner and Opto Scout,
both in good conditio with manuals, new
computer forces sale selling at sensible price,
£400 for both. Tel: Br dford (01274)407302 or

AR88D receiver, excellent condition, manual,

R107, £50. 0206, £60. RA17, £110. RA172, £130.
RA1218, £220. Several Eddystones and KW
transmitter CII + p.s.u., R210, etc., and others.
'Phone for details. 10 000 A4 manila envelopes,
suit circuit diagrams, £100. Anthony, Bucks area.
Tel: (01908) 373114.

Short Wave Magazines, 1989 thru 1996 plus
M-400 V.3 reviewed in SWMAug '93, RTTY,

limewave DSP-599ZX top of the range d.s.p.
filter, mint boxed condition, hardly used, cost
£350, sell for, £225. Derek on 0191-252 8417.

Lowe HF-150 and p.s.u., excellent condition,

Alinco DJG-5E han I -held, 2m/70cm TX/RX

£70. No offers. Tel: E. Sussex (0585) 111181
anytime.

crystal controlled, manual, also immaculate
condition with charger and magnetic mount
antenna, instructions, I.c.d. freq. read-out builtin, whip antenna, offers, £125 post free. George
on (01443) 437345 anytime.

526-1300MHz magnetic base, NiCads, charger,
items as new, boxed with manuals, sell both,
£165 o.n.o. Tel: Ludlow (01584) 876836 after
3pm.

Last chance, Hoka Code 3 V. 4.14, all modes
with auto analysis, £150. Colin, Glos. Tel:

Sony ICF-SW100 s.s.b., slightly used, £99.
Sony ICF-SW40, new guarantee, £80. Grundig

Sony 2001D, p.s.u., manual, boxed, no static
damage, mint, £160. Drake MS8 speaker, £25.
Drake R8E, service manual, new, £20. MFJ-112
desk DX clock, £5. All plus P&P or collect. Mr
Harmer, 9 Park Square East, Jaywick, Essex
C015 2NL.

Momentum DM1000 easy reader decoder

(24hr).

Sony 7600D, s.s.b., £80. Sony 7600DA, 15
bands, Grundig Traveller Mkll, Grundig Yacht Boy
230,16 bands, Roberts R808, Philips AE -3405,

NRD-525, boxed with manual, excellent
condition, £600. Vinc on (01487)823879.

required, please don't PX your receivers with
the converters fitted and get next to nothing for
them. I will pay fair price, must have fitting
instructions. A. Bell, Kent. Tel: (01959)575113.
Eddystone 940 and 1830 analogue receivers
urgently required in g.w.o. and condition please.
Jim McGowan, 20 Keats Avenue, Rumford,
Essex RM3 7AR, Tel: (01708) 340304.

For the attention of all radio amateurs and
enthusiastsfiving in -Sheffield, wanted half
inch ferrite rods that were bought from
Bardwells on Abbeyda le Road between 1980
and 1989. Peter Tankard, Sheffield. Tel: 0114234 3030 9.30am to 9pm.
Interface CIV17 for Icom R-7000 to PC, also
Scancat Gold for Windows. Tel: (01903) 892591.

ORDER FORM
PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS

I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £

(E4.00/E6.00)

Made payable to PW Publishing Ltd
Please insert this advertisement IN THE NEXT

FOR SALE/WANTED/EXCHANGE maximum 30 words

AVAILABLE ISSUE OF SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

DX -394 communications receiver, little used
and in mint condition manual, boxed, £90.
Grundig Yacht Boy 5 0, good condition, boxed,
£100. John, Lancs. T I: (01695) 728945 anytime,

Name

Address

Eddystone model 3 .58X p.s.u., ten coils in box,
only needs seeing!, 110. 870, 870A, EC10, £85
each. Another EC10, 50. Carriage extra. Try to
collect 358X + scrap 70, £25. Peter, Surrey. Tel:
(01372)454381 or (0 74) 128170 anytime.

ERA Microreader

4.2 decoder with p.s.u.,

£90. ERA RS232 disp ay unit with p.s.u., £125.

Post Code
Credit Card Details

Card Number

Tel: 0171-278 0581.

(30)

Grundig Satellit 7

10 months old, £300.
ven months old, £140.
Both as new, genuin reason for sale, h.f.
discone Moonraker s anner aerial, cost £70
new, sell for 230. Tel: Lancs 0161-7647329.

CONTACT DETAILS maximum 12 words

Radioshack DX -394

Grundig YB500, boded as new, ten months old,
all accessories, little hse, £80 plus postage. Tel:
N. Wales (013521754582.

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

Signature
Expiry date of card
Subscription Number

(12)
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A

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

Please

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE - 6 MONTHS
£16.50 (UK)

for

enquire

airmail
rates

SHORTWAVE MAGAZINE -1 YEAR
£30.00 (UK) £35.00 (Europe)

Order Form
FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES IN

£38.00 (Rest of World Airsaver) £45.00 (Rest of World Airmail)

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH
PRACTICAL WIRELESS (1 YEAR)
£50.00 (UK) £59.00 (Europe Airmail)
£63.00 (Rest of World Airsaver)
£74.00 (Rest of World Airmail)
Please start my subscription with the

issue.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930

MONITORING TIMES - 1 Year (SPECIAL
OFFER - 14 issues for the price of 12)
£38 (UK) £43 (Europe Airmail)
£49 (Rest of World Airmail)

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
Or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be
acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy)

SATELLITE TIMES - 1 Year (6 issues)
£22 (UK) £32 (Europe Airmail)
£32 (Rest of World Airmail)

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

PAYMENT DETAILS

Name

BINDERS
Please send me

between the hours of 9.00am - 5.00pm. Outside these hours
your order will be recorded on an answerphone

SWM Binders at £6.50

£

Postal charges: £1 for one, £2 for two or more (overseas surface)
FREE P&P if you order two or more (UK only)

Address
Postcode

Please send me the following books

Telephone No.
I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.)

£

Or
Charge to my MasterCardNisa/Switch/AMEX Card the amount of £

Card No.

£
Postal charges.

UK: £1 for one, £2 for two or more

ar RICAN

WSA

Valid from

E

PRESS

to

Signature

Tel

Overseas:
£2.00 per item.

NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK)
(For orders received before noon) £4.00
GRAND TOTAL

Issue No:
Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery. Prices cerrec
attime of going to press. Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling. Cash not accepted.

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950

STAR BUY
The UK Scanning Directory - 6th Edition
The UK Scanning Directory covers everything from secret government frequencies down to your local traffic
warden. This new edition, which spans the range of 26MHz to 1.8GHz, has been revised throughout and many
new frequencies have been added. The directory now enjoys a larger format and it is divided into three
sections.
Part 1 covers tens of thousands of frequencies which continue to amaze everybody. Included are Civil and
Military, Aviation, Army, Navy, Railways, Telephone, Couriers and lots more. Part 2 covers the civil aviation
band and lists every airport and airfield alphabetically in the UK and Ireland and Part 3 has European
frequencies for DXers.

This book is a definite must for your bookshelf. If you order before the 31st
December 1997, you can get your copy for just £18.50 inc. P&P. So, what are you
waiting for? Get ordering!

To order this book, use the order form above or call the
Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote SWM12.
SWM December 1997
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